LC\textsuperscript{3} PREFACE

The 2017 Lean and Computing in Construction Congress (LC\textsuperscript{3}) was held in Heraklion, Crete, Greece over July 4-12, 2017. LC\textsuperscript{3} was a special, one-of-a-kind event, whose value proposition for researchers and industry stemmed from the integration of three conferences, two PhD summer schools and one industry day into four co-located events:

- **The Joint Conference on Computing in Construction (JC\textsuperscript{3}), comprised of:**
  - The 34\textsuperscript{th} CIB W78 Information Technology for Construction Conference
  - The 17\textsuperscript{th} International Conference on Construction Applications of Virtual Reality
- **The 25\textsuperscript{th} Annual Conference of the International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC)**
- **Lean and BIM PhD Summer Schools**
- **Lean and BIM Industry Day**

The construction industry is undergoing two major, disruptive, changes, one technological and the other managerial: the broad adoption of BIM and other information technologies and the fundamental change to the management of production that Lean Construction brings. These two innovations are independent in theory, but are interdependent in implementation. The natural synergies between them have driven much of the adoption efforts in pioneering construction companies, and their interactions are the subject of growing academic research.

The idea to co-locate the leading international Construction IT and Lean Construction conferences was born from the recognition of the growing interest in the synergies of Lean Construction and BIM. We are thrilled to have made this a reality: co-located, consecutive conferences that offered a unique opportunity for researchers and practitioners to share ideas on the broad subjects of Construction IT and Lean Construction, but at the same time, maintained the unique identity of each of the individual conferences and their communities. In fact, some 25% of the participants in each of the JC\textsuperscript{3} and the IGLC conferences took part in both conferences.

We are also delighted to have succeeded in bringing together academics and industry practitioners to share ideas and experiences. The Lean and BIM Industry Day and the Lean and BIM PhD Summer Schools, which took place over the weekend following the JC\textsuperscript{3} and preceding the IGLC Conference, offered superb opportunities to exchange ideas; 143 people took part in the weekend activities. Overall, over 300 individuals took part in the various LC\textsuperscript{3} events.

In designing the LC\textsuperscript{3}, we introduced many new quality features from academic events in computer science and other areas to increase the value proposition of the congress and highlight improvements to our communities for future use. We made abstract submission optional and focused the reviewing effort on the full papers. We adopted the IGLC practice
and requested and published extended abstracts / A3 posters along with camera-ready papers and included them in the LC\textsuperscript{3} programme for both the JC\textsuperscript{3} and the IGLC conferences. We ensured that each paper received a DOI number and is freely available (open-access). We created parallel video proceedings on LC\textsuperscript{3}'s YouTube channel to preserve the presentations and link them directly to the papers.

Kenneth Walsh, Ph.D., *San Diego State University*, IGLC Programme Chair

Frédéric Bosché Ph.D., *Heriot-Watt University*, JC\textsuperscript{3} Programme Chair

Rafael Sacks, Ph.D., *Technion Israel Institute of Technology*, LC\textsuperscript{3} Chair

Ioannis Brilakis, Ph.D., *University of Cambridge*, LC\textsuperscript{3} Chair

**LC\textsuperscript{3} Sponsors**

We would like to thank our commercial sponsors for their generous contributions to the congress, in support of scholarships, awards, the industry day and the PhD summer schools.
The International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC), whose proceedings are contained in this volume, was founded in 1993. The organization is a network of professionals and researchers in architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) who feel that the practice, education, and research of AEC have to be radically renewed in order to respond to the challenges ahead. The goal is to better meet customer demands and dramatically improve the AEC process as well as product. To achieve this, IGLC researchers are developing new principles and methods for product development and production management specifically tailored to the AEC industry, but akin to those defining lean production that proved to be so successful in manufacturing. The distinguishing trait of this Group is its emphasis on theory. IGLC views that the lack of an explicit theory of construction has been a major bottleneck for the progress in the AEC field.

Annual conferences are the main activity of the IGLC, and their locations rotate amongst the continents. Conference organization is managed independently by a group of volunteers in each sponsoring country. The present conference is the 25th annual event, an important milestone in the history of IGLC.

The IGLC conference received approximately 160 submissions (overall, LC$^3$ received approximately 320 submissions) in nine lean construction tracks: Contract & Cost Management; Enabling Lean with Information Technology; Lean Theory; People, Culture, & Change; Product Development & Design Management; Production Planning & Control; Production System Design; Safety, Quality, & the Environment; and Supply Chain Management& Prefabrication

Following a rigorous full paper peer review process (with each full paper being reviewed by at least two reviewers drawn from the scientific committee of international experts, and final decisions being made collectively by the corresponding track and programme chairs), 113 outstanding full papers were ultimately included in the proceedings and presentation at the conference (72% acceptance rate). These papers represented a combined total of 244 authors.

The conference was divided into one day of plenary sessions with 12 papers. Papers were selected based on the recommendations of track chairs for the first two sessions. The third session was designed to present papers from the track that attracted the highest number of submissions (People, Culture, and Change). The first day also included two poster sessions, with 20 papers presented in this format. The remaining papers were presented in 23 parallel sessions over two days. The authors of the top ranked papers were invited to expand their work for submission to a special issue of a leading academic journal –the Journal of Construction Engineering and Management.

In addition to the technical content, the conference also provided opportunities for fellowship and networking in informal settings. The IGLC programme opened on the evening of July 9th 2017 with a welcome reception. The conference offered an optional half-day trip to Lassithi Plateau & the Village of Kritsa, an optional pre-conference full-day tour to Elounda and Spinalonga, and a conference dinner with a folklore night at Thea.

We would like to thank the IGLC scientific community, including both academic and industry members for their contributions and support; the programme committee (see
specific acknowledgements below); as well as Lilia Sbokou and her team at Sbokos Tours, who managed the local organization matters of the event.

To all LC³ attendees: we sincerely appreciate your participation and involvement in this 25\textsuperscript{th} anniversary event. We hope your conference experience provided opportunities to renew friendships and professional relationships, forge new ones, spark exciting new research ideas, and enjoy the scenery and surroundings in Crete!

Kenneth Walsh, Ph.D., San Diego State University, IGLC Programme Chair

Rafael Sacks, Ph.D., Technion Israel Institute of Technology, LC³ Chair

Ioannis Brilakis, Ph.D., University of Cambridge, LC³ Chair
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DISCRETE COSTING VERSUS COLLABORATIVE COSTING

Sa’id A. Namadi1, Christine Pasquire2, and Emmanuel Manu3

Abstract: The UK construction industry has witnessed a recent shift towards integrated and collaborative approaches. Such collaborative efforts include the use of integrated systems like BIM, lean and innovative procurement options which are now reshaping project delivery systems. However, in the UK, most efforts have focused primarily on the conventional project management system, which is coherent and contract-based and has brought the separation in the processes of costing/design and production. In fact, cost and design processes are still treated as independent and separate functions which are carried out discretely within the current project delivery system. This neglect, and the lack of a holistic and collaborative approach in costing, arguably accounts for much of the cost overrun that is still prevalent in the UK industry. Traditionally, cost management has been the chief duty of Quantity Surveyors (QSs) in the UK. Recently, Target Value Design (TVD) has emerged as a management approach under the lean philosophy that aims to deliver exactly what the customer needs in terms of value within stipulated project constraints. The technique is aimed at making the budget become an input in the design and decision making process rather than an outcome of a design. The growth of collaborative approaches such as TVD opens new opportunities for project participants to deliver more value for clients and work collaboratively. This paper reports on the literature review that aimed at developing a framework to improve the current cost management practice towards a more collaborative system against the existing discrete form of costing that inhibits collaboration.

Keywords: Discrete Costing, Collaborative Costing, Target Value Design, Cost Management, Quantity Surveying.

1. INTRODUCTION

For many years now, UK construction industry has had several reports and recommendations by industry practitioners and government, stressing on collaborative working, value addition and the use of collaborative approaches to streamline design and construction processes (Egan, 1998, 2002; Latham, 1994). Among other targets set by the industry in the (Construction 2025 report HM Government, 2013) were cost reduction in the initial cost of construction and the whole life cost of built assets. In view of that, the UK government are now advocating for more collaborative approaches where project actors and processes are fully integrated (Sunil et al, 2013).

Lean construction as a collaborative system has been proposed to the industry as an antidote to many of the challenges faced, that aimed at transforming construction model
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and delivery approach (Mossman, 2009). But, the lack of collaboration has proved to be a major challenge for the industry which has dominated the processes of design, planning and execution (Daniel et al, 2015). It worsens in the areas of cost management where cost target are still set by the client’s advisors in isolation who take sole ownership of cost advice.

Although, in 2012 there were efforts to improve collaboration in terms of costing that led to the introduction of new procurement models like cost-led procurement, integrated project insurance and two stage open book (cabinet office, 2014). Yet, they are still not patronised within the industry.

The alternative view is illustrated in the target value design (TVD) approach, which is derived from target costing as a management approach that allows cost to act as an input to design where the design process itself constantly updates the cost to align with client needs and constraints (Kaushik et al, 2014). Despite that, research has indicated no evidence of its implementation in the UK construction. Moreover, clients are still dissatisfied with project performances repeatedly exceeding the agreed budget and time parameters. (HM Government 2013). These consequences were also marched in Zimina et al (2012) who confirmed that the costing process (cost planning) in the UK, is still based on market driven estimates instead of the business case, which overturns the essence of value creation and encourages the use of contingencies.

Taking inspiration from the research above, this study aims to explore the idea of collaborative costing in contrast with the traditional cost management system using TVD as an exampler. Therefore, the study will focus on the costing and design interfaces. The next sections will present the methods adopted, review the current forms of costing and propose two distinct approaches (discrete and collaborative). This will be followed with analysis on how budgets are set from the two models, and a discussion of the differences and benefits.

2. METHODOLOGY

The study reviews literature including published case studies of collaborative costing using TVD. This approach enables the current theory to be established in order to identify the ways costing processes are managed, understood and delivered. To achieve this, the study compares and contrasts the conventional cost management process in the UK, which is more discrete, and lean costing approaches using TVD as an exampler of a collaborative costing approach.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 COLLABORATIVE COSTING WITHIN TVD

TVD was adopted from target costing which originates from the manufacturing industry in the 1930’s (Feil et al, 2004). The process was used by manufacturers and customers to manage product profitability (Cooper & Slagmulder, 1997). The main logic behind the process was to allow cost and value to anchor the design process instead of calculating cost after the design is complete (Tommelein & Ballard, 2016). The term was first used by Hal Macomber, Greg Howell and Jack Barberio in 2007 after the adoption of target costing into the construction environment (Macomber, et al, 2007). But it was first spotted in the Tostrud Fieldhouse project at St Olaf College, USA by the Boldt Company in 2002.
TVD as a management approach flourish under collaborative environment where the client and project participants are all involved in a discussion to generate the values required (time, cost, features etc.) within the project constraint.

According to Macomber et al (2007) TVD has five certain principles that allow collaborative approaches to flourish during project delivery. These principles are:- (a) **target costing setting** – This is where instead of estimating based on detailed design, the concept focuses more on detailed estimate; (b) **collaboration** – Instead of designing and then converging later for a group reviews and decisions, the concept emphasize on working together to define the issues and produce decisions then design to those decisions; (c) **colocation** – Instead of working in silos and separate rooms as prevailed traditionally, the method advocates for working in pairs or large groups and face to face; (d) **Set based design** – Rather than narrow choices to proceed with design, it allows several alternative solutions set far into the design process, where choosing by advantages is asserted, which allow the selection of different alternatives when multiple factors and criteria are being considered; (e) **Work Structuring** – Instead of evaluating the constructability of a design, it allows for designing what is constructible.

These succinct arrangements have created a common understanding, teamwork that allows a clear path to waste elimination in the processes of costing and design (Rubrich, 2012). These elements embedded with the method has clearly illustrate TVD as an example of collaborative costing. Therefore, it can be argued that collaborative costing (CC) is a relational system that stems from commitments and transparency, where trust is drastically improved and teams collaborate to effectively deliver projects. It is based on an open and honest interaction around cost between supply chain members working together with the production team to set the target cost and the allowable profit. This system is increasingly being used in the US construction industry aimed at achieving the maximum value while setting costs target lower than the market benchmark price (Ballard, 2012).

The TVD models as depicted in figure 1, 2 & 3 below shows a clear definition of CC approach and how it begins under a TVD setting. The process start with team assembly researching on the product and the money available as per the business case which is called allowable cost (AC). It then proceeds on to determine the market cost (MC) which is identified through a detailed collaborative benchmarking, where the selected team work extensively on the feasibility study to revealed the estimated maximum price for the project.

Based on that, the target cost is set and a common risk and profit pool is used to derive innovation through pain-gain share commercial mechanism (Ballard, 2012). At this stage, the cost and value are extended from assets level to the system level and managed concurrently by the cross-functional teams (Zimina et al, 2012). Values created within the process are totally in line with cost information provided using (over the shoulder costing approach) which is conducted in close collaboration with the team members to avoid running beyond the target cost. Hereafter, the method stresses on process and team collaboration that sees the inclusion of key supply chain member right from the outset.

This is clearly highlighted in the model figure 2 below, which illustrates the integrated team formation early on, that validates the cost target in relation to what the client is willing to build within (AC) using set base design alternative to steer the target below the (AC) and the stakeholders work within market constraints. Notably, in this model, the costing pressure is always downward working back to the design which allow excess savings to be reinvested. Designs are then created to meet the detail estimate rather than creating a detail estimate around a preliminary design. Significantly, the customer is not
the only client to the project as all information are shared early and the cross functional teams manage the costs with the inclusion of the supply chain during the product design.

![Figure 1. Setting the Target Cost (Adapted from Kaushik et al, 2016).](image)

**Figure 2. Collaborative Costing Model Using TVD as an Example.**

Beyond its transparency and collaboration, TVD has illustrated several benefits in projects, where costs worked are contained within the market price which makes the product competitive. Other advantages are; easier to design to target, easier to link design options to business objectives, more credible financial feasibility can be calculated, wastes are reduced and innovation (value creation) is promoted, life cycle costs impacts are considered at the design stage as well and owners get what they need within their affordability while service providers earn more when they increase value or decrease cost (Ballard, 2011). Thus, TVD is a cohesive approach in its entirety, that forester collaboration by increasing the level of shared understanding and communication among stakeholders (Russell-Smith et al, 2015).

### 3.2 DISCRETE COSTING WITHIN THE UK COST MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Cost management has always been a primary function of the QSs in the UK. Its evolution began from the 17th century and was established as a practice by the royal institute of chartered surveyors (RICS) in the 1864 (Seeley and Winfield, 1999; Ashworth et al, 2014). Traditionally, the QSs offers cost advice and assist with alternative design solutions as well as on cost implications of design and procurement using the techniques of elemental cost planning and cost checking (Kirkham, 2007). Other duties include post contract cost management activities such as valuation, change management and valuing variation to final account (Ashworth, 2014).

However, both seminal reports of Latham (1994) and Egan (2002) have stressed on the absence of collaboration within projects and among participants which they believed has dented the industry’s image through several adversaries. Consequently, these adversaries and lack of collaboration has brought a divorce between the phases of design and production. Evidently now, project actors such as designers, consultants and the supply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual Stage</th>
<th>Criteria Design Stage</th>
<th>Detail Design Stage</th>
<th>Implementation Documents</th>
<th>Agency Coordination/Final Buy-out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team Assembly, Owner, Design Consultants, Constructors</td>
<td>Validating the Business Plan and setting Targets</td>
<td>Organising, Cluster Groups &amp; Elements</td>
<td>Setting the Overall System and Targets</td>
<td>Innovate in Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go/No Go</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structure the work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Design to Targets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
chain continued to work in silos and isolation focusing more on profit ahead of the overall project benefit that eventually reduces project value (Hanid et al, 2011). This separation has continued even in the current cost planning process, where the norm has always been design-estimate-redesign, with gaps and disconnects that leads to project delays, conflicts, ambiguities and value loss (Doloi, 2011; Kashiwagi & Savicky, 2000). It is even more prominent with cost consultants acting on behalf of clients (QSs) providing cost advice almost in total isolation without any input from the supply chain making project estimates mostly unrealistic. In fact, it is a commonplace now within this process that clients exert most project risks on contractors and designers in order to have more control (Osipova & Eriksson, 2011) which has compounds more wastes to production and encourage opportunistic behaviours (Sarhan et al, 2014).

Consequently, the lack of collaboration caused by these separations has now constitute more pressure from both sides that encouraged the attitude of mining for more profit from both the client & contactors to safe guard their interests (Pasquire et al, 2015). A typical example can be seen using D&B project, where client QSs are responsible for the cost planning in the briefing stage, and at the concept stages the contractor’s QSs are responsible for developing their cost plans internally and separately from the client side. This arrangement contributes to their separation and hampers their integration that often see risks transferred disproportionately where every team is trying to safe guard their team interest (Sarhan et al, 2014). Hence, this has also brought a mentality on both sides focusing more on what the product design will be that revert more pressure on the costing process.

The model for cost management process is presented in figure 3 below. It follows the RIBA plan of work 2013, and conforms with the new rules of measurement (NRM) suite of documents (RICS, 2014). It traditionally starts with business case development at the strategic level through feasibility study. The concepts of cost planning, cost checks and the Bill of quantities are introduced to exercise the development of approximate estimate that are later feed into the design formation.

After the estimation, detailed designs are produced at the concept and developed stages, which is followed with an iterative process of cost planning and cost checking that is done discretely with no involvement of any member of the supply chain. As illustrated in fig 4 below, the process leading to budget setting and the eventual production stages is still based on competitive tendering i.e. design-estimate-redesign. This is where the practice focuses more on costing the design drawings (Kirkham, 2007) through cost planning and cost checks. If the design hit snag, then the process of redesign is activated through the iterative cycle to balance the project costs.

Although, the model indicates contractor’s inclusion in the costing process, but their involvement was very late and deep into the technical design. The procedure is almost run by the client’s team in total isolation without any supply chain involvement, the design is passed on to the cost consultants with little or no team interaction (Zimina et al, 2012). So, the targeted cost is rolled down to the constructors to work without all parties having a clear picture and certainty of what should be delivered and at what cost.
4. DISCUSSION

It is a prerequisite and vital in the lean philosophy for project stakeholders to collaborate early especially when embarking on TVD. The logic is to be able to manage the product and design process concurrently and share the risk and rewards equally (Tommelein & Ballard, 2016). The fundamental difference between CC in relation to the common/dominant UK practice, is that collaborative costing ensures that design process is waste free using the TVD method to steer design, collaborate fully down to production as well as defined the customers’ requirements and value streams to accomplished the objectives and constraints of the project. It is further attributed with stakeholders and supply chain involvement right at the outset sharing a common goal and a desired objective. This is a distinctive component that is lacking from the traditional process where the separation between stakeholders and the commercial friction that leads to eventual value loss and cost overruns. Besides, most cost estimates in traditional projects increases as the design becomes more apparent. Significantly, the lack of transparency and collaboration, heavily conceals several information that could add value to the client in the costing process.

The collaborative costing model has reveal some benefits and opportunities that can be drawn to have an impact on the UK costing model. But, because of the divorce in the commercial setup in design/costing up to production stages, it has mounted a challenge on the teams that even wants to collaborate at these stages. However, some inspirations could still be drawn from the UK perspective on collaborative costing agenda, as there are models such as Cost-led Procurement that was introduce in the UK in 2012. Although the model is currently not patronised within the industry, but it certainly has the right framework that would allow the industry to use and develop innovative solutions in the current costing model. It could further drive out waste in all parts of the process while maintaining the key targets of cost, time and quality in customer terms.

However, TVD is not the only approach that is moving towards collaborative costing. There are other approaches such as the IPD in the US that integrates people, systems, business structures and practices into a more collaborative process to optimize project results and increase value, reduce waste and maximize efficiency throughout the phases of design, fabrication and construction. Others are the Cost-led Procurement that was...
introduce in the UK in 2012 as a procurement method that allows industry to use and develop innovative solutions. Nonetheless, TVD is the most matured approach to collaborative costing ahead of the Cos-led Procurement that is still in its infancy stages. The idea of collaborative costing is well integrated within the lean philosophy and processes such as lean project delivery system, building information modelling, big rooms, pull planning among others. Significantly, the TVD model has been used as a matured approach in collaborative costing that continue to strive and change cultural behaviours and identify values and waste during cost management processes.

![Starting Point between discrete and collaborative form of costing](image)

Figure. 4 Starting Point Between Discrete and Collaborative Form of Costing.

### 5. CONCLUSION

Managing cost is a fundamental principle in any construction activity. It ensures that the main objectives of a project (cost, quality and time) are achieved as planned while commercial processes are satisfied. However, there are differences in the way the UK costing systems delivered these services compared to the TVD approach. This paper considered mainstream cost management process within UK and TVD as an example of CC, and presented a process models that portray the practices within the two approaches. Although, the two models share few similarities, but there were significant difference and disconnects in the depth of services delivered from the UK model.

A major distinction is that the traditional UK costing system is discrete which reveals a separation between design/costing and production stages and therefore requires different approach of delivery in CC. The TVD approach was found based on collaboration that incorporate the use of relational contracts which promotes the collaboration of stakeholders in a project. Henceforward, this study has broadened our understanding on the intricacies of TVD as a collaborative costing approach which differs from the dominant practices in the UK. However, the limitation of the present study was based on literature review but urges future empirical studies in this area, potentially probing on the issues earlier highlighted in this paper. In stark comparison to the TVD cost model, the UK cost management practice is yet to adopt the essential ingredients that incorporate collaboration in its costing approach despite the introduction of Cos-led Procurement by the government in 2012. Indeed, TVD is a key component that allow effective collaboration and better project delivery.
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Abstract: Supplier evaluation and engagement are regular topics in the Lean literature at large. It is well known that Toyota extensively works with suppliers to develop their work and capabilities, and provides challenges and feedback to suppliers so that they can achieve the quality requirements defined by the company. In the construction industry, companies conduct evaluations of suppliers, but practitioners cite numerous reasons why supplier evaluations are not constantly shared with suppliers. Moreover, the topic of supplier evaluation and how suppliers’ ratings affect the delivery of products free of defects to construction projects has not received much attention by the IGLC community. This paper presents results of a study, which underscores the importance of conducting supplier evaluation as a means to assure quality products are delivered to construction projects. Findings show that suppliers with low ratings, or who are not evaluated, are assigned more hours of inspection, as are suppliers who subcontract portions of their work. This practice translates not only into additional budgets required to inspect suppliers, but also additional management-related costs.

Keywords: Lean construction, supplier evaluation, nonconformances, quality.

1 INTRODUCTION

The topic of supplier evaluation is usually discussed as part of materials management and procurement evaluations (Construction Industry Institute [CII] 1999), as well as studies related to risk analysis in construction projects (Monckza et al. 2016). Suppliers are usually evaluated prior to being hired to deliver a purchase order (PO) through the use of “formal supplier evaluation systems,” and contractors are more likely to have these systems than owners (CII 1999). Despite having formal systems to evaluate suppliers, a recent study by CII RT308 revealed that contractors are evenly split (54.4% yes vs. 45.6% no) when it comes to the use of prior supplier evaluation to make decisions about future purchases. Owners who participated in the same study were even less likely to use prior performance evaluations to base their decisions to award POs (Alves et al. 2016b). This current practice goes against Lean principles that promote the use of indicators and information to support a transparent management of value streams and
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working with suppliers to promote continuous improvement. Supplier ratings are collected but, unfortunately, not much is done with them. This paper discusses results of a recent survey with construction companies in the Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) industry. Hypotheses are developed and tested to verify the relationship between supplier ratings, inspection hours, and final product quality.

## 2 Literature Review

Suppliers play an important role in the literature on Lean practices throughout multiple phases of a product life-cycle, from the development of suppliers, through product design, manufacturing, and distribution. Liker’s Toyota Way (2003) describes at least three principles that directly relate to the discussion presented in this paper: Principle 5: Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right at the first time; Principle 17: Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them and helping them improve; and, Principle 18: Go and See for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation (Genchi Genbutsu).

Liker’s (2003) principles 5 and 18 are also supported by the discussion presented by Rother (2010, p.181), who stresses the importance of process improvement at Toyota and how it responds to process abnormalities: the responses to process abnormalities should be immediate; and, the response to process abnormalities should come from someone other than the production operators. The former statement underscores the importance of dealing with problems as soon as they happen so that adjustments can be made before any targets are missed and before the problems grow bigger. This suggests that a team leader should be appointed to help teams proactively resolve these problems.

Before becoming a preferred partner at Toyota, suppliers often work closely with the company for many years before they are ever awarded a PO. Toyota has high expectations for its suppliers and, during the years before the award of a PO, suppliers learn about these expectations and how they will work in practice (Liker 2003). The literature on supplier evaluation shows that suppliers who are frequently evaluated, receive feedback about their performance, and know what is expected from them perform better and are more committed to their clients as they can adjust their processes to match clients’ requirements (Kannan and Tan 2002; Prahinski and Fan 2007). Moreover, Walsh et al.’s (2015) study in the EPC industry revealed that companies that communicate more often with suppliers, use supplier ratings, track indicators like cost and time spent on POs, and use suppliers with quality management systems tend to find nonconformances (NCs) early in the life of a PO, preventing these NCs from reaching construction projects.

In addition to these principles that can be used to support a healthy environment to respect and grow the capabilities of an extended network of suppliers, another principle outlined by Liker (2003) supports the discussion presented herein: Principle 1: Base your long-term management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of short-term financial goals. The study presented in this paper illustrates how suppliers with low ratings are hired at the expense of product quality. This often happens because of low PO costs offered by these suppliers, and the practice adopted by some companies to compensate this deficiency is to assign additional inspection hours to a PO instead of working with suppliers to improve their capabilities.
3 RESEARCH METHOD

This study was developed as part of the extension work of the research team 308 (RT308) funded by the Construction Industry Institute (CII) from 2015-2016. RT308 membership included academics (co-authors of this paper) and industry practitioners (owners, EPC contractors [co-author], and suppliers) referred to subject matter experts (SMEs) in this paper. As part of the team’s goal to define ways for companies to determine the fabrication and inspection capabilities of suppliers, the team developed a survey (PO instrument), which was initially tested within the team, revised, and later distributed to the CII membership. The PO instrument was developed based on RT308’s previous work (Walsh et al. 2015) and adapted to address one single material: shop fabricated piping. The SMEs suggested that the team should be able to collect data on this product which is present in virtually any project they developed, and in future efforts the PO instrument could be adapted to collect data for other materials so that fabrication and inspection capabilities can be defined for them as well.

The PO instrument, fully available at Alves et al. (2016b), contained 28 questions organized into four main parts: contact data from the respondent (to clarify any questions about the responses) and project demographics (name, type, dollar value, role of the respondent); basic data about the single PO being used in each survey (reference number, number of spools dollar value of the PO, inspection hours budgeted, location of supplier facility, and criticality level of the PO); pre-award evaluation (level of inspection assigned, existence of supplier evaluation/reasons for doing or not doing so, pre-award supplier evaluation using criteria discussed later in this paper); and post-execution evaluation (inspection hours utilized, existence of subcontracting, final level of inspection, comparison between planned vs. actual hours of inspection, total number of pipe spools received for the PO, number of unplanned quality events, post–award supplier evaluation using criteria discussed later in this paper). The institutional review boards (IRBs) at San Diego State University and the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville approved the survey distribution and handling of data obtained, which also complied with CII guidelines for data collection and analysis.

3.1 Hypotheses Testing

RT308 developed the hypotheses outlined in Table 1 to investigate the relationship between certain practices and characteristics of the PO indicated by respondents. Only hypotheses related to supplier ratings and product quality are discussed in this paper. A full discussion of all hypotheses tested can be found in Alves et al. (2016b).

The Mann-Whitney (M-W) test, also known as Wilcox-Mann-Whitney test, was used to evaluate the hypotheses given that the data was not normally distributed. The M-W test is considered a statistically powerful test among all non-parametric tests (Field 2012).

Data entries submitted through Qualtrics (an online survey platform) were reviewed and questions were cleared with respondents. The analysis was developed using IBM SPSS and data was organized and analyzed using Field’s (2012) recommendations. The questions used to conduct the analysis are also shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Hypotheses related to supplier evaluation and number of NCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Source of date in new PO instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 2: A supplier with a higher rating will have a higher $P_{fab}$ (fabrication capability) and fewer inspection hours budgeted.</td>
<td>Q-10 Inspection hours budgeted; Q-24 Post-execution evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 4: More sub-suppliers associated with a PO (Q-21) leads to a lower $P_{fab}$ and more inspection hours</td>
<td>Q-21 Supplier subcontracting a portion of the work for PO; Q-19 Inspection hours utilized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 6: Higher supplier ratings (≥4) should result in lower number of NCs at shop.</td>
<td>Q-24 Post-execution evaluation; Q-27 Number of unplanned quality events at the shop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 8: The number of inspection hours will be higher on POs for which the supplier was not evaluated.</td>
<td>Q-10 Inspection hours budgeted; Q-14 Did you perform a supplier evaluation before the PO was issued?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis 9: More inspection hours are spent when the supplier’s rating is low.</td>
<td>Q-19 Inspection hours utilized; Q-24 Post-execution evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Supplier Evaluation Criteria

After an analysis of supplier evaluation procedures provided by RT308 members, a list of items evaluated was compiled and presented for discussion in one of the team’s meetings. The subject matter experts (SMEs) categorized the items identified into nine categories, which were later used in the PO instrument to assess supplier pre- and post-execution on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (Alves et al. 2016a):

- Plant operations / Building and infrastructure – storage and shipping, structure for QA/QC personnel and records, examination and testing, housekeeping, security.
- Manufacturing capability – machining capability, fabrication capability (including welding, coatings, etc.), capability to manufacture per user requirements, calibration records and procedures, non-destructive testing and inspection capability and quality, shop capacity.
- Experience and qualifications – geographical areas in which supplier is qualified to work, familiarity with codes specific to certain geographic regions, certifications (ASME, API, etc.), work history.
- Workforce – documented training of the workforce, craft types available at location, qualifications of the workforce, source of backup workers.
- Engineering capability – professional/technical specialties held in house, compliance with documents and specifications, cooperation, responsiveness of requests, and turnaround documents, robust document management system.
- Material control – QA/QC manual for material control, process for material substitution, material verification, prevention of counterfeit materials, material certification.
- Adherence to procedures and standards – adherence to codes and specifications, quality, legibility and completeness of documentation, non-conformance control,
proper notification of inspection and hold points, Identification of parts – traceability.

- Safety adherence and record – written safety, health and environmental program, compliance to local/governmental safety and environmental requirements, experience modification Ratio (EMR), total recordable incidence rate (TRIR).
- Handling of subcontractors/sub-suppliers – outsourced/subcontracted product/service control, procedure to check subcontractor compliance with quality requirements, documented evidence of compliance, auditing subcontractors, ability to schedule and expedite subcontractors/sub-suppliers.

4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A total of 41 POs were received by RT308, however, not all submissions had answers to all questions, e.g., number of nonconformances at the site were not indicated, pre-award evaluation not available. This resulted in different numbers of POs being used to evaluate different questions. Only a few responses regarding pre-award supplier evaluation were submitted, however, most respondents had post-execution evaluations, which were used to analyze the hypotheses discussed in this paper. The team had originally hoped to evaluate differences between pre-award and post-execution, but due to the low number of data points for pre-award that was not possible. During both phases of RT308’s project, respondents to both PO surveys indicated multiple reasons for not evaluating suppliers (Alves et al. 2016a, b) including: supplier had been evaluated by owner of the project, evaluations had been updated with post-execution, existence of approved list of suppliers did not require additional evaluation, the client had issued the PO, and previous experience with the supplier.

4.1 Demographics

The data came from 10 companies representing 37 different projects. Out of that sample, owner companies submitted 10 POs (24%) and contractors submitted 31 (76%). One single company submitted 15 POs, and the authors understand that this is a limitation of this data set. The POs dollar values ranged from $255,000 to $50,660,888. The total dollar value of all submitted POs was $281,091,967. About 63% of the POs submitted had a dollar value between $1 million and $10 million, 20% were between $100,000 and $1 million, and 17% of the POs were over $10 million. The minimum number of spools in a single PO was 16 spools and the maximum number was 37,500 spools.

Among the 41 POs, about 90% of the POs were delivered by suppliers located in developed countries and 10% by suppliers in developing countries. For confidentiality reasons, the instrument did not collect data about the names of specific suppliers, only the location of the facility that manufactured the order was recorded. However, respondents indicated 19 specific cities, some of them appearing more than once, and others indicated only the country where the supplier’s facility was located (e.g., USA). Additionally, in 32% of the 41 POs, the supplier had subcontracted a portion of the PO. Data reveal that subcontracting is a common practice even for commodities such as shop fabricated piping. The analysis of the POs submitted revealed that 47.5% of the POs ended up with an inspection level higher than originally budgeted, 35% had a lower inspection level at the end, and only 17.5% had the inspection level to be equal to the budgeted level. The analysis revealed that inspection work was under planned for 14% of the POs submitted.
4.2 Supplier rating cut-off: high vs. low ratings

Once the team started the analysis of the PO instrument data, a cut-off value of the 5-point Likert scale had to be selected to categorize high versus low supplier evaluations. At first, the cut-off value of 4 was chosen for high rating, and suppliers with a rating equal or higher than 4 would be considered highly rated, whereas anything below that would be treated as low rating. To confirm this decision, a sensitivity analysis was carried out to investigate if a different cut-off number should be used in the analysis.

The analysis used the supplier ratings for post-execution evaluation and the number of NCs found for a same PO. Cut-off values of 3, 3.5, 4, and 4.5 were evaluated and outliers were addressed. To see this detailed sensitivity analysis refer to Hegwood (2016). The analysis revealed that moving the cut-off to a supplier rating of 3 or 3.5 would allow too many data points where the specific PO had a high number of NCs associated with the product. Conversely, a cut-off rating of 4.5 left only a few suppliers with a low number of NCs. The lower the cut-off rate, the higher the number of discrepancies linking the numbers of NCs and the supplier ratings, and the higher the number of suppliers who would receive a good rating with a high number of NCs when compared to other suppliers in the sample. Finally, the analysis suggested that the cut-off rate of 4 was appropriate as suppliers with ratings of 4 and above did not consistently display a high number of NCs when compared to suppliers getting lower scores.

4.3 Analysis of Hypotheses

Table 2 shows the findings related to the hypotheses testing conducted by the team. Results are organized to indicate what matters when supplier ratings are considered. It is worth noting that the data used in this discussion was not normalized by the cost of the PO or the number of spools in a PO. When the data is normalized, results change in some cases (that is, results might not be significant). Results were discussed with the team’s SMEs and the non-normalized numbers presented herein were considered representative for this analysis. A full analysis can be found at Alves et al. (2016b).

The testing of Hypothesis 2 (a supplier with a higher rating will have a higher $P_{lab}$ (fabrication capability) and fewer inspection hours budgeted) indicated that more inspection hours are budgeted when supplier ratings are low, that is lower than 4 (p=0.001, highly significant). Similarly, Hypothesis 4 (more sub-suppliers associated with a PO leads to lower $P_{lab}$ and more inspection hours) was also confirmed (p=0.01, significant) as more inspection hours are used when portions of a PO are subcontracted.

Hypothesis 6 (higher supplier ratings should result in lower number of NCs at the shop) was confirmed as well (p=0.000, highly significant) as more NCs are found at the shop when the supplier rating, as measured using the criteria presented above, is low (below 4). Hypothesis 8 (the number of inspection hours will be higher on POs for which the supplier was not evaluated) was confirmed (p=0.018) in that more inspection hours are budgeted when the supplier is not evaluated. Finally, Hypothesis 9 (more inspection hours are spent when the supplier’s rating is low) was confirmed (p=0.000) as the analysis revealed that more inspection hours are spent when the supplier’s rating is low (below 4).

The analysis presented underscores the importance of selecting suppliers with good evaluations, and, more importantly, developing suppliers to achieve higher ratings and meeting clients’ demands and expectations. The analysis developed with the support of the team’s SMEs indicated that suppliers with low ratings usually have the lowest cost and are perceived by procurement professionals to provide the best deal for their projects.
This goes against the idea exposed in The Toyota Way’s Principle 1: Base your long-term management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of short-term financial goals (Liker 2003). Also, suppliers who subcontract parts of their POs might display a low price tag at first, but costs add up when problems arise with their extended supply chain. The problem is, according to RT308’s SMEs, they do not always know about subcontracting practices ahead of time.

Table 2: Findings RT308’s project extension and practical implications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Does it make a difference?</th>
<th>How? Why? When?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suppliers with low ratings in evaluations.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>More inspection hours budgeted and more NCs are found at the shop. This suggests that additional money ends up being spent to assure quality when these suppliers are selected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcontracting, even for portions of a commodity like shop fabricated piping, result in more hours of inspection budgeted.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>During the pre-award evaluations, subcontracting should be factored in as something that will increase the costs of surveillance and quality assurance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-award evaluation of suppliers.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>More budgeted inspection hours are used when the supplier is NOT evaluated. This finding adds to RT308’s previous findings in that both pre-award and post-award evaluation matter and should be used in continuous improvement efforts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When suppliers are not evaluated, organizations are unclear regarding what to expect and this results in additional budgeted hours to assure quality. Previous RT308’s findings indicated that companies often do not share potential feedback and ratings because of a fear of lawsuits (Walsh et al. 2015). Due to adversarial relationships found in the industry, often times suppliers and contractors do not receive the feedback they might have to share with one another, and lessons learned are not shared (Caldas et al. 2009). These attitudes do not help to build respect in these organizations extended networks of suppliers and it certainly does not help them improve.

Additionally, data on supplier evaluations and NCs are collected but not used to make decisions on new purchase orders or are erased as new POs are evaluated and included in companies’ databases (Alves et al. 2016a). Companies could use this data to develop predictive analytics, based on machine learning algorithms, to inform their supplier selection processes and improve the quality of products they use in projects.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the results of a study that investigated the link between supplier ratings and current industry practices, inspection hours, and nonconformances. EPC companies are missing opportunities to resolve problems as they appear on the shop floor, understanding the situation, and working to prevent new incidents. Data suggests that suppliers with low performance ratings and those that subcontract work likely require more inspection hours when they are awarded a PO due to the likelihood that
more NCs are found at the shop. Instead of working with suppliers ahead of the PO execution to prevent these problems, organizations are just increasing their inspection effort, without necessarily addressing the root cause of problems. The number of POs assessed and the specific material considered limits this study’s conclusions. Future studies might consider using a larger dataset, impact to safety performance, and different materials to validate and expand the results presented. Additional analyses of the current dataset are underway and will be reported by the authors in future publications.
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TESTING THE VALUE OF BEST VALUE: EVIDENCE FROM EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES PROJECTS

Gerald Eke ¹ and John Elgy ²

Abstract: Contractor selection is one of the most important step in ensuring the success of any construction project. Failing to adequately select the winning contractor may lead to problems in the project delivery phase such as bad quality and delay in the expected project duration; which ultimately results in cost overruns. This paper presents an approach by which a what-if scenario can be analysed in educational facilities projects in the UK; therefore if the client selected the best value contractor for a project whose submitted price is not the lowest price, a what-if scenario was conducted to show how the lowest priced contractor would have fared had he/she been awarded the contract instead. This was done by analysing historic data of projects that have selected the lowest priced contractor. Then correlations were derived between variables; which was then be inputted into a Monte Carlo Simulation to analyse 3 real educational facilities projects that used a best value selection method. Using Monte Carlo Simulation allowed us to see all the possible outcomes of cost, and duration. It was concluded that selecting the best value contractor in educational facilities projects may not be necessary in terms of cost.

Keywords: Educational facilities projects, Contractor selection, Best value contractor, lowest priced contractor, Monte Carlo simulation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Selecting the most appropriate contractor is significant to project success (El-Abassy et al., 2013). Bid price has long been the most dominant criterion for selecting contractors in the UK (Holt et al., 1994). However, due to the different level of complexity and dynamics involved with construction projects, bid price can no longer be the most dominant or the sole criterion for selecting contractors (El-Abassy et al., 2013). Therefore, there are two strategies involved with selecting contractors: one is the lowest priced, the other is called best value or the Most Economically Advantageous Tender (MEAT). If the client chooses to go for the latter strategy, this would involve scoring the contractors’ bids on price and quality and ranking them. But what is quality? Which criteria defines quality? There is no set definition for this, each client would their own unique definition of what quality, thus, what best value is to them. Therefore selecting contractor on best value is not as straightforward as awarding the contract to the lowest bidder. This is one of the reasons why industry professionals are finding it difficult to embrace the concept; judging by how the traditional procurement method, which uses the lowest bid award criterion, is still the most used procurement method in the UK (NBS, 2015). There are various models developed in order to help with contractor selection such as simple weighting, Analytical
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Hierachy Process (AHP), Analytical Network Process (ANP), and multi-utility theory, however only a handful of these models have substantially investigated the link between contractor selection and cost overruns (or project result). For example, Abdelrahman et al. (2008) for one, introduced a concept of best value modelling that was specific to each project; combing two application method: the weighted average method and AHP method. Their tool ranked contractors on best value by using a methodology for quantifying the qualitative effect of subjective factors in the selection process. Cheng and Li (2004) used ANP as an extension for AHP in order to allow access to the interdependent influences specified in the developed model. Kwong et al. (2002) and Bevilacqua and Petroni (2002) used the combination of a scoring system and fuzzy theory for ranking the best value bids. Bendana et al. (2008) also developed a fuzzy logic assessment model both the qualitative and quantitative issues that influence whether or not a contractor is suitable to win the bid for the project. These decision support tools have aided in selecting the best value contractor, however we are still none the wiser as to whether they lead to successful outcomes. The research has conducted a what-if analysis on educational facilities projects in the UK, in order to know whether selecting the best value bid is worth it in educational facilities project. This study is not advocating choosing one strategy over another. Furthermore, this does not imply that a selection strategy is the only factor responsible for delivering a successful project, as there are other factors that leads to overruns (see Flyvbjerg, 2008; Cantarelli et al., 2010).

2 CASE STUDY

2.1 Initial Analysis

The Building Cost Information Service of RICS (BCIS) database was used to conduct this study. A total of 120 Educational facilities projects, all of which was awarded to the lowest bidder, were analysed. Each project showed:

- Details of the contract awarded (tender bids received from all the contractors that bided for the project; companies shall remain anonymous)
- Selection criteria; (lowest tender accepted)
- The wining contractor: the eventual tender accepted
- Project outcome cost: initial tender cost, final cost, the expected duration, and actual duration.

The BCIS database states the reasons for overruns, for example there was a project that overran by £20,000, and this was due to the client making design changes. These sort of projects were not used for this study; all 120 projects where cases whereby the contractor solely impacted the outcome of the project, at least form the reasons given. The study was to see whether awarding the project to the lowest tender will result in a higher outcome cost, and duration than awarding to the best value tender.

From this dataset (120 project cases), correlations were derived between three variables using Excel (see Table 1 for correlation):

- Bid price (BP, which in this case, is always the lowest tender)
- The difference between the final cost of the project and the tender accepted price (Diff)
- Delay
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Table 1: Correlation between BP, Diff, and Delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BP</th>
<th>Diff</th>
<th>Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.570946</td>
<td>-0.02224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>0.570946</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.021491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay</td>
<td>-0.02224</td>
<td>0.021491</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Model Development

Cost and time are two of the most important objectives which can easily be quantified. Quality on the other hand is subjective, thus making it more difficult to quantify. However, there are concepts that have been introduced to try and quantify it (see Juran, 1951; Crosby, 1979; and Waje and Patil, 2012). This study however, focuses on how the strategy affects the outcome cost and duration. As there is no universal way of judging quality, it was not used as a parameter for this experiment.

The developed simulation model for assessing how the lowest priced contractor would fare if he/she is awarded the contract simply simulated the correlation given in Table 1. This model provided the frequency distribution of all the possible final costs that a project could incur. The model was developed using the MATLAB R2014b software; this is a predominantly mathematical modelling environment that performs the Monte Carlo simulation approach effectively and efficiently.

The strength of the tendency is measured by the correlation between low tenders and the difference between the final cost of the project and the tender bid (Diff). In simple terms this can be expressed as the correlation coefficient, \( \rho \). In order to generate a set of correlated random numbers a simple equation will be used

\[
\mathbf{x} = \mathbf{A}\mathbf{\eta} \tag{1}
\]

Where \( \mathbf{x} \) is a vector of \( n \) correlated random numbers of mean zero and unit standard deviation, which will be rescaled later to produce quality, overrun, tender price later. \( \mathbf{A} \) is an \( n \times n \) matrix of coefficients and \( \mathbf{\eta} \) a vector of \( n \) independent random numbers to some distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of one.

A can be evaluated by taking moment and mathematical expectations as proposed by Matalas (1967).

Post multiply both sides of equation 1 by \( \mathbf{x}^t \) gives

\[
\mathbf{x}\mathbf{x}^t = \mathbf{A}\mathbf{\eta}(\mathbf{A}\mathbf{\eta})^t \tag{2}
\]

If we take the expected values of these then the expected value of \( \mathbf{x}\mathbf{x}^t \) \( E(\mathbf{x}\mathbf{x}^t) \) is the correlation matrix between all of the values, \( \mathbf{M} \)

\[
\mathbf{M} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & \rho_{1,2} & \cdots & \rho_{1,n} \\
\rho_{2,1} & 1 & \cdots & \rho_{2,n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\rho_{n,1} & \rho_{n,2} & \cdots & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]
Since the η values are independent of one another their expected cross correlations are zero with the diagonal elements the variances of the elements, 1. This is the identity matrix I.

Any matrix pre or post multiplied by the identity matrix is unaltered therefore the expected values give.

\[ \mathbf{M} = \mathbf{AA}^t \quad (3) \]

Any matrix multiplied by its own transpose will give a symmetrical matrix and the correlation matrix is bound to be symmetrical. This means that there are effectively only \( n(n + 1)/2 \) independent variables in A. There are numerous ways to evaluate these independent variables, for example by assuming A is upper triangular or using the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of M. Since Matlab has a function to do this this will be the function used.

In this simulation experiment the correlation from Table 1 are used to derive random numbers which are then inputted into the model. This then generates frequency distribution of the tender bids accepted, which is instructed to always be the lowest price, a Diff cost, and Delay time. Subsequently these distributions are then used to calculate the frequency distributions of Total cost and Actual Duration of the projects.

\[ \text{Total cost} = \text{BP} + \text{Diff} \quad (4) \]

\[ \text{Actual Duration} = \text{Client’s expected duration} + \text{Delay} \quad (5) \]

### 2.2.1 Simulation

Remember that the study aims to show how the lowest tender would have fared on a project that has already been awarded to the best value tender. Therefore the first experiment is to test the model on three real educational facilities projects to see whether it was able to predict the frequency distribution of all the possible outcomes. If the actual project outcome is within the minimum and the maximum values, this validates the model. The Tables below show the tender bids of the 3 projects awarded to the lowest tender, their actual outcomes, and the simulation results.

### Table 2: Lowest tender projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Exp. (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>£737,586</td>
<td>£791,162</td>
<td>£793,524</td>
<td>£805,139</td>
<td>£831,777</td>
<td>£1,069,635</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>£1,802,892</td>
<td>£1,835,219</td>
<td>£1,894,698</td>
<td>£1,918,792</td>
<td>£1,942,107</td>
<td></td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>£607,107</td>
<td>£610,510</td>
<td>£611,573</td>
<td>£620,263</td>
<td>£622,677</td>
<td>£649,873</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Outcomes P1, P2 and P3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>£766,370</td>
<td>£816,820</td>
<td>£790,270</td>
<td>£784,667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Therefore, as the actual outcomes were able to fall within the envelope of the predicted outcomes from the model. The model could now be tested in 3 real educational facilities projects that selected the best value tender. In this case, the actual outcomes would be that of the best value tender. In Figure 5, Contractor C was selected in Project 4 and 5, and Contractor B was selected in Project 6.

### Table 4: Best value tender projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Exp.(days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>£4,299,664</td>
<td>£4,343,931</td>
<td>£4,371,596</td>
<td>£4,447,081</td>
<td>£4,724,371</td>
<td>£5,017,168</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>£2,096,388</td>
<td>£2,108,776</td>
<td>£2,123,918</td>
<td>£2,206,340</td>
<td>£2,278,743</td>
<td>£2,278,743</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>£261,778</td>
<td>£313,826</td>
<td>£328,959</td>
<td>£376,187</td>
<td>£376,187</td>
<td>£376,187</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Outcomes P4, P5, P6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Actual-Max</th>
<th>Actual-Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>£4,291,400</td>
<td>£4,328,600</td>
<td>£4,309,000</td>
<td>£4,371,596</td>
<td>+£42,996</td>
<td>+£62,596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>+72 days</td>
<td>+5 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>-£8,254.40</td>
<td>-£28,947</td>
<td>£9,370</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>£2,069,300</td>
<td>£2,120,100</td>
<td>£2,095,600</td>
<td>£2,123,918</td>
<td>+£3,818</td>
<td>+£28,318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>+71 days</td>
<td>+5 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>£2,511.70</td>
<td>£23,712</td>
<td>£28,839</td>
<td>£0.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>£288,980</td>
<td>£343,820</td>
<td>£317,660</td>
<td>£343,200</td>
<td>−£620</td>
<td>+£25,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>+66 days</td>
<td>+5 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff</td>
<td>£27,202</td>
<td>£82,043</td>
<td>£55,884</td>
<td>£29,374</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was done to see how many times the lowest bid would still be the best overall bid if the correlations between the Bid Price (lowest tender) and the Diff in Table 1 changed using Project 1. Interestingly, it did not entirely affect the outcomes;
the lowest bid still turned out to be the best bid majority of the time (see Figure 1). The sensitivity analysis was conducted on Project 1.

![Figure 1: Correlation, Diff, and Count](image)

- The X-axis is the correlations that ranges from -0.8 to 0.8 (removing the extremities of -+1 and 0.9), with a step of 0.1; this is then given a range from 0 to 17.
- The Y-axis is the standard deviation of Diff that ranges from £1000 to £30,000; this is then given a range from 0 to 30.
- The Z-axis counts the number of times that the lowest tender did turn out as the best overall bid; in other words if the amount of time that the lowest bidder’s outcome cost, turns out to still be lower than the next highest bid.
- The model was given 5000 realisations.

The result of this analysis showed that when the correlation is highly negative, given the range of Diff, there is still a high chance that the lowest tender is the best bid; at least 82% of the time. The more positive the correlation becomes, given the range of Diff, the higher the chance that the lowest tender is the best bid. This sort of result is impossible to analyse by only altering the correlation; which is why the standard deviation was also altered to show the surface of the curve. The result supports Project 1 model results, given the correlation used for the model, which had a high chance of the lowest bidder turning out to be the best bid in terms of outcome cost. The reason for this is possibly due to the fact that the standard deviation of the tender prices in Project A was over £100,000; the lowest bid for example was £737,586, while the highest bid was £1,069,635. This means that the overrun cost of going with the lowest bid should be over £300,000 for the lowest bid not to be the best bid, if we are just comparing the two. Therefore further analyses is required which involves reducing the standard deviation of the tender price and increasing the variance of Diff to see how this would affect the results.
3 DISCUSSION

In Project 6, the best value tender overran by almost £30,000 but still manages to deliver the project in 89 working days, which was the client’s expected duration. Interestingly, the maximum cost the lowest tender would have achieved is just £620 over the actual cost of the project, though the risk of it happening was slight. This possibly suggests that a scope was added to the project, or an unforeseen situation developed that affected the cost. Apart from that, the result showed that there was a higher chance of the lowest tender completing the project at a lesser cost to the best value tender; despite the fact it incurs a cost overrun. This is also the case with Project 4 and 5.

However, the notion of selecting contractors on best value tenders does not only depend on cost. Though best value will have a different meaning to different people, a client’s best value expectation may be quicker duration time. In terms of that, the results show that despite the fact that there is a high chance that the lowest tender will complete the project at a lesser cost than the best value tender, it may come at the expense of it exceeding at the client’s expected duration. There is a risk that the project would take longer to complete if given to the lowest tender, therefore, it comes down to how risk averse the client is. Would the client be willing go with the lowest tender but risk a longer duration time? One can argue that these results are based on the fact that in educational facilities projects, requirements are usually familiar, and building parameters are not very complex. However, the strength of this study is that it is also able to show when projects may not turn out as planned.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This study looked at how the lowest tender would have fared in projects that awarded contracts to the best value tender had he/she been awarded the contract instead. Correlations were derived from 120 educational facilities projects in the UK, this was inputted into the model that was first tested on 3 real projects in the same sector that chose the lowest tender. This was in order to see whether the actual outcomes of these projects would fall within the envelope of all the possible outcomes that was predicted in the model. Then, the same model was then tested in 3 real educational facilities projects in the UK that picked the best value tender. All 120 projects were cases where the contractor was mainly responsible for the project outcomes, for example they were no design changes reported or any other reasons from the clients’ side that affected outcomes. The results showed that though it is likely that the lowest tender would deliver at a lesser cost than the best value tender, it will likely overrun both in cost and duration. Therefore it boils down to how risk averse the client is in taking the chance, and what best value is to him/her. The sensitivity analyses conducted for this study involved changing the correlations, this had little effect to the outcomes. Further analyses that include changing the correlation and the standard deviation would have to be undertaken to see how it affects outcomes.

Furthermore, the results shown in this study is limited to educational facilities projects. Thus, the study should be done in other sectors, and even with individual clients, to see how the lowest and best value tender fare. Perhaps, the fact that educational facilities projects are less likely to change in terms of scope would mean that the lowest tender would generally fare well. Also, it is important to note that clients now utilise a preferred contractors’ list, therefore the assumption is that every contractor that makes the list is
Testing the Value of Best Value: Evidence From Educational Facilities Projects

capable of delivering. This may be entirely different in other sectors in the construction industry, therefore further study is required. Finally, the use of the BCIS database may possibly bring in a certain level of bias. It is likely that companies are likely to report projects which went considerably well; thus results should be interpreted with a bit of caution. However, this dataset was validated on real life projects in which the outcomes was known.
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INVESTIGATING ORGANIZATIONAL CAPABILITY VIS-À-VIS HUMAN ACTION TO MINIMIZE POST-CONTRACT TRANSACTION COSTS IN D&B PROJECTS

Christy P. Gomez¹ and Abdulazeez U. Raji²

Abstract: This paper examines the role of human action for benefits realization (BR) with respect to minimizing post-contract transactions costs (PTCs) in D&B construction projects. PTCs are commonly associated with monitoring and control, dispute resolution, and implementation activities during the construction phase of projects. This is also an attempt to reaffirm the innovative potentialities of the D&B procurement approach. Viewing BR as an emergent phenomenon, the relationship between the independent constructs of contractors’ team-competency and team-commitment with the dependent construct PTC in Malaysian D&B projects are examined by means of hypothesis testing. Questionnaire survey data from a sample of major D&B contractors in Malaysia was analysed using SmartPLS 3 to test the two main hypothesis. The questionnaire survey was designed based on collation of past literature findings and validated using a Delphi study undertaken with D&B experts. Results indicate that contractor team-commitment has an overall positive and significant influence on minimizing PTCs whilst team-competency has a strong positive and significant influence. The findings also confirm that affective commitment of D&B contractors’ team to be the most significant factor. These findings establish the extent to which human agency within its interplay with structure can impact on construction project performance in D&B projects.

Keywords: Benefits realization, competency, post-contract transaction costs (PTCs), design & build projects.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper views benefits realization in construction projects as an emergent phenomenon that needs to be understood within the lens of complexity theory that accommodates the understanding of individual and social structure. In drawing attention to the capability of human action to generate value in a "structured but loose manner", we rely on structuration theory to situate this work on minimization of post-contract transaction costs (PTCs) arising within D&B projects. The unit of analysis is the construction project teams’ capability, viewed as organizational capability. Management of construction projects is complex, primarily due to the level of uncertainty and the level of fragmentation. The traditional view of the project management ‘team’ that is taken-for-granted in terms of an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) team needs to be...
dispelled at all levels. In recognizing this, the focus of this paper is on contractor team-competency and team-commitment in D&B projects, as latent variables affecting PTCs. The project team or contractor team is viewed as a community of legitimate individuals acting either as a tight-knit or loosely-linked group committed to value generation.

The actions aimed at minimizing PTCs are seen as being oriented towards Benefits Realization, wherein requirements capture is a key feature. PTCs have been variously described as being social waste (Koskela, 2010), a reflection of inefficient project management practice (Li et al., 2015) and a bane of the fragmented nature of construction. PTCs are commonly associated with monitoring and control, dispute resolution, and implementation activities during the construction phase of projects (see Appendix).

Although, higher levels of in-house expertise and structural efficiencies are deemed to be the cornerstone of D&B organizations, D&B as a solution to better serve client’s needs seems not to have had a resounding success. It is affirmed by Jaafar & Radzi (2012) that contractors in Malaysia are often nominated based on low-bid criteria, with little emphasis on their competencies, therein often leading to the production of a failed product that does not meet the client’s needs. The practice of the D&B delivery system in the construction industry is characterized by the D&B contractor organization outsourcing consultants (expertise) to execute their projects (Gambo & Gomez, 2015; Masterman, 2002). This is referred to as the fragmented D&B, a contradiction of sorts. Hence, investigating minimization of PTCs as benefits realization (BR) within a much beleaguered but potentially rich context-specific D&B procurement environment can serve not only to address current D&B limiting practices but also to address the current over-reliance on purely functionalist notions of structural mechanisms, and allow space for the interplay between human agency and structure.

Although previous research points to an extended requirements capture process (Leite et al., 2005), however Gomez and Raji (2015) argue that the current practice is still entrenched in requirements capture mainly as a phase-static pre-construction output. They propose that the client’s requirements needs to be incorporated within the scope of a benefits maximization process based on a dynamic benefits realization model. Kagioglou and Tzortzopoulos (2016) share the view that the traditional practice of measuring benefits based on initial requirements is to be rejected, and emphasize on the notion of actors as being involved both in undertaking and enacting process based on Giddens structuration principle.

1.1 Transaction Costs for Project Delivery Systems

The TCs during the construction phase are known as post-contract TCs (PTCs). For an industry that is attempting to reduce its fragmentation, obviously one clear measure to gauge its performance is the reduction in transaction costs, more importantly that of PTCs. These PTCs could be high due to disputes and litigation. It is found that the PTCs for D&B range from 3.4% to 14.7% with an average of 9.5% of the overall project value (Rajeh, 2014; Li et al., 2015). Based on a study undertaken by the authors, it is noted that the situation is not very different for D&B projects in Malaysia, with an average of 9% ranging from 3.5% to 13.5% of the project value.

1.2 Team-Commitment and Competency & Theoretical Framework

Organizational team-commitment and team-competency are two critical aspects of organizational capability that significantly impact on organizational performance. The D&B contractor team-commitment and team-competency measures were developed
using the Delphi technique. These focused measures were initially collated from extant literature under the broad category of organizational commitment and competency, and formulated as a theoretical framework (see Figure 1). Through the Delphi refinement process a final set of focused measures were identified. The Delphi study respondents consisted of D&B practitioners and academia with expertise in the execution of D&B construction projects in Malaysia. A total of 30 experts were invited to participate in the Delphi survey which served as the first round of the survey. The experts were identified based on the initial five experts having participated in a previous Delphi study on D&B projects and then using the snowballing sampling technique to obtain the rest. However, only twelve experts participated in the second round of the survey and further only ten participated in the third round of the survey, which is considered to be acceptable in using the Delphi technique. The responses of the experts through the three rounds of Delphi were facilitated and the final consensus view of the D&B experts constituted the questionnaire measurement constructs (see Appendix).

The epistemological basis for this work is embedded within Lean Production Theory (Koskela, 2000), wherein knowledge or action in production is to be premised on principles related to minimizing waste and maximizing value. In this paper construction project performance is addressed in terms of minimizing PTCs in order to maximize benefits for D&B clients in the construction industry.

![Figure 1: Theoretical framework](image)

The fundamental presumption is that D&B clients rely on the attitude and behaviour of the team to act in the client’s best interest. Hence, in the absence of such behaviour or commitment from the contractors’ team, the D&B clients’ benefits would be plagued by uncertainties, thus lowering the performance level and increasing transaction costs (TCs). The conceptualization of the theoretical framework (see Figure 1) is based on the Theory of Action and Job Performance (Boyatzis, 2008). According Boyatzis (2008) theory of performance is the basis for the concept of competency. As maximum performance is believed to occur when the person’s capability or talent is consistent with the needs of the job demands and the organizational environment. The framework was further developed using Williamson’s (1981) analysis of the key contributors of TCs, namely: the economic actors’ behavioral assumptions, the lack of competency resulting in bounded rationality and opportunism; and transaction characteristics such as asset specificity, uncertainty, frequency and complexity of the construction projects. Competency is operationalized by using three dimensions: knowledge, functional and social competencies (Delamare Le Deist & Winterton, 2005; Sarmawa et al., 2015). Whilst organizational commitment is taken to be an attitude which is characterized by favourable positive cognitive and affective components about the organization. Attitude
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and behavioural aspects of ‘commitment’ are considered as antecedents to performance (Mohyin, 2011).

Hence, it is hypothesized that D&B PTCs can be minimized by emphasising on the different dimensions of contractors’ team-competency and team-commitment as shown in Figure 1. The main and sub-hypothesis of the framework are:

**The main hypothesis:**
- $H_A$: D&B contractors’ Team-Commitment positively influences PTCs
- $H_B$: D&B contractors’ Team-Competency positively influences PTCs

**Sub-hypothesis:**
- $H_1$: D&B contractors’ Affective team-commitment positively influences PTCs
- $H_2$: D&B contractors’ Continuance team-commitment positively influences PTCs
- $H_3$: D&B contractors’ Normative team-commitment positively influences PTCs
- $H_4$: D&B contractors’ Knowledge team-competency positively influences PTCs
- $H_5$: D&B contractors’ Functional team-competency positively influences PTCs
- $H_6$: D&B contractors’ Social team-competency positively influences PTCs

## 2 METHODOLOGY

The population of study consisted of 4,625 G7 contractors (highest grade of registered contractors, eligible to bid for value of work above RM10million) registered with CIDB Malaysia based on the CIDB website directory as of December 2015. Based on Saunders et al. (2012) sampling table, 357 G7 contractors were selected with 3% margins of error and 95% confidence level. Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) using SmartPLS (3) was used for the data analysis. A total of 248 questionnaires were returned with 17 considered as invalid. The collated data was tested for missing data and Monotone Response Pattern. The data from the 231 questionnaires was analysed using SPSS version 21.

## 3 DATA ANALYSIS

### 3.1 Assessment of Outer Model

Analysis of the measurement model (or outer model), was carried out to determine the appropriateness of the theoretically defined constructs. The measurement model extracted from the theoretical framework was examined to ensure the reliability of the questionnaire. The three key aspects considered were factor loadings, composite reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE).

CR is calculated from the factor loadings of the observed variable. The composite reliability values obtained lie in the range of 0.88 to 0.914, all of which exceeds the recommended value of 0.70. The complete amount of variance in the observed variable accounted by the latent variable relative to measurement error measured by the AVE was between 0.589-0.726 for all constructs, and all greater than 0.50.

Figure 2 is the measurement model analysis of D&B contractor team-commitment and team-competency on PTCs. D&B contractor team-commitment on the whole reported $R^2$ 0.758, a positive but not significant relationship with PTCs, with continuance commitment being not significant ($\beta = 0.014$, t-value (0.211) <1.96) as shown in Table 1. D&B contractor team-competency reported $R^2$ 0.849, with all constructs indicating a strong positive and significant relationship with PTCs as shown in Model B.

Table 1: Measurement model results
3.1.1 Construct Validity
The construct validity was confirmed by examining the respective cross loadings and factor loadings, wherein all the constructs attained values greater than 0.50. The 32 observed variables had factor loadings between 0.708 - 0.908 (cut-off value for factor loadings is 0.60) and all the values are positive and greater than the recommended value.

3.1.2 Discriminant Validity (DV)
The correlations between the measures of potential overlapping constructs was assessed for DV. The measurement model demonstrated adequate DV as all the square roots of AVE (values in bold, off-diagonal in Table 2) are greater than the correlations in the respective columns and rows.

3.1.3 Hypothesis Testing
Table 3 presents the path coefficient ($\beta$) and the significance values in testing the various hypothesis. Five of the six relationships were found to be significant except C_CMT -> PTCs. Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of the inner model $R^2$ coefficients.
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### Table 3: Hypothesis Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>T Statistics</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>A_CMT -&gt; PTCs</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>9.614</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>C_CMT -&gt; PTCs</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>N_CMT -&gt; PTCs</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>5.282</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>K_CPT -&gt; PTCs</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>7.207</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>F_CPT -&gt; PTCs</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>6.706</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>S_CPT -&gt; PTCs</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>6.256</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings indicate that D&B contractor team-commitment overall has a positive and significant relationship with PTCs (see Figure 3), path coefficient shows ($\beta = 0.310$, t-value (4.220) > 1.96). Whilst D&B contractor team-competency indicates a strong positive and significant relationship with PTCs ($\beta = 0.577$, t-value (8.258) > 1.96).

### 4 Conclusion

It is evident that the "innovative" D&B organizational structures have a tendency to "degenerate" into hybrid forms apparently to take advantage of markets and avoid hierarchies so as to minimize costs. However, this can compromise on process efficiencies and "trigger" additional TCs. Viewing the problem from an analytical socio-technical perspective and focusing on organizational capability vis-à-vis human action to minimize PTCs, two latent constructs were identified from literature as components of organizational capability namely: team-commitment and team-competency.

The findings indicate that D&B contractors' team-competency has a strong and positive significant impact on minimizing PTCs, whilst team-commitment has a significant but weaker impact. It is also evident that affective commitment is the most significant factor towards minimizing PTCs, wherein the observable sub-factors are viewed as indicators of project performance. Hence, it is proposed that in order to minimize PTCs, team-competency and team-commitment needs to be given greater emphasis in order for D&B projects to leverage on its full potential with respect to permitting a greater interplay of structure and agency. The results of this investigation also affirms the role of human agency in the benefits realization process.

### 5 References


### MEASUREMENT ITEMS – D&B CONTRACTOR TEAM-COMPETENCY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KC01</th>
<th>Project orientation. As part of the contractor team we understand the rationale for the project and we are aware of the organizational context of the project.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KC02</td>
<td>Program orientation. As part of the contractor team, we are capable of aligning program goals to business strategy and develop new proposals for new projects supporting this strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC03</td>
<td>Systems, products &amp; technology. As part of the contractor team, we understand and manage the causes and effects of actions in the project effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC04</td>
<td>Finance. As part of the contractor team, we have adequate knowledge of and insight in the financial and administrative processes of the project and integrate these aspects in our actions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC05</td>
<td>Legal. As part of the contractor team, we are aware of legal, compliance and liability aspects of the project.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Project functional competency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FC01</th>
<th>D&amp;B project requirement &amp; objectives: As part of the contractor team, we recognize and clearly understand the goals, client requirements and conditions of the project.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC02</td>
<td>Quality: As part of the contractor team, we understand the quality aspects at project execution and manage the realization of those aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC03</td>
<td>Change: As part of the contractor team, we are able to handle requests for change efficiently and effectively taking into account the scope of the project and the impact of the changing client's requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC04</td>
<td>Communication: As part of the contractor team we are skilled in communication and deploy our skills efficiently and effectively.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Project Social competency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SC01</th>
<th>Leadership. As part of the contractor team we stimulate and motivate team members and interested parties to act in the interest of the project and show efficient and effective behavior.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC02</td>
<td>Engagement. As part of the contractor team we are personally committed and reflect the personal buy-in from all individuals associated with the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC03</td>
<td>People orientation. As part of the contractor team we do not lose focus on the project goals and the interests of the client.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC04</td>
<td>Consultation. As part of the contractor team we analyze issues and situations, seek advice and new insights on different alternatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC05</td>
<td>Conflict &amp; crisis. As part of the contractor team we recognize potential conflicts of interest or crisis at an early stage and help prepare solutions that will solve the issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC06</td>
<td>Ethics. As part of the contractor team we clearly understand ethical and moral values and act accordingly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MEASUREMENT ITEMS – PTCS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTC1</th>
<th>Owner Behaviour – Late payment, Change orders, Organizational inefficiency, Relationship with other parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTC2</td>
<td>Contractor Behaviour – Frequency of claims, Material substitution (variation order)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTC3</td>
<td>Project Management Efficiency – Quality of decision making, Quality of communication, Leadership, Conflict Management, Technical competency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTC4</td>
<td>Uncertainty in Transactions behaviour – Project uncertainty, Opportunistic behaviour of contractor, Project complexity, Completeness of design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MEASUREMENT ITEMS – D&B CONTRACTOR TEAM-COMPETENCY

**Affective Commitment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AC01</th>
<th>As part of the contractor team, we would be generally happy to spend the rest of our career in this organization.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC02</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team we would feel as if this organization is a problem we own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC03</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team we do not feel emotionally attached to this organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Continuance Commitment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CC01</th>
<th>As part of the contractor team it would be very hard for us to leave this organization right now, even if we wanted to.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC02</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team we feel that we have a few options to consider leaving this organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC03</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team one of the few negative consequences of leaving this organization would be the scarcity of available alternatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC04</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team one of the major reasons we continue to work for this organization is that leaving would require considerable personal sacrifice, and another organization may not match the overall benefits we have here.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Normative Commitment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NC01</th>
<th>As part of the contractor team we do not feel any obligation to remain with our current employer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC02</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team even if it were to our advantage, we do not feel it would be right to leave this organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC03</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team this organization deserves our loyalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC04</td>
<td>As part of the contractor team we would not leave our organization right now because we have a sense of obligation to the people in it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESIGN-BUILD AND DESIGN-BID-BUILD IN CONSTRUCTION: A COMPARATIVE REVIEW
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Abstract: This paper aims at synthesizing relevant findings about the Design-Build (DB) construction delivery system from previous studies. It focuses especially on cost, schedule, quality, and various sustainability aspects associated with a construction project, as they are widely used as performance indicators in this industry. This work has been done through a literature review and a content analysis, focusing on papers comparing Design-Build to the classical Design-Bid-Build delivery system. The results of the literature review show that Design-Build outperforms Design-Bid-Build in terms of cost and schedule growth as well as in terms of delivery speed, all for a similar quality. Furthermore, it may suggest that Design-Build could help in reaching highly sustainable goals while being a key step in the implementation of lean construction. This study might allow owners to save time in their investigation about the performance of Design-Build, and even lead them to reconsider their project delivery system choice when planning for new project launches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The way construction projects are conducted and managed has evolved considerably over the years. Indeed, as technology progressed, the complexity of projects soon reached a point where it exceeded the grasp of a single expert. The increasing complexity led the stakeholders of a construction project to specialize, thereby sequencing the project’s organization (Sanvido et al., 1992). This evolution led to what is currently known as the classical delivery method, where the owner contracts a team of architects and engineers to design the building and then elects a contractor following the lowest bidder rule.

However, this classical Design-Bid-Build (DBB) delivery system is still far from perfect since most of the construction projects have to face some cost increases and schedule overruns, which can be really harmful for the owner. Moreover, in some parts of the world, as is the case in the Province of Quebec, Canada, the construction industry is currently facing a drop in activity (CCQ, 2015). The lack in efficiency shown by the classical method promotes the use of alternative delivery methods such as Design-Build (DB), characterized by a single contract with an entity dispensing both the design and the construction of the building. Similar conclusions led to the development of Lean Construction, which aims to optimize the performances at a project level (Forbes & Ahmed, 2011).

Since its first definition on the early 1990s, Design-Build has been gaining market share, reaching nearly 40% in the US in 2014 (RSMeans, 2015). It makes this delivery
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system one of the most significant trends in design and construction (DBIA, 2016). As it becomes even more important, the Design-Build delivery system is the subject of numerous research efforts that try to determine whether this mode is more efficient than the classical method. To do so, each study focuses on specific aspects of a construction project such as cost and schedule performance, single or multiple owners, and the type of building erected. However, the literature lacks a study synthesizing all the observations and the findings found about Design-Build performance in comparison with Design-Bid-Build; which represents the goal of this study. Thus, this paper aims at synthesizing the knowledge gathered from previous studies about the performance of Design-Build compared to the classical Design-Bid-Build delivery system.

The paper is divided as follows: in Section 2, some preliminary concepts are defined. In Section 3, the research method followed is described while in Section 4, the results are presented. A discussion and a brief conclusion complete the paper.

2 PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

As this study focuses on the comparison between Design-Build and Design-Bid-Build, these are the definitions used to characterize those project delivery methods based on the first comparative study proposed by Konchar and Sanvido (1998):

“Design-Build (DB) is a project delivery system where the owner contracts with a single entity to perform both design and construction under a single design-build contract. Contractually, design-build offers the owner a single point of responsibility for design and construction services. Portions or all of the design and construction may be performed by a single design-build entity or by a selection of specialized workers. In some cases, all of the activities may be subcontracted to other companies (Konchar et al., 1998: page IX).”

“Design-Bid-Build (DBB) is a project delivery system where the owner contracts separately with a designer and a constructor. The owner normally contracts with a design company to provide "complete" design documents. The owner or owner-agent then usually solicits fixed price bids from construction contractors to perform the work. One contractor is usually selected and enters into an agreement with the owner to construct a facility in accordance with the plans and specifications (Konchar et al., 1998: page IX).”

Even though the performance triangle time-cost-quality is not necessarily the best way to determine the success of a project (Atkinson, 1999), it is still the tool most used by the authors to compare the two construction delivery systems. Because these criteria remain the most representative way to synthesize results from different studies, this paper will mainly use the same indicators. Quality being a subjective measurement, there is hardly a unique indicator to measure it. Thus, past research generally used surveys to collect data and then emit global conclusions about the behaviour of each delivery system concerning quality performance. The quality of constructed facilities, the compliance with construction specifications or the conformity to user expectations are some of the indicators commonly used for quality measurement.

3 RESEARCH METHOD

3.1 Test

3.1.1 Test again

All of the information used to compare the two construction systems was gathered through a structured literature review (see Cooper (1998) for more details).
The first step was to identify key articles related to the subject using two online databases: Web of Science and Compendex. In particular, a combination of the keywords “Design-Build”; “Design-Bid-Build”; “Construction Delivery Systems”, “Comparative analysis” were exploited to find relevant papers for the research. Once those articles were found, the authors focused on their lists of references to identify other interesting articles related to the subject (i.e., backward snowballing, see Wohlin (2014)). The authors took great care to ensure that validity and reliability criteria were met (Carmines & Zeller, 1979). In terms of validity, they ensured their concepts met the agreed-upon definitions in both academic and practice-related literature. Furthermore, they ensured reliability by searching with consistent keywords in leading commercial databases that are well known for the quality of their contents, thus ensuring that researchers in the field could replicate this research. Most of the articles identified in that way dealt with empirical and statistical analysis, using data from construction projects already delivered. The findings of those studies were therefore classified and analyzed to better capture the performance of each type of construction delivery system, as presented in the next section, which details the content of those comparative studies.

4 RESULTS

The first search on Web of Science yielded a list of 83 articles. Among all the articles found, 16 relevant papers comparing Design-Build and Design-Bid-Build were retained. From those 16 studies, 11 focused on the cost-schedule-quality performance for the two project delivery systems. These 11 papers used data from a total of 1,609 construction projects, 636 projects concerning the DB method and 973 projects being related to the DBB approach. Moreover 98% of the project sample was located in the United States. The authors also observed that military construction projects represented 64% of the sample. The comparative study written by Konchar and Sanvido (1998) was the research most cited.

In 1998, Konchar and Sanvido published one of the main studies between different project delivery systems: Design-Bid-Build, Construction Management at Risk (CMR), and Design-Build. These systems were empirically compared through the results of numerous projects conducted in the United States, regarding their cost, schedule, and quality performances. Data concerning cost and schedule were directly extracted from project metrics while quality was evaluated based on a questionnaire sent to the project owners. In particular, the study gathered data from 351 projects, from which 44% were DB, 33% DBB, and 23% CMR. The projects concerned different building categories, namely: Light industrial, Multi-storey dwelling, Simple office, Complex office, Heavy industrial, and High-technology facilities. The researchers also compared the performance of each delivery system through three univariate statistical analyses respectively focusing on cost, schedule and quality. They ranked the delivery systems following the facility type and the owner type. They finally conducted a multivariate analysis to identify variables that accounted for the greatest proportion of variation concerning unit cost, construction speed, delivery speed, cost growth, and schedule growth. The authors concluded that projects administered using the Design-Build project delivery system can achieve significantly improved cost and schedule advantages while quality achieved using DB is equal or sometimes higher than the one obtained from the other delivery systems studied.

Another study, focusing on military construction, was conducted in 2009 by Rosner et al. with data from the Air Force military construction program. This study used a large sample of projects encompassing 278 DB projects and 557 DBB projects, for a total of 835 projects. These projects included various types of facilities, from storage to more complex
operational facilities or even airfield pavement. The performance was evaluated based on cost and schedule indicators, but the number of modifications per million dollars was also taken into account. A statistical analysis showed significant results in favour of Design-Build in terms of cost growth and modification per million, but the DBB achieved the advantage in terms of total project time. This study concluded that DB was most suited for 7 out of the 9 facility types studied. For the 2 other types of facility, storage and maintenance units, the statistical analysis did not show a significant difference. Besides the statistical analysis, the large number of projects used enabled the authors to represent the evolution of the use of design-build over time, showing a notable increase around 1999/2000, when the use of DB jumped from 18% to 48%.

In 2016, a study was published by El Asmar et al., but unlike most of the other studies, it did not evaluate the delivery systems using only cost, schedule, and quality metrics. Indeed, the purpose of this study was to adapt the Quarterback Rating technique to project ranking in order to compare the performance of different construction systems, which led to the "Project Quarterback Rating". The advantage of the method is that it ranks the different systems using only one output metric. The authors decided to compare 4 delivery systems: DBB, DB, CMR, and Integrated project delivery, through data from 35 projects. The project quarterback rating allowed the researchers to take a large number of indicators into account, which were divided into 7 categories: customer relations, safety, schedule, cost, quality, profit, and communication. Their method led them to emit a ranking of the four compared delivery systems: Integrated project delivery finished first, followed by Design-Build, then Construction Management at Risk, and finally Design-Bid-Build.

As described above, most of the studies used an empirical approach to compare the different delivery systems based on cost, schedule, and quality performances. Other studies that rather compared the delivery systems based on their ability to deliver sustainable projects were also found. The level of sustainability reached by a project was generally evaluated following the LEED ranking which is recognized as the international mark of excellence for green building in 132 countries (CaGBC, 2016).

In 2009, Molenaar et al. published a report aiming to determine whether project delivery methods influence an owner’s ability to achieve its sustainability goals. To do so, the authors gathered information about 230 projects: 53 DB, 54 DBB, and 123 CMR, using a questionnaire survey sent all over the United States. The project sample was also divided by contract type used in each delivery system. Based on the analysis of their survey responses, the researchers concluded that if the owner wants to maximize sustainability within an available budget, CMR and DB provide the greatest likelihood of success. The study also revealed that integration is necessary to seek a high level of LEED ranking.

Another element on which the different construction delivery systems were compared concerns the legal aspect. Indeed, a study written by Pishdad-Bozorgi et al. in 2012 compared DB and DBB from the standpoint of claims. Using a literature review and a series of interviews, the authors tried to determine the influence of DB over the number of claims between the owner and the contractor. Results showed that the number of claims emitted by the contractor decreased for DB systems, especially when it dealt with changes in contract documents. The owner’s claims also tended to decrease, especially the ones dealing with cost over-run and schedule delays. Nevertheless, claims about work quality might increase for DB systems depending on the level of commitment of the owner and the design-build team expertise.
5 DISCUSSION

Based on what was found in the literature, it becomes possible to highlight some aspects of the duality between Design-Build and Design-Bid-Build. First, we can see that, at least in the US, Design-Bid-Build is still the main delivery system used, with 58% in 2014 against 38% for DB (RSMeans, 2015). Moreover, it seems that military construction is one of the principal users of Design-Build as it reached 48% of the MILCON use in 2009 (Rosner, Thal, & West, 2009). This may justify that 4 of the 11 empirical studies listed focused on military constructions. This goes along with the ease of access to military project data.

It is also interesting to note that most of the papers compared the different construction delivery systems using cost, schedule, and quality performance indicators. A summary of the studies using this kind of evaluation can be found in Table 1. Only the indicators included in most of the papers are presented (i.e., cost growth, unit cost, schedule growth, and delivery speed). Due to the heterogeneity of the units used to describe the unit cost and the delivery speed, no mean could be calculated for these two indicators; this heterogeneity is a consequence of the different types of buildings studied in each research. As quality cannot be efficiently evaluated with quantitative values, only the general conclusions of the studies which tackled this issue are represented in the table.

When looking at this recapitulative table, it can be noted that the DB system seems more reliable concerning the estimated budget and schedule. In particular, a mean cost growth 2% lower and a mean schedule growth 8% lower than the ones obtained for the DBB system can be observed, even though some studies punctually showed results in disfavour of DB. It is also important to note that every study providing value for the mean delivery speed tends to agree on the fact that DB is faster than the classical delivery system. The only point where Design-Build does not outperform Design-Bid-Build is the unit cost, as most of the studies found almost no differences concerning this indicator.

When looking at quality, authors pointed out that DB quality performance was better or similar to the quality performance of DBB projects. There is however some uncertainty attributable to the subjective nature of quality, which makes it difficult to measure without perceptual influences. But a conservative interpretation could be that DB performs at least as well as DBB in terms of quality. The literature also highlighted the capability of DB to deliver sustainable projects. Every study written on that subject agreed with the fact that project integration facilitates the reach of higher sustainable goals. They also confirmed that DB can achieve a greater project team integration than DBB. However, they also mentioned that the best delivery system in terms of integration, and therefore in terms of sustainability, was the Integrated Project Delivery (IPD).

The Integrated Project Delivery also seems to be the system of choice to reach efficient lean construction methods (Forbes & Ahmed, 2011). However, DB and IPD are similar in many ways. We can consider DB as a first step to reach IPD because the selection of the Design-Builder is still mainly based on cost while IPD goes a little further by taking qualification consideration into account. Moreover, even though DB promotes integration when conducting the project, this integration mainly happens between the design team and the contractor. With IPD, the owner is also fully involved over the life of the project (Haskell, 2017). DB can therefore be seen as an intermediate step to reach the requirement of lean construction in terms of integration and internal communication.
6 CONCLUSION

In this article, a synthesis of previous studies comparing Design-Build and Design-Bid-Build has been proposed. By combining and analyzing the different results of these studies, a clear advantage in favour of Design-Build was found, as it seems to outperform the classical delivery system in each criterion typically used for measuring a construction project performance, except for the unit cost. In other words, it seems that DB is a faster and more reliable construction delivery system, leading to a slightly lower claim rate.

And as even more construction projects try to achieve sustainable goals, its relative integration may represent an advantage. However, it appears that most of the studies used in this research were based on US projects, which may not represent the situation of DB elsewhere in the world. Future work could certainly involve more extensive research with more keywords and ideally more than one language to compare the findings with a larger international sample. This paper represents a synthesis of the knowledge gathered around Design-Build in comparison with Design-Bid-Build, which may help further researchers in their literature reviews. This study might also allow owners to save time in their investigation about the performance of DB, and even lead them to reconsider their project delivery system choice when planning for new project launches.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Project sample</th>
<th>Cost Unit Cost</th>
<th>Schedule Growth (%) Delivery speed</th>
<th>Quality Growth (%)</th>
<th>Facility type</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James B. Pocock (1996)</td>
<td>DB 5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konchar (1998)</td>
<td>DB 154</td>
<td>861 ($/m²)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>636 (m²/month)</td>
<td>DB ≥ DBB</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore (1998)</td>
<td>DB 40</td>
<td>124 ($/SF)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>10,310 (SF/month)</td>
<td>DB ≥ DBB</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda N. Allen (2001)</td>
<td>DB 36</td>
<td>117.23 ($/SF)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>DB ≥ DBB</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pramen P. Shrestha (2007)</td>
<td>DB 4</td>
<td>3.52 (M$/mile)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>11.4 (Days/Mile)</td>
<td>DB = DBB</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darren R. Hale (2009)</td>
<td>DB 38</td>
<td>56 (K$/bed)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.6 (Days/bed)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Military US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James W. Rosner (2009)</td>
<td>DB 278</td>
<td>3.04 ($/m²)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Military US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pramen P. Shrestha (2012)</td>
<td>DB 6</td>
<td>3.2 (M$/km)</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3 (month/km)</td>
<td>DB ≥ DBB</td>
<td>US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Edward Minchin Jr. (2013)</td>
<td>DB 30</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Transport US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer S. Shane (2013)</td>
<td>DB 31</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>DB = DBB</td>
<td>Water Wastewater US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hye-Sung Park (2015)</td>
<td>DB 14</td>
<td>961.6 ($/m²)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>37 (Days/Floor)</td>
<td>DB ≥ DBB</td>
<td>Residential South Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total project number: DB 636 Mean cost growth: 5.8 Mean schedule growth: 10.1

DBB 973
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APPLYING CHOOSING BY ADVANTAGES IN THE PUBLIC TENDERING PROCEDURE

Annett Schöttle¹, Paz Arroyo², and Christine Haas Georgiev³

Abstract: Schöttle and Arroyo (2017) and Schöttle et al. (2015) demonstrate that the implementation of choosing by advantages (CBA) in the tendering procedure is beneficial for i) achieving transparency; ii) clarifying what an owner truly values in a project, and iii) creating value, prior to requesting proposals and receiving responses. Furthermore, CBA allows decision-makers to separate the value of the technical proposal versus the cost of the proposal; thus, a bad technical proposal cannot be compensated by a low bid. This paper explains how CBA can be applied in the tendering procedure and also how to adjust the CBA tabular method for public procurement. The authors explain the process steps of the method and outline what the owner needs to define before requesting and evaluating proposals. Finally, based on the constructed case of Schöttle et al. (2015) the procedure is analyzed and discussed.

Keywords: Choosing by advantages, project team, selection, tendering procedure.

1 INTRODUCTION

CBA is a multiple-criteria decision-making process developed by Suhr (1999), which is neither well-understood nor widely used in the AEC industry. Most research studies focus on the implementation of CBA in the design process (e.g., Grant and Jones 2008; Parrish and Tommelein 2009; Arroyo, et al. 2014a; Arroyo, et al. 2014b; Kpamma et al. 2015; Arroyo et al. 2016). Schöttle and Arroyo (2016) and Schöttle et al. (2015) did preliminary research for applying CBA in the tendering procedure. In their study, they compared CBA with weighting-rating-calculating (WRC) and best value selection (BVS) using sensitivity analysis. Their results demonstrate the benefits of applying CBA, such as avoiding the problem of combining value with cost. Furthermore, using a decision method, such as weighted average or cost per value, can result in speculative bidder behavior because it allows the potential of compensating a bad technical proposal that includes a favorably low price (Schöttle and Arroyo 2017).

This paper focuses on implementing CBA in the tendering procedure to select a project team, in consideration of the fact that most public owners are required to publish the factors under consideration, their weight and the scoring system to be used, before receiving proposals. Suhr (1999) describes the prior anchoring method for regulated systems, but didn’t integrate it in the CBA tabular method. This paper fills that gap, and, additionally, adjusts the CBA tabular method with the prior anchoring process for application in the public tendering procedure. Further, based on the constructed case of
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Schöttle et al. (2015) this paper illustrates and analyzes the prior anchoring CBA tabular method.

2 RESEARCH METHOD

Based on the constructed case of Schöttle et al. (2015), this paper develops a further case to show how the CBA tabular method needs to be adjusted to provide for proper application in the public tendering procedure. In addition, a protocol for the procedure was developed. This paper focuses on answering the following research questions.

• Is the CBA method applicable in the tendering procedure?
• Does CBA require modification?
• How to apply CBA in the tendering procedure for public owners?
• What does the public owner need to take into account in order to successfully implement CBA?

To answer the research questions the researchers developed a concept that was shown and discussed it in a focus group (Gray 2009). The focus group consisted of two researchers and two individuals working for a public organization.

First, this paper explains the theory of the CBA tabular method and the theory of the prior anchoring process. The prior anchoring process is then integrated in the CBA tabular method, and therefore, the method was adjusted. Every process step for the implementation in the tendering procedure is described and its application exemplified. Finally, the paper discusses the implementation.

3 CBA BACKGROUND

3.1 Motivation for applying CBA

The authors see two major issues that easily occur while using the current methods WRC and BVS. (1) The combination of a technical proposal with the price proposal and vice versa. Because both methods mix value with cost, the bidders could, potentially, “game” the system. CBA does not mix cost and value, thus the bidder cannot speculate in this respect. (2) Members of the focus group observed the problem of unclear differentiation among the proposals during the evaluation process. Often, the group had problems in expressing the differentiating factors in the score, which, in the end resulted in less difference among the proposals. In case of the tendering of an office building at UCSF in 2012, the owner adopted a ranked scoring system so that the proposers could only achieve 3/3, 2/3, or 1/3 of each of the maximum achievable scores, to get a clear judgment and a clear bidder delineation of ranking (see Schöttle et al 2015). When CBA is in place, this would not be necessary because, if a proposal does not have an advantage, then it does not get any score (Schöttle and Arroyo 2017), so the spread of the scores occur naturally (see Arroyo et al. 2014b, Schöttle and Arroyo 2017).

3.2 Theory of the CBA Tabular Method

The CBA tabular method was developed by Suhr (1999). Therefore, the following section is based on Suhr (1999). CBA is a system designed to make sound decisions. Before the method is explained, the related glossary of terms must be understood. Table 1 presents the definitions of the key terms, factors, attributes, advantages, and criteria.
According to Suhr (1999), the method is based on four principles: (1) pivotal cornerstone principle; (2) fundamental rule of sound decision-making; (3) principle of anchoring, and (4) methods principle. The first principle stands for the learning process and the use of sound decision-making methods to make sound decisions. The second principle states that “decisions must be based on the importance of advantage” and not on factor weight (Suhr 1999). Moreover, Suhr (1999) specifies weighting of advantages and disadvantages, of pros and cons, of factors, goals, roles, categories, criteria, objectives, attributes, characteristics, or consequences as unsound decision making. The difference between advantages and disadvantages is simply the perspective. The third and primary principle of the method is anchored judgment, which allows making both reproducible and transparent decisions. The last principle emphasizes the fact that different decision types call for different sound methods (Suhr 1999).

Table 1: Definition of CBA key terms (based on Suhr 1999).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>Element or component of a decision, a container for criteria, attributes, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>A quality, characteristic, or consequence of one alternative, a distinctive feature is neither a pro nor a con.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advantage</td>
<td>Difference between attributes of two alternatives in quality or quantity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>Decision rule or guideline.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CBA tabular method can be summarized by the following eight steps (Suhr 1999): (1) Identify alternatives; (2) define factors; (3) define must/want have criteria for each factor; (4) summarize the attributes of each alternative; (5) decide the advantage of each alternative by underlining the least-preferred attribute in each factor and summarizing the difference, which will be the advantages; (6) deciding the importance of each advantage based on the selected paramount advantage (PA) and the established scale of importance; (7) calculating the total importance of advantages of each alternative, and (8) evaluating cost data. The PA is necessary to weight every alternative on the same scale of importance. The decision of importance itself is based on four major considerations: (1) the identified purpose, not on finding a solution for a problem; (2) the preference; (3) the magnitude of the advantages, and (4) their attributes (Suhr 1999). If the owner has problems in choosing the PA, a defender-challenger process can be used to select the PA. The advantages are weighted by comparing the difference of the attributes in each factor.

3.3 The Prior Anchoring Process

The public tendering procedure is usually restricted by regulations with the purpose of installing a fair and objective competition, thus, the CBA tabular method needs to be adjusted to fulfill the corresponding constraints. Suhr (1999, pp. 221-226) describes the prior anchoring process, the prior weighting of advantages, for decisions in a regulated system with four steps. (1) The expected range of attributes has to be estimated for each factor. (2) Determine the expected range of advantages by identifying the worst acceptable (WA) attribute, the worst expected (WE) attribute, and the best expected (BE) attribute in each factor; select the least-preferred attribute as anchor to identify
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advantages, and describe the advantages between the least-preferred and BE attribute which indeed is the most important advantages, also named anchor-statement advantage. (3) Then, the importance of the expected advantages needs to be determined. Therefore, the PA, most important anchor-statement advantage, must be selected and the scale of importance established to weight the importance of each anchor-statement advantage based on the PA. (4) Choose the preferred alternative based on cost and total importance.

After the submission, the proposals are evaluated by scoring their advantages. In the event that proposal exceeds the BE attribute, the corresponding advantage would achieve an importance score greater than the importance of the anchor-statement advantage. This applies also to the PA. In case that an attribute does not exceed the least-preferred attribute but achieves the (WA) attribute, the scale can be extended to assign negative importance scores (Suhr 1999).

4 ADJUSTED CBA TABULAR METHOD FOR IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Adjustment based on Legislation

The tendering procedure must be based on the legislation applicable to the particular public entity. Now, two options exist to implement CBA in the selection process based on the existing regulations. First option would be to state in the request for proposal (RFP) that CBA will be used to evaluate the proposals, and then simply evaluate the proposals using CBA. For example, this will be the case of University of California, as the California Public Contract Code (PCC), that gives instructions for the owner about how to proceed in public procurement, states that for best value selection procedure, owners needs to describe the criteria, the methodology and rating or weighting system, and the relative importance or weight assigned to the criteria on which the proposals will be evaluated in the RFP (see Cal. Pub. Contract Code section 10506.6, subd. (2)).

The second option is to integrate a prior anchoring process (Suhr 1999). The first option is easier, because the classic CBA tabular can be applied and no further effort is necessary. In relation to the first option, Suhr (1999) states that an objective judgment requires the non-identification of the contractor with their proposals. This is a conflict and needs to be considered because as soon as a pre-qualification and interview process is used to select the bidders for the competition phase; the owner knows who is going to bid. The second option is to integrate a prior anchoring process (Suhr 1999) as will be shown in the following two sections.

4.2 The prior anchoring CBA Tabular Method

Public owners who need to publish weights in the RFP, can use the CBA tabular method with the prior anchoring method. Because the authors questions the advantage and do not see the necessity of having a WA and WE attribute, the authors will implement the minimum requirement (MR) attribute. The MR attribute represents the attribute that needs to be fulfilled by the bidder. If a proposer does not meet the MR attribute, the bid must be rejected. This rule protects bidders against the speculative behavior of a competitor. For example, a bidder could speculate to not achieve the minimum requirement LPS as it does not provide a high score. A proposal, which exceeds the maximum value, may not be valuable for the owner. For example, one bidder proposes a building with an interior program space of 280,000 GSF. This exceeds the maximum value by 5.66%. This might be, but doesn’t have to be, a positive option for the owner as maybe higher life-cycle-cost surfaces. Nevertheless, the proposal that doesn’t provide an
advantage in the factor will still be scored zero. In case that none of the components of
the proposal fulfills all minimum requirements, the process should be stopped and a root-
cause analysis should be done to answer the question why no part of the proposal fulfills
the minimum requisites. Table 2 provides an overview of the CBA process steps, including a modified prior anchor method.

Table 2: Process steps of the prior anchoring CBA tabular method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process step</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Define factors</td>
<td>All factors on which the proposals will be evaluated need to be documented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define MR and BE attribute</td>
<td>MR and BE attribute represents two possible alternatives and are needed to determine the expected range of attributes for each factor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe anchor-statement advantage</td>
<td>This is the difference between the MR and the BE attribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select the PA</td>
<td>Search for the most important anchor-statement advantage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop the scale of importance</td>
<td>Choose a scale, such as 0-100, 0-10, or 0-1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight the importance of each anchor-statement advantage</td>
<td>Weight the importance based on the PA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose the preferred alternative</td>
<td>This is the anchor for the final decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify alternatives</td>
<td>Based on pre-qualification and interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for proposals</td>
<td>Publish the factors, the scale of importance, the anchor-statement advantage, and the weight of the anchor-statement advantage in the RFP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open the technical proposal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarize the attributes of each alternative</td>
<td>Document the attribute of each alternative for every factor in the CBA table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decide the advantages of each proposal</td>
<td>Evaluate the technical proposals based on anchored judgment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decide the total importance of each proposal</td>
<td>Calculate the total of advantages for each bidder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open the price proposal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the proposals based on the diagram</td>
<td>Insert every alternative into the diagram and analyze which proposal provides the preferred alternative for the owner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The methods contains three anchors: (1) anchor between MR and BE attribute; (2) anchor between weight of the anchor-statement advantage and PA, and (3) anchor between the importance weight of the anchor-statement advantage and the advantages of the new alternatives, which automatically result in an anchor between the advantages of the alternatives in each factor. Anchors (1) and (2) are established before the request for proposal is issued. Anchor (3) is used to evaluate the proposals.
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4.3 Example for the prior anchoring CBA Tabular Method

Based on the constructed case of Schöttle et al. (2015), Table 3 exemplifies the integration of the prior anchoring process in the CBA tabular as described in section 4.2. To simplify the example, the number of factors was reduced to five from 18 in the constructed case. The bid prices in the proposals were also adopted from the constructed case. Hence, Bidder 1 submits a price proposal of USD 93.8M, Bidder 2 submits USD 92.5M, and Bidder 3 submits USD 93.7M (Schöttle et al. 2015). The descriptions of the attributes were taken from the real tendering. A 0 - 100 scale of importance is used to weight the anchor-statement advantage and evaluate the proposals. The factor 'Building interior program spaces' is identified as the PA, because it contains the highest anchor-statement advantage weight with 100. Then, in the RFP, the first part of the table can be published. After proposals submission, the evaluation commences. Because the anchor-statement advantage is defined, the proposals are easier to evaluate. Thus, the advantages of the attributes must be described based on the criterion; and the importance of every advantage must be scored based on the defined scale of importance and in relation to, the prior defined MR and BE attributes. The alternative that does not provide any advantage in a factor must be scored zero.

Table 3: Example of the prior anchoring CBA tabular method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor (Criterion)</th>
<th>MR attribute</th>
<th>BE attribute ASA description</th>
<th>Weight of ASA</th>
<th>Alternative 1: Bidder 1</th>
<th>Alternative 2: Bidder 2</th>
<th>Alternative 3: Bidder 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building interior program spaces</td>
<td>255,000 GSF</td>
<td>265,000 GSF</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Alt.: 261,283 GSF.</td>
<td>Alt.: 264,97 GSF, but missing some classrooms.</td>
<td>Alt.: 258,78 GSF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building interior</td>
<td>Little interactive</td>
<td>Very interactive</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Alt.: More fit between program spaces and gross area.</td>
<td>Imp.: 95</td>
<td>Imp.:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetated Roof</td>
<td>80 sf</td>
<td>160 sf</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Alt.: 150 sf</td>
<td>Alt.: 150 sf</td>
<td>Alt.: 80 sf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Planner® System</td>
<td>PPC metrics</td>
<td>Demonstrate full understanding.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Alt.: Demonstrate full understanding.</td>
<td>Alt.: PPC during construction only.</td>
<td>Imp.:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our example, Bidder 1 achieved the highest score, followed by Bidder 2 (see table 3). The differentiation of Bidders 1 and 2 to Bidder 3 is significant. The difference between Bidder 1 and 2 is small, but Bidder 2 does not fulfill the minimum requirement of the recyclable material factor (circled in Table 3) and, thus, its bid must be rejected. We are now positing the case that Bidder 2 fulfills the minimum requirement of the recyclable material factor. Bidder 2 would still get a zero score as the proposal doesn't provide an
advantage in this factor compared to the other two bidders, but is not rejected. Based on the case, Figure 1 represents the related cost versus value diagram. Viewing the cost versus value diagram, the owner can readily explain why a certain bidder is selected. Bidder 3 would not be an alternative, because the proposal contains significantly less value for almost the same price as the proposal of Bidder 1. Between Bidders 1 and 2, the owner now has to make its selection. The proposal of Bidder 1 achieved 15 scores more than the proposal of Bidder 2, but is also USD 1.3M higher in price. The USD 1.3M differential seems high, but in comparison to the overall price, it is 1.39%.

Figure 1: CBA cost vs. value diagram with full scoring and cost scale (left) and in detail (right)

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper illustrates that the CBA method can be used for bidder selection in the public sector in accordance with applicable law. The authors present an example of pre-anchoring CBA in the case it is needed. The authors argue that a sound and fair method does not provide a basis for a claim against the CBA process when correctly applied. The methods themselves require a facilitator to implement and training for the evaluation team. Usually, UCSF calculates one half of a day to evaluate the bids received and come to a conclusion. Also, the time to learn other methods is limited; therefore full implementation of CBA has barriers to overcome. However, we argue that the benefits of CBA implementation outweigh the time spent in training, in order to learn and implement a more transparent and collaborative decision-making method.

Future research is necessary to test the method in field and to develop optimal training for public owners. Furthermore, despite the import of life cycle to the owner, usually it is not a factor considered in the tendering procedure, and often it is contra affected by optimizing the bid price. Thus, life-cycle cost could be another area in the CBA diagram, so that the owner can study not only bid price versus value, but also bid price versus life-cycle cost and value versus life-cycle cost.
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MOTIVES FOR THE USE OF COMPETITIVE DIALOGUE

Paulos Abebe Wondimu¹, Jardar Lohne ² and Ola Lædre ³

Abstract: Competitive dialogue (CD) is a seldom-practised procurement procedure in Norway. The Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA) plans to use it in complex and mega infrastructure project in the future. This study investigates how CD has contributed to the implementation of lean in the public sector by answering the following two research questions: What are the motives for using CD?; and How was the CD carried out (timeline, main activities etc.)?

With a supporting literature study, four cases were studied by conducting a document study and semi-structured in-depth interviewees with eight key informants. Several motives why CD has been used in the target projects were identified. However, none the identified motives were to directly implement lean. Furthermore, eleven major activities of CD and two project implementation models that have used CD were identified in the case projects. The motives behind implementing CD are found to be comparable to the motives for implementing lean construction principles. In addition, the dialogue phase is found to be at the core of the process and could contribute to reducing significant waste. The findings provide a contribution of how CD can be used to implement lean in public procurement.

Keywords: Lean, Competitive dialogue, CD, Early contractor involvement, ECI public procurement, waste.

1 INTRODUCTION

Based on the literature study leading to this paper, competitive dialogue (CD) seems to be little known outside the context of certain EU countries (Haugbølle et al. 2015). CD was introduced in 2004 by the European parliament for particularly complex contracts. This procurement procedure allows public clients to hold discussions with shortlisted contractors regarding the client’s requirements before the contractors submit their tenders (European Parliament 2014). The purpose of introducing CD is to give public owners a flexible procurement procedure that enables a dialogue concerning all aspects of the contract with several competitors (Telles and Butler 2014). CD is one of the approaches for early contractor involvement (ECI) and is a procurement procedure that is recognised by EU public procurement law (Wondimu et al. 2016).

Lean thinking is establishing a system that constantly explores ways to reduce waste. Furthermore, it is getting more attention as a way to reduce the costs associated with government procurement (Waterman and McCue 2012). When the Lean Project Delivery
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System is used in the construction sector, it is expected that the contractor’s job is not only to provide what the client wants but also to first help the client decide what they want. Subsequently, the purpose of the client and constraints should be understood by the contractors (Ballard 2008).

Finland has begun experimenting with adapting lean ideology into their public alliance projects based on CD. Other countries in the EU have already established a working system based on lean (Petäjäniemi and Lahdenperä 2012). However, CD is a relatively new and very little practiced procurement method in Norway. So far, empirical research on CD in public infrastructure projects is limited. In particular attention on how competitive dialogue can contribute to implementing lean. Therefore, this paper intends to explore Norwegian experiences by addressing the following research questions:

- What are the key motives for using competitive dialogue (CD)?
- How was the competitive dialogue (CD) carried out (main activities, timeline etc.)?

The Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA) has so far used CD in six projects. This paper presents empirical data – collected from the client side – from four of these six projects. The four infrastructure projects presented in Table 1 were chosen while the two remaining projects were omitted from this study because they were a ferry procurement and a project concept development, respectively. Since three of the four investigated projects were not finished at the time of this study, it was not possible to see the long-term effects of the CD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project title</td>
<td>E6 Trondheim-Stjørdal</td>
<td>E6 Helgeland North</td>
<td>Fv32 Lilleelvkrysset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project type</td>
<td>0.6 km road in clay (densely populated area)</td>
<td>62 km new road (scarcely populated area)</td>
<td>0.515 km new tunnel (densely populated area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractual agreement</td>
<td>Design and Build</td>
<td>Design, Build and Operate</td>
<td>Design and Build</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project start year</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to address the research questions, a literature study, eight interviews with key actors from the selected cases and a document study of the chosen cases presented in Table 1 were carried out. The methodological approaches described by Yin (2013) was used during the case studies. The literature study concentrated on research databases, library databases and references in relevant articles was carried out to establish a theoretical framework.

Semi-structured in-depth interviews with eight key personnel involved in the CD process were conducted. Each interview was carried out face-to-face, based on an interview guide and lasted between one and two hours. All the interviewees were recorded and later transcribed. Six of the interviewees have held a construction manager or a project manager position in the case projects. The remaining two interviewees were
representatives from the NPRA head office (Vegdirektoratet) who participated in the dialogue phase. The document study consisted of documents received from interviewees, such as contract documents and dialogue invitation documents. The document study was carried out in order to find background information about the cases and how CD is carried out in NPRA. Data triangulation was achieved through different sources of data (interviews and document study).

3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

3.1 Lean and public procurement

Lean thinking is not simply adopting a lean tool (Waterman and McCue 2012). Instead, it involves implementing various measures in construction management to remove waste (Song and Liang 2011). Lean is a philosophy that constantly looks to reduce waste and increase customer satisfaction that can be ingrained in a system (Waterman and McCue 2012). Furthermore, it aims to achieve the intended time, cost and quality simultaneously (Tommelein 2015).

Public procurement involves the spending of public money and has impacts on innovation (Uyarra and Flanagan 2010). It is subjected to accountability and detailed procedures since it is exposed to a high risk of fraud and corruption (Erridge and Nondi 1994). The primary consideration of every government should be the efficiency of the procurement process as public resources have become scarce (Waterman and McCue 2012). According to this literature, there seems to be a potential for applying lean thinking to public procurement.

The separation between design and construction in public procurement is generally considered to be inefficient. Principally, the lean philosophy promotes an integration of design and construction (Jørgensen and Emmitt 2009) to reduce waste in construction (Song and Liang 2011). ECI is one of the basic principles of lean to achieve integration between the design team and the construction team (Gil et al. 2000).

When lean thinking is applied in public procurement, it is possible to analyse the current processes for value as well as to identify obvious waste in the process. Furthermore, based on lean thinking it is possible to develop a set of tools and documents to support a standardised process (Waterman and McCue 2012).

3.2 Competitive Dialogue (CD)

CD is explicitly aimed for complex projects which require the development of the best solution to address specific client needs. It is a flexible procedure that secures competition and dialogue (Albano and Sparro 2010). In this process, the client can discuss all aspects of the project with the shortlisted contractors (Uttam and Le Lann Roos 2014). It gives the contracting parties the opportunity to discuss, among other things, sustainability and renewable energy objectives, and the client can ensure its long-term commitments are taken into account (O’Brien and Hope 2010).

CD can be related to other public procurement procedures, as for example the negotiated procedure (Nagelkerke et al. 2008). In the negotiated procedure, direct discussions take place between the owner and one or more contractors of the owner’s choice (Erridge and Nondi 1994). On the other hand, it is different from the negotiations procedure because in CD the negotiations are concentrated within a particular phase in the procurement process (European Commission 2006).
CD’s largest disadvantage is its relatively high transaction costs (Siemonsma et al. 2012). The process is time-consuming and labour-intensive for both the client and contractors. The client should conduct several dialogues to select the qualified contractor and should document the dialogues for the sake of transparency. The contractors should prepare detailed documentation after each dialogue, which costs a lot as well (Hoezen and Hillig 2008).

4 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 What are the key motives for using CD?

The key motives for using CD, which were raised by the interviewees, are presented in the following section. Case 1 is comparable with case 3, and case 2 is comparable with case 4. Therefore, the findings are presented according to the above in the following section.

Regarding case 1 and 3, project complexity (technical difficulty) was the major motive for using CD in these projects. These projects were defined as complex among other things due to sensitive ground conditions (quick clay) and the surrounding environment (since the project was in an urban area). For such a kind of complexity, the client lacked experience and reference projects from similar project challenges. This leads to difficulty in the design and execution of the projects. It was also difficult to estimate the projects’ costs. Besides the projects’ complexity, case 1 was the first infrastructure project where the NPRA used CD. Hence, it was used as a pilot project to try the procedure.

Regarding case 2 and 4, the motives of using CD in this project were to identify and determine how the client’s requirements and needs could best be met. Furthermore, the other motives were to create a platform for the client and the individual suppliers to work together to find solutions that best meet client’s needs. The projects' complexity was also the motive to use CD in these two case projects. The projects were defined as complex by taking into consideration the length of the road project (approx. 60KM) and the contract complexity (the contract includes design, construction, operation and maintenance of the road project for 15 years). In addition, the wish to try a new type of contract that can decrease the current conflict level and the problems of the traditional project delivery methods was another motive. To reduce the project risk level during the dialogue phase was also another reason to use CD. The client's need for better solutions constituted the motive for ECI.

According to the findings, project complexity was not the only reason for the use of CD. Besides that, NPRA wanted to achieve other goals as well, such as innovation, low level of conflict, etc. However, the interviewees did not raise any direct motives that were related to lean. Therefore, the underlying motives of implementing CD in the case projects were not to implement lean. However, the key motives for using CD resemble, to a large degree, the motives of lean construction. Some of the CD motives that resemble the motives of lean construction are overcoming project complexity, creating a common platform, identifying how the client’s needs can best be fulfilled, reducing the risk level, ECI and obtaining innovative solutions.

4.2 How was the CD carried out?

Eleven main activities used during CD were identified from the case projects. The main activities are showed in Table 2. The first three activities concern preparation phases of the client. The client uses the first two activities to prepare a draft tender document and to plan the dialogue. The third activity is used to evaluate if there is enough capacity in
the supplier market for the project. During the dialogue, the client, together with the contractors, develops the draft tender document. Then they hand out the final tender document together with the invitation to competitive tender. The contractor uses the final tender document during submission of a tender.

Table 2: Main activities in CD before the awarding of the contract (developed based on documents from case projects)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Milestones</th>
<th>Contractor Involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of tender document</td>
<td></td>
<td>Before contractor involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of plan for dialogue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing and communication with the supplier market</td>
<td>Announcing the project and invitation to participate</td>
<td>Any contractor who applied to be considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors preparation of prequalification document</td>
<td>Submission of prequalification document</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prequalification</td>
<td>Invitation to participants to dialogue</td>
<td>Shortlisted contractors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handout of the draft tender document</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors develop proposals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogue</td>
<td>Submission of the proposals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handout of the final tender document</td>
<td>Invitation to competitive tender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors preparation of bid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner control the submitted tenders</td>
<td>Submission of tender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contract signing</td>
<td>One contractor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the timeline, the timing of when CD was used in the case projects is described based on two major project implementation models that were used together with CD in the case projects. These two models are illustrated in Figure 1 as model 2 and 3. Model 2 & 3 illustrate the two approaches that CD was used together with a DB contract in the case projects. Model 2 was used in case 1 and 3, whereas model 3 was used in case 2 and 4. The arrows in models 1-3 illustrate when the dialogue has happened and when the DB contractor took over the project.

The first model, model 1, is based on a design-build DB contract and does not have a dialogue phase. However, it is presented in Figure 1 in order to be used as a reference to explain the other two models that have a dialogue phase. Furthermore, it is to illustrate that a DB contract can happen at various times in a project.
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Figure 1: Project implementation models (developed based on documents from Helgeland projects). DG denotes decision gates. DB denotes design-build contract.

Model 2 was used when the client had several technical alternatives to solve the project challenges but when they were not sure which of the alternatives would be the cheapest to fulfil all their requirements. In this model, the contractors have the possibility to influence how to execute the project. Thus, it is possible to conclude that model 3 was used for technically complex projects.

Model 3 was used for large and complex projects. The complexity of these projects was not limited to the technical level, how to execute it like in the case of model 2, but also in the options of what and where to build. One of the goals of model 3 was that design, construction and operation shall be considered together in order to provide savings and other advantages.

Model 2 and model 3 have a dissimilar length of dialogue phase. The length of the dialogue phase can vary depending on the project’s need. Furthermore, the dialogue can take place at different phases of a project. In model 2, the dialogue phase takes place between the preliminary design and the detail design phases. In model 3, the dialogue starts in an earlier phase compared to model 2. It takes place during the preliminary design phase. In addition, in model 3, the contractor has responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the road for 15 years, which is not the case in model 2.

Of the above eleven main activities of CD, the dialogue phase is at the core of the process. It is an important stage to reduce significant waste. This can happen in several ways. The first way is as the contractor gets the possibility to develop the tender document together with the client. The second one is that both the client and the contractor are involved in the development of the project in this phase. The third way is that the client gets support from the contractors in deciding what to build. The fourth way is that individual goals can be aligned to the project goals during the dialogue stage. All this contributes to reducing waste in the project execution phase. Therefore, the dialogue phase in CD can contribute to implementing lean in public infrastructure projects.
5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has addressed how competitive dialogue can contribute to implementing lean by studying four infrastructure projects in Norway. The key motives for using CD and how it was carried out was the focus of the study.

Project complexity is the requirement from the EU public procurement directive to justify the use of CD. The findings show that, in the studied cases, the owner has had several reasons beyond that to use CD. However, none of the reasons given by the interviewees shows that the direct motive of implementing CD in the studied cases was to implement lean or to remove waste. This might be due to the fact that personnel involved in the CD practising are not lean experts. Thus, it is possible to conclude that the NPRA’s primary focus during the use of CD in the case projects was not to implement lean.

However, the key motives for using CD resemble, to a large degree, the motives of lean construction. Some of the CD motives that resemble the motives of lean construction are overcoming project complexity, creating a common platform, identifying how the client’s needs can best be fulfilled, reducing the risk level, ECI and obtaining innovative solutions.

Regarding how CD was carried out, eleven main activities of CD and two project implementation models were identified from the case projects. The studied cases have used model 2 and model 3, which have different timings of implementing CD. This study has found that the dialogue phase is at the core of the CD process. Public owners could use it to reduce waste as it promotes integration between the client and the contractor in several ways. Furthermore, the dialogue phase could also be used to better align the motives of CD with the motives of lean.

In the future, the long-term effect of CD could be studied in order to explore how the procedure affects the operation and maintenance phase of projects. In addition, other types of projects than just infrastructure projects could also be studied to cross-reference the experience.
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A COMPARISON OF PROJECT ALLIANCING AND LEAN CONSTRUCTION
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Abstract: As the adoption of both alliancing and lean in the construction industry has started becoming more prevalent, knowledge of the alignment of Lean Construction with alliancing could be valuable to practitioners looking at adopting lean project delivery. This paper contributes to addressing this issue by providing insight into the relationship between the alliancing project delivery method and Lean Construction project delivery through the review of a literature review, interviews and a document study. A major driver of alliancing is to deliver value for money to the client, so it comes as a surprise that, to this date, alliancing has yet to fully capitalize on the Lean Construction operating system to drive the pursuit of maximum value. The inclusion of a lean operating system would require only minor changes to the existing structure of a standard project alliancing agreement. Alliancing could essentially remain the same, both structurally and commercially, while incorporating Lean Construction methods and tools into its operating system. In the right circumstances, this combination could be used to deliver greater value to the client.

Keywords: Alliancing, Lean Construction, Operating System, Organisation, Commercial.

1 INTRODUCTION

Alves and Tsao (2007), through their study of IGLC papers from 2000 – 2006, identified that there has been a lack of research among the IGLC community in the area of relational contracting. They suggested that researchers “strive to understand how to implement relational contracting, measure its outcomes, and explain project results to help provide guidance to owners that are interested in working towards lean project delivery.” (Alves and Tsao 2007, 57). Ten years later, there is still a gap in the literature comparing project alliancing (PA) and Lean Construction (LC). This paper contributes to addressing this issue by providing insight into the relationship between the PA and LC project delivery methods.

Previous work by the authors shows that alliancing does in fact inherently align with some key LC principles, particularly in four of the five LC principles identified by Diekmann et al. (2004), namely customer focus, culture and people, waste elimination, and
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continuous improvement. The research at that time lacked sufficient findings to show an alignment in the fifth principle of workplace standardization. To give a visual representation of the alignment between PA and LC we refer to the Lean Construction triangle in Error! Reference source not found.

There is sufficient evidence for PA and LC alignment concerning the organization and commercial sides of the triangle. Alliancing is associated with the principle of customer focus, a key element of the commercial side of the triangle. On the organizational side, we have shown alignment in the areas of culture/people, waste elimination and continuous improvement. The research uncovered insufficient evidence to comment on the alignment between the operating system side of the triangle and is therefore the departure point for this paper.

There is a view that despite a lack of direct influence from alliancing, Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) can be seen as a combination of an alliance contract and governance system with a LC operating system (Raisbeck et al. 2010). Since IPD developed independently from alliancing yet resembles a combination of PA and LC, what would the potential outcomes be if PA and LC were combined intentionally? The fact that there is an inherent alignment between the organizational and commercial domains shows that such a combination is plausible, while the existence of IPD shows that it is possible.

The initial findings identified that a possible key difference between PA and LC appears in the operating system. Alliancing seems to lack the workplace standardization and the use of tools associated with LC. This paper will expand on this point by focusing in on the operating system side of the triangle. To provide a clear focus, the following research questions were identified:

- What are the similarities and differences between the two project delivery methods?
- Is there potential for the two systems to learn from each other?

Thomsen et al. (2009) uses the above triangle to represent the three domains of all project delivery systems. Domains must be in alignment and balanced to ensure that the delivery system is coherent and optimal. Using this model as a departure point, the paper begins by exploring the balance and alignment between these three domains for both PA and LC. Once a high-level understanding of each of these methods is established, a deeper exploration is made into their operating systems. This exploration forms the basis for a comparison between the PA and LC operating systems, noting any key differences and similarities between the two. Finally, conclusions are drawn and recommendations made for further research.

2 Method

A literature search was undertaken following the five steps prescribed by Blumberg et al. (2014). Step 1 was to define the questions to be answered after the literature search. Step 2 and 3 was to identify and apply key search terms in primary sources (for example
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databases and search engines). In step 4, secondary sources were located and reviewed (for example by scanning references). Step 5 was to evaluate the sources and the content. After this search, a review of the literature formed the basis for the theoretical background. To gain insight into both the academic and practical aspects of the operating systems, findings from both journal articles and conference papers (mostly primary sources) are used in combination with findings from government and industry publications (mostly secondary sources).

After the literature review, two of the authors undertook a series of 27 semi-structured in-depth interviews – following the descriptions of (Yin 2013) – in Australia in early 2016. The interview questions were formulated after the literature review was almost finished, and each interviewee received a transcript afterwards to avoid misunderstandings.

A document study was carried out after the literature search and interviews, where the documents were what (Weber 1990) denotes as sampling population. The purpose of this document study was to supplement the secondary sources found during the literature search. The main source for identifying relevant documentation were the interviewees, who both recommended and provided documents.

3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In order to draw conclusions on the similarities and differences between PA and LC, an exploration of the current theory on each topic was undertaken. As the adoption of both alliancing and lean in the construction industry has become more prevalent, an understanding of the lean principles inherent in alliancing could be valuable to practitioners looking at adopting lean project delivery. Many countries, particularly in Europe, have started adopting alliancing in recent years. In addition, Finland, who adopted alliancing in 2007, has begun experimenting with adopting lean ideology into their alliance projects (Petäjäniemi and Lahdenperä 2012). The authors will explore the practical findings based on the outcome of this combination of lean and alliancing in Finland in later publications once enough completed projects are available to provide significant findings. A clear understanding of the current similarities between PA and LC from a theoretical view could help improve this adoption and could potentially lead to the creation of improved project delivery models.

IPD is a method used mostly in the USA that has many similarities to alliancing, with the one major difference that IPD incorporates a number of LC elements (Lahdenperä 2012; Raisbeck et al. 2010). IPD’s use is mostly concentrated in America, yet the principles of lean are more prevalent worldwide. Alliancing is often considered at the top end of collaborative and relational contracting (Ross 2003) and is more widely distributed across the globe (Chen et al. 2012; Ingirige and Sexton 2006). In addition, IPD and Alliancing have often been used for different types of projects (Lahdenperä 2012). The authors believe that there is sufficient difference between alliancing and IPD to warrant such a study, and as such, a full exploration into the differences between IPD and alliancing will not be explored further in this paper but can be found in the studies by Lahdenperä (2012) and Raisbeck et al. (2010).

3.1 Project Alliancing

PA is a collaboration between a client, service providers and contractors where they share and manage the risks of the project together (Chen et al. 2010). All parties’ expectations and commercial arrangements are aligned with the project outcomes and the project is driven by a best-for-project mindset, where all parties either win together, or lose together
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(Chen et al. 2012; Walker et al. 2013). The contract is designed around a non-adversarial legal and commercial framework with all disputes and conflicts resolved from within the alliance (Henneveld 2006). This type of project delivery can lead to improved project outcomes and value for money, in part due to the increased level of integration and cooperation between planners, design teams, contractors and operators (Love et al. 2010).

Alliancing as a model is well addressed in the literature and thus will not be discussed in great detail here. Previous research determined the most common characteristics of a project that may influence the decision to proceed with an alliance as the preferred PDM and provides an up-to-date look at the critical success factors and barriers to alliancing (Young et al. 2016a). *Alliancing: A Participant’s Guide* is a detailed industry publication that addresses alliancing from the perspectives of both the owner and non-owner participants (NOP) (Morwood et al. 2008), and *Introduction to Project Alliancing* is a valuable piece of the alliancing body of knowledge (Ross 2003).

Project alliances are suitable – and most often used – for projects that have tight timeframes, multiple or complex stakeholder issues, are uncertain, complex and/or high risk (Young et al. 2016a). The organization domain of PA focuses on the high level of team integration necessary to deal with such projects. Alliancing uses a fully integrated project team that is co-located (in most cases) for the entire duration of the project. A board made up of equal representation of senior leaders from each party, known as the alliance leadership team (ALT), governs the alliance. The ALT makes decisions unanimously and handles all disputes (that cannot be handled at the management level) in house (with the exception of willful default), reinforcing the high level of team integration. The level of integration experienced in alliancing is at such a level where an alliance essentially becomes a ‘virtual’ organization.

The commercial domain of alliancing is made up of, in large part, the three-limbed compensation model. In recent times, alliance contracts have been structured around the three-limbed approach: (Ross 2003; Walker et al. 2015):

- **Limb 1:** all the directly reimbursable costs including project-specific overheads.
- **Limb 2:** corporate overheads and profit for each NOP, determined by an independent auditor and is placed ‘at-risk’ according to the pain/gain arrangement.
- **Limb 3:** incentivized cost-reimbursement where all participants share in the pain/gain associated with how the alliance performs against pre-arranged targets in cost (e.g. the target outturn cost and non-cost key result areas).

This three-limbed model creates a contractual alignment between all parties and provides the financial mechanisms that align the client and NOPs’ interests and objectives.

The operating system of alliancing isn’t known to be associated with a specific set of tools in the way that LC is. In a general sense, alliancing can be seen to behave in a similar way that a design and construct (D&C) project would (Marosszeky and Ward 2010) by using common project management (PM) methods and tools. On a day-to-day level the alliance is run by an alliance management team (AMT), whose responsibility is to work with the alliance manager to drive the operational project delivery (Morwood et al. 2008). The authors are yet to see any prescriptions in the literature explicitly dictating how to operate an alliance. The literature often deals with what to achieve, i.e., the clients value for money statement, delivery of project objectives etc., but not how to achieve it. It seems that alliances do in fact rely on common PM methods and tools unspecific to any particular PDM. Given the extent to which common PM methods and tools are prevalent in the construction industry, they will not be covered in detail here.
3.2  Lean Construction

Lean Construction was born out of the success of the lean philosophy that developed in the manufacturing industry. Both lean and the development of LC are well described in literature [Lean: (Ballard et al. 2001; Diekmann et al. 2004; Krafick 1988; Liker 2004) and LC: (Howell and Ballard 1998; Howell 1999; Koskela 1992; Picchi 2001)]. Therefore, this information will not be covered. This paper will instead focus on the way LC addresses and balances the three domains of the LC triangle.

LC addresses the domain of project organization through the promotion of an integrated organization, the creation of cross-functional teams and the alignment of participants’ interests. LC aims to break down the barriers between different organizations, and between the different functional silos that are present within most organizations. The organizations can reduce waste by avoiding the separation of design and construction and the sequential nature of processes often found in traditional project delivery. The alignment of interests is achieved by combining the promotion of collaboration with a major focus on the achievement of value as defined by the customers (both internal and external). This alignment extends not only to the alignment of different organizational objectives but also to the alignment of employees to each other and their own organizations (Azari-Najafabadi et al. 2011).

A key element of the LC operating system is characterized by the use of tools. While a tool in and of itself cannot be described as LC, the application and use of tools in a project embodies LC if it eliminates waste and/or maximizes value in the project. The same tools applied poorly could lead to the opposite effect by creating waste and not value (Thomsen et al. 2009). A number of tools have developed out of the lean community that have been employed in construction projects. These include, but are not limited to: Last Planner System™, Increased Visualization, 5S Process, First Run Studies, Daily Huddle Meetings, Fail Safe for Quality and Safety, Plan-Do-Check-Act, A3 Reports, Value Stream Mapping and Target Value Design (Salem et al. 2005; Thomsen et al. 2009).

Addressing the commercial domain is not so straightforward since LC itself is not considered to be a typical project delivery contract strategy. The commercial domain has do to with the “compensation method, contractual assignment of roles and responsibilities, and financial mechanisms which can result in alignment of interests within a project organization, if properly designed, etc.” (Azari-Najafabadi et al. 2011, 428). The research has uncovered many ways that LC can lead to alignment of interests within a project, but not in the specific commercial aspects of a compensation model or financial mechanism. This gap is often where, in the LC community, IPD steps in to handle the commercial contractual arrangements.

4  FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This discussion presents the authors’ interpretation of the findings that have resulted from this research. This discussion explores the three project delivery domains of both PA and LC in order to determine the similarities and differences between the two and to identify the potential for lessons learned to be passed from one to the other and vice versa.

Alliancing is structured in a way that creates full alignment of the three domains. The shared risk and pain/gain arrangements combined with the alignment of client and commercial participants’ objectives creates an entity that is adept at dealing with projects that are high risk or have high levels of uncertainty. When combined with unanimous decision-making, no dispute clause and open book, it helps to promote the win-win
principle of PA necessary to deal effectively with issues that arise. When problems arise, it is in the best interest of all parties to find the best-for-project outcome, and find it quickly. The full integration of the organizational domain combined the commercial aspects creates a situation where the emphasis of contract management in the typical sense is removed and full focus can be placed on the operation of the alliance.

It seems that, even with a good balance between the domains, alliancing hasn’t made any leaps forward in terms of revolutionizing its operating system when compared to traditional PDMs. The success of alliancing seems to be due to the innovations made in the organizational and commercial domains. Such a finding leads the authors to believe that alliancing could be greatly improved by focusing on its operating system.

LC as a method of management seems to operate mostly in the organizational and operating system domains. Despite deficiencies in what is commonly understood to be the commercial domain, LC maintains a high-level alignment between the other two domains. This alignment makes it particularly adaptable to being incorporated into a wide range of commercial models.

Considering both PA and LC from this perspective, we can see that they are highly compatible. They share many similarities in the organization domain in that they both strive to achieve full integration to the effect that value is maximized for the client. PA has a fully functioning commercial domain that is inherently aligned with the principles of LC (Young et al. 2016b), thus making PA and LC highly compatible in this area. In the operating system domain, PA relies on traditional approaches to project management and does not have a specific set of prescribed methods and tools of its own. This void creates a situation where a full LC operating system, i.e., tools and methods such as LPS, Increased Visualization, 5S etc., could be seamlessly introduced into an alliance without fundamentally changing the alliance itself.

The findings show that there is great potential for PA and LC to learn from each other. This possibility has been demonstrated practically via the adoption of alliance-like governance and commercial aspects into LC, creating the IPD model. On the other hand, the alliancing model could benefit from LC, particularly from its operating system, while still staying true to the structure and principles that make alliancing what it is today.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A major driver of alliancing is to deliver value for money to the client, so it comes as a surprise that, to this date, alliancing it yet to fully capitalize on the LC operating system to drive the pursuit towards maximum value. Despite the presence of PDMs that resemble a combination of PA and LC, namely IPD, alliancing, in its own right, has solidified its place alongside such PDMs in the project delivery toolkit available to clients. The presence of IPD does not make alliancing obsolete and the inclusion of a LC operating system into standard PA would not necessarily become IPD either.

Regarding the similarities and differences between the two project delivery methods, the similarities are in the organizational domain while differences exist on the commercial and operating system domains. Despite the differences in the commercial domains, PA does inherently align with LC principles, making the two compatible in this area. The major difference in the operating system domain is that LC relies on a specific set of tools to handle daily operations while PA uses non-specific tools from the common PM toolkit.

There is potential for the two systems to learn from each other. Particularly, alliancing could learn from the LC operating system. The inclusion of a lean operating system would not require any major changes to the existing structure of a standard PA agreement.
Alliancing could essentially remain the same, structurally and commercially, while incorporating LC methods and tools into its operating system. This integration is made possible due to the inherent alignment between alliancing and the lean construction principles in the organizational and commercial domains.

The authors aim to study the practical implications of this concept by reviewing the outcomes of a number of Finnish alliances that are in the process of experimenting with the inclusion of the lean construction philosophy, tools and methods. Based on these theoretical findings, the expectation is that this implementation will deliver positive results and key lessons learned.
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APPLICATION OF BIM FOR SUPPORTING DECISION-MAKING RELATED TO LOGISTICS IN PREFABRICATED BUILDING SYSTEMS

Fernanda S. Bataglin¹, Daniela D. Viana², Carlos T. Formoso³ and Iamara R. Bulhões⁴

Abstract: Managing industrialised construction requires an accurate synchronisation of design, manufacturing and assembly processes. Considering the high uncertainty and the interdependencies between different processes on site, it is important to consider the status of the construction site in the planning and control process. Understanding the demands of site assembly in terms of components is a key step for integrating fabrication and site assembly. One possible approach is to use Building Information Modelling (BIM) for planning the logistics operations of prefabricated building systems.

The aim of this paper is to describe an application of BIM 4D modelling for supporting the planning and control process of logistics operations for Engineer-to-order (ETO) concrete prefabricated structures. Design Science Research was the methodological approach adopted in this investigation, which involved an empirical study carried out in partnership with a company that design, produces and assemble prefabrication concrete structures. The main contribution of this investigation is on how to increase the reliability of information exchanges by concentrating product and process information in a BIM model. Also, some guidelines on how to plan loading and unloading operations, and how to use BIM to assess changes in production plans, considering the logistics impacts.

Keywords: Industrialised construction, logistics process, 4D BIM simulation, planning loads, lean construction.

1 INTRODUCTION

Building projects have become increasingly complex due to several factors: need to increase building performance, product flexibility, high uncertainty in some markets, and the large number of specialists involved. The growing complexity, associated with the need to reduce project duration, reduce costs and improve working conditions have encouraged the adoption of prefabricated building components and systems, which are often produced offsite. Differently from the idea of mass-producing off-the-shelf parts, this type of industrialisation requires customised design and fabrication, being similar to Engineer-to-order (ETO) production systems in manufacturing (Eastman et al., 2011). In this type of production system, design and production do not start until a customer order is confirmed (Powell et al., 2014).
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Production planning and control in this type of production system plays the role of coordinating different types of flows (design information, fabrication, logistics operations, and site assembly), in an environment that usually has a high level of uncertainty (Viana, 2015). In fact, the scope of planning and control for prefabricated building systems tends to be different from traditional construction. A major challenge in the management of prefabricated building systems is to avoid stoppages and the increase in work-in-progress due to the lack of components available. However, this does not mean that all materials should be ordered as early as possible and stored on site, but rather that they should arrive just in time (Skjelbred et al., 2015).

The primary focus of logistics in construction is to improve coordination and communication between project participants during the design and construction phases, particularly in the materials flow control process (Agapiou et al., 1998). In prefabricated building systems, a higher level of coordination and frequent exchanges of information is necessary, due to the need to integrate different units of the same company, or sometimes to engage external suppliers of components (Čuš-Babić et al., 2014).

In order to reach a balance between on-site buffers of components and just-in-time deliveries, some conditions must be considered: uncertainty and variability in site conditions and upstream flows, distance to the supplier, lead time, the level of detail in the plans, and the amount of storage space on site (Skjelbred et al., 2015). The definition of the transportation batches is a key decision for controlling the flow of components and synchronising the production in both the prefabrication plant and assembly site. Those batches should be sized and designed according to the project, and are hard to be standardised in ETO production systems. In that case, a load plan needs to be produced for specific loads, describing what should go in the truck, and when it should arrive at the site.

Numerous research studies have pointed out the benefits of Building Information Modelling (BIM), especially by using 4D modelling to support production planning and control, such as testing alternative sequences of tasks (Chau et al., 2004), predicting logistics problems (Hartmann et al., 2008), detecting spatial conflicts between tasks (Akinci et al., 2002), monitoring progress discrepancies (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009), improving site layouts (Ma et al., 2005) and analysing workspace congestion (Chavada et al., 2012). BIM enables a wide range of information to be stored and connected to a virtual building representation, which is produced by different project participants. This virtual model has the ability to store different types of information, including geometric, semantic and topological information (Schlueter and Thesseling, 2009).

However, none of those studies has addressed the process of planning and controlling logistics operations for prefabricated building systems such as loading and unloading components, movement of equipment, and control of site inventories. Moreover, little emphasis has been given to the interactions between traditional production planning and control systems with the management of site logistics in an organisational context. Indeed, most BIM tools are designed to handle permanent building objects, and temporary objects have received far less attention (Karan and Irizarry, 2015). Only a few and very specific aspects of logistics have been discussed so far, mostly related to the positional planning of inventories and workspaces. In fact, in most studies 4D models are simply a translation of the output of a CPM network (Jongeling and Olofsson, 2007) that contains only value-adding activities, a practice widely criticised by the Lean Construction Community.

The aim of this paper is to describe an application of BIM 4D modelling for supporting the process of planning and controlling logistics operations for prefabricated concrete structures. This application assumes that in ETO prefabricated building systems the
manufacturing process must be pulled according to the assembly process status, similarly to what is prescribed in the Last Planner System™. This application supports decision-making in the definition of the loading operations that need to be carried out, considering the priorities established in the long terms plans, the existing inventories in the plant yard, and site constraints. This was based on an empirical study carried out in collaboration with a large company that delivers concrete prefabricated structures in Brazil.

2 RESEARCH METHOD

Design Science Research (DSR) was the research approach adopted in this investigation. The aim of DSR is to develop innovative solutions that solve practical problems and at the same time allow a theoretical contribution (Kasanen et al., 1993). Problems from real world are investigated and one of the research outcomes is the development of artefacts such as models, diagrams, plans, organisation structures, and information system designs (Lukka, 2003). The research process was divided into the following phases: understanding the problem, development of the artefact, and analysis and reflection. It was conducted in close collaboration with the concrete prefabrication company (named Company A), similarly to an action research process. Several learning cycles were undertaken during the implementation process. This research study is part of a broader research project that aims to implement improvements in the production system and assembly process of concrete prefabricated structures.

Company A is a company that delivers complete solutions of prefabricated concrete structures for building projects in Brazil, often involving customised components. This can be described as an Engineer-to-order production system. This research study was focused on the delivery of prefabricated concrete structures for a university campus, located in Porto Alegre, which corresponds to 67% of the total constructed area of the building. The components for this project were all produced in a prefabrication plant located 740 km away. This company was chosen because they had an improvement program based on the Lean Production Philosophy, and was interested in the use of BIM for managing logistics operations.

The study lasted 11 months, covering the whole period of site assembly. Multiple sources of evidence were used in this investigation: (i) unstructured interviews were carried out with different stakeholders from the concrete prefabrication company and from the construction company, such as the site managers from each company, assistants and crew leaders from the prefabricated contractor; (ii) document analysis, including 2D designs and activity plans, spreadsheets of load plans and components status report; (iii) participant observations in short-term planning meetings, involving representatives of both companies, with an average duration of 1 hour, to discuss the construction progress; (iv) meetings with site manager, with 30 minutes length, were performed during 26 site visits, for short-term plan discussions and planning load discussions, using 4D simulation to understand assembly sequence. Besides, three workshops involving the research team and company’s representatives were carried out to create a discussion group, providing a common understanding of concepts and practices as well as diagnosis carried out on the construction site. In addition, two plant visits were performed at the company headquarters in Curitiba to understand the production process of components.
3 **EMPIRICAL STUDY**

3.1 **3D and 4D Modelling**

The modelling process was divided into two stages. First, a 3D model was produced, using the 2D structural design as a starting point. Then, a 3D model of the construction site was devised, including, besides the prefabricated components, some temporary facilities, pathways and main equipment. The codes used for identifying each prefabricated component in the structural design were used in the 3D model, as this is an important identification throughout all company controls. Figure 1 provides an example of the code used for identifying a component in a 2D drawing (a), and the attributes assigned to that component in the 3D BIM model. In this case, families of the component were created, by creating a specific ID for each of them.

![Figure 1 – Components Code in the 2D drawing (a) and in the BIM model (b)](image)

The 4D model was generated in the Synchro Professional software, based on the schedule from the construction site. The long-term plan provided by the company was used only as a starting point for the creation of the activities schedule in the 4D simulation software. A coding system for the assembly activities was created, combining the position (axis) of the component, the type of component to be assembled (columns, beams or slabs) and the identification of the assembly stage. Figure 2 presents an example of the coding system.

![Figure 2 – Example of the coding system for site assembly activities](image)

3.2 **Existing process for planning the load**

A key activity in logistics operations is planning the loads, based on the definition of transportation batches. It is worth noting that concrete prefabricated components should
not be stored on site, i.e. the delivery date and the sequence of transportation batches should match the assembly date and sequence. In that context, the task of planning the loads becomes more critical than when is possible to site inventories. Before the improvements were implemented, this process was carried by manually matching the components described on 2D drawings and the site assembly schedule, in order to generate a daily list of the required components. In parallel, the production planning and control department from the plant should provide the components status report, containing updated information about the status of each component (e.g. not produced, produced, ready to ship). After that, the site manager should check if the required components would be ready on time for shipping. Then, the loads were planned based on the availability of the components.

Figure 3 represents schematically this process. The load plans were produced every fifteen days, containing approximately forty-five loads - each load had eight components on average. The load plans were sent to the planning and control department 15 days before they were required on site, in order to confirm the production of components and 2 days in advance to the expedition department to confirm the site assembly demand.

![Figure 3 - Schema of existing process of planning the load](image)

### 3.3 Changes introduced in the process of planning the loads

A major change in the process of planning the loads was the introduction of a 4D BIM model containing all necessary information about prefabricated concrete components. By assigning objects of the 3D model to each scheduled activity, planners could easily visualise the progress of the site-assembly process, and the batch size assigned to each crew, reducing the possibility of errors while planning the loads. Figure 4 represents the interface of the 4D BIM software, which displays a bar chart containing the activities to
be performed on a given day, and the model containing geometric, semantic and topological information of each object of the model.

Figure 4 - Interface of the 4D BIM simulation software

An activity list was exported from the model in Synchro software, containing useful information for making decisions about planning the loads. Each line of this Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (Figure 5) relates to all types of components (such as columns, beams, slabs), in a specific location, during a specific period.

Figure 5 - Spreadsheet with list of activities and the assigned resources

The information from the production status report was included in this spreadsheet to analyse if the required components were ready to be shipped. The spreadsheet was designed for automatically update this information from the status report, creating a new tool for the process of planning loads. Error! Reference source not found. shows the information arrangement of the spreadsheet, highlighting (dashed line) the required inputs in terms of location axes and level.

Figure 6 - Spreadsheet of planning the loads
After using the tool, the site manager reported a 33% reduction in the time spent on this activity. This happened because several non-value-adding activities were eliminated (e.g. the manual generation of the component list and the cross-comparison of information from the component list and component status report). This also contributed to the organisation of the information by the site manager, so that all information needed for planning the loads was in the same file.

By using BIM integrated with production data, the exchange and update of information became more reliable. There is a change in the availability of status information in real time. The plant delivered 95% of the requested loads on time, and the productivity of the assembly team has increased due to the reduction in the waiting time by components of the plant. The effective communication between the construction site and the manufacturing plant, made short-term plans more accurate, which then led to a reduction in the duration of the operation, also reducing delays and a lower demand for material buffering, as highlighted by Ćuš-Babić et al. (2014).

The benefits of this application could more perceptible if the Last Planner System was used in its full potential. The use of 4D simulations has made easier the control of the assembly process (Figure 7) and reduced the time spent for this activity. In addition, there were improvements in the visualisation of the project, by making available geometric and topological information of the components.

![Figure 7 - Comparison between 4D simulation and real executed work](image)

### 4 Conclusions

This research work pointed out the importance of planning loads in the context of Engineer-to-order prefabricated building systems, as part of logistics management. Planning the loads is also important to confirm the need for production of prefabricated elements and to control material flows, providing a clear definition of batches and assembly sequence.

The use of 4D models, including semantic information of components and critical equipment, has contributed to improve the understanding of the production process. The practice of updating this model during short and medium-term planning and control processes facilitates decision-making about logistic process both for the plant and for the construction site. The ability to exchange and update information increases the reliability and transparency of the process, supporting collaboration between different departments of the company (production, expedition, and assembly). Furthermore, the improvements in the process of planning the loads contributed to reduce delays in the delivery of components to assembly sequence, to reduce site inventories and ensure that the prefabrication plant produce only the necessary to attend the site demand.
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INTEGRATION OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION AND BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING IN A LARGE CLIENT ORGANIZATION IN MASSACHUSETTS

Marzia Bolpagni¹, Luciana Burdi², and Angelo Luigi Camillo Ciribini³

Abstract: Recently the construction industry has started to study and implement together Lean Construction (Lean) and Building Information Modeling (BIM) to better manage projects. Previous research findings suggest that several changes in the work practice and business processes are needed to fully take advantage of BIM and Lean. Even if the client's role is very important to drive the entire process, the literature lacks of comprehensive examples of client's implementation. The paper shows how a large client organization is integrating Lean and BIM in real projects and how it is possible to measure it thanks to a Maturity Matrix. The research is based on a case study involving both active participation and interviews. The main results indicate that a) internal change is needed in the client organization; b) clients need to drive the process in order to maximise benefits; c) BIM does not fit in the traditional procurement process; and d) existing contracts need to be modified to support BIM and Lean. Research findings are useful for large client organizations that would like to integrate BIM and Lean in their operational strategy as well as for researchers. Further studies could be done to compare the work of different client organizations.

Keywords: Lean Construction, Lean, Building Information Modeling, BIM, Large Client Organisation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Lean Construction are considered two of the most relevant drivers in the construction industry (Sacks et al. 2010). However, the lack of a unique definition of BIM and Lean often generates confusion and misunderstanding in the industry as well as in academia (Succar 2009; Modig and Ahlstrom 2015).

As a term, BIM has grown tremendously over the years and is now the current expression of digital innovation across the construction industry (Succar 2017). BIM is a set of technology, processes or policies, enabling multiple stakeholders to collaboratively design, construct and operate a facility in virtual space (Succar 2017; Succar 2009).

Lean can be seen as an operational strategy that priorities flow efficiency over resource efficiency (Modig and Ahlstrom 2015). The car dealer Toyota was the first to adopt it using the so called "Toyota Production System" (TPS) (Koskela 1992; Modig and Ahlstrom 2015).
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Lean Construction is the application of this approach to the construction industry (Koskela 1992; Koskela 2000). In this research the term ‘Lean’ stands for ‘Lean Construction’.

Initially, Building Information Modeling and Lean Construction have been separately developed (Sacks et al. 2010; Dave et al. 2013; Dave 2013). Recently, they have been analysed together and several constructive interactions have been identified (Sacks et al. 2010; Eastman et al. 2011; Dave et al. 2013; Dave 2013). Alarcón et al. (2013) have provided a literature review on this topic, even if the difference between BIM and Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) is not totally clear and the two terms are used as synonyms.

When implementing BIM and Lean, several changes in the work practice and business processes are needed (Succar 2009; Eastman et al. 2011; Dave et al. 2013; Dave 2013). While the client’s role is very important to drive the entire process (Eastman et al. 2011; Ciribini et al. 2015), the literature lacks of comprehensive examples of client’s integration of BIM and Lean and ways to measure and compare different organizations.

2 RESEARCH AIM AND METHODOLOGY

The research aims to identify the current maturity of BIM and Lean integration in a large client organization using the Maturity Matrix developed by Bilal Succar (2010). The study is a preliminary research for further and more depth research to compare the situation of different client organizations working on BIM and Lean.

The work is a case study on a large USA client organization, the Massachusetts Port Authority (Massport), an independent entity governed by a board of directors appointed by the State’s governor. Massport owns and operates both horizontal and vertical assets such as Boston Logan International Airport, and Worcester Regional Airport.

The research project started in October 2015 and lasted for six months. During this period of time, it was possible to daily work with the Design Technologies Integration Group (DTIG) that is responsible for the BIM and Lean implementation within Massport. In order to complete the Maturity Matrix, it is essential to have sufficient insight into the organisation’ systems and culture and to conduct the assessment as a group activity involving individuals representing different roles, disciplines and seniority levels (BIMe Initiative 2016). For this reason, four different projects at different stages (conceptual, design, construction and operation and maintenance) have been analysed to better understand Massport’s operational strategy. The work is supported by the study of client’s documents, direct observation during internal and external meetings with consultants and semi-structured interviews with client’s projects managers, cost estimator, assistant director and the DTIG manager.

One of the authors, Dr. Luciana Burdi, is adjunct assistant professor at Worcester Polytechnic Institute and Deputy Director of the Capital Programs and Environmental Affairs Department at Massport. The authors would like to state that, even if there could be a potential conflict of interest, the study has been conducted independently and it is an accurate representation of the trial results.

3 THE INTEGRATION OF BUILDING INFORMATION MODELING AND LEAN CONSTRUCTION AT MASSPORT

3.1 BIM and Lean Integration: start with the end in mind

Several large client organizations, such as government departments (GSA 2015; U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 2010; MoJ 2016), State owned companies (COBIM 2012;
Statsbygg (2013) and States (State of Wisconsin 2012) are implementing BIM-based strategies supported by BIM guides, protocols and mandates (Kassem et al. 2015). Recently, the NIBS (2017) published the National BIM Guide for Owners and also the European Commission is working on a BIM Handbook for client organizations. However, Massport is the only client that has implemented a multi-year strategy based on BIM and Lean.

Lean and BIM are equally essential enablers in Massport’s strategy for innovate project delivery and maintain assets. The BIM and Lean integration is summarised in Figure 1. Every project starts with the identification of the Conditions of Satisfaction (CoS), explicit client’s requirements to be satisfied by suppliers. CoS are similar to Employer Information Requirements (EIR) defined in PAS 1192:2 (BSI 2013). The CoS definition forces suppliers in providing the exact required information avoiding lack or overflow of data.

Later, the BIM Execution Plan (BIMxP) is developed together with stakeholders in order to define BIM Uses (such as clash avoidance) and Lean tools (such as Pull Planning and Last Planner System®) that support CoS execution. During client's needs definition, any constraint against CoS accomplishment is identified in the BIMxP and removed or mitigated thanks to BIM Uses (such as Laser Scanning or Modeling of Existing Conditions) and Lean tools. The main Lean tools and principles are described in the Guideline (Massport 2015a). Each CoS can be split in several actions with different levels of priority and responsibilities. It is important to remark that each CoS can be satisfied by several BIM Uses and there is not a 1:1 relation.

![Figure 1: BIM and Lean Integration (Massport 2015a)](image)

3.2 Introduction to BIM and Lean Maturity Matrix

In order to better evaluate Massport’s BIM and Lean implementation, the BIM Maturity Matrix created by Succar (2010) has been used. Originally, the Matrix (Succar 2010) has not been developed to assess BIM and Lean together, but the research shows that is it a valid support because it takes into account three main BIM fields, Technology, Process and Policy and their sub categories (Succar 2009) where Lean can contribute.

Another Lean and BIM maturity model, based on NBIMS work (2007), has been created (Dave et al. 2013). Its limitations have been discussed by Succar (2010). Similar considerations can be done on the new version (Dave et al. 2013) because the 10 maturity levels are not well explained and the 11 areas of interest are not clear and they mix different aspects such as Lean tools (e.g. Target Value Design and co-location of teams),
BIM Uses (e.g. BIM for production and Accurate as-built model) and policy aspects (e.g. relational contracting). Finally, the matrix is project-based and it does not allow organizational assessment.

### 3.3 Technology: Software, Hardware and Network

For Massport the technology improvement is essential to support BIM and Lean implementation. For this reason, investment in equipment is tightly integrated with financial plans, business strategies and performance objectives. The DTIG team constantly evaluate new versions and solutions available in the market to support defined BIM uses. Data usage, storage and exchanges are monitored and controlled using a specific platform where only authorized people can access. Due to technology limitations, full interoperability data exchange cannot be performed and BIM and Lean software are usually used to manage singular projects.

### 3.4 Process

#### 3.4.1 Resources, Activities & Workflows and Products & Services

Based on the Lean principle of continuous improvement, Massport's staff is periodically asked to fill Plus and Delta template on events and overall working experience. Moreover, documents to support BIM and Lean knowledge are collected in a digital platform.

BIM roles such as the DITG Manager and competency targets are imbedded within the organization and traditional teams are replaced by BIM and Lean oriented ones thanks to specific training.

The BIMxP defines the Level of Development (LOD) during different project milestones in accordance with specific BIM Uses. This approach is innovative because it avoids information waste, promoting detailed specifications thanks to a Lean approach. However, in the Guideline (Massport 2015a), LOD is associated to both the entire Building Information Model and Model Elements, in contrast with the reference document, the LOD Specification (BIMForum 2015), where LOD is associated only to Model Elements.

#### 3.4.2 Leadership & Management

Massport set a multi-year strategy (2014-2020) for implementing BIM and Lean (Massport 2015c) because organizational, processes and technological changes are needed and they require time to be fully integrated using a gradual approach. Lean Benefit Realization Management (LBRM) (Smith 2013) has been used to develop the strategy thanks to stakeholders engagement.

The roadmap (Massport 2015c) is divided in three sequential phases: 1) Normalise (2 years and half); 2) Optimize (2 years); and 3) Institutionalize (1 years half).

During the first phase the DTIG is established in order to coordinate the BIM and Lean implementation and the entire staff is trained. It is important to establish an internal team and not rely only on external consultants because the client needs to drive the entire process.

Different standards are defined, such as the BIM Guideline (Massport 2015a), an Appendix on BIM Uses (Massport 2015b) and the BIM Execution Plan (BIMxP) template, to clarify Massport's needs. Several pilot projects are carried out to gradually implement the new strategy and support the definition of requirements.

In the second phase, the BIM-based process is fully integrated with the Geographical Information System (GIS) and Facility Management systems and procedure. The last phase is based on integrated real-time information exchanges and monitoring. During the research project, Massport was completing the first phase.
3.5 Policy

3.5.1 Preparatory

Training on BIM and Lean is integrated into organisational strategies and performance targets as stated in the first part of Massport’s strategy. All staff has a basic knowledge on BIM and Lean principles and specific training programs are set based on different roles and respective competency objectives. For example, project managers are trained to open, view and mark up BIM Models as well as to take part into Pull Planning sessions.

3.5.2 Regulatory

Massport realized that the manuals were based upon traditional processes in conflict with Lean and BIM. For this reason, after a deep analysis on internal standards and Facility Management (FM) data requirements, the BIM Guidelines for Vertical and Horizontal Construction (Massport 2015a) has been published. A glossary of terms and acronyms has been included to avoid misunderstanding, improve team communication and allow stakeholders to better understand client’s needs. The guideline contains a ‘BIM decision Matrix’ to define requirements based on project types and Estimated Construction Cost (ECC). A BIM-based approach is required for all projects with ECC over 1M $; for project below 1M $, instead, a traditional approach is accepted. A separate Annex (Massport 2015b) on BIM Uses is available with a list of well-defined 51 BIM Uses that has been used as a reference for the Modular Requirements Clarification Language on BIM Uses developed by Succar et al. (2016).

3.5.3 Contractual

In order to successfully use BIM and Lean, procurement methods and contracts must be analysed. For this reason, Massport reviewed existing contracts and laws. Massport delivers projects under the Commonwealth of Massachusetts General Law using several procurement methods (Chapter 30, 149 and 149A). The allowed procurement methods are Design-Bid-Build (DBB), Design-Build (DB) and Construction Manager at Risk (CM@Risk) (Commonwealth of Massachusetts; Massport 2015a). Collaborative procurement methods, such as Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) (AIA 2007), are more suitable for BIM-Based and Lean processes (Sacks et al. 2009; Eastman et al. 2011). However, IPD cannot be used because some principles, such as the use of multi-party contracts and profit sharing, are in contrast with the General Law (Massport 2015a).

Massport believes that the procurement method influences the success of the process and BIM does not fit in the traditional procurement method (DBB). For this reason, Massport favors DB and CM@Risk, where there is an early contractor involvement. Based on a Lean approach, the client organization promotes the early involvement of key players because they can bring better value to the project. In this way, it is possible to avoid possible issues and improve the decision-making process as demonstrate by literature (Eastman et al. 2011; Bolpagni 2013). The client organization noticed that existing contracts do not manage risk for BIM-based projects. Thus, Massport worked with a legal expert to re-write contract documents. Two BIM Exhibits, for CM@Risk and DBB, have been created. The BIM Exhibits state that Building Information Models are the primary contract documents and drawings must be produced from them. Other sections of the exhibits define the responsibility for model development, ownership and management.
3.6 Results of Massport's BIM and Lean Maturity Matrix

Based on the previous discussion, Table 1 illustrates results of BIM and Lean integration at Massport using the last version of the Maturity Matrix (BIMe Initiative 2016).

Table 1: Results of Massport's Maturity Matrix on BIM and Lean integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BIM Maturity Matrix - Assessment at Granularity Level 1</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities &amp; Workflow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products &amp; Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership &amp; Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparatory</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling-Based Collaboration [2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization [9]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 DISCUSSION

The definition of clear client’s needs (CoS) is a key part of the overall process and the BIMxP should be structured to solve and manage CoS thanks to BIM Uses and Lean. Also in the UK, client's requirements (EIR) play a relevant role (BSI 2013), but they have not be fully integrated in the workflow. The NBS BIM Toolkit (NBS 2017) has tried to fill this gap, but it is quite rigid and EIR are not associated with BIM Uses and Lean.

Even if Lean is an operation strategy that could be a strategic choice for all organization to improve flow and resource efficiency, how it is realized depends on the context (Modig and Ahlstrom 2015). An optimal solution for an organization will not necessarily be applicable in another organization (Modig and Ahlstrom 2015). The environment influences the way a client organization procures projects and set requirements. For example, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts does not allow collaborative delivery methods, such as IPD (AIA 2007), that can improve the overall process (Eastman et al. 2011; Dave et al. 2013). In addition, Massport is allowed to include explicit references to commercial software in bids. This approach could not be applicable by other clients, especially in Europe. The European Directive on public procurement (European Parliament 2014), indeed, states that technical specifications shall not refer to a specific make, source or a particular process that favour or eliminate certain undertakings or certain products.

The BIM and Lean integration is part of a long-term strategy and results presented in this paper represent only the first part of a longer journey. For these reasons, results reflect the current situation and other assessments should be repeated in the future.
Each client organization should first analyse their own business strategy and understand what value they would like to create and how to complete it (Modig and Ahlstrom 2015).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

By today, Massport is one of the few client organization working on a multi-year BIM and Lean integration strategy. In order to integrate BIM and Lean in real projects, Massport discovered that it is essential to start with the end in mind defining clear clients requirements (CoS/EIR). In addition, internal change is needed in the client organization and a multi-year strategy must be implemented. Owners need to drive the process in order to maximise benefits and an internal team is needed. In addition, BIM does not fit in the traditional procurement process and existing contracts must be modified.

The Maturity Matrix developed by BIMe Initiative (2016) has been found a valuable support to evaluate BIM and Lean implementation in a client organization.

Research findings can be used as a reference for large client organizations that would like to integrate BIM and Lean in their operational strategy as well as for researchers.

Further studies could be done during the second and third phases of the roadmap in order to follow the process evolution. Finally, it would be useful to further investigate the BIM and Lean Maturity Matrix using assessment at Granularity Level 2 (Succar 2010) and to compare the work of different client organizations.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES TO LAST PLANNER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Camilo Ignacio Lagos¹, Rodrigo Fernando Herrera², and Luis Fernando Alarcón³

Abstract: The Last Planner System (LPS) has been in use for over 20 years; however, some of its components remain at a basic level of implementation. This paper seeks to identify improvements in the level of implementation of those components with the use of Information Technologies (IT). In addition, correlation analysis between those components and the Plan Percent Complete (PPC) was performed to determine which components aided by IT use are correlated to the PPC.

Results were obtained from a sample of 18 construction projects in which the level of implementation of 16 LPS components and their PPC were measured. Results showed that the group of 10 IT supported projects had a significant improvement in 6 of the components and in the overall level of implementation of the methodology. Also, correlative analysis between the level of implementation of each component and the PPC allowed to identify a positive correlation between 7 components and the PPC, and between the overall implementation level and the PPC. Finally, two components were found to be both correlated to the PPC and improved using IT. These components are the standardisation of the planning and control process, as well as the analysis and systematic removal of constraints.

Keywords: Last Planner System, Information Technologies, Implementation Level.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context

The Last Planner System (LPS) has been in use for over 20 years in multiple countries and projects with highly beneficial impacts on project performance (Ballard and Howell 2003). A recent study reveals that even though the level of implementation of the majority of its components has improved over the years, the adoption of some components remains at a basic level (Daniel et al. 2015). While components related to short term planning are reported to be widely and extensively adopted, the use of the Executable Work Inventory (EWI), Constraints Management, Root Cause Analysis and Corrective Actions Management are still the least implemented parts of the methodology (Daniel et al. 2015; Salvatierra et al. 2015; Lagos et al. 2016).

1.2 Problem

The insufficient degree of implementation of the aforementioned components prevents the complete use of the LPS potential (Lagos et al. 2016). Moreover, previous research carried
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³ Professor, Department of Construction Engineering and Management, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile, lalarcon@ing.puc.cl
out by the Production Management Centre of the Catholic University of Chile (GEPUC) found that the adoption of components such as Lookahead Planning, Constraints Management and use of the EWI was highly correlated to improvements in performance indicators like the PPC (Alarcón et al. 2005). Therefore, improving and standardizing the adoption of the remaining LPS components should be one of the main objectives of the continual improvement of the methodology and its implementation (Daniel et al. 2015).

1.3 Opportunity
Evidence also shows that the use of Information Technologies Systems (IT), based on LPS, to support its implementation resulted in a more comprehensive implementation of the methodology and better performance (Alarcón and Calderón 2003; Alarcón et al. 2005), even though the use of IT systems is not yet fully adopted by the industry. For example, previous research of the use of IMPERA, which is a support system developed by GEPUC that has been used in more than 100 projects for over 15 years (Alarcón and Calderón 2003; Alarcón et al. 2005; Cisterna 2013; Alarcón et al. 2014; Lagos et al. 2016), shows that the majority of the projects used only about 40% of the software capabilities (Cisterna 2013).

Nonetheless, GEPUC has continuously developed IMPERA, including reports and contributions related to the less used components of the methodology and software itself. These contributions have already been proven to benefit the collection and use of information regarding constraints, causes of non-compliances (CNCs) and corrective actions (Lagos et al. 2016). Since the management of information regarding the aforementioned components is improved by the use of the IT system, it could be inferred that their degree of implementation has also benefited. Therefore, the first aim of this paper is to analyse the effect of the use of IT Systems on the level of implementation of the methodology and its least adopted components.

In addition, since previous research has identified a correlation between LPS level of implementation and the PPC (Alarcón et al. 2005), the second aim of this paper is to identify which are the components positively correlated to the PPC. Finally, the third objective is to demonstrate that there are in fact components correlated to the PPC that have significant improvements with the use of IT systems, allowing to conclude that IT support can improve both implementation and performance in LPS.

1.4 Research questions
The first question addressed in this research is: Which LPS components have significant improvements in their level of implementation by the use of IT support? This will allow us to determine whether the use of IT systems can improve the level of implementation of LPS and what components are most benefited by its use. The second question is: What LPS components present a significant correlation between their level of implementation and the PPC? This will allow us to determine components of the methodology where improvements can beneficially impact project performance. Finally, the conjoint analysis of the answers to both questions can help conclude if the use of the IT System addressed allows an improvement in LPS components significantly correlated with project performance and the fulfilment of commitments.

2 Methodology
The research methodology seeks to answer the research questions, as follows:
1. Literature review regarding the Last Planner System (LPS) and its level of implementation.
2. Create and validate an instrument to assess the level of implementation of LPS in the construction stage.
3. Collect information about the level of implementation and traditional indicators of LPS in 18 construction projects.
4. Data analysis and discussion of results: frequencies analysis, correlations test and Mann-Whitney U test.

To create and validate the tool to evaluate the level of LPS implementation, the Planning Best Practices (PBP) (Bernades and Formoso 2002; Viana et al. 2010) tool and a deep literature review were used as a basis. In addition, user and expert criteria were considered to develop a metric that details the fundamental aspects of each proposed component by PBP, described in such a way as to facilitate self-evaluation by users. This metric was validated qualitatively by a panel of 6 experts.

The instrument consists of 16 criteria, with n sub criteria for each of them (Table 1). The degree of implementation of each sub-criterion on a Likert scale is evaluated with the following levels: non-existent (0), low (1), moderately (2) and complete (3).

Then, for each criterion, an average compliance percentage (Equation 1) is calculated; finally the level of LPS implementation is calculated with the average of the percentage of each criterion.

\[ \text{Criteria accomplishment} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} \text{Score sub criteria}_k}{\text{number of sub criteria}} \]

The instrument was applied to 18 construction projects that were applying the Last Planner System (LPS). All projects assessed had completed a 4 month implementation by LPS consultants. To ensure the quality of data, each project was assessed by the consultant in charge of the implementation. An analysis of reliability of the instrument was performed by calculating Cronbach’s alpha, which in this case gave a value of 0.924; this demonstrates a high reliability of the constructed instrument (Hernández et al. 2006).

During the execution of these eighteen projects, in addition to assessing the level of LPS implementation, the LPS indicator PPC was weekly measured. Ten of eighteen projects used the addressed software to support LPS and to carry out all phases of the planning and control process.

To answer the research question about the correlation between the level of implementation and the PPC, we used the Pearson correlation coefficient. Also, we correlated the PPC with each of the instrument criteria presented in Table 1.

To answer the research question about whether there are differences between the level of implementation of LPS in the project with IT support and the project without this software, the Mann-Whitney U test technique was used to verify globally and for each criterion; therefore, the following hypothesis formulation as made:

\[ H_0 = \text{There is no difference in the LPS level implementation between projects with IT support and projects with traditional support regarding the criteria i.} \]

\[ H_1 : \text{There is a difference in the LPS level implementation between projects with IT support and projects with traditional support regarding the criteria i.} \]

A significance level of 0.05 is defined and the p-value for each face of the criteria for whether we were with \( H_0 \) or \( H_1 \) hypothesis was obtained. If the p-value is greater than the significance level, we cannot reject the null hypothesis; and on the other hand if the
p-value is less than the significance level, we can reject the null hypothesis and we can stay with H1.

Table 1: Number of sub criteria for each criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Number of sub criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of the planning and control process</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of short-term planning meetings</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation of the last planners in planning and decision-making meeting</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of indicators to assess compliance with planning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical analysis of information</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual information management</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct definition of work packages</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using an easy-to-understand and transparent master plan</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of intermediate planning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic analysis and removal of constrains</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using an Executable Work Inventory (EWI)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive use of EWI in short-term planning</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and control of physical work flows</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective actions based on causes of non-compliance</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and teamwork</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3.1 Improvement of the level of implementation of LPS components with IT support

The hypothesis tests at the global level obtained a p-value of 0.02, which means that the null hypothesis can be rejected. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that there is a significant difference in the level of LPS implementation for projects that use the IT system to support the methodology, compared to projects with traditional support. In fact, a 22% increment in the general level of implementation of the methodology was detected in the IT aided group. Detailed results are presented in Table 2.

In addition, when reviewing the Mann Whitney U test at each criterion, significant differences were identified in 5 of the components. This means that even though the average by component for the IT aided group was at least 10% higher in 10 out of the 16 criterions, 5 components were found to be significantly aided by the use of IT. These components were on average improved by 40%. However, it is important to mention that even though the use of the EWI did not fulfil the p-value criteria for selection, it obtained an 85% measured increase in the IT aided group, which allows us to infer that the benefit
of the use of IT systems for this component might also be validated with a more extensive study.

Table 2: Results of the Mann Whitney U test for independent samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Traditional Support</th>
<th>IT Support</th>
<th>Percentage difference</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of the planning and control process</td>
<td>1,45</td>
<td>2,16</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>0,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of short-term planning meetings</td>
<td>2,44</td>
<td>2,40</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>0,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation of the last planners in planning and decision-making meeting</td>
<td>1,70</td>
<td>1,74</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of indicators to assess compliance with planning</td>
<td>1,90</td>
<td>2,57</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>0,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical analysis of information</td>
<td>1,06</td>
<td>1,75</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>0,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual information management</td>
<td>1,90</td>
<td>2,12</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>0,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct definition of work packages</td>
<td>2,75</td>
<td>2,70</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>0,01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using an easy-to-understand and transparent master plan</td>
<td>2,06</td>
<td>2,55</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0,01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Planning</td>
<td>1,38</td>
<td>1,75</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>0,30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of intermediate planning</td>
<td>1,98</td>
<td>2,20</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic analysis and removal of constrains</td>
<td>1,93</td>
<td>2,42</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>0,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using an Executable Work Inventory (EWI)</td>
<td>0,81</td>
<td>1,50</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>0,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive use of EWI in short-term planning</td>
<td>1,53</td>
<td>1,78</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>0,30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and control of physical work flows</td>
<td>2,23</td>
<td>2,40</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0,36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective actions based on causes of non-compliance</td>
<td>1,69</td>
<td>1,70</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0,89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and teamwork</td>
<td>2,35</td>
<td>2,42</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0,86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1,82</td>
<td>2,13</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0,02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, components with a significant improvement were: standardisation of the planning and control process; use of indicators to assess compliance with planning; critical analysis of information; correct definition of work packages; using an easy-to-understand and transparent master plan; and systematic analysis and removal of constraints. All but the correct definition of work packages observed an improvement of at least 24%.

3.2 Correlation between LPS implementation and the PPC

The correlation analysis performed between the PPC and the level of implementation of the methodology allowed us to observe a positive relationship between the general degree of implementation and the fulfilment of commitments, represented by a Pearson Coefficient of 0.7. In addition, analysis by criterion allowed us to determine positive correlations between 7 components and the PPC. These components are the standardisation of the planning and control process; participation of the last planners in planning and decision-making meeting; standardisation of intermediate planning;
systematic analysis and removal of constraints; exclusive use of EWI in short-term planning; corrective actions based on causes of non-compliance; and communication and teamwork. Results of the correlation analyses are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Correlation between LPS components and PPC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Pearson Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of the planning and control process</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of short-term planning meetings</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation of the last planners in planning and decision-making meeting</td>
<td>0,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of indicators to assess compliance with planning</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical analysis of information</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual information management</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct definition of work packages</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using an easy-to-understand and transparent master plan</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Planning</td>
<td>0,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of intermediate planning</td>
<td>0,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic analysis and removal of constrains</td>
<td>0,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using an Executable Work Inventory (EWI)</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive use of EWI in short-term planning</td>
<td>0,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and control of physical work flows</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective actions based on causes of non-compliance</td>
<td>0,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and teamwork</td>
<td>0,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General level of implementation</td>
<td>0,7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then the average level of implementation was calculated for each component and the projects were separated into a group composed only of projects below average for a specific criterion and a group of projects above average. Then the average PPC of each group was calculated for each of the 7 components that resulted correlated to the PPC and for the general level of implementation. Results, which are presented in Table 4, allow us to observe PPC differences between the projects below and above average in each component.

3.3 Conjoint analysis of results

First, it was possible to conclude that projects with IT support have a higher general level of implementation of LPS, which is also correlated to the PPC. This means that the use of IT can potentially help projects improve their weekly accomplishment of commitments. In addition, two of the components significantly correlated to the PPC were also significantly improved by the use of the IT software. These components are the Standardisation of the planning and control process as well as the analysis and systematic removal of constraints. Hence, it can be inferred that the use of IT support for LPS implementations implies the adoption of practices that result in better accomplishment of short-term plans.
Table 4: PPC difference in projects above and below average level of implementation of significantly correlated components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>PPC of projects above average level of implementation</th>
<th>PPC of projects below average level of implementation</th>
<th>Percentage difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of the planning and control process</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation of the last planners in planning and decision-making meeting</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardisation of intermediate planning</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic analysis and removal of constrains</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective actions based on causes of non-compliance</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication and teamwork</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive use of EWI in short-term planning</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CONCLUSIONS

In first place, if IT systems are used to support LPS, greater implementation standards are achieved globally, and specifically in the following elements: standardisation of the planning and control process; use of indicators to assess compliance with planning; critical analysis of information; using an easy-to-understand and transparent master plan; and analysis and systematic removal of constraints. Secondly, the degree of LPS implementation is positively correlated with the PPC, specifically for the following components: standardisation of the planning and control process; participation of the last planners in LPS meetings; standardisation of intermediate planning; systematic analysis and removal of constraints; exclusive use of EWI; corrective actions based on CNCs; as well as communication and teamwork.

When we link the results of the analyses performed, we can distinguish two critical components: standardisation of the planning and control process and the systematic analysis and removal of constraints. Standardization is only achieved by improving communication, analysis and knowledge management. Hence, IT systems must focus not only on operational matters but have a systemic approach to LPS implementation. Finally, work preparation can also be improved by the facilitation of communication and information management through continual development of IT tools.
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INTEGRATION OF LEAN AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TO ENABLE A CUSTOMIZATION STRATEGY IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Eder Martinez\textsuperscript{1}, Iris D. Tommelein\textsuperscript{2}, and Ariana Alvear\textsuperscript{3}

Abstract: Affordable housing developers in Latin America would benefit from moving away from mass housing construction and expanding the variety of choice they offer to their customers in order to create greater customer satisfaction. Admittedly, offering variety poses operational challenges that may increase cost and extend construction time, so the challenge is for developers to find the means to deliver variety without significantly affecting housing affordability. Firms outside of the construction industry have made long-term investments to integrate Lean thinking and Information Technology (IT) into production systems aiming to deliver variety with efficiency. However, such investments may be hard to replicate in the construction industry, in which investment in process innovation and technology tends to be limited. This paper presents the experience of an Ecuadorian developer who integrated Lean and IT to support a customization strategy in affordable housing delivery. The developer faced several operational challenges as a result of allowing customers to select different features of housing units. The authors describe such challenges and present the development of a novel IT tool to enable Lean construction delivery. The evaluation demonstrates that Lean with IT integration improved internal communication enabling a faster response to meet customer choices.

Keywords: Lean construction, affordable housing, information technology, housing customization, Latin America.

1 INTRODUCTION

Mass housing construction (MHC) is the prevailing approach to deliver affordable housing in Latin America (Rodríguez 2006). MHC allows developers to reduce construction costs and thus their sales price, thereby facilitating low-income households the purchase housing. Nevertheless, extreme standardization along with poor design and inadequate location of mass-developments result in socio-economic problems such as overcrowding and segregation (Rodríguez and Sugranyes 2005; Baena and Olaya 2013). In fact, a comprehensive study of the Inter-American Development Bank recommends developers in the Latin American region to deviate from extreme standardization and expand the choice offering in affordable housing delivery. Developers should therefore deepen their understanding of market needs and align their production processes accordingly (Bouillon 2012, p. 175). The implementation of customization strategies for affordable housing delivery may serve this purpose (Tillmann and Formoso 2008). However, as the level of
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choice increases, developers face operational challenges that raise costs and extend construction time (Nahmens and Bindroo 2011). Expanding the level of choice while keeping housing prices affordable implies the use of production systems able to tackle operational challenges stemming from customization without significantly increasing production costs.

In order to address the operational challenges of delivering variety, several industries have leveraged the use of IT when implementing Lean processes in their production systems. According to Kotha (1996), firms succeeding with this approach have made long-term investments in manufacturing technologies, IT, and human resources. Such long-term thinking may be hard to replicate in the housing context, especially when considering that the construction industry invests little in process innovation and technology (Egan 1998, p. 7). In fact, Andújar-Montoya et al. (2015) identify the lack of investment in IT to support processes as the main barrier for housing customization. This issue is exacerbated in Latin America since most developers in the region use outdated construction techniques and technology (CEPAL 1996; Torres and Torres 2009).

This paper describes the experience of an Ecuadorian affordable housing developer implementing Lean to support a customization strategy. Allowing customers to select some features of housing units resulted in several operational challenges. At the planning stage, the Developer experienced difficulties in responding efficiently to customer-specific requirements. To address those challenges, the Developer invested in the creation of an IT tool. This paper describes the challenges faced by the Developer and the development and implementation of an IT tool intended to address them.

2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The authors used Action Research (AR) to conduct their study. AR is a social research methodology that combines theory generation with changing the social system through the researchers’ intervention. AR has been identified as a proactive research method to address challenges in the Construction Engineering and Management field (Azhar et al. 2010) and when Lean Construction theory is the subject of study (Jang et al. 2011). The authors helped to diagnose challenges of the Developer’s production system. They contributed to the creation of an IT tool, aimed to address those challenges, and then evaluated its implementation. The authors documented the development and implementation of the IT tool in order to identify the learnings of this experience.

3 LEAN AND IT FOR HOUSING CUSTOMIZATION

From the perspective of an affordable housing developer, it is not economically feasible to design every house according to each individual customer’ preferences. Numerous preferences increase the complexity of design and make the production process complex to manage. Correspondingly, developers favor traditional manufacturing techniques to keep cost at bay, exploiting repetition and economies of scale (Ofori 2012). From a customer perspective, customization provides higher value since the housing product fulfills personal preferences (Nahmens 2007). This results in a dilemma for developers. On the one hand, they do not want to sacrifice productivity by deviating from traditional models. On the other hand, they still want to deliver increased variety to expand their market reach and potentially satisfy a broader range of customers (Nahmens and Mullens 2009). Consequently, the operational challenge is to deliver customized housing without significantly sacrificing efficiency and profit.
In customization strategies, the degree of customer involvement typically defines the complexity of the production system. In MHC, housing design is based on market research and units are built-to-stock with practically no customer involvement during design or construction. In contrast, developers offering customization should be able to manage customer input in the production system (Barlow et al. 2003). In practice, variant customer inputs related to housing configurations (e.g., the number of rooms or colors) must be captured at the sales point and communicated in a timely fashion to production units for construction (Ozaki 2003). The amount of information increases as the level of choice expands which increases complexity. The integration of Lean processes and IT in production systems may enable developers to handle such information, thus allowing faster reaction to changing customer requirements (Riezebos and Klingenberg 2009). It may also serve as a valuable source of shared information in the supply chain, thus allowing the organization to reduce lead times (Ward and Zhou 2006). Toyota is able to produce over a million vehicle variations, including different colors, trims, and body styles (Johnson and Bröms 2000, p. 80). The company integrates IT to support Lean processes, for example by using “e-Kanbans” to enhance communication with suppliers (Kotani 2007). Lean can be complemented by IT implementation to increase the overall efficiency of the production system.

4 Project Context

The Developer is a private company, building over 10,000 affordable housing units in Duran, Ecuador. This paper focuses on the first phase of the project, corresponding to 700 housing units. Instead of building standard units, the Developer allows customers to select certain housing features. The Developer wants to allow (low-income and other) households to select the housing models which better fit their needs and budget. Nevertheless, such approach causes operational challenges. The Developer has to find the means to produce different housing configurations efficiently in order to maintain competitiveness in terms of cost and delivery time.

4.1 Housing Configuration

Table 1 depicts the level of customization offered to customers. Customers start their configuration selection based on nine pre-defined housing models and the number of bedrooms. Then they select the type of interior and exterior finishes, some add-ons (i.e., balconies), the phase of the project and the location of the housing unit within the block. To avoid inefficiencies in building housing units in a scattered fashion, the Developer subdivided the project site (around 180,000 m²) into phases linked to different delivery dates. Accordingly, selection of a location is restricted to sub-areas within the phase. The housing configuration mix results in 49 housing variations. The grey cells in Table 1 exemplify the selection of the "Hermosa" model with two bedrooms and basic finishes, located in one of the corners of block 1D.
4.2 Practical Challenges

The Developer faced several challenges capturing and communicating housing configuration data (Table 1) to the construction team, and developed a process (Figure 1) to do manage them. The sales team consolidates housing configurations and communicates them to the planning team using an Excel report. The planning and construction teams analyze the data and define the most appropriate construction workflow given the housing configuration mix. The teams use a printed version of the latest site plan to map out the different housing configurations in order to have a visual representation of the workflow and to define the schedule accordingly. This information is then used in the field for construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Housing Model</th>
<th>Hermosa</th>
<th>Espelndida</th>
<th>Linda</th>
<th>Bonita</th>
<th>Divina</th>
<th>Bella</th>
<th>Grandiosa</th>
<th>Preciosa</th>
<th>Magnifica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of bedrooms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior and exterior finishes</td>
<td>Basic</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Premium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project stage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>1C</td>
<td>1D</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>2C</td>
<td>3A</td>
<td>3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location within block</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Corner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Planning process

The process seems to be straightforward but it has several flaws. First, the fast-paced construction method used in the project allows for construction of 2 houses per day. Given the variety in housing configurations, it is very difficult to process daily changes required in the field without incurring any mistakes. Second, every time customers change their selection (e.g., order cancellation, or change in the model, type of finishes, or location), the planning and construction teams have to re-do the process to adjust the construction schedule. Third, the planning and construction teams do not have real-time access to housing configurations. In practice, they work with outdated information until the sales department releases an updated Excel report. Unquestionably, the planning process was complicated and time-consuming. Manual data processing of new orders and adjustment of existing ones took up to two days. The response time of the production system was
extended due to the manual effort required to process and communicate housing configurations. Consequently, the Developer wanted to automate the steps shown in grey in the process (Figure 1) by implementing an IT tool called Interactive Plan (IP). The envisioned IP would help sales agents capture customer orders and plot them in a project plan allowing the construction team to access sales data in real time.

5 INTERACTIVE PLAN (IP)

5.1 IP Architecture

The IP system is built on IDempiere, an open source Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) platform. IDempiere is based on JAVA and can be operated in a physical or virtual infrastructure making it accessible through the internet with no need of local software installation (BMLaurus 2015). In IP, housing configuration data is captured at the sales point and sent to the IDempiere database. The data is then translated into color/shape codes and plotted in a site plan which creates an interactive plan accessible in real time. Housing configuration data in the IDempiere database is mapped out on the site plan by overlapping two layers of information through JAVA code. Figure 2 outlines the system code. Layer 1 corresponds to a high definition picture of the site plan, where every lot location is assigned unique (X, Y) coordinates.

Layer 2 is programmed to translate housing configurations into color/shape codes using the same (X, Y) locations defined in layer 1. In simple terms, layer 2 acts as a transparent slide containing color/shape codes according to housing models selected by customers. Since both layers have the same (X, Y) coordinates, the overlap of the two layers of information generates IP in the IDempiere environment showing the housing configurations anchored to locations in a visual way.

5.2 User Interface

IP can be consulted in real time over the internet. Every time the company receives a customer order, that order is promptly captured and depicted in the system. IP also captures changes in customer orders. Figure 3 shows the user interface. The right side depicts customer selections anchored to the housing unit’s corresponding location on the site plan. The left side shows the color/shapes legend that allows users to filter the information. For instance, a user may want to analyze information for a specific delivery date or to verify the locations of specific housing configurations. In addition, IP can be zoomed in or out to a specific project area users want to see on the screen. Moreover, users can access further information (e.g., order date, customer name, transaction cost) by clicking the color/shape codes.
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5.3 Results

Reduced lead time. IP allowed the developer to automate several steps in the process of capturing and communicating housing configuration data (grey steps in Figure 1). This automation improves the process by allowing the planning and construction teams to have instant access to the necessary information to start construction.

Improved communication. IP processes and depicts housing configuration data in a visual and interactive way which facilitates internal communication.

Shared information. IP offers shared information. In addition to housing configuration locations, IP contains other type of data (e.g., transaction dates and customer information) that serves other departments in the organization.

5.4 IP Limitations and Further Development

The feedback provided by users helped identify limitations of IP as well as aspects where it can be improved and further developed. First, the current version of the IP only allows exporting of information in a JPG file. The JPG file has several limitations in terms of compatibility with other software commonly used in the construction industry. This situation limits the use of IP for other purposes. For example, exporting IP in a DWG file could help the design team update the project design according to final housing configurations (e.g., as-built drawings). Second, the software is not able to receive inputs directly in the IP interface (Figure 3). IP allows data input only in IDempiere, limiting its use for other purposes. For example, the construction team may want to input information about construction progress to use in project control.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented the creation and implementation of Interactive Plan (IP), a novel IT tool that supports Lean process delivery of variety in affordable housing in on a project in Latin America.
The implementation of IP improved the process of capturing and communicating housing configuration data in several ways. First, manual efforts are minimized by the automation of the transition reports from the sales team to the planning and construction teams. This automation reduces lead time and the likelihood of mistakes from processing information. Second, IP processes housing configuration data and depicts it in a visual way, which eases internal cross-department communication within the organization. Third, IP offers shared information not only for construction, but also for administrative purposes such as purchase dates, transactions, and cost. In alignment with Lean thinking, IP also serves as a tool for continuous improvement. The IP database allows the Developer to learn about customer preferences and improve their customization strategy for the following stages of the project. For instance, the Developer may consider discontinuing housing configurations ranked at the bottom of sales. Similarly, the IP database may provide the Developer with valuable information about the housing features that customers prefer. In future stages, the Developer can focus on such aspects in order to provide the customer with enhanced value in affordable housing provision.
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Abstract: A cost-effective transfer of materials and tools from supplier location to construction site along with efficient information flow is defined as systematic construction logistics. Development of appropriate IT mechanisms plays an essential role for simplified production planning and elimination of wastes from broken resource. The contribution of this study in construction supply chain is to design and develop an innovative logistics management framework using context-aware and autonomous product centric system. More specifically, the proposed framework is responsive to real-world circumstances by demonstration of autonomous behaviour, and support several lean principles to improve resource and information flows. This paper addresses (i) an innovative solution for overcoming the construction logistics information flow challenges based on the intelligent product concept, (ii) a requirement analysis phase using “Quality Function Deployment” to turn the product requirements into technical specifications and (iii) implementation of a logistics management framework prototype to develop a first proof-of-concept.

Keywords: Lean construction, computing, mixed reality, template, instructions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Construction logistics is a set of activities, including strategic management of procurement, delivery, storage of parts and materials as well as relevant information flows through different agents. Efficient construction logistics maximizes the current and future profit using effective fulfilment of the requirements (Wegelius-Lehtonen, 2001). On the other hand, several studies pointed out problems related to inefficient materials handling, inappropriate delivery schedule and shortcomings of interactions between suppliers and clients due to highly fragmented supply chain (Ying et al., Agapiou et al., 1998; Dave et al., 2015). In the same vein, another study pinpointed important reasons of on-site inefficiencies, which caused problems in decision making on buffers, off-site production and delivery planning (Azambuja and O’brian, 2009).

The literature on construction as an assembly operation emphasizes the vital role of efficient information sharing in the supply chain (Koskela, 1999; London and Kenley, 2001; Shakantuet al., 2003). One potential for resolving the significant problems of the construction supply chain is to introduce ‘intelligent products’ into the information management system (Dave et al., 2015). Utilizing intelligent products, the sequence and control logic of the production can be attached to individual construction assemblies and components from the design phase. The authors of this paper propose a technical and practical solution which enables the construction components to carry life cycle
information from their inception to construction and maintenance. To this end, this paper is continued by a review of existing problems through current approaches of logistics management. The next section discusses the proposed solution and the major high level enabling technologies. In the fourth section, a requirement analysis using QFD is performed in order to translate system functional requirements into technical specifications for the implementation of a logistics management system. Finally, the method and materials for the prototype are then explained after which conclusions are drawn.

2 CURRENT APPROACHES IN CONSTRUCTION LOGISTICS

Logistics management essentially is recognized as the management of both information and materials flows through supply chain with a high level of customer satisfaction. A potential reason for ineffective logistics management is the fragmented nature of the construction industry logistics and challenges in data integration and compilation (Sargent, 1991). In traditional construction practice, there was an information gap between resource management and workflow (Arbulu et al., 2005). Subsequently, the planning team organized all schedules related to operations, workers and tools with the assumption that all facilities and materials for installation are available.

A study by Jang et al (2003) noted the importance of five main parameters on project managers’ satisfaction of construction logistics such as contractor’s organization, material and information flow. Moreover, this study highlighted the necessity of construction logistics software and technical improvement. Last Planner System (LPS) developed by Ballard (2000) partially tackled the variability and “flow” aspects of construction problems by providing a detailed construction planning and control workflow. However, Dave et al, (2015) pointed out that such systems have relatively long “look-ahead” responsive planning to construction requirements where daily or even hourly control is needed. Product tracking technologies such as radio frequency identification (RFID), global positioning system (GPS) and ultra-wideband have been applied in construction logistics. However, implementation of such technologies has been deployed in the limited levels (Young et al., 2011) and implementation of integrated technologies within construction supply networks is still needed. Present logistics management systems with localized information system are capable to serve a specific amount of requirements. Nevertheless, they are not adequate due to requested changes and updates in design and manufacturing which can result in incorrect specifications and receipt of wrong components on site (Cutting-Decelle et al., 2007). In the next section, a potential solution will be proposed which can help to overcome the aforementioned gaps in construction logistics management.

3 POTENTIAL SOLUTION – LOGISTICS BASED ON PRODUCT CENTRIC CONTROL

Nowadays, products with unique identification and integrated control instructions are being developed for simplification of seamless information flow, material handling and customization throughout the supply chain (Kärrkäinen & Holmström, 2002). Dave et al. (2015) noted that intelligent products have contextual operative logic linked within individual components already from design phase and they are able to support whole lifecycle from design to construction and maintenance. The derived advantages of
intelligent products such as autonomous behaviour and responsiveness to real-world circumstances can considerably reduce the need for planning and organization, improve inventory management and finally improve product quality and project performance (Musa et al., 2014).

The basic principle of product centric control is to embed the products and process related information, which is necessary for construction project actors’ communication across supply chain, within products themselves. Consequently, the individual component and assemblies within intelligent product are capable to carry the required sequence and instruction of construction project with themselves from design phase along the entire lifecycle. In other words, the intelligent construction components should be aware of the next operation schedules. Therefore, a construction product itself would request a delivery service from the supplier or manufacturer whenever it is ready to be delivered to the construction site. As the product is shipped to the site, it should provide the information about its location in inventory site and then inform the specific worker to install the product based on planned time schedule. From the logistics point of view, such scenario is completely implementable using the intelligent products capabilities in the information flow between different project agents. To this end, it should be investigated what technologies are required for implementation of intelligent products.

Internet of Things (IoT), Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Lean construction techniques are the main enabling technologies for implementation of intelligent products (Dave et al., 2015). Through IoT communication framework, an infrastructure where the product’s information can be exchanged between organizational agents and individual products is provided. BIM plays a vital role in the reduction of planning redundancy and raising engineering efficiency with capability of storing virtual and multidisciplinary information about products (Said & El-Rayes, 2014). Lean construction is considered as the alignment and holistic following of simultaneous and continuous improvement in all dimensions of construction stages (Abdelhamid & Salem, 2005). Systematic logistics system based on intelligent products operates on lean construction technique such as “pull” based production to maximize value across supply chain and reduce waste from lifecycle stages by providing materials in construction site when and only when it is needed.

4 MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR DEVELOPMENT PHASE

The aim of this research is to develop a framework for a ‘logistics management system utilizing intelligent products’ to track individual materials and components from their inception, assembly and installation across construction stages. In the previous section, some of the main enabling technologies were discussed. In this section, the materials, tools and methodologies for such development are investigated to better understanding of the technological and scientific perspectives of the proposed solution.

4.1 QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT

During an efficient product design, a designer or design team should identify the end-user expectations accurately. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a systematic approach to identify customer requirements for design a product or service considering all stakeholders involved in the production and supply chain process (Esan et al., 2013). The QFD approach taken in this research is adapted from (Kubler et al., 2010) and contains two levels of matrix evaluation namely “house of quality” in order to translate high-level requirements into scientific and technological specifications as indicated in Figure 1.
A functional analysis is performed to extract product requirements by investigating existing literature such as (Dave et al., 2015; Said & El-Rayes, 2013; Said & El-Rayes, 2014) and interviewing Aalto Bim Lab researchers. Subsequently, the extracted and prioritized requirements by AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method are prepared for QFD input. Moreover, the QFD weights are assessed and consensed among the Aalto BIM Lab researchers especially the authors of this paper. However, it is intended to collect the real customer requirements from the industry partner’s key personnel in further studies.

In level one, the collected requirements (What) are listed in rows with their initial priorities using AHP method (from low priority 1 to high priority 5) and technical descriptors (How) are placed in the columns of this matrix. The relationship matrix is developed then between What-How, as shown in Figure 2. The column indicators of matrix present the information about the relative influence of a single technical descriptor on all requirements and row indicators shows the relative effects of technical descriptors on single requirements.

Figure 2: First level of QFD matrix
Through second level of QFD, the previous approach should be reiterated between the technical descriptors (How) of first matrix and specifications of logistics management system placed in columns. In this manner, the quality is ensured by constraints spreading since the technical descriptors of the first level matrix become the What for level two matrix as illustrated in Figure 3. The aim of interrelationship half-matrix development is to identify areas which some specifications can conflict with others and some of them can enforce other processes. The second level matrix is highlighting the technical specifications for functional requirements fulfilment. The results out of column indicators of second level matrix show that the specifications “Open IoT messaging communication framework”, “3D Web technologies”, “Distributed Architecture” and “IFC standard compliant” are respectively the most important. Consequently, a logistics management system prototype is developed in order to validate the pertinence of the achieved results from requirement analysis.

4.2 Implementation of prototype

To implement the prioritized technical specifications, agile software development is selected which can deliver the system prototype faster and more organized. A simple prototype scenario begins with assigning the IFC model URI to physical product through NFC writing from product inception. However NFC and RFID are different in term of communication technology and bandwidth, the identification can be performed because
Development of Systematic Construction Logistics Using 'Intelligent Products' of its ease of use and install at this stage of study. This action enables the products to carry the information about themselves through their lifecycle and a link is created between the IFC model and individual products.

The agents are responsible to provide traceability of products through their manufacturing, supply chain and installation. Moreover, the products are able themselves to activate actions such as “delivery requests” and “worker call” based on the BIM model design and communication protocols. A high-level architecture of overall system is then identified to facilitate better understanding of different modules of the system as depicted in Figure 4. Server consists of a web server, which is publicly accessible through the internet and communicates via HTTP protocol and messaging interfaces (O-MI and O-DF) with web client and agents. It also contains the “Authentication Interface” to control either the authentication of incoming requests and user permissions to access the services. Valid requests then can be handled by “Service Interface” to be provided with corresponding responses upon the type of request. The basic implementation of server is utilizing BIMServer (Beetz et al., 2010), which is an open source software, in order to facilitate Parsing and storing IFC files in database.

Figure 4. High level architecture of overall logistics management system

Web client is product and process dashboard developed for managers and end users to retrieve and manipulate all the information related to project plan and progress, product details and instructions for installation. The product dashboard within the web client contains all information about selected product in 3D model including product ID with all previously recorded and recent location information. In addition, all registered agents information such as ID and location are available in this part of the web client.

The objective of an agent is to transmit information i.e. location and ID between product and server. In this study, the agent is developed on Android OS with access to NFC device in order to ease the portability and hardware development limitations. The basic workflow of an agent can be summarized in agent registration, authentication, assignment of URI to products NFC and retrieving product information. From the technical viewpoint, agent consists of APIs to communicate to the server for handling the requests and User Interfaces which are handled by fragments. Figure 5 illustrates a few sketches from developed logistics management system prototype.
5 CONCLUSIONS

The current approach of logistics management through construction supply chain has significant information flow problems which are rarely addressed in literature. Moreover, companies hesitate to invest in development of logistics management automation since they think that the added value cannot cover the budget for investment. There have been attempts to eliminate information gap across construction life cycle by providing heterogeneous solutions in individual areas of design management and production. However, the lack of integrated information system can be observed through entire construction projects. The developed solution based on intelligent product concept attempts to tackle the aforementioned problems by a detailed functional analysis to implement a system with a high level of acceptance. The system prototype was implemented according to the results of QFD method which prioritized the requirements and technical specifications of proposed solution. However, there is a need to implement all specifications of the system in further studies.
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BIM AND AGENT-BASED MODEL INTEGRATION FOR CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT OPTIMIZATION

Francesco Livio Rossini¹, Gabriele Novembri², and Antonio Fioravanti³

Abstract: The current necessity of manage complexity in the field of building process management push to provide process’ figures of construction methodologies and tools capable to support them in a proficient way. With the scope to define in advance the places occupied by workers to accomplish a task, is defined a methodology and related tools to integrate Building Information Modeling (BIM) with an Agent-Based simulation of workers activities. The goal is to know at early project phases where it is possible to work in a more effective and safer way, how it is possible to be more efficient placing in the same working space different working phases and when it is possible to allow the continuity of building operations. The outcome of the system is predicting how much resources are involved in a project, identifying and minimizing wasted time.

Keywords: BIM, Project and Construction Management, Lean construction, Agent-Based Simulation.

1 INTRODUCTION

The industry of A/E/C is characterised by a huge complexity that has multifaceted aspects, due to the variety of new materials, design solutions and the need to respect pressing timetables and narrow budgets. This ever-growing complexity, furthermore, is less manageable when, i.e. during refurbishments, in the same building construction workers and building users are present, with the sake to ensure the continuity of building use.

Moreover, is difficult to manage users and workers by means of the usual Building Codes or ‘rules of thumb’, expressed in handbooks - even if digital - as we were in the XIX century. Nowadays, with the introduction and the progressive spreading of the engineering approach, it is time to deal with new and old complexities.

During the last decades, the development of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) allowed the simplification of building process management thanks to the automation of reasoning tasks, for instance ‘clash detections’ and ‘rule checking’ (Solthin and Eastman, 2015).

Evidently, these improvements provided designers of useful tools able to predict the effects of their choices and, consequently, to avoid as possible mistakes and misunderstandings, which are important complementary causes of construction delay, unexpected costs and possible injuries during the working-phases.

¹ PhD Candidate, in Engineering-based Architecture and Urban Planning - Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, ITA, francesco.rossini@uniroma1.it
² Aggregate Professor, Dept. of Civil, Constructional and Environmental Engineering, Sapienza - University of Rome, Rome, ITA, gabriele.novembri@uniroma1.it
³ Aggregate Professor, Dept. of Civil, Constructional and Environmental Engineering, Sapienza - University of Rome, Rome, ITA, antonio.fioravanti@uniroma1.it
The paper’s aim is to describe a use of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) technique of Agents-based simulation with the sake to support choices in construction management, in order to prevent risks like the overlapping of activities, wasted time, under-used spaces and resources and, consequently, improve productivity of construction sites allowing, where required, the continuity of building use.

Nowadays Information Modeling methodologies shown great potential in A/E/C field, contributing designers in the management of the complexity of large quantity of information, allowing also the automatic identification of conflicts, mainly geometrical (Singh et al., 2011). At the same time, they have not shown clear capabilities in associating building entities and their assigned resources with their construction methods, required materials, execution time and generated interferences.

The support that these tools provide in architectural design, and the need to move toward the simplification of the overall project organization model construction from the initial stages of design, could suggest appropriate choices of production techniques, optimizing required construction time and mitigating risks.

However, Building Information Modeling (BIM) and integration of project management tool is difficult to realize by means of scheduling traditional techniques like Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and the quite-similar Critical Path Method (CPM) techniques; it requires, conversely, an explicit representation of management and assessment to:

- Working team behaviours on the construction site;
- Space required for the execution of the work to be carried out;
- Number and type of the resources involved.

Thus, techniques based on Location-Based Structure (LBS) are more suitable to develop such a different approach (Kenley and Seppanen, 2009).

Location is very important in AEC as it is linked to main characteristic of a building whether used space for construction-related activities. In this paper is described how automatically define a single 'location' called <Room> in a BIM environment via a specific application. Term ‘location’ means the space required by a working-team to reach its goal.

2 STATE OF THE ART

2.1 BIM (Building Information Modeling) and simulation in construction management field

There are different definitions of BIM, coined by the first generation involved in this field (Eastman et al., 2011) but, for the purpose of this paper, we consider the ‘Building SMART’ alliance definition (2012), that describes BIM as a ‘digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility’. As such, it serves as a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility forming a reliable basis for decisions during its lifecycle from inception onward.

A basic premise of BIM is collaboration of different stakeholders at different lifecycle phases of a facility to insert, extract, update or modify information in the BIM to support and reflect the roles of actors involved.

This defines how this methodology acquire essential information to manage a construction site. In fact, interventions on existing buildings have as first requirement knowing the starting-point situation.
Thus, a BIM model can contain appropriate information for construction like the property of materials used in construction, potential risks or details that can improve the level of the working-area conditions awareness and, consequently, safety conditions.

However, uncertainty in existing building data cannot be avoided unless a complete field inspection is undertaken, and there is still a risk of human error. Three approaches may be used to manage the uncertainty of data in a BIM model: (1) verification, (2) acceptance or (3) avoidance.

These are determined individually – for example if a subset of equipment was field-located and 50% were found exactly as indicated on the available drawings, they would be 50% certain – and only elements with a minimum certainty are modelled. Third, data below this certainty level (which may be 99%+ for some organizations) is omitted from the model.

This final option is the least expensive but may severely limit the model functionality (McArthur, 2015).

Finally, BIM is a promising digital methodology to collect and represent information, but lacks of technique, methods and related tools capable to predict the feasibility, time and costs related to a construction process.

In the other hand, this promising methodology show lacks toward the construction management sector: as a matter of fact, the most widespread software for construction specialists (i.e. Navisworks, Trimble Vico, Synchro etc.) are very useful to set the timing of activities, to verify clashes in a BIM model or quantify - in an appropriate way - the related costs. However, a lack of these tools is in the domain of the prediction of choices result: indeed, the current software work on the base of data provided by the implicit knowledge of designer, and rely only on the expertise of specialists involved.

To overtake these limits, several researches introduced techniques of artificial intelligence on building construction field, like multi-agents. These technique indeed allow to link process management with stochastic approach (Taillandier et al, 2015), using discrete evaluation by means of simulation of each risk involved in a project. Furthermore, was also developed methodologies to plan automatically the construction site with genetic algorithm for optimization of the safer paths in the site, based on BIM models (S. S. Kumar and J. C. P. Cheng, 2015). In addition, was explored other fields of artificial intelligence like ontology (R.J. Scherer and S. E. Schapke, 2011) and semantic web technology (L. Y. Ding et al., 2016). Eventually, to increase the precision of simulation results, other studies focused on the hybrid simulation approach, proposed to facilitate integration of safety management consideration into construction activity simulation by means of System Dynamics (SD), Discrete Event Simulation (DES) and Agent Based Simulation (ABS). This system, evidently, seems to be the best approach to solve the problem of predicting the more appropriate choices to take into account during construction (Goh Y., M.,and Askar Ali, M., A., 2015) but, considering the overlapping of heavy dimension of computations needed by these methods, is viable only on limited cases.

To exceed this gap, in this research is proposed to link Agent-Based simulation to BIM environment, via an application that, in the BIM environment, specify the space needed to complete an activity. The aim is to analyse the risks related to specific phases in their specific context, predicting how many time an activity concretely requires.

2.2 ABM (Agent-Based Modeling) in architectural construction sites

Building is a complex activity. Nevertheless, this complexity is the sum of simple issues, which are often solved by small worker-teams or, in many cases, by single worker. For this reason, agent-based modeling is very near to the real phenomenon, and can model
accurately the interaction among them and between agents and the context given, in this case, by the related BIM model.

Furthermore, in ABM the ontological correspondence between the computer agents in the model and in the real world actors makes it easy and evident to represent actors and the environment and their relationship (Gilbert, 2008), working also on different levels of abstraction, starting from the lower ‘reactive’ level, to an higher ‘proactive’ level (Novembri et al., 2015).

The project construction management is a realm very near to the ABM method capabilities, because this field involves cross-disciplinary problems like social and human aspects, and both spatial and temporal interactions among different participating teams (Liang, 2012). On the other hand, current BIM and Construction Management tools provide embedded agents-inference engine: these tools are able to represent the working phase duration (4D) or costs (5D) only if the designer sets data following his implicit knowledge. Indeed, the method here described allows the solution of a part of the general problem. This application, in effect, provide managers to know how much space is needed to workers to reach their goals by automatic reasoning given by agents’ inference.

3 THE IMPACT OF BIM AND ABM IN A LEAN CONSTRUCTION PROCESS: APPLICATIVE METHODOLOGY

3.1 Modelling agents to interact with building construction issues: brief program framework

To describe agent-based program operation and to give an actual example of it, a small Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) in C# language with more updated pattern of parallelization with the aim of enhancing concurrency among agents. In this prototype the thread elimination is only a visual omission, because the thread continues computing operation in background.

More precisely, when a dimensional input given in a BIM environment is defined, the interaction among several agents begin, characterized by different rules, behavior and, substantially, goals (Castelfranchi and Falcone, 1998).

Thus, the aim is the optimization of spaces where the working-phases are located during the global operation of the building, avoiding inhibitions of its social function.

Agents are located in a workspace that have specific requirement and constraints: when all agents find a satisfying condition, the solution is given.

Specifically, every agent geometrically modifies this working-space and, when the modifications required by agents are not in collision among them, the final boundary is defined. During simulations, we demonstrated (fig. 1) that areas defined by simulation tool is considerably smaller than areas forecasted by the construction site planner.

Since these processes happen in parallel mode, the conclusion of a method stops other agents modifying the state of starting instance, until the next iterative cycle starts.

Every execution, therefore, produces similar but different results; it is not possible, effectively, to control the thread priority and execution speed because memory access is exclusively random: we conceptually can compare this selection process to the spermatozoa trip toward the ovum.

Thus, the agent that modifies the possible space occupied by the workers is the first that ends the entire optimization that satisfies all other agents' requirements. Note that this is not the only possible solution as it depends on agents’ initial configuration.
Fig. 1: Identification of an effective-working area.

For an important but simple activity in the building construction field e.g. painting, we have to model several agents such as scaffolding, painters, suppliers etc. After the interaction among these intelligent entities, starting from a forecasted larger area (green), we could work in the red-bounded area in a more efficient way, allowing the use of other spaces for different activities.

As a matter of fact, an agent intervening early in the first cycle, will not necessarily arrive first in the second one, as the whole cycle is random; this randomness is addressed exclusively to the prior interest to solve the problem in the most effective way, without privileging any agent.

3.2 Modelling agents to interact with building construction issues: the first-programming phase
For the sake of allowing a coherent graphic representation of the algorithm, the application was encapsulated in a traditional Windows™ visualization. The "base-class" is the one that describes the space vertex, or rather the "class descriptive element", allows the method to calculate the Euclidean parameters.

The "Room-constructor class", conversely, has the task to foresee the other two missing vertices necessary to represent the process (the other two vertices of the rectangle are assigned in the previous method). The <Draw> method, allows to design the instance in the Canvas previously defined. <SetAsLast()> high-lights the instance border, while <SetAsBase()> re-freshes the current state. The <Area> and <Form-Factor> properties define the surface dimensions and the related form-factor, set up as an important parameter to give working area reliable dimensions. To finish the first phase, we have to set up the WPF control, in which several application will be visualized. The proposed framework shows the principal graphical interface of the application. The pink surface, the Canvas, is the area where the <Room> is located.

3.3 Agent execution logic

To describe the base-structure of an agent we defined an interface that, when implemented, allows to agents to define a name, a block-function and a worker-function.

In our case, we have not implemented the block-functions, and the worker function requires access in a Room (the working-area) and the output of a new Room.

Finally, the program produce an object and requires the restitution of a new instance of the same object type. For these agents, the implementation required is <nullable> type. The <null> type, in effect, will be used in agreement of current norms to warn the agent about a completed work, or rather in a compatible state. In this way, we optimize the program interface.

3.4 Agents management and parallelization

To manage the parallelization process, then the sending and reception of data, we used Task Parallel Library (TPL) dataflow, which extends the namespace. <System.Thread> with several functions, turned toward data-oriented programming: a de-tailed documentation about this topic is provided by the Microsoft web-library, while the whole package is available on Nuget, because it is not included in the .NET framework (Microsoft, 2017).

The Scheduler class manage the access to four public functions that can be used by the User Interface (UI) with the aim to receive notices about the agents’ state. <SyncronizedAgent> will memorize information about agents, which has the synchronization priority because entered the process firstly.

<AgentLastReturnedStatus> contains information about the output of single agents, <WorkingRoom> is the currently synchronized <Room>.

<AgentsDictionary> contains the <TransformBlock> obtained by <Reflection> process. The definition of auxiliary class is shown at the top of the next page.

To allow an effective operation of the agents’ systems, initialization function is required and, essentially, upload the starting room – in this case the pre-defined working area – and, through the reflection mode, produces all the agents defined.

The agent broadcast has to run in a synchronous way, and includes a sort of logical re-verification of results, fundamental in this experiment. <PostAndReceive> is the key-function: its task is data checking.
Finally, the enrolment of the WPF events is as follows: the graphic interface file is to completed with the <CoreBehind> capable to connect itself with the agent-based system, in addition to the definition of areas. The code task is simply to enrol the several statistic events involved in the <Scheduler> and provide a graphical output to be visualized in the stock panel.

3.5 Linking ABM application and BIM

The application developed is conceived to link the geometrical result of the iteration among intelligent agents with the “BIM-world” via the API (Advanced Programming Interface).

The dataset provided by the BIM, in this case represented by the in-stances “surface”, define the agents’ interaction: they react to events generated every time the surface analyzed is modified. In summary, instances are classified through their <Unique_ID> and their geometrical data are imported into the Canvas (fig. 1); Here, the program identifies geometrical values and starts its computation, until the optimized working surface is obtained.

Furthermore, when an object is modified, the system updates data in order to avoid inconsistency within the BIM model. However, the interaction mode varies as a function of the type of interaction. Any request made via the BIM interface is immediately forwarded to the combined ABM application, and then the BIM awaits the completion of the task: in this case, a synchronous mode of interaction is established. Otherwise, when the ABM application needs to interact with the BIM world, a request will be show in the alert palette, waiting for the project manager validation.

4 Conclusions

The research started investigating the lacks of current construction management process and tools. The result is the identification of the wasted working areas and the lack of tools to predict the occupancy of area in construction site. After that, a leaner way to allocate resources in the construction site is individuated in the use of LBM (Location-Based Management).

Furthermore, a key-concept to optimization is collaboration, and the BIM methodology helps process actor in sharing information about material and drawings. Therefore, to increase the effectivity of process using reliable data, an Agent-Based simulation was linked to the BIM model, that represents the topology of these agents.

Finally, the optimized area is defined by means of an Agent-Based Simulation, defining the area that a working-crew effectively need to accomplish the assigned task. The next step will be the lean management of these areas, with the scope to warrant the higher rate possible of occupancy in order to maximize the contractor’s productivity.
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IT FOR LEAN CONSTRUCTION - A SURVEY IN INDIA

Jyoti Singh¹, Mohit Mangal² and Jack C.P. Cheng³*

Abstract: Construction is a complex and challenging process consisting of various kinds of waste resulting in client dissatisfaction, cost and time overrun. Waste is defined as a non-value adding component which uses project resources and efforts without achieving any objective. Factors leading to waste in construction are termed as "causes of waste". Current construction practices are unable to eliminate these "causes of waste" due to limited use of technology. This paper presents an IT based methodology to eliminate various "causes of waste" to support lean construction and thereby making the construction process efficient. A questionnaire survey was carried out to investigate major "causes of waste" in the Indian construction industry. 30 major "causes of waste" were identified in the design process, construction planning and site management process, and mal-administration. Literature review helped us identify 13 available IT applications for lean construction. This study aims to link the identified IT applications with relevant "causes of waste" through the developed relationship matrix to mitigate waste causing activities. It was observed that 23 out of the 30 identified major "causes of waste" can be eliminated from 13 identified IT applications.

Keywords: Lean Construction, Information Technology, Survey

1 INTRODUCTION

The construction industry plays an important role in the development and economic growth of any country. It is a complex and challenging process consisting of various kinds of waste resulting in cost and time overrun, client dissatisfaction, etc.

Waste is defined as a non-value adding component which uses project resources and efforts but does not achieve any objective of the project. Factors leading to waste in construction projects can be termed as "causes of waste". Current construction practices are unable to eliminate these "causes of waste" efficiently due to limited use of information technology (IT) in the construction industry. Hence, there is a need to address and manage the "causes of waste" in an integrated manner to achieve project success in terms of cost, time and satisfaction to clients.

Lean is a philosophy that seeks to eliminate waste in all aspects of production activities in an organization (Womack et al., 1991). It has a very extensive collection of tools and concepts, such as value stream mapping which permits systematic view of value flow process (Pasqualini and Zawislak, 2005), integrated project delivery (IPD) which encourages communication and collaboration among participants (Suttie et al., 2013), last
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planner system (LPS) which adds value through structuring the planning and ensuring proper flow process (Ballard and Howell, 2003), etc.

Besides various lean tools, IT applications can also help to facilitate lean approach by allowing information flow and storage during the construction process, thereby eliminating various wastes during construction. Implementation of IT in lean construction increases the efficiency of construction projects up to 20% (Rischmoller and Alarcón, 2005).

Use of IT applications in the construction industry helps to mitigate many "causes of waste" through better connectivity and interoperability. IT helps in easy exchange of data and information between project participants on a regular basis to avoid waste of time and resources. However, as a few information technologies have been advanced at a fast pace, several IT applications have not yet been fully and widely used to support lean construction.

This paper presents an IT based methodology to eliminate various "causes of waste" to support lean construction and thereby making the construction process more efficient. A questionnaire survey was carried out to investigate major "causes of waste" in the Indian construction industry, as the industry is currently blooming with huge potential of waste reduction due to limited use of IT and lean methods in construction practices. Various IT applications currently used in the construction industry are identified via the literature review. The identified IT applications are then linked with relevant "causes of waste" through the developed relationship matrix to mitigate potential waste causing activities.

2 QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY IN INDIA

A questionnaire survey was carried out for the Indian construction industry to find major "causes of waste" in the construction field. The questionnaire was prepared according to the findings of the literature review on "causes of waste". A total of 45 "causes of waste" were selected for the survey. The objective was to find the dominant "causes of waste" generally observed in the construction industry and rank them as per their frequency of occurrence on the construction site. Responses were collected on a five-level Likert scale, which is a common approach to scale responses in survey research, representing the frequency of occurring "causes of waste" according to the respondent.

The questionnaire was sent to the field experts by email or in person. 140 questionnaires were sent in total and 46 responses were received, consisting of 29 contractors, 7 consultants, 4 suppliers, and 6 designers. The work experience of the respondents is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that the majority of respondents have more than five years of work experience in the construction industry.

No importance was given to 15 "causes of waste" by all the respondents out of total 45 "causes of waste" selected for the survey. The remaining 30 "causes of waste" was recorded for further analysis.
The collected responses were analysed using Cronbach’s alpha test and Relative Importance Index method (RII). The questionnaire survey comprised of different "causes of waste". Therefore, Cronbach’s alpha test was performed to check the internal consistency (reliability) of "causes of waste" before further analysis. A Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.911 is resulted, showing the strong correlation among the "causes of waste" and thus, "causes of waste" data were reliable for further analysis. RII was then used to rank the "causes of waste" by calculating the weighted average using the formula as given:

$$RII = \sum \frac{W_n}{(N \cdot A)}$$

where, \(W_n\) = weights given by the respondent on the Likert scale of 1 to 5  
\(N\) = number of respondents  
\(A\) = the highest weight assigned, (5 in the current case)

Table 1: RII and rank of the "causes of waste" identified in survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank/No.</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>RII</th>
<th>Identified Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unnecessary work</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rework</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Poor planning and co-ordination of resources</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lack of proper supervision</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Poor communication among team members</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Waiting time</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lack of transparency</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Inadequate time given for planning and design stage</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Design changes by clients</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lack of team work and co-ordination between parties</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Insufficient quality</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Improper documentation of design data</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Excessive inventory</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Use of old techniques</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lack of experienced staff</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Lack of training programs</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Lack of past project review</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Lack of skilled manpower</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Choice of wrong construction methods</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Lack of risk management plans</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Poor safety</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Human error</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Bureaucracy &amp; red tape</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Delay in approval</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Inferior working conditions</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Inefficiency of equipment</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Excessive processing</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Changes made by regulatory authority</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Unnecessary movement</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Scrap waste</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (I) = Design management waste, (II) = Construction planning & site management waste, and (III) = Mal-administration.

Ranking for the selected 30 major "causes of waste" was then carried out as per their RII response factor, as given in Table 1. The selected 30 "causes of waste" were also categorized using factor analysis. Three categories were identified to group all the selected
30 "causes of waste". Table 1 shows all selected 30 "causes of waste" categorised as (I) design management waste, (II) construction planning & site management waste, and (III) mal-administration. As shown in Table 1, the most common waste in the Indian construction as per the field experts mainly follow the category (II) construction planning & site management waste.

3 IT BASED APPROACHES

Based on literature review, some commonly used IT applications in the construction industry with their benefits are summarized as follows:

- **(A) Building Information Modelling (BIM) /Virtual Design and Construction (VDC)** - Both BIM and VDC share similar characteristics. BIM/VDC helps to improve the efficiency of the design phase, reduce the time taken and quantity take off and increase the percentage planned-complete by a considerable amount. It also increases reliability and visibility through 3D/4D virtual models (Knotten and Svalestuen, 2014).

- **(B) Cloud Computing** - Cloud computing enables rapid visualization of demand and supply data and helps in instant tracking of construction material status in the supply chain. It also helps in merging and synchronizing multiple sources of information for better communication among various stakeholders (Azambuja et al., 2013).

- **(C) Common Data Environment (CDE)** - CDE helps to collect, manage, share information and disseminate all relevant documents among various stakeholders (PAS 1192-2, 2013).

- **(D) Data Mining** - Data mining helps to extract repeated and useful patterns from a large data set to predict the outcome of future events (Danilevsky et al., 2014).

- **(E) Geographical Information System (GIS)** - GIS provides access to asset data within reasonable time for site feasibility analysis, and efficient use of equipment (Maisuria, 2013).

- **(F) GPS Support System** - GPS helps in tracking the whereabouts of fleet of assets in order to reduce lead-time at work sites with improved delivery and customer satisfaction (Simonsson and Carlsward, 2005).

- **(G) On-Site Vision Tracking** - Using closed circuit television (CCTV) effective positioning of personnel in construction sites, activity sequence analysis, enhancing pull flow mechanism, better localization of tools and material, detection of conflicts, visualization of waste and safety on site as well as adequate flow of information throughout the construction process can be supported (Brilakis et al., 2008).

- **(H) Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)** - RFID provides real-time information of assets, improves visibility and traceability, enhance safety and security of workers, and reduce resource wastage (Lu et al., 2011).

- **(I) Robots** - Robots provide better productivity under extreme conditions with a high degree of precision, speed of execution, safety, and security (Warszawski, 1986).
• **(J) Simulation** - Simulation helps to model uncertainties pertaining to timing, resource assignment, quantity, and flow path. It also helps to examine dynamic system behaviour of the construction process to identify critical disturbances (Gehbauer et al., 2007).

• **(K) Tablets and Mobiles** - Tablets and Mobiles allow exchange and visualization of real time information of work performance, thereby eliminating waste and pursuing perfection in construction work flow. Fast information flow at low cost, efficient and effective communication, easy monitoring and control on construction progress, and reduced deviation from planned output can be supported (Barbosa et al., 2013).

• **(L) Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR)** - VR creates a real-world experience for the end consumer, therefore saving time in developing a prototype and avoid design changes at a later stage. AR streamlines the interaction process for designers, engineers, and builders for fast and better design analysis. It also provides an exact idea of relevant dimensions, size, and shape (Webster et al., 1996).

• **(M) Web-Based Information System** - web based system can reduce processing time, increase RFI transparency, and improve connectivity among all the team members. They can also, enhance flow reliability, provide the right information at the right moment, and enable better planning and control in construction project (Chin, 2010).

4 **RELATIONSHIP MAPPING MATRIX**

A relationship matrix was used for linking the identified "causes of waste" with available IT applications. It provides the guidelines and direction for mitigating "causes of waste" with the mapped IT applications. Mapping was done by linking the results from the literature review on IT applications as per the benefits it provides to eliminate "causes of waste".

![Figure 2: Mapping the benefits of RFID with the "causes of waste eliminated"

The Table 2 and Figure 3 below shows the benefits of RFID and those of tablets & mobiles mapped with "causes of waste" it can eliminate, respectively. Similarly, other IT applications were mapped with the identified "causes of waste", as illustrated in Table 2.

It was observed that 23 out of 30 "causes of waste" can be eliminated with the 13 identified IT applications. The remaining seven "causes of waste" are in the category of mal-administration. Hence, they require management attention and change in various management policies instead.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank/No.</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>IT applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(III)</td>
<td><strong>Mal-administration</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lack of transparency</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (B) Cloud computing; (C) CDE; (E) GIS; (F) GPS; (G) On-Site vision tracking; (J) Simulation; (L) VR and AR; (M) Web-based information system,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lack of team work and Co-ordination between parties</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (B) Cloud computing; (C) CDE; (L) VR and AR; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lack of experienced staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Lack of training programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Lack of risk management plans</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (D) Data Mining; (J) Simulation; (L) VR and AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Poor safety</td>
<td>(G) On-Site vision tracking; (H) RFID; (I) Robots,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Bureaucracy &amp; red tape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Changes made by regulatory authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Design Management Waste</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Inadequate time given for planning and design stage</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (L) VR and AR; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Design changes by client</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Improper documentation of design data</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (C) CDE; (L) VR and AR; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Lack of past project review</td>
<td>(D) Data mining; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Delay in drawing approval</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (C) CDE; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Construction Planning &amp; Site Management Waste</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unnecessary work</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (G) On-Site vision tracking; (I) Robots; (J) Simulation; (L) VR and AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rework</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (L) VR and AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Poor planning and co-ordination of resources</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (B) Cloud computing; (C) CDE; (E) GIS; (F) GPS; (G) On-Site vision tracking; (H) RFID; (J) Simulation; (K) Tablets and mobiles; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lack of proper supervision</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (B) Cloud computing; (F) GPS; (G) On-Site vision tracking; (J) Simulation; (L) VR and AR; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Poor communication among team members</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (B) Cloud computing; (C) CDE; (K) Tablets and mobiles; (L) VR and AR; (M) Web-based information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Waiting time</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (B) Cloud computing; (F) GPS; (G) On-Site vision tracking; (I) Robots; (J) Simulation; (K) Tablets and mobiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Insufficient quality</td>
<td>(H) RFID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Excessive inventory</td>
<td>(B) Cloud computing; (F) GPS; (G) On-Site vision tracking; (H) RFID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Use of old techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Lack of skilled manpower</td>
<td>(I) Robots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Choice of wrong construction methods</td>
<td>(A) BIM/VDC; (L) VR and AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Human error</td>
<td>(B) Cloud computing; (G) On-Site vision tracking; (I) Robot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Inferior working conditions</td>
<td>(G) On-Site vision tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Inefficiency of equipment</td>
<td>(G) On-Site vision tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Excessive processing</td>
<td>(I) Robots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Unnecessary movement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Scrap Waste</td>
<td>(G) On-Site vision tracking; (J) Simulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Relationship matrix for IT applications and "causes of waste"
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Past case studies and observations from various construction sites have identified 30 major "causes of waste" in the Indian construction industry. As per questionnaire survey, major "causes of waste" can be categorised into (I) design management related waste, (II) construction planning & site management related waste, and (III) mal-administration.

13 relevant IT applications satisfying lean perspective were identified through literature review. It was found that 23 out of the 30 major "causes of waste" can be effectively eliminated through the 13 identified IT applications. The remaining seven "cause of waste" require management intervention for their mitigation. Although the questionnaire survey was carried out in India, results are still valid globally due to similar nature of construction processes all over the world.

As per the developed relationship matrix, it was found that the use of IT such as BIM and web-based information systems in construction processes from cradle to gate can effectively share various important information system among the participants and can reduce most of the "causes of waste" with ease. The on-site vision tracking system also helps in reducing site management waste.

The developed relationship matrix is based on the inputs of many experts and provides a good solution to mitigate the common "causes of waste" on construction sites. However, a study is required in the future to develop in-depth knowledge about the interaction of identified "causes of waste" with each other.
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LEARN PRODUCTION CONTROLLING AND TRACKING USING DIGITAL METHODS
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Abstract: Lean construction projects are understood as temporary production systems that eliminate waste, allow collaboration and optimize structures of the value added chain. Remaining crucial challenges in construction are the coordination of the involved trades and the tracking of construction progress. Current research in Lean Construction Management (LCM) targets automated digital methods that support work package planning and make inferences about states of progress. The scope of the presented work focuses on closing the feedback loop of lean construction planning, progress tracking, and status control by using 4D information from Building Information Modeling (BIM) as well as Internet-of-Things (IoT) technology for reporting actual progress.

Keywords: Production Planning and Control, Last Planner System, Takt Planning and Takt Control, Information Management, Building Information Modeling, Information and Communication Technologies, Automated Progress Tracking.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lean principles are based on several preceding economy of scale production approaches, originating from the ship building, aviation, and car manufacturing industries. Two prominent examples are Taylorism and Fordism. After the Second World War, Toyota adapted the ideas of Taylorism, Fordism and several other approaches, such as Total Quality Management (TQM), to a flexible production system with several products and variable batch sizes. A set of different principles, methods, and tools that reduce buffers, set-times and waste were consolidated in the Toyota Production System (TPS) (Womack et al. 1990). The term lean was coined by Krafcik in 1988, who described the advances in productivity of the Japanese automotive industry in comparison with western manufacturers (Krafcik 1988). His research was continued by Womack, Jones and Roos at the MIT in Boston, who identified a large productivity gap between Japanese and western car manufacturers and suppliers (Womack et al. 1990). Many attempts by western manufacturers to copy specific TPS-tools failed. Therefore the main ideas were abstracted and bundled in the Lean Management Theory (Drew et al. 2004). Specific solutions can be derived from that theory for any industry or company.

The adaption of Lean Management to the construction industry was first examined by Koskela in 1992. He developed the TVF-Theory, saying that construction can be described with the transformation of resources and the creation of Value and Flow of materials and people. (Koskela 1992). Ever since then, several lean production control methods have been developed for the construction sector.

¹ Dipl.-Wirt.-Ing., Scientific Assistant, Institute of Construction Management, University of Stuttgart, Germany, jakob.vonheyl@ibl.uni-stuttgart.de.
² Ph.D., Dipl.-Ing., Chair of Computing in Civil Engineering, Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany, jochen.teizer@rub.de.
2 Lean Production Planning and Control Methods

Two prominent Production Control Methods (LPS and TPTC) are explored:

2.1.1 Last Planner System (LPS)

The Last Planner is the project participant accountable for the execution and control of operative tasks. The Last Planner System (LPS) is a method to manage the tasks in the design or construction phase of a project. The main idea is to shield near-term work via a network of commitments in order to improve reliability and workflow, resulting in an improved adherence to schedules and productivity (Ballard and Howell 1994). LPS leads to a decentralization of management tasks and promotes cooperative work. Working areas, tasks, and schedules are planned by a team consisting of the affected project participants. This improves commitment and solution orientated teamwork. LPS consists of four phases aimed to develop more detailed plans as the project moves on (Koskela et al. 2010) (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Phases of LPS](image)

LPS is a method to successively identify, prepare and execute required working steps. After a general set-up, work is getting pulled and made ready for execution while becoming more precise and detailed. The supply chain is getting permanently adjusted. According to Ballard and Howell three categories of constraints have to be considered (Ballard and Howell 2003):

1. **Directives**: Information required for execution (e.g., design documents)
2. **Prerequisite work**: Work needed to be completed before the start of specific tasks.
3. **Resources**: Labour, equipment and space required for the execution.

In comparison with traditional Methods, like the Critical Path Method (CPM), LPS focuses on reduced variability. This indirectly leads to improved productivity rates, reduced durations, and resource consumption. A disadvantage of LPS is the missing reflection of the current status of the construction site on higher planning levels (Koskela et al. 2010).

Furthermore, LPS is a bottom-up management approach based on cooperative work packaging and commitments. Activities are constantly getting prepared for execution by the responsible project participants. In order to prepare work for execution, related constraints have to be identified and removed. Therefore LPS relies heavily on correct information to assess work progress and the use of resources.

2.1.2 Takt Planning and Takt Control (TPTC)

“Takt” is a German word that can be translated as pulse, cycle time or work cycle. It is also referred to rhythm or cadence, as it describes something is done regularly and on time. Takt-time is used to schedule production and supply times (Frandson et al. 2013). The first known use of Takt-times dates back to the 16th century, when merchant ships and warships were produced in Venice using a Takt. With the industrial revolution Takt was becoming a part of many production approaches, such as Fordism or Toyota Production System (TPS) (Haghsheno et al. 2016).
Takt is mostly used in repetitive construction processes. This criterion is particularly met by linear infrastructure projects, e.g. the construction of bridges, tunnels, roads or railways (Haghsheno et al. 2016). The structure and manufacturing processes determine the size of the working area, the required effort and working steps as well as the productivity rates. These are the input variables for the calculation of the Takt-time in order to achieve a consistent production speed. Prefabricated elements, which are often used in infrastructure projects (e.g., bridge elements or tunnel lining elements), facilitate the determination of suitable segments and the calculation of working times.

The use of Takt in the construction industry is nowadays strongly intertwined with the method Takt Planning and Takt Control (TPTC), which has been developed in Germany in the middle of the last decade. TPTC has been applied in numerous construction projects since then (Haghsheno et al. 2016). The preparation of a Takt-based production is done in two main steps, the process analysis and the Takt-planning. Each of the two steps can be further differentiated in three steps (Frandson et al. 2013). The outcome is a production plan including time and space. The compliance with the production plan is checked constantly during the next step, known as Takt Control (see Figure 2). The working packages are highly interdependent. Therefore a permanent control and update of the production plan is required in order to deal with potential changes and disruptions. To ensure production stability, current developments are monitored and necessary adjustments are made immediately in regular meetings (Haghsheno et al. 2016, Kenley and Seppänen 2010).

![Figure 2: Procedure of Takt Planning and Takt Control](image)

Takt-planning is top-down approach and requires reliable plans and a deep understanding of the structure, the construction process, as well as the supply chain. There is a high demand for correct and up-to-date information in order to constantly adjust the production plan. When these requirements are met Takt-planning becomes a powerful method to increase the stability and reliability of the production. Disadvantages arise in reacting to unexpected events as the method lacks flexibility. The higher the number of alternations or modifications, the less it is suitable.

### 2.1.3 Comparison

LPS and TPTC work differently but are both aiming to achieve a continuous flow and improve project understanding due to the visualization of the tasks, processes and dependencies. Both methodologies have in common that they require a continuous monitoring of the production and a functioning information and communication management system. The differences are that TPTC is a rather rigid top-down method requiring a stable supply chain and little variability. LPS is a more agile bottom-up approach focusing on mutual agreement between the project participants. Main differences of the two approaches are depicted in Table 1.
Pending on the project conditions, one method can be more suitable than the other. Recent research suggests that LPS and TPTC can be implemented together, using Takt Planning to optimize the allocation of materials and resources to specific work site locations and using LPS for production controlling (Emdanat et al. 2016, Frandson et al. 2014). In addition features of other Production Planning and Control (PPC) methods, like LBMS, CCPM, and EVA, can be integrated:

- LBMS provides spatial elements and forecasting capabilities (Dave et al. 2016).
- Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) enables a systematic removal of constraints (Koskela et al. 2010).
- Earned Value Analysis (EVA) offers a general controlling approach over all phases and integrates data for forecasting functions (Turkan et al. 2013).

The authors propose that a set of different methodologies and technologies should be combined to leverage the known advantages for each project depending on the goals and character. The suitability and possible combinations is an important research topic of the future. The combined use of different methodologies emphasizes the need for a functioning information management to ensure a correct exchange of information.

### 2.2 Information Management

Information management is key to the successful implementation of production controlling methods. A constant and reliable flow of information to assess work progress, constraints and productivity is required. The main data types are: planned data, actual data and forecast data (Berner et al. 2015). The data is collected on a regular basis. The loop times for feedback (e.g., weekly) are chosen in regard to the project phase or method applied (see Figure 3).

#### 2.2.1 Planned Data

The design documents or task assignments contain the planned data. The planned data is more accurate the closer it gets to execution. In early project phases planned data is being specified on top-level containing general information about working packages, budget and schedules, e.g. milestones. The information is consolidated in master plans. Over the course of the project more information is available, thus planned data becomes more detailed and accurate (e.g., weekly work plan or Takt plan).
2.2.2 Actual Data

Actual data is collected during execution. An improved production management with fast reaction times requires reduced cycle times for the collection of actual data (Emdanat et al. 2016). Actual data is needed to assess the performance and contains information about quantities, labour hours, costs or execution times. It provides feedback to identify necessary adaptations and improves the preparation of working order. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) facilitate the identification of shortcomings. They are calculated using actual data. Each method is using individual KPIs (e.g., Percent of Scheduled Assignments (PAP) or Percent Planned Complete (PPC) as part of LPS). While the collection of actual data is a prerequisite for the calculation of the different KPIs, the initial emphasis of this research is on tracking the completion of tasks.

2.2.3 Forecast Data

The task of forecasting is usually assigned to the most experienced construction managers, who often go with their gut feeling instead of using systematic forecasting methodologies. This might be satisfying in small projects, but projects with higher complexity require a more profound approach. Plausible forecasts can be calculated using up-to-date planned data and actual data, e.g., Estimate at Completion (EAC) using EVA (Turkan et al. 2013) or forecasts generated with LBMS (Dave et al. 2016).

2.3 Limitations

Studies show that there is a limited reflection of the current status of the construction site in the master or phase planning if LPS or TPTC are not sufficiently integrating suitable controlling and tracking functions from other methodologies. There is a need to compile and integrate tracking and forecasting information as feedback and input for fruitful look-ahead or Takt planning sessions (Dave et al. 2016). This is prerequisite for a successful identification, preparation and execution of single working steps.

The collection of actual data is a crucial step towards informed management systems and serves as a prerequisite for further successful production planning and controlling. Current progress on projects is often compiled manually which is very time consuming and prone to human error. It leads to overall lower product quality and decreases the chances for successful risk mitigation.

3 Digital Progress Tracking

Construction research has been increasingly focusing on discovering synergies between the adoption of lean practices and information and sensing technologies (Navon 2007). The use of information and communication technologies (ICT) are in particular beneficial to lean practices when they improve the flow of construction processes by identifying non-value adding activities that can be eliminated. Other examples are cycle-times that can be shortened, rework, variation and errors that can be omitted (Sacks et al. 2010).

Lean management and the adaption of technology is not new to construction. Several practical field applications exist, for example, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) for pipe spool tracking (Song et al. 2006), Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) for earth hauling operations (Pradhananga and Teizer 2013), and wireless Real-time Location Sensing (RTLS) for tracking repetitive travel patterns of workers (Cheng et al. 2013). As outlined by Sacks et al. (2010) and Cheng et al. (2010), much stronger ties between Lean, BIM, and tracking technology are needed. Formalization of work-in-progress based on
point cloud sensing (Bosché et al. 2013) and vision (Han et al. 2015) approaches are emerging, but yet require large manual input and make it impractical.

While digital transformation remains an ongoing challenge in construction and in research, central data storage and planning with BIM can be considered state-of-the-art. The focus of the proposed concept (see Figure 3) is on tightening Lean and BIM methods by supplying actual data via automated tracking and reporting technology. These enable rather than reduce the capacity of construction personnel by making high fidelity information available that previously has neither been recorded nor analysed. The continuous and rapid availability of up-to-date field data contributes to facilitating higher task quality, quantity reporting, on-time project delivery, and safe value creation processes.

![Figure 3: System detecting planned and as-is data, i.e. construction schedule (start, end), dependencies, quantities of tasks, and visualization.](image)

### 4 Preliminary Results

The proposed approach uses nD-BIM for planning the topology (i.e., work station/location) of resource-loaded processes (i.e., name, dependencies, quantity, cost, required resources), and links geometric information to an automatically derived construction schedule (i.e., duration, quantity, trade). An Internet-of-Things (IoT) platform relying on wireless location tracking and reporting technology (e.g., Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) sensors, mobile devices and a cloud database make the information of directives, prerequisite work, and resources available to authorized users.

To that extent, the authors enable the collection of relevant data with IoT-functional equipment, store the data in an IoT-platform and connect it to a BIM system to seamlessly integrate real-time data. In a use-case the authors tested the lightweight infrastructure
solution for indoor tracking of personnel. A further test automated the process of time recording. Combining the traceability of the personnel’s location and timestamp enabled the IoT/BIM-platform to collect and visualize actual performance data (desktop screenshot in Figure 4). More tests in realistic construction settings are planned.

Figure 4: BLE-beacon positions in BIM (left) and real-time presence of workers (right)

5 CONCLUSION

Methods including Lean Construction Management (LCM) and BIM alongside with progress detection and tracking technology have the potential to assist construction personal in some of their challenging work tasks: (a) planning with reliable high fidelity actual information, and (b) detecting and tracking progress based on the presence of trades or on activity completion. A needs statement led to the proposed concept that integrates the three categories of constraints (directives, prerequisite work, and resources). Although preliminary experiments utilizing an IoT-platform show early, but promising results, more extensive testing in field realistic work environments is required to validate the selected approach.
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Abstract: One of the main challenges that developing countries face is the need to increase productivity. In Chile, the most important productivity gap in both mining and construction industries is the lack of operational efficiency, caused mainly by the low adoption of advance management methods. Hence, considering the need to increase productivity through operational efficiency, lean production emerges as a management system with the objective to create value while eliminating waste, and continuously seek operational excellence. This research evaluates the impacts of the implementation of lean methods in an underground mining development project in the execution phase, which will help to better understand to what extent these methodologies can affect the performance of this type of projects. This research indicates that the implementation of lean methods in an underground mining development project had a statistical significant improvement of the mean for all indicators studied. Likewise, the implementation produced a statistically significant reduction of the variability for some indicators; moreover, there is a considerable reduction in the coefficient of variation (CV), which indicates more stable processes. In addition, this research demonstrates that there is a statistically significant correlation between the percent of plan completed and its coefficient of variation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges that face developing countries is the need to increase productivity, since it is proven that productivity is the factor that better explains the difference of Gross Domestic Product per capita between countries. Out of all of the industries in Chile, mining has the highest relative productivity rate, reaching 68% of the productivity of Australian mining companies. Regarding construction in Chile, this productive sector has a relative productivity of 38% compared with the same industry in the United States (McKinsey and Company 2013).

Given this scenario, there are significant productivity gaps that need to be addressed in order to increase the country’s competitiveness. When identifying these gaps, operational efficiency is considered to have the most potential to improve in both the mining and construction industries: it could raise relative productivity in mining and construction by 27% and 32%, respectively. The main causes of low operational efficiency are low adoption of advance management methods, low level of standardization of
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planning processes, fragmentation of the phases of the projects, lack of training for workers and sub-optimal organization of work (McKinsey and Company 2013).

2 BACKGROUND

Considering the need to increase productivity through operational efficiency, different operational management methods that could be relevant must be explored. In this search emerges lean production, which is the management system used in the Toyota Production System that changed the concept of production defined in the craft and mass production systems. This philosophy seeks to deliver to the customer what is needed, in the amount needed and when it is needed, based on a just-in-time delivery method (Shah & Ward 2007; Womack & Jones 1996; Womack et al. 1990).

The principles that sustain lean philosophy are: (1) reducing variability and (2) increasing value adding activities (Womack & Jones 1996). This philosophy has been applied mainly in manufacturing and health (Ballard 2005; Ballard & Howell 1994; Ballard 2000; Koskela 1992), however, there are other industries that have adopted it slowly and belatedly, among which are the construction and mining industries (Ballard 2005; Castillo et al. 2015; De Valence 2005).

On the implementation of lean in mining, there is literature on the theoretical applicability of the lean principles (Yingling et al. 2000; Wijaya et al. 2009; Hattingh & Keys 2010) and implementations in mining operations and projects (Ade & Deshpande 2012; Castillo et al. 2015; Dunstan et al. 2006; Klippel et al. 2008b; Klippel et al. 2008a). However, there are few reported cases of implementation in mining development projects (Dunstan et al. 2006; Castillo et al. 2015). Nevertheless this type of projects is identified as the area that presents the greatest potential for lean implementation in the mining industry (Loow 2015).

In lean construction, one widely used tool is the Last Planner System (LPS), which is a planning and control system that emerges from the lean principles applied in a construction environment. This system is sustained by commitments, which are given by the workers about the work they do (Ballard & Howell 1994; Ballard 2000). The study of the application of the LPS in industrial mining projects has been limited (Leal 2010), although it is noticed to be very applicable (Castillo et al. 2015; Leal 2010). In lean construction, specifically in commercial and residential projects, there has been found a strong correlation between the percent of plan completed (PPC) and its coefficient of variation (CV) (Alarcón et al. 2008), but this has not yet been proven true in mining development projects.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To develop this research, a case study methodology was used. This methodology was chosen because it allows the authors: (1) to study the singularities of a particular case (Arzaluz 2005; Yin 2003; Simons 2011); (2) to utilize different techniques simultaneously, such as documents, reports, interviews, surveys, among others (Arzaluz 2005; Goode & Hatt 2008; Yin 2003); and (3) to conduct quantitative, qualitative or mixed research (Yin 2003). Additionally, the objective of the research is to study a phenomenon in depth, considering the particularities of a single case (Arzaluz 2005; Simons 2011; Yin 2003) and the research focus is contemporary, rather than historical (Schell 1992; Yin 2003).
3.1 Selection of case study

One underground mining development project was selected in order to evaluate the impacts of the lean implementation. The amount of data gathered in this research permitted us to perform inferential statistical analysis and correlational analysis, which provided sturdiness to the analysis carried out. This implementation took place during the execution phase of the project, i.e. under construction, due to the owner's need to improve contractor productivity.

3.2 Implementation plan

This implementation took place in an underground mining development project, developed by an international construction company, which carried out tunnelling work, specifically at the production, caving, intermediate transport, ventilation and crushing levels. The scope of the development work was the development of horizontal underground tunnelling for a new mine.

This implementation lasted twelve months and it was divided in three stages: diagnosis, implementation and control, as illustrated in Figure 1. In the diagnosis stage, the current state of the project was established. Then, in the second stage, the lean methods chosen were implemented for a period of six months. Finally, in the control stage, the impact of the implementation was established.

![Figure 1: Research and implementation scope and timeline](image-url)

3.3 Selection of indicators

The indicators analysed were selected considering literature review, expert opinion and the capability of monitoring them. Also, these indicators were chosen because it was possible to keep track of them during the diagnosis and control stages, and they were directly related to productivity. The quantitative data was obtained from field samples and reports from the contractor, as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Description of indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical proposition</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Operational measurement</th>
<th>Source of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Best results (mean improvement)</td>
<td>Workable time</td>
<td>Time of the day that the worker is in front and that could potentially be used in productive work</td>
<td>Time the worker is on the front, considering a 12-hour day</td>
<td>On-field samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. More stable results (variability reduction)</td>
<td>Daily physical progress</td>
<td>Number of advanced linear meters daily</td>
<td>Number of advanced meters per day</td>
<td>Contractor reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of daily blasts</td>
<td>Number of daily blasts</td>
<td>Contractor reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Program completion</td>
<td>Relationship between the executed and the programmed</td>
<td>PPC</td>
<td>On-field samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Strong relationship between PPC and its CV</td>
<td>PPC</td>
<td>Relationship between activities completed and planned</td>
<td>PPC: Activities Completed / Planned Activities</td>
<td>On-field samples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Two methods of quantitative analysis were used: inferential statistics and correlation. In this investigation, inferential statistics is related to the hypothesis test (Pardo & San Martín 1998) and it was used two parametric tests: (1) test T for equality of means, which allows determining if two samples have equal mean, and (2) test of Levene of equality of variance, which allows determining if two samples have the same variance.

Statistical correlation is defined as the degree of association, similarity or joint variation between two or more variables of a population. In particular, in order to be able to quantify the degree of correlation between the variables, Pearson's correlation coefficient was used. The absolute value of the Pearson correlation coefficient indicates the strength of the correlation, while the sign indicates the direction of the correlation (Pardo & San Martín 1998).

5 IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

5.1 Project performance

Table 2 illustrates a summary of the descriptive statistics in the diagnosis and control stages.
Table 2: Indicators in the diagnosis and after the implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Descriptive statistics</th>
<th>Workable time</th>
<th>Daily physical progress (meters)</th>
<th>Daily physical progress (blasts)</th>
<th>Program completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnosis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5.75 hours</td>
<td>12.7 meters</td>
<td>4.8 blasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>1.43 hours</td>
<td>6.32 meters</td>
<td>1.84 blasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>6.67 hours</td>
<td>20.5 meters</td>
<td>6.7 blasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.98 hours</td>
<td>5.49 meters</td>
<td>1.76 blasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent variation of mean (diagnosis vs. implementation)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>+16%</td>
<td>+61%</td>
<td>+40%</td>
<td>+34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>-31%</td>
<td>-13%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>+61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>-40%</td>
<td>-46%</td>
<td>-32%</td>
<td>+30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 summarizes the inferential statistical tests performed, where "Yes" means that there is a statistical significant difference of the value of the indicator when comparing the diagnosis and control, "No" means that there is not such statistical significant, and "N.A." means that it was not possible to perform the tests due to small sample sizes. Considering a level of significance of 0.05, there is an improvement of means for all the indicators and an improvement of variance in the indicator of workable time.

Table 3: Statistical results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Workable time</th>
<th>Daily physical progress (meters)</th>
<th>Daily physical progress (blasts)</th>
<th>Program completion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equality of means test</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equality of variance test</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (0.172)</td>
<td>No (0.909)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, the reduction in the CV shows that the indicators became more stable; therefore, it can be infer that the processes became more stable. Figure 2 illustrates the histograms and boxplot for the indicators analysed. Due to the small sample size used in the analysis of the indicator "Program completion", histograms and boxplot of this indicator are not displayed.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Histograms</th>
<th>Box plot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workable time</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Box plot" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily physical progress (meters)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Histogram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Box plot" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily physical progress (blasts)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Histogram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Box plot" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Histograms and boxplot diagrams of indicators

5.2 Correlation between PPC and its coefficient of variation

The activities tracked correspond to all of those that conform the drill and blast cycle, i.e., surveying, drilling, charging explosives, blasting, loading, hauling, scaling and bolting. The PPC was calculated daily and then, an average weekly PPC was calculated. The evolution of the average of the weekly PPC and its CV is shown in Figure 3. For this analysis, 21 weeks of PPC measurements were considered.

Figure 3: Weekly tracking of PPC and its CV
From the correlation analysis performed it can be stated that there is a statistical significant relationship between these two variables, with a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 0.4097. The Pearson coefficient is -0.629, with a significance level of 0.01. Considering a level of significance of 0.05, it can be stated that this relationship is statistically significant.

6 CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this research, we can indicate that the implementation of lean methods in underground mining development projects in execution positively impacts its performance. In particular, the results of this research indicate that the implementation of lean methodologies in this type of projects produces positive and statistically significant impacts with respect to the improvement of the mean. This stands for all the variables measured in this research and that were subjected to statistical analysis.

On the other hand, the results of this research indicate that the implementation of lean methods in this type of project produce a statistically significant reduction of the variability in project performance for certain indicators. Moreover, there was a considerable reduction in the CV, which indicates more stable processes. In addition, this research ratifies the results found in the literature: there is a statistically significant relationship between PPC and its CV.

Even though the results from this implementation were positive, there are some limitations. For instance, it was not guaranteed that the results were sustain in time after the implementation took place. As well, the use of a small sample size limits the results. For example, the correlation of the PPC and its CV might be robustly validated with greater sample data. Regarding future studies and researches, they might focus on extending and enhancing the analysis in this research. For example, the addition of other indicators, such as safety ones, might be considered.
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ETHICAL DILEMMAS IN VALUE DELIVERY:
THEORETICAL CONDITIONS

Frode Drevland¹, Jardar Lohne², and Ole Jonny Klakegg³

Abstract: Delivering value for the customer is one of the core tenets of lean construction. However, anyone who is affected by a project is considered a customer of the project. Often, different customers of a project will be at odds with each other regarding what constitutes value for them. This could potentially lead to ethical dilemmas for the project delivery team. This is a subject that has so far been given little attention in literature.

In this paper we set forth a theoretical framework for investigating ethical dilemmas in value delivery that will form the basis for future empirical research on ethical issues related to value delivery. More precisely we examine fundamental reasons for ethical dilemmas occurring in the context of value delivery. We theorize that ethical dilemmas in construction projects typically arise when there is misalignment of value between project stakeholders.

Keywords: Lean construction, ethics, value, value delivery.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the core prescripts of the lean philosophy is that we should focus on delivering value to our customers. On the surface this seems a relatively simple and straightforward concept. However, in reality it is actually infinitely complex. For one, value as a concept is ill-defined and ambiguous (Salvatierra-Garrido et al. 2012; Thyssen et al. 2010). This is, however, not the biggest challenge related to delivering customer value.

Although there exist no commonly agreed upon definition of value, it is generally agreed that value is subjective or particular (Drevland and Lohne 2015; Holbrook 1998; Salvatierra-Garrido and Pasquire 2011b), i.e. value is in the eye of the beholder. Herein lies the other challenge in delivering value for our customers. Not only is the term value fuzzy in-and-of-itself, within lean, the term customer refers not only to the paying client, but rather everyone downstream in the production chain and anybody who is affected by the built asset.

Given that value is particular and that we trying to serve widely different customer at the same time, we will inevitably find ourselves in the situation that the different customers have needs and desires that are at odds with each other. How do we prioritize one customer over another?

In the literature search leading up to this paper we found different who authors have offered different views on whose value we should be concerned with in construction projects. E.g. Bertelsen and Emmitt (2005) argues that we need to consider the client as a
complex system, taking into the account the needs of all the different stakeholder in the client organization, Drevland and Svalastuen (2013) argue that only the value for the paying client is of consequence, while Salvatierra-Garrido et al. (2011a) argue that we must also consider the value for the wider society.

Although the literature does cover different views, we have not found any that contrasts these different views to one another, furthermore, none of the literature that we have seen contains any discussions of the ethical implications. E.g. is it ethical to prioritize the needs of the larger society above the needs of the paying client or vice versa?

In this paper we seek to start to shed a light on this, so far, neglected area of value. The purpose of this paper is to define ethical dilemmas in value delivery from a theoretical point of view. This is a preliminary work that will followed up by empirical studies at a later date to determine how people in the industry experience and handle ethical dilemmas of value delivery.

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Ethical versus lawful

In the literature on ethical decision making in business, lawful and ethical decisions are often conflated. In his seminal work on ethical decision making by individuals in organizations, Jones (1991) define an ethical decision as “a decision that is both legal and morally acceptable to the larger community”. This is a definition that is somewhat at odds with the general ethics literature, where moral and ethical are generally considered synonymous terms. Though often concurrent with, ethics must be separated from the field of the law in order to be fully understood. What is perceived as unethical can – in certain circumstances – be lawful, whilst what is perceived as ethically laudable can be deemed unlawful. E.g. in the legend of Robin Hood, his stealing from the rich (unlawful) in order to give to the poor (ethically laudable) forms, is in fact, a clear example of this distinction.

2.2 Normative and descriptive ethics

We can separate ethics into normative and descriptive ethics. The first of these profess judgments concerning the manner of acting in the world. This is ethics as most have encountered it, the lessons propagated being from different traditions such as deontology (Kant 1828), consequentialism (Mill 2002 (1861) etc.), virtue ethics (typically in the tradition from (Aristotle 2009 (~350-322 BC)) or various contemporary approaches (Focault 1976 etc. Habermas 1992; Lévinas 2014; Sartre 1976). In fact, analyses of this sort seem – more or less consciously – to reveal how little that has been done of ethical analysis within the project management literature.

Descriptive ethics, on the other hand, typically analyses the judgments of behaviour in the world according to the vocabulary of ethics. Rather than developing a framework for judging the appropriateness of actions, such analyses typically investigate the reasons underlying such judgements in specific contexts.

While it is possible to investigate and discuss the ethics of value delivery using a normative approach, we would argue that in the context of construction projects and the construction industry this would result in pure theoretical exercise with little practical benefit. It is more interesting to see what industry practitioners themselves consider ethical and unethical and which issues they face.

Depending on which analytic level an analysis is situated, it is possible to distinguish individually oriented and social ethics (Ray et al. 1999). The first of these concerns the
individual as moral actor, whilst the latter concerns the ethical qualities of social systems. The intention of this paper is not to carry out any sort of blame game on a personal level. What occupy us here are rather judgments of practitioners as representatives of a group, that is, as professionals within the AEC industry, analysing it as a social system. In Hood’ian terms, the question is not whether or not Robin judges his actions in a certain matter – neither, in fact, the manner by which the sheriff of Nottingham judges them – but rather how the social milieu these actors operate within judge them. It is more interesting to examine the differences between the perceptions of the simpletons who judge Robin and those of the elite that support the sheriff, than simply calling into attention the judgements of two single individuals.

2.3 Virtue-oriented descriptive ethics

One further distinction needs being made concerning the object of the analysis. As commented by Harris (2008), much of current practice within engineering ethics has 1) revolved around creating ethical codes for preventing unethical conduct by engineers, or 2) around the concern for preventing threats from technology to the health and safety of the public. Harris labels these approaches “preventive ethics”, having for salient factor a (negative) rule-based understanding of how to act as an engineer in the world. A consequence of this could be that the descriptive ethical analysis outlined focused on perceptions of such (negative) rule-based understandings of ethics.

As Emison (2006) points out, however, an “[u]navoidable complexity” is what faces engineers in their working life, creating “especially dynamic and unstable ethical conditions”. The logical consequence of such an insight is that, as Harris points out, not everything that is important in professional ethics can be expressed by rules in general. Rules cannot, Harris argues, adequately account for the place of discretion, judgment and background knowledge involved in professional judgement. Further, there is an internal and often idealistic component to professional practice that cannot adequately be accounted for by rules.

Within the field of ethics, virtue ethics is typically identified as the preponderant alternative to rule-based understandings of ethics. Virtue ethics differs from most other approaches by being more concerned with the character of the moral actor – that is, why the moral actor is doing what he/she is doing – than in outlining rules for conduct.

From a virtue-oriented descriptive ethics perspective, then, what is of interest to the analysis of professional actors is not the observation of their devotion to rules and regulations, but rather an analysis of their motivations for action when facing the complexity characteristic of their professional life. Questions concerning phenomena such as value delivery form archetypal examples of the challenges involved.

2.4 Definition of value

In the lean construction community there is a clear tendency to equate value with benefit, however, the most common definition of value is that is the relationship of what you Give and what you Get, or Costs and Benefits to use another terminology (Drevland and Lohne 2015). This is often shown expressed mathematically as Value=Benefit/Cost, however, it can also be expressed as Value=Benefit-Cost. Although mathematical expressions of value have been criticized (Rooke et al. 2010; Thyssen et al. 2010), we believe they can be beneficial if one is aware of their shortcomings. Specifically that value is not summative (Drevland and Lohne 2015). I.e. it is not possible to evaluate different costs and benefits separately and then sum them up, they have to be considered in one comprehensive value judgement.
One of the reasons such a definition of value is useful, is that it opens up for the notion of negative value, i.e. the situation where someone gives more than they get. This concept is important when considering all the customers of a project. Some of these could possibly only be negatively affected, i.e. there is no Get or Benefit component for them.

A shift in value for some customer will typically occur from some decision being made. To be able to describe what happens in such a situation, we believe it beneficial to introduce the concepts of baseline value and marginal value. The former being the value of someone for the null or default alternative and the latter how much the value will be shifted if a decision is made.

\[ V_{x,0} - \text{Baseline value for some entity } X \text{ given that the zero or default alternative is chosen.} \]

\[ \Delta V_{x} - \text{Marginal shift in value for some entity } Z \text{ after a decision is made.} \]

Another couple of ancillary terms that we believe are needed when discussing values are true and perceived value. Value being particular entails that it cannot be objectively measured. This entails that value in reality dependent on perception. However, as given by Drevland and Lohne (2015), the concept of true value can be a beneficial theoretical concept. Perceived value being what someone perceives the value of something to be given the knowledge that they possess, whereas true value is what someone would perceive if they had perfect knowledge.

In addition to knowledge, someone’s perception of value will depend upon their values (Drevland and Lohne 2015). Value (singular) and values (plural) are two distinct theoretical concepts. Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) defines values as “(a) concepts or beliefs (b) about desirable states or outcomes (c) that transcend specific situations, (d) guide selection or evaluation of behaviour and events and (e) are ordered by relative importance.” With regards to ethical dilemmas values are also important since they will influence what someone will consider an ethical dilemma and how to handle it.

2.5 Alignment of Value

Alignment of interest is term that is commonly used in the lean literature to describe how well the interests of different actors line up. However, the actors in question are typically limited to be those that have a formal role in the project, i.e. owner, designers and constructors (see e.g. Mesa et al. 2016). Therefore, we believe that this term is not completely suitable in the context of customer value. Furthermore alignment of interest is also tied to action (Colvin and Boswell 2007). I.e. how is the interest of differs actors to act. Value on the on the other does not necessarily have any connection to action. While it is true that some actors will take an active role in the project to maximise their value, this is not true for all stakeholder, or customers in the lean sense of the word, of the project. Some are just passive recipient of a positive or negative value of the project. We therefore choose to introduce the term value alignment and misalignment.

Value alignment - The situation where increasing the value for A will cause an increase in the Value for B and conversely decreasing the value for A will decrease the value for B.

Value misalignment - The situation where Increasing the value for A will cause a decrease in the Value for B and conversely decreasing the value for A will increase the value for B.
Table 1 Mathematical expressions for alignment and misalignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value alignment</th>
<th>$V_{A,0} + \Delta V_A &gt; V_{B,0} \rightarrow V_{A,0} + \Delta V_A &gt; V_{B,0}$ or</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{A,0} + \Delta V_A &lt; V_{A,0} \rightarrow V_{B,0} + \Delta V_A &lt; V_{B,0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value misalignment</td>
<td>$V_{A,0} + \Delta V_A &gt; V_{A,0} \rightarrow V_{B,0} + \Delta V_A &lt; V_{B,0}$ or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{A,0} + \Delta V_A &lt; V_{A,0} \rightarrow V_{B,0} + \Delta V_A &gt; V_{B,0}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The degree of value alignment can be varying. We therefore introduce the terms in Table 2 to describe the degree of alignment or misalignment.

Table 2 Actor B’s degree of value alignment with A when changing the value for actor A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of alignment</th>
<th>$\Delta V_A \approx 0$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 ETHICAL DILEMMAS IN THE CONTEXT OF VALUE DELIVERY

According to Perry (Perry 2014) an ethical or moral dilemma is a situation where "at least two mutually exclusive actions have a clear moral rational for them or there simply is no moral answer at all." Based on the theoretical framework that we have set forth, we hypothesize that ethical dilemmas, in construction projects, will arise for the project delivery organization and the people working in it whenever a non-negligible misalignment of value happens. In the following we will present different scenarios and some possible misalignments of value that could arise. Note that these are not based on formal research, but rather on the authors experience with the industry and impressions that we have gotten from practitioners over the years. We have included them to help the reader get a concrete grasp of the abstract framework that we have presented.

We have here chosen to focus on external customers of construction projects. While it is clear that there in todays practice also are ethical issues regarding value delivery to internal customers in project (see e.g. Lohne et.al, 2016, for issues arising in the design phase), we believe the move towards relational contracting forms like IPD and Alliancing will alleviate this issue. I.e. aligned of commercial goals entails alignment of value and thereby eliminating internal ethical conflicts.

3.1 The good of the few versus the good of the many

In many cases a project will have a negative impact for its immediate neighbours, yet be of great value for society at large. One example is critical infrastructure such as powerlines. Another issue of current interest is related to city densification that is happening in large cities around the world. In some cases, areas that have previously been purely composed
of single homes only a couple of floors high are not seeing development of high-rise apartment buildings. This significantly the value for existing inhabitants in the area.

Although these issues will normally be politically decided on a municipal level, and not something that the project delivery organization should be encumbered with, it could still weigh heavily on individuals in the organization if they see this as placing undue burdens those directly affected by the project.

### 3.2 The good of the client versus the good of wider society

Another, more pertinent variant of the above, could be the good of the client versus the good of wider society. If the contract between the client and wider society, i.e. laws, regulations etc., does not ensure value alignment, ethical dilemmas could arise for the project delivery team. E.g., a client wanting a massive building that negatively affects a city environment, for example, by blocking sightlines or having a blocking effect on pedestrian traffic. The municipality might allow this to be built due to ignorance, i.e. not perceiving what the true effects on the city will be. On the other hand, the architect, being both knowledgeable on the issues from education as well as having been instilled the professional values of their profession, could likely perceive the true situation and experience it as problematic. I.e. should they be true to what their client wants or true to what is the best for the city and the values of their profession?

### 3.3 The good of the developer versus the good of the buyer

The former examples touch upon issues that might occur due to issues of value perception. An even clearer examples of the challenges of perception of value can be found in the context of housing development. In a housing project, increasing value for the developer will be a matter of reducing the cost of the project while maximizing the price each unit can be sold for. In many cases the cost of the project can be reduced without seemingly affecting the value for the customers buying the units, i.e. the perceived value stays the same. However, this could be due to the customers not being sufficiently knowledgeable to correctly assess the true value. E.g., a cost reduction for the developer could lead to a long increase in the maintenance cost that has to be borne by the buyer. In this case there is an alignment of perceived value, but a misalignment of true value.

The buyer, lacking sufficient domain knowledge to properly assess this, will perceive the value to be the same and therefore be willing to pay the same price. An architect or engineer on the other hand will have this knowledge and will able to accurately assess the buyers will be short changed on their value.

### 4 Discussion and Conclusion

The previous scenarios describe situations where value misalignment can occur, and where we believe ethical dilemmas can arise for the project delivery team. However, as we have argued in the theoretical framework, we believe that a descriptive approach has to be taken in analysing ethical issues in construction projects. Therefore, while we hypothesize that such situations will give birth to ethical dilemmas, we cannot state for at fact that these scenarios will always lead to ethical dilemmas. It is not given that industry professionals will experience ethical issues if they find themselves in such situations. E.g. if someone’s values dictate that the paying client always comes first, then they might not experience any ethical dilemmas, even in the case where there is a strong misalignment of value between the paying client and the other customers of the project.
Furthermore, it is not only interesting to understand what is considered ethical and unethical in the context of value delivery. If the goal is to address the issues in practical terms, we also need to know how often they occur and how people typically act when faced with these kinds of ethical dilemmas. When faced between a value misalignment between the client and other customer, an architect or engineer might, for example, choose to be blindly loyal to the client, or decide to go behind the clients back and optimize value for the different customers based on their own conception of what is the fairest situation overall.

If are to develop tools and methods for optimizing value delivery in projects we need to have a notion of how people are prone to act in this sense. E.g. a process that only considers the value for the paying client might be seen as inherently unethical by members of the project delivery team, and its use could be sabotaged. If so, it would probably be beneficial to bring in the value for other customers. This would make the process more transparent and less likely that team members will make value adjustments or rebalancing of their own accord. People will typically go along with decisions that they don’t agree with a long as they have been able to voice their concerns (Lencioni 2002).

Much of this pure speculation, and we need more knowledge about practitioners’ actual views on these issues. In this paper, we have presented a theoretical framework for analysing ethical dilemmas in construction projects. This lays the groundwork for a later empirical study of the phenomenon. Our aim for future research is to answer:

1. What value misalignments are experienced in practice and how frequently?
2. Do designers and constructors experience ethical dilemmas due to these misalignments?
3. How are these situations handled by designers and constructors?
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ASSESSMENT OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORKS SUPPORTING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION

Hatzigeorgiou Alexandros\textsuperscript{1} and Manoliadis Odysseas\textsuperscript{2}

Abstract: Construction companies can perceive significant benefits of Lean Construction management, although cannot clearly identify the extent and origin of the obtained benefits. Frameworks, consisting structured tools suitable for business management, find wide application in the field of Performance Measurement, in most of the industries. The role of contemporary, process-oriented, Performance Measurement frameworks, like the European Foundation for Quality Management Excellence Model, the Balanced Scorecard and Key Performance Indicators, in supporting Lean Construction is examined in this study. The contribution of Performance Measurement Systems developed upon such frameworks, in the implementation of basic Lean Construction principles, like waste/variability reduction, operation simplification and benchmarking, is demonstrated by reviewing a number of related studies from the literature and identifying their basic characteristics regarding the adopted Performance Measurement frameworks and the involved Lean Construction principles. The presented studies indicate that the use of these frameworks, and especially Key Performance Indicators, can assist the application of specific Lean Construction principles, and most of all benchmarking.

Keywords: lean construction principles, performance measurement frameworks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Performance Measurement (PM) is an integral part of management, assisting organizations to establish challenging and feasible goals and objectives and to connect them with improvements. PM is a well explored subject in literature and has gained significant attention during the 1990s among academics and professionals in most of the economy’s sectors, followed by a plethora of published articles, described by Neely (1999) as "revolution". It had a profound impact on the construction industry too, where more and more construction engineering organizations started adopting Performance Measurement Systems (PMSs), over the past two decades (Bassioni et al. 2004).

Traditional PMSs, depending solely on financial measures, has been strongly criticized as strictly results-oriented and backward focused (Lantelme and Formoso 2000), since they are based on lagging indicators describing the outcomes of managerial actions or decisions only after they occur. This widespread dissatisfaction, climaxing in the late 1970s and early 1980s, has driven the construction industry to shift to modern methods of PM, with the use of process-oriented, leading measures, aiming to give early warnings and identify barriers and potential problems in the implementation of strategy and the attainment of goals and objectives (Costa et al. 2006).
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Lean Production (LP) emerged in the middle 1980s as a breakthrough production philosophy, aiming at the designing of a production system to deliver a custom product instantly on order, with the less possible intermediate inventories (Howell 1999). The seminal technical report of Koskela (1992), introducing the Transformation-Flow-Value generation model, was the first consideration of the application of concepts of LP in construction, giving birth to the term Lean Construction (LC). Koskela summarized a number of heuristic principles for the improvement of flow processes in production. On the top of the list, described as the core principle of LP, is the reduction of non-value-adding activities from the production process, called waste, and the efficiency increase of value-adding ones. Reviewing the construction production as a combination of conversion and flow processes, waste reduction consists probably the central idea of LC. An associated principle with waste removal is variability reduction, expressed as unreliable workflow between processes, which can decrease the amount of non value-adding activities and increase customer satisfaction. In LC the issue of variability is usually addressed in terms of construction labour productivity (Thomas et al. 2002). Operations simplification is another critical LP principle, accomplished by minimizing the number of steps or parts involved in the production process, which can find application in construction too. Finally, the well-known benchmarking, a systematic process of comparing and measuring the organization’s performance against other similar ones in key business activities can be considered as a general principal related both to LP and LC issues. In construction, benchmarking can be implemented with the use of indices of construction labour productivity (Manoliadis 2011).

The present paper is aiming to stress the contribution of the use of contemporary PMSs in construction in the successful implementation of business strategies like LC, by assisting the employment of the above principles. In doing so, the paper is first reviewing the most widely implemented PM frameworks applied in construction and is then presenting and commending on a number of characteristic studies of PMSs, developed for construction firms and projects, which support the use of such principles.

2 CONTEMPORARY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORKS APPLIED IN CONSTRUCTION

After the gradual abundance of traditional PMSs since the 1980s, a number of models and frameworks have been evolved and developed for PM, trying to bridge the gap between financial and non-financial measures. Nevertheless, not all of them experienced wide implementation within the construction industry. According to a number of researchers (Bassioni et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2010), the most frequently used PM frameworks in construction are the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Excellence Model, the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) and the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), presented briefly in the next sections.

2.1 The European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Excellence Model

One of the most utilized quality-based management models is the EFQM Excellence Model, a non-prescriptive framework developed in 1989 in Europe by the EFQM, a membership based, non-profit organization. It has emerged as a major tool in the development of continuous business improvement, aiming to improve performance and to enable the assessment of excellence, by measuring and upgrading the overall quality of an

The EFQM Excellence Model consists of nine criteria, intrinsically linked, requiring measurement of results, that can be used to identify dimensions of PM: i) **five enabler’s criteria**, dealing with how the various activities are undertaken and representing the management of the organization and ii) **four sets of results criteria**, focusing on what results an organization have achieved. The model starts on the left-hand side with **Leadership**, essential for any action or decision of an organization, which decides upon the organization’s **Policy & Strategies**, utilizing the capabilities of its **People** and deploying its **Partnerships & Resources**. Next, the organization’s **Processes** which will deliver the desired **Customer Results** are defined, affecting also the employees of the organization (**People Results**) and the society in general (**Society Results**). These results will in turn determine the organization’s **Key Performance Results**. The model is further devised to be used as a self-assessment tool (Beatham et al. 2004). Despite its original mission as a business quality and excellence model, the EFQM Excellence Model has been used ever since as a PM framework (Bassioni et al. 2004) and, although developed generically, has been adopted by many construction companies in the last decade.

### 2.2 The Balanced Scorecard (BSC)

Kaplan and Norton (1992) introduced the BSC as a new PMS, characterizing it as a comprehensive framework that can translate a company’s vision and strategy into a coherent and linked series of measures and sub-measures. BSC allows an organization to measure and evaluate its performance through four distinct perspectives: i) **Financial Perspective**, monitoring the organization’s financial performance, with the use of typical financial and accounting ratios, such as Current Ratio, Net Profit, ROI, ROA, etc. ii) **Customer Perspective**, looking at the organization through the eyes of its customers, involving specific measures that reflect factors critical to customers such as delivery time, quality, service, and cost. iii) **Internal Process Perspective**, reporting on the efficiency of internal processes and procedures such as cycle time, inventory management, productivity control and logistics. iv) **Learning and Growth Perspective**, reflecting the commitment of the organization to grow and adapt to change by measuring its ability to innovate, improve and learn. A proper BSC should consist of both core outcome measures (**lagging indicators**) as objectives and performance drivers (**leading indicators**) as sub-measures of these outcomes (Kaplan and Norton 1996).

Although BSC was initially introduced to serve as the basis of a typical PMS, it was further promoted as a strategic management system (Kaplan and Norton 1996) with an important underlying principle, organized on a cause-and-effect relationship base between the four perspectives. Innovation and learning will be used for the development of new technologies and processes that can be implemented to decrease costs and increase efficiencies in the internal business perspective, providing higher value and satisfaction to the customer, which will in turn produce improved financial results. Yang et al. (2010) considered BSC as the most frequently used PM framework, in the organizational level, in construction industry.

### 2.3 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

During the 1990s two landmark reports, the first by Sir Michael Latham (1994) and the second by Sir John Egan (1998), were published, setting specific targets for performance
level improvement in the construction industry. In response to these two reports, the Construction Best Practice Program (CBPP), a government funded organization, was established in the U.K., identifying Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) as the measures of the performance of the process critical to its success and launching the KPI Programme in 1998. CBPP developed in 2000 a first set of 10 headline KPIs, serving as a measure of the overall state of health of a company, roughly classified into three categories: economic, respect for people and environment, and divided into project and company level. These headline KPIs were further distinguished as operational and diagnostic KPIs. CBPP was soon acknowledged as the leading organization in the production of KPIs for the construction industry and its merging with the "Rethinking Construction" movement created in 2004 the Constructing Excellence (CE) Programme of the U.K (CE 2006).

In the case of the U.S, the importance of performance assessment in increasing competitiveness and growth was acknowledged in the early 1990s. The Benchmarking & Metrics Programme (B&MP) of the Construction Industry Institute (CII) is another widely known construction PM initiative, aiming to provide the construction industry with a common set of metric definitions and performance norms and to illuminate and quantify the use and value of best practices (Costa et al. 2006). B&MP reported a first performance data collection in 1996 and its current review includes a set of indicators classified in the categories of budgeted/actual costs, planned/actual schedule, facility capacity, project outcomes, accident data and project impact factors. Its goal is to set performance standards in the construction industry using a consistent PM algorithm and to develop assessment tools in order to promote construction performance (CII 2001).

KPI models have been widely applied in the construction industry, aiming to eliminate inefficiency and maximize cost effectiveness and productivity (Cha and Kim 2011), yet significantly criticised as lagging measures, inappropriate for decision making, performance improvement and change opportunities (Bassioni et al., 2004).

3 CONTRIBUTION AND APPLICATIONS OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORKS IN LEAN CONSTRUCTION

Lantelme and Formoso (2000) pointed out the important role PM plays in process control and LP systems in general, providing process transparency and assisting the conversion of usually invisible attributes to visible. Consequently, the use of appropriate and well-designed PMSs, for supporting the successful implementation of LC, has been emphasised by many researchers. According to Alarcón et al. (2001), traditional control systems focus their attention in conversion activities ignoring flow ones, therefore most of the non-value-adding activities become invisible. Sarhan and Fox (2013) argued that one of the critical factors for the poor application of lean principles in construction is the failure to use appropriate process oriented PMSs.

Despite the huge number of published articles in the field of PM in construction, few of them can be accounted for explicitly supporting the application of the four basic LC principles, discussed earlier. Some of the most significant and cited studies, published in major construction management journals, are briefly presented in the next section.

3.1 Related studies

Cox et al. (2003) acknowledged the necessity of identifying common indicators for construction executives and managers in measuring projects' performance and investigated management perceptions of quantitative and qualitative KPIs utilized in the
construction industry. They generated an initial set of perceived KPIs, through literature research, and conducted a survey in order to administer them to the construction industry. Performing statistical analysis of the collected responses and trying to identify common KPIs by construction sector and management or experience level, they argued that the reported KPIs differ according to management's perspectives but identified six top rated indicators, including: quality control, on-time completion, cost, safety, cost/unit and units/man-hours, reported as the most useful by every construction sector.

Beatham et al. (2004) reviewed and appraised different kinds of construction KPIs, criticizing most of them as mainly lagging and post event indicators. Using the EFQM Excellence Model criteria as a framework, they distinguished between three different types of indicators: i) KPIs, indicative of associated future performance, ii) Key Performance Outcomes (KPOs), as measures of completed actions and events and iii) Perception Measures, as individuals' judgements of leading or lagging measures, arguing that the developed CBPP headline KPIs basically represent KPOs. Dividing the five enabling Excellence Model criteria into two groups, they placed Processes in the first and the other four in the second, applying KPOs of Key Business Processes and sub-processes in the first and KPIs/ Perception Measures on the second. They proposed KPIs incorporated into a two-cycle PMS, the first involving measures implementation and the second initiating Change Action driven by Results, both of them based on the RADAR (Results, Approach, Deployment, Assessment and Review) logic of the EFQM.

Chan and Chan (2004) developed a framework for measuring success of construction projects, developing a set of KPIs, measured both objectively and subjectively, through a comprehensive literature review. Nine KPI categories in total were selected and divided into two groups, representing the objective and subjective measures respectively: the first one included the categories of Time, Cost, Value & Profit, Health & Safety and Environmental Performance and the second one the categories of Quality, Functionality, User expectation/satisfaction and Participants’ satisfaction. In every category, they proposed a few, common used, representative KPIs.

Yu et al. (2007) established a PMS implementation model for construction companies, following a BSC approach and designing a set of benchmarking measures, serving as KPIs. Their model included a PM framework, consisting of the four BSC perspectives, performance criteria and representative KPIs. They first identified 12 performance criteria, three for each BSC perspective, and formulated a candidate list of 45 initial indicators through literature review. Conducting a questionnaire survey in listed Korean construction companies and interviews with performance management experts, they cut down the initial list of indicators to 16 final KPIs.

Yeung et al. (2007), arguing that KPIs can serve as a benchmark for PM in construction partnering projects, developed a performance evaluation model of partnering projects in Hong Kong. Utilizing a previously developed KPIs' conceptual framework, they applied the Delphi survey technique, with a large number of construction experts, to rank and address weighs to the initial list, resulting in seven top-weighted KPIs. In addition, a composite Partnering Performance Index was derived to provide an integrated assessment of partnering performance. In a consequent study, Yeung et al. (2009), following a similar approach, formulated a model to evaluate the success of relationship-based construction projects in Australia, selecting this time eight KPIs, and calculated an equivalent Performance Index to assess their performance. In both studies, the developed indices were composed of a set of lagging KPIs.

Cha and Kim (2011) developed a framework for an effective PMS for building construction projects in South Korea, focusing on the project PM in the construction stage,
from the perspective of the construction company. Deploying related literature analysis and implementing PMSs' cases, they identified eight candidate performance areas, which corresponded to the project objectives, and formed an initial list of 27 indicators. Throughout a preliminary review 6 categories and 20 indicators were screened out as potential KPIs and after an in-depth survey, examining their measurability and representativeness, they resulted to a final set of 18 KPIs.

Yeung et al. (2013) attempted to incorporate both leading and lagging KPIs, applying the Reliability Interval Method (RIM), to formulate a benchmarking model in order to assess project performance, at different stages of the project Life Cycle in Hong Kong. A list of KPIs was compiled, based on a comprehensive literature review, which was used to develop a survey questionnaire and the RIM was subsequently applied to analyse the survey results and determine the relative importance and rankings of the various leading and lagging KPIs. From the results, the top 10 KPIs were selected for the success evaluation of Hong Kong construction projects and a Composite Performance Index was derived to provide a comprehensive assessment.

3.2 Summary characteristics of presented studies

Cox et al. (2003), Chan & Chan (2004), Yu et al. (2007) and Cha & Kim (2011) identified, theoretically or empirically, indicators which can be applied for utilizing waste reduction. The proposed measures in the studies of Chan & Chan and Yu et al. incorporated KPIs dealing with operations variability, while Chan & Chan, Cha & Kim and Yeung et al. (2013), adopting a pure KPIs framework, included a number of leading indicators examining functionality, equivalent to simplification of operations. Finally, all the presented PMSs contained a number of indices, grouped in various dimensions or categories, which can serve as benchmarking measures.

Table 1 summarizes the basic characteristics of the presented PMSs, reporting the corresponding LC principles to which each study has the most profound contribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>(Year)</th>
<th>Approach followed</th>
<th>PM framework adopted</th>
<th>LC principle contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cox et al. (2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>WR/BN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cha &amp; Kim (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>WR/OS/BN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeung et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Empirical</td>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>OS/BN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 1 reveals that a common PM framework adopted in all the presented studies is KPIs, suggesting clearly that the use of indices in a PM framework is essential for the effective application of LC principles. In addition, from the four presented LC principles, the only one addressed in every study is benchmarking, indicating that PMSs developed for construction, support LC implementation basically through benchmarking. The next,
most commonly, supported LC principle by the presented PMSs is waste reduction, appearing in four out of the seven reviewed studies.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The general trend of the PMSs in construction, reported in the literature during the last two decades, indicate that they can prove very useful in the implementation of LC. Such frameworks act as an indirect measurement of indicators and can provide valuable information, derived as a by-product of PMSs, which can be utilized to specific aspects of LC management. In this paper, a number of published studies were reviewed to substantiate the suggestion that the selection of appropriate PM measures has a major influence on the implementation of LC strategies. The use of PMSs based on contemporary PM frameworks, like the EFQM Excellence Model, the BSC and the KPIs, can assist the application of basic LC principles, such as waste and variability reduction, operations simplification and especially benchmarking. More specifically, the KPIs framework, used individually or in combination with the other two, is indispensable in the development of PMSs for these principles.

The increasing interest from the construction industry in PM models and frameworks provides a sound foundation for their use in conjunction with lean practices. Findings of this paper are based on wide implemented PM frameworks and a relative small number of published studies. As a future work, a more extensive literature review could be conducted, in order to include other PM frameworks and a larger sample of related studies.
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A PORTFOLIO/PROCESS/OPERATIONS (PPO) ANALYSIS OF A META-PROJECT PRODUCTION SYSTEM IN RENOVATION PROJECTS

Samuel Korb\(^1\), Rafael Sacks\(^2\), and Otto Alhava\(^3\)

Abstract: The Portfolio/Process/Operations (PPO) model is a novel approach to understanding the elements that impact production systems in the world of construction. Building on prior work such as the "Transformation-Flow-Value" (TFV) theory, the PPO model adds a multi- and meta-project view through its consideration of the total "Portfolio" of projects and partners in which each company in the industry is engaged.

Fira Palvelut is a Finnish contractor specializing in the refurbishment of bathrooms in the aging Finnish mass housing market. This paper examines Fira’s efforts to improve their operations and finds that by addressing each of the elements of the PPO model, they have managed to build a robust and successful production system that dramatically outpaces the industry standard for project lead time. In the renovation sphere, this means customers must be out of their houses for significantly less time while the work is performed.

In this paper, we give a background to the PPO model and Fira Palvelut’s operations, and analyze their success through the lens of each element of the model.

Keywords: Lean construction, PPO model, case study, linked projects

1 INTRODUCTION

The Portfolio/Process/Operations (PPO) model is a new approach to conceptualizing the intertwined factors that impact the work flow in construction production systems (Sacks, 2016). "Operations" are the individual value-adding tasks performed by trade crews, while "Process" reflects the flow of individual products (locations within a building project) through the tasks across different trades. "Portfolio" introduces a meta-project point of view, by examining how general contractors schedule the flow of their projects, considering building projects as product units. The portfolio and the operations levels are linked to close a loop, in that the trade crews (subcontractors and suppliers) balance the demands of the multiple projects in which they are involved across the local construction market.

Fira Oy is a Finnish construction contractor. Among other lines of business, Fira offers bathroom-renovation services to aging housing projects, in which the bathrooms in a multi-floor building are refurbished, including replacement of all of the plumbing systems and most of the electrical. After completing a number of projects in this domain using a traditional planning and control model – i.e. by subcontracting each of the demolition,
plumbing systems, electrical systems, mechanical systems, concrete and block work, and tiling work to separate sub-contracted crews and managing them using a critical path method plan – Fira was able to identify and quantify much of the wastes in the system. Fira then applied Lean thinking to the problem and has devised a new approach in which it views individual bathrooms as products in a production system which spans across buildings and projects. On the basis of this conceptual change, the system attempts to build a predictable work pace and flow which extends from project to project in a carefully planned portfolio. Similarly, the subcontractors are aligned using Alliancing agreements and other similar contract structures, which allow them to take a meta-project view of their work flow and avoid periods of under-utilization between projects. Though Fira did not explicitly set out to implement the PPO model (as it was only advanced recently), their practice and their success incorporate the principles of the PPO model of production flow in construction.

In the following sections, we review the PPO model in detail, describe Fira’s approach to bathroom renovation, and discuss the degree to which Fira’s construction production system can be considered an exemplar of the PPO model. The conclusions provide insight into the domains within construction and the ways in which the PPO model can be applied in practice.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The PPO model is based on the 'Process-Operation' conceptual distinction made by Shingo (1988) between the work tasks done on successive products at the same work station (the operation axis) and the successive sequence of tasks that each product flows through as it moves through the company (the process axis). In the case of construction, the PPO model recognizes that the product is stationary and the work stations (trade crews) flow through the product (Sacks, 2016). The construction products are the locations (room, apartment, floor, or any other distinct zone that is handed over to a customer). The locations are built along the process axis, whereas the trade crews work on the operations axis.

This same conceptual framework underpins the Location-Based Management approach which uses a “Line of Balance” chart to manage (both planning and control) the progress of construction projects (Kenley and Seppänen, 2006). A Line of Balance (LOB) chart portrays the locations of the construction project on the Y axis and the progress of time on the X axis. The locations move through time and through the trades, on the Process axis. Each trade is portrayed as a line moving through the locations, along an Operations axis. This is shown graphically in Figure 1.

The contribution of Shingo’s model was to broaden the scope of attention given by managers and industrial engineers beyond merely the work transpiring at each work station, where focus naturally gravitates, and instead to look at the work through the "eyes" of the product to identify the journey it took through the manufacture and supply process. This approach underlay much of the work done to improve processes at Toyota, where Shingo was one of the thought leaders behind the Toyota Production System, and is a key component of Lean thinking to this day. Koskela (2000) also highlighted this distinction in his "Transformation-Flow-Value" (TFV) theory (in which Transformation corresponds to Operations and Flow corresponds to Process). TFV added an additional element, Value, as a way of viewing the work activities through the eyes of the customer.

In construction, there is a third element - construction is a form of project production rather than factory or serial production (Ballard, 2005). The PPO model encompasses this aspect by adding a third dimension - the project Portfolio. Projects can be considered
products in and of themselves, and one can conceptualize the flow of a company’s construction projects using notions such as work in progress (the number of projects a company is engaged in simultaneously) and cycle time (the duration of each project). As such, theoretical constructs such as Little’s law can be applied. Figure 2 illustrates the three dimensions.

Figure 1: Traditional “Line of Balance” (LOB) chart for managing a single project, showing Process (location) flows and Operations (trade crew) flows.

Figure 2: Three-dimensional Portfolio, Process and Operations (PPO) model of construction flows.

Furthermore, in the construction industry, it is common for the actual work to be carried out by subcontractors who can work at more than one project at a time for more than one General Contractor. As Sacks and Harel (2006) have shown, the inter-project dynamic for a subcontractor who is juggling the demands of multiple projects can have a significant impact on the progress of a given project. Thus in the same way that the work must be viewed through the eyes of the product, it must also be viewed through the eyes of the multi-site resources, if global optimization and favorable project outcomes are to be pursued. The cyclical nature of the PPO model is shown in (a) and (b).

Figure 3b.
3 FIRA PALVELUT OY

Fira Oy was founded in 2002, working first as a concrete subcontractor, and growing quickly to become a general contractor. Today Fira Group Oy has a staff of some 240 employees and an annual turnover that exceeds €130M. Fira has long been devoted to innovative methods in construction management, such as Building Information Modeling, the Last Planner® System, early contractor involvement in the design process, Alliancing, process standardization, a Lean-inspired focus on removing waste and managing the process (as opposed to managing by results), and use of an "Obeya" or "Intensive Big Room" for collaborative design processes (Alhava et al., 2015). In 2015, the company created a subsidiary called Fira Palvelut, which focuses on bathroom renovations (see Figure 4).

While the market Fira Palvelut focuses on is narrow, the potential size of that niche is large given the dynamics of the Finnish housing market. In the 1950s and 1960s, Finland had a wave of mass-housing building projects. Today, the plumbing in those projects is reaching the end of its service lifespan, which means that many buildings require complete retrofits of their bathrooms and plumbing. The typical ownership structure is a homeowner's association which owns the entire building, meaning the "customers" for renovation projects are the building management companies, each with tens or even hundreds of units (as opposed to individual tenants contracting their own renovations).

Fira Palvelut has focused on two main concepts: flow and value. The former, flow, grew out of their realization of the magnitude of the waste in the processes. A video recording of a typical renovation showed that during 82% of the working hours from the beginning of work to the end of work in an apartment, the apartment was empty, and the remaining 18% was filled with other wastes including lots of unnecessary movement. With a 13-week customer lead time (time the customers would have to move out of their house while work was underway), the thought was by doing no more than getting rid of the waiting time, they could cut the customer lead time to a fraction of the current amount.

The latter concept, value, was a harder lesson to internalize, since sometimes the interests of the customer were not seen to overlap with those of the company (in terms of honouring any and all requests, etc.). But a customer-value focus was crucial to build the volume of work that they would need to improve the production processes. Indeed, Fira now offers each individual customer the ability to customize their new bathroom, even though the variation this creates complicates the job Fira has to do (in terms of managing
information and the supply chain). Furthermore, each project has a service engineer whose sole job is to serve the needs of the tenants. The short lead-time and customized product have given them a competitive edge in their market.

Figure 4: Typical bathroom, post-demolition, with tubing laid for in-floor heating

Fira’s key innovation to improve flow has been to create stable groups of subcontractors called “trains” that move together from project to project. In each project, the “coaches” of the train proceed from apartment to apartment at designated intervals (a form of Takt planning). Capacity buffers (in the form of overtime or temporarily adding workers) are used to maintain consistency in the cycle times, so that the coaches do not become uncoupled and nor does the train derail. In this way, they were able to reduce customer move-out duration from thirteen weeks to a standard of five weeks, and consequently to grow the business almost six-fold in the course of five years. A pilot program has reduced the apartment cycle-time further, to two weeks, which garnered attention in the local press.

4 PPO AT FIRA

In building the unique production system that is Fira Palvelut, Fira has instinctively addressed all of the elements of the PPO model, and in so doing, they have harnessed the synergy that can be created when those elements are in harmony.

4.1 Portfolio

One of the key things that Fira has done is work to create a stable backlog of projects, so that when one project is finished, the next is immediately ready to start. In this way, they are able to provide the crews with a steady supply of jobs, and in return they ask that the subcontractors maintain the crew composition from project to project (as a comparison, in prior projects less than 10% of the crew members would continue from one project to the next). In essence, they are aware of the crucial importance of the “Portfolio” from the point of view of the subs and thus take active steps to make sure that it is addressed (by providing a dependable flow of projects).

For subcontractors, the continuity of projects is a boon, since it avoids gaps between projects, gaps that are problematic due to the fixed costs for the subcontractor and
questions about whether to hold onto or lay off their staff. The workers can also be affected by discontinuities in the work; if they know that there is no new project in the pipeline after the current one (which could mean no work for weeks or months), they may be subject to psychological pressures (knowingly or not) which could slow the pace of work.

As is apparent from the model and the example provided by Fira’s practical experience, understanding these meta-project dynamics at work is crucial to the efficient management of any given project and the many client-service provider relationships it contains, because it guides thinking toward establishment of streams of projects that provide for optimal trade-crew flows both within a project and from project to project. By addressing the portfolio-level interests of all agents and designing production systems accordingly, better outcomes can be achieved for all parties.

In turn, through Alliencing agreements and other similar contract structures, Fira gains high-quality work and some measure of control over which specific workers are involved in each project. This allows them to build on the learning curve of each individual project, accumulating learning from project to project instead of starting from scratch with each new project team (compare the ad-hoc approach in Figure 5 to the continuous flow of projects in Figure 6). This directly enables continuous improvement.

Figure 5: The "waste" of shared learning when projects are disconnected and teams are ad-hoc

Figure 6: Linking projects and maintaining team continuity leads to long-term learning and improvement
4.2 Process
The key enabler to building a stable flow of work both within and between projects has been a keen attention to Process. This meant identifying, quantifying, defining, and balancing the work packages so that each coach of the train has an equal duration of work. The continuity of personnel from project to project provided by the attention to Portfolio was crucial to the improvement of the processes, since there was a set team who could be engaged in the joint Value Stream Mapping (VSM)-type work required to examine the work flow and jointly coordinate their actions. Rather than arriving to each new site and having to renegotiate their working relationships (if they exist at all) with the other subs, the workers in the Fira Palvelut model are part of a quasi-organization that has intentional longevity. As Priven and Sacks (2016) have shown, growing the social interactions between the team members has positive impacts on project outcomes.

The stability that is gained in the work durations has been leveraged to compress project timelines, an effective competitive advantage in a market niche that requires residents to find alternate accommodations during the refurbishment. All of this comes from an awareness of the existence of a work process that involves all of the trades and a conscientious drive to identify and remove the wastes that impede the smooth flow.

One example was the acquisition of a diamond drill by the demolition team. Previously, the demolition subcontractor had hired another company to drill the holes in the concrete necessary to run the new plumbing. But the wait for an exterior party, coupled with the motivation on the part of the driller to wait until a batch of works had built up, was causing interruptions to the flow which were having negative impacts on the overall work. The demolition team eventually purchased their own drill so they could self-perform that part of the work, on time, as needed, in batches as arbitrarily small as the flow required. Fira systematically documents these innovations as they are implemented and standardizes them across projects, though developing standardized processes across the trains remains a challenge.

4.3 Operation
Connecting project to project with the same team has an additional benefit at the level of the individual Operations. The continuity it provides means that there is a degree of repetition not present in the typical one-off project organization. Continuous improvement is based upon being able to stabilize processes, which often means having a sufficient degree of repeatability of the operation under study. In a here-today, gone-tomorrow traditional project, the interest in investing in continuous improvement (to say nothing of the underlying repetition that is necessary) rapidly approaches zero. But in a scenario where the crews are doing roughly the same work from day to day, project to project, with the same suppliers and other crews they are interfacing with, the situation is completely different. Suddenly there is not only room for improvement but also desire, since the benefits will be paid out for as long as the trains keep moving from project to project. This happened with the electrical crew, who were able to drop their costs by 18% under their estimation by focusing on improving from project to project.

5 Conclusions
The success of Fira is a good indication of how the elements of the PPO model are interconnected, as depicted in Figure 3b. Their attention to the “Portfolio” element allows improvements to both Process and Operation, which in turn have benefits to the overall
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Portfolio of the parties concerned. And indeed, the meta-project element is a key innovation, both in the PPO model and in Fira's practice.

One critique of Fira's practice is that their Location Breakdown Structure (LBS) does not go down to the individual apartment level, thus stopping short of the Lean "One Piece Flow" ideal. This is due to the nature of the local construction market, where the ownership structure is as described above (leading to entire buildings hiring Fira), and where sub-floor components of each bathroom are actually located in the apartment below so that each 'entrance' (typically with some 10-20 apartments) is the smallest planning unit. In other markets, the logical implication of the PPO model is to reduce the product to the smallest indivisible unit (the apartment). But as the case of Fira shows, this ideal can be influenced by the prevailing cultural, technological, and legal context.

In conclusion, Fira's practice illustrates implementation of a production system that considers all three aspects of the PPO model. The designers of Fira's production system are implicitly aware of all elements: of the project portfolio, of the process undergone by each individual apartment, and of the operations performed by the trade crews. They have addressed each in an integrative fashion to improve performance. By building a continuity of projects, the portfolio of each of the partners is being given its due, instead of the typical one-off approach leaving each of the members of the ad-hoc construction organization to fend for themselves at project end. Furthermore, the continuity allows attention to be given to improving both the individual operations and the overall flow, creating balanced work sequences which are themselves crucial to scheduling each trade and each project.
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Abstract: In philosophy of science, there have been two different starting points for epistemology: Platonism and Aristotelianism. These two alternative starting points have played a major role also in the formation of fundamental ideas of engineering and management generally as well as in relation to construction. It is contended that an overly Platonic influence on engineering and management has created a number of problems. For solving these problems, beyond mere patching, a more balanced take on Platonism and Aristotelianism is needed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The ubiquity of the problems in construction – both managerial and technical – is well known. For tackling these problems, it is necessary to know whether the root causes for them are abundant and scattered over many domains or whether there are some major root causes that could be remedied through a few concentrated efforts. In this presentation, we contend that there indeed exists one major root cause that has hardly attracted attention, namely unhelpful epistemological (i.e., how we acquire knowledge) choices in engineering and management.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the intellectual origins of engineering and management are examined. The findings made allude to the influence of the time-honoured epistemological contradiction between Plato and Aristotle; this is discussed next, along with the historical diffusion of their views into engineering and management. An analysis of the problems caused by inappropriate epistemological views follows. A brief discussion on conclusions completes the paper.

2 EPISTEMOLOGICAL ORIGINS OF ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

2.1 Rankine – the father of scientific engineering

The Scot William Rankine consolidated the engineering field of structural mechanics in his books published in the 1850s and 1860s. The book “A manual of applied mechanics” (Rankine 1872) contains his inaugural lecture to the class of civil engineering and mechanics at the University of Glasgow in 1858, titled “Preliminary dissertation on the harmony of theory and practice in mechanics”. In many ways, this lecture is his programmatic declaration for a science of engineering.
The novelty he propagated was to utilize natural science, especially physics, for practical purposes in engineering – earlier these two fields had been considered separate. Essentially the question was about engineering design: “to plan a structure or a machine for a given purpose”. The use of physical laws made it possible to accurately predict, through deduction, the behaviour of a structure or machine, and this in turn made it possible to pinpoint the best possible, optimal, solution. Thus, he defined the new style of engineering as a “scientifically practical skill which produces the greatest effect with the least possible expenditure of material and work”.

According to Rankine, this new engineering contrasts with purely practical knowledge, providing only approximate solutions, based on prompt and sound judgment or an established practical rule. This practical knowledge dominated especially in the realm of making and constructing: “to judge the quality of materials and workmanship, to direct the operations of workmen.” Rankine did not hide his value judgment regarding the relative worth of scientific engineering and practical knowledge: “…the engineer or mechanic, who plans and works with understanding of the natural laws that regulate the results of the operations, rises to the dignity of a Sage.”

Interestingly, all these hallmarks of scientific engineering exist still today in teaching and research of engineering: basing engineering on physical laws, definition of engineering predominantly as design, emphasis on optimal solutions, and use of deduction as the primary form of reasoning.

2.2 Shewhart – the father of quality

The American Walter Shewhart is considered as the seminal contributor to statistical quality control, which later evolved into total quality control. His work was stimulated in the 1920s by the rapidly evolving mass production, which needed methods for ensuring consistent quality of products.

Shewhart (1931) was not much interested in engineering design but he needed it as his starting point (he discusses human wants as the starting point of mass production):

The first step of the engineer in trying to satisfy these wants is therefore that of translating as nearly as possible these wants into the physical characteristics of the thing manufactured to satisfy these wants. In taking this step intuition and judgment play an important role as well as the broad knowledge of the human element involved in the wants of individuals.

Here, Shewhart fails to mention the use of physical laws in engineering. Indeed, he is more interested in production:

The second step of the engineer is to set up ways and means of obtaining a product which will differ from the arbitrarily set standards for these quality characteristics by no more than may be left to chance.

Shewhart’s concern was to reduce the gap between the intended and the achieved. How is this gap reduced? Through the method of science (Shewhart 1939):

Let us recall the three steps of control: specification, production, and judgement of quality. [...] In fact these three steps must go in a circle instead of in a straight line [...]. It may be helpful to think of the three steps in the mass production process as steps in the scientific method. In this sense, specification, production, and inspection correspond respectively to making a hypothesis, carrying out an experiment, and testing the hypothesis. These three steps constitute a dynamic scientific process of acquiring knowledge.

These ideas were later transformed into the PDCA cycle (Plan-Do-Check-Act), now widely known and applied in quality work and lean production.

Again, the basic ideas of Shewhart are today widely used in industrial engineering, especially in practices of quality and lean production: basing industrial engineering on the scientific method, focusing industrial engineering on production, emphasis on
improvement and use of induction (from empirical experimentation) as the primary form of reasoning.

2.3 Comparison between Rankine and Shewhart

There are definite differences between Rankine’s and Shewhart’s ideas. Rankine’s main interest is in design in contrast to Shewhart’s focus on production. In engineering, Rankine wants to use the results of scientific research. In turn, Shewhart suggests the use of the scientific method – however, the hypothesis to be tested is not flowing from science but from the practical production context. In so doing, Shewhart (and his followers) popularizes the scientific method, it should be used in practical affairs, outside science. Rankine focuses on what is intended, the ideal or optimal solution. Shewhart’s interest is more in reducing the gap between intended and achieved. In Rankine’s scheme, reasoning proceeds forward, from ideas to the material world through deduction. Although Shewhart hardly treats matters related to reasoning, it is fair to conclude that reasoning backwards is also needed.

Now, the difference between Rankine and Shewhart has interesting initial similarities to a much older opposition, namely views on science by Plato and Aristotle.

2.4 Epistemologies of Plato and Aristotle

Plato believed that full understanding of the world cannot rely only on perception which provides only a limited and naive view of Nature. Fundamentally, perception is based on constant change. Plato therefore discerns between perceptible things (which are unstable and thus unreliable) on one side, and the so-called “Forms” on the other. The latter are the only reliable sources of knowledge. Proper scientific reasoning thus occurs only via deduction from Forms (or specifically, axioms) to something that can be compared to observations (Ross 1951). Thus, according to Plato, the most fundamental essence of reality does not belong to the material world, but to the realm of abstract concepts, the world of ideas.

In contrast, Plato’s pupil Aristotle is convinced that proper scientific knowledge is grounded on perception. Aristotelian science is about explanation, namely, discovering causes behind observed phenomena. His scientific method always begins with specific cases, via observations, and seeks for explanation through induction. This is then applied to other particular cases by deduction.

Platonism, also called rationalism, and Aristotelianism, also called empiricism, have then survived to the present time as two competing epistemological alternatives in science (Fig. 1). At the moment, certain parts of physics, especially string theory, strongly subscribe to Platonism, whilst data science, for example, is Aristotelian in its extreme empiricism.

![Figure 1. a) Platonic and b) Aristotelian epistemology](image)
3 DIFFUSION OF EPISTEMOLOGICAL COMMITMENTS INTO ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

The context considered here, namely engineering and management, is of course different to science. Nevertheless, the epistemological questions require to be responded if progress is to be made: from where can we have knowledge to base our design and planning activities, or any productive action? Those leaning to Platonism argue that reason or theoretical knowledge – broadly, the world of ideas – should provide the basis. In turn, those subscribing to Aristotle contend that it is the empirical observation that should be taken as a starting point.

As exemplified through Rankine, the very idea of engineering is to start from theoretical knowledge; also other hallmarks of Platonism are plain. Although more Aristotelian views have also existed, especially in the US the Platonic view of engineering gained a dominating position after the Second World War (Seely 1999).

The emergence of managerial disciplines is connected to the famous reports on the future management education in the US published in 1959 (Koskela 2017). They proposed three root stems for business research and education: behavioural science, economics and quantitative methods. Out of these, economics and quantitative methods were Platonic, whereas behavioural science was promoted as an empirical science. Out of these, especially economics, with strong Platonic undercurrents, has been influential. In economics, the current neoclassical paradigm gained foothold after 1870, with a tipping point in the 1930s. It adopted contemporaneous physics as its methodological model, and thus its axiomatic method. Optimal decision on allocation of scarce resources came to be the leading economic concept.

Certainly, there have been counter-currents. The quality movement that emerged from Shewhart’s seminal efforts can be seen as the flag-bearer of the Aristotelian approach. The related lean movement, foreshadowed by scientific management and essentially brought into completion as the Toyota Production System, is similarly Aristotelian. Especially, the concept of waste implies that one starts from the material world.

All in all, it can be said that in the realm of productive activities, engineering, production and management, Platonic approaches have provided the dominant worldview in the latter half of the 20th century, and still in the beginning of this century.

4 EPistemological problems in construction engineering and management

The general intellectual trends described above have trickled down to construction through education (especially at the university level), professional institutions and methods. They have been offered as modern and superior alternatives to craft-based, experiential methods in construction, but of course they have not completely substituted for them. Unfortunately, a number of problems, related especially to the overly Platonic orientation, have also been transmitted.

4.1 Construction Engineering

The genesis of scientific engineering, as a Platonic endeavour, has directly contributed to several problems or shortcomings, to be covered next.
4.1.1 Preoccupation with design at the cost of other stages

As defined by Rankine, engineering is involved in design of machines and structures; the realization of these is left to men having practical knowledge (although not explicitly stated, it is obvious that the operation and maintenance is thought of in the same way by Rankine). This preoccupation is visible in the still widely known definition of engineering by the American Engineers' Council for Professional Development⁶ (ECPD):

> The creative application of scientific principles to design or develop structures, machines, apparatus, or manufacturing processes, or works utilizing them singly or in combination; or to construct or operate the same with full cognizance of their design; or to forecast their behavior under specific operating conditions; all as respects an intended function, economics of operation or safety to life and property.

Thus, although construction and operation are now recognized as valid areas for engineering, they should be looked through the lens of design. However, construction and operation remain underdeveloped areas of engineering. In addition, the Platonic attitude implies that in design, subsequent stages are hardly taken into account. The following anecdote from an ethnographic study of an engineering office is revealing (Demian and Fruchter 2006):

> Bart is very much old school in that a building is just an assembly of details, and that there’s nothing wrong with drawing one detail and completely ignoring the fact that there is another detail that must interface with it. He just draws all of these details independently and expects the contractor to figure out how they all fit together.

4.1.2 Preoccupation with optimality at the cost of gap between optimal solution and what is achieved

Already for Rankine, the optimality of the solution was one hallmark of scientific engineering. This idea of optimality has been further strengthened by the rise of modern economics from the 1930’s onwards as well as the evolution of quantitative methods somewhat later, leading to the approach of “optimal design” from 1960 onwards. However, there are two problems confronting this idea. As already Shewhart identified, the use environment of products wildly varies, making the determination of one single optimum difficult if not impossible. The methods of robust design (Taguchi & Clausing 1990) have been developed to counter this difficulty.

The other difficulty is that an optimum exists only in the world of ideas; when it is implemented in the material world, the achievement will more or less deviate from the optimum. There is a settled term for this deviation in quality and production engineering: waste. This phenomenon of waste is troublesome for those subscribing to the Platonic view, and it is turned down in different ways. An argument flowing from the Platonic approach itself is that waste belongs to the natural, varying imperfections of the material world and is of low interest in comparison to the pursuit of eternal truths in the ideal world. Another argument is that optimum as such eliminates waste (OECD 1972): “It is also clear that optimum production, which by definition means no wastage and the best use of available resources...”. A third popular argument is that if there is a gap between ideal and material world, it is a fault of your own or of somebody else. Indeed, so incompatible are the concepts of optimum and waste that along with the diffusion of the idea of optimal

---

⁶ ECPD changed its name to Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) in 1980. For comparison, the current definition of engineering by ABET is as follows: The profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical and natural sciences gained by study, experience, and practice is applied with judgment to develop ways to utilize economically the materials and forces of nature for the benefit of mankind.
allocation of resources from the (then new) economics after the Second World War, a stark reduction in the use of the term waste occurred (Koskela, Sacks & Rooke 2012).

4.1.3 **Preoccupation with pre-existing knowledge at the cost of contextually captured knowledge**

For Rankine, engineering was utilization of physical laws for the design of machines and structures. This view of engineering has persisted. Unfortunately, this overshadows the possibility and need for acquiring knowledge related to the task context, or through scientific experimentation. Recently, there have been calls to add problem analysis into the engineering curriculum (Downey 2005). The benefits of acquiring knowledge through experimentation, trials and tests in engineering (and product development) has in the last decades been emphasized by many authors (Thomke 1998) and in approaches such as design thinking (Brown 2008). In construction, these developments have, for their part, been reflected in the shift of focus from physical models to computer models. The advance of Building Information Modelling has been instrumental in this respect.

4.1.4 **Preoccupation with the viewpoint of one discipline**

Clausing (1994) sees that the traditional design process has not moved far enough beyond partial design, i.e., design from the point of view of one engineering discipline. Thus, according to Clausing, the traditional approach suffers from failure of co-operation (missing unity within the team) and failure of process (missing clarity with regard to the activities). This situation has often been called silo mentality; designers prepare designs from the point of view of their own discipline (without much taking needs of other disciplines or stages into account) and just send them to the other designers or next stages. The weakness of this approach is now widely recognized.

4.1.5 **Preoccupation with deduction at the cost of other types of reasoning**

According to Rankine, the type of reasoning associated with engineering is reasoning forward (from ideas to the world), deduction. Deduction is especially evident in the task often called analysis; given a structure, determine its behaviour. In engineering, the creative design activity has been called synthesis but this term hardly carries any widely agreed theoretical understanding.

Reasoning proceeding in the reverse order, backwards, is needed when we start from observation on the material world and want to create knowledge into the world of ideas. Reasoning backwards takes many forms, such as regressive reasoning (reverse of deduction), induction (generalization from a sample) and abduction (creative leap to something new). All these are needed in design and problem-solving, and also when analysing waste for the sake of improvement. The problem has been that systematic teaching and training on these types of backwards reasoning is more or less absent from the curricula of engineering schools. In this way, education reinforces the Platonic tendencies of engineering. Indeed, one of the difficulties related to the concept of waste is that investigation of waste requires less known reasoning approaches, rather than the familiar approach of deduction.

4.2 **Construction Management**

4.2.1 **Production planning and management**

The two well-known approaches to production management, push and pull, have their epistomological interpretation. As it is well-known, push is based on a plan, and pull on the state of the production system. The former is related to the world of ideas, the latter to
the material world. The wide experience shows that using (Aristotelian) pushing and pulling is widely superior to (Platonic) pushing only.

In construction, push-based production management emerged with the invention of Critical Path Method (CPM) in 1959. CPM was developed in the framework of operations research, under strong Platonic influence (Koskela & al. 2014). Thus, the question is about an optimal plan that pushes tasks into execution. In case of a deviation from the plan, the primary goal is to do adjustments for reaching back to the original plan. Beyond that, there is no place for learning from observations on execution. Interestingly, verification and validation are not only missing in a CPM plan, but they have been absent also in relation to the CPM as a method. Jaafari (1984), after reviewing six themes of critique against the CPM, states: “...there is nothing inherently wrong in either CPM concept or the subsequent schedules resulted from its analysis, the fault lies in the way it is applied in practice.” Of course, this attitude is part and parcel in the Platonic tradition: the starting point in the world of ideas must be correct, it is the execution in the messy material world that is the cause of any problems.

In the beginning of the 1990’s, Ballard (2000) realized that invariantly only half of the tasks in a weekly plan, resulting from the application of the CPM, get realized as planned. This observation, which made the claim of an optimal plan to collapse, led then to development of the Last Planner method, an Aristotelian counterpart to the CPM.

### 4.2.2 Construction economics

The mainstream economic doctrine includes the axiomatic assumption of optimal productive efficiency of firms. This is accepted in the discipline of construction economics. For example, in his book on construction economics, Myers (2004) states, in stark contradiction to the wide evidence on waste in construction:

> In any free market economy businesses will never waste inputs. A business will not use 10 units of capital, 10 units of labour, and 10 units of land when it could produce the same amount of output with only 8 units of capital, 7 units of labour, and 9 units of land.

Another example on the deceptive power of an axiomatic starting point is provided by Public Private Partnerships (PPP). They are based on the idea that in creating a single point of responsibility and a long temporal involvement, the PPP model provides an effective economic incentive to implement through life management. However, a recent study could not find substantial evidence on through life management benefits, in spite of wide application of this model over decades in different countries (Koskela & al. 2016).

### 5 Conclusion

The analyses presented show that the Platonic epistemology has dominated in construction engineering and management, leading to various problems and triggering several correctives. However, the common cause for the problems and correctives, namely inappropriate epistemological choices in the form of overuse and misuse of Platonism, has not been explicitly discussed and identified.

It is opportune to remind that Platonism has its lasting value as an approach starting from concepts and ideas; it is thus a better balance between the Platonic and Aristotelian tendencies in construction engineering and management that is needed. For realizing that, a wide discussion in the relevant disciplines and professions is requisite. For enabling future generations of engineers to avoid related problems, it is also suggested that the foundations of epistemology and philosophy of science should be introduced into university teaching.
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PLATFORM ECOSYSTEMS: UNLOCKING THE SUBCONTRACTORS’ BUSINESS MODEL OPPORTUNITIES

Enni Laine 1, Otto Alhava2, Antti Peltokorpi3, and Olli Seppänen4

Abstract: Platform ecosystems facilitated by the internet are changing the way market mechanisms work. The platform ecosystem business model, using data and network effects, creates new rules for how value is created and delivered. The viral growth characteristic to platform ecosystems has already caused disruption in several industries. The purpose of the research is to explore business opportunities facilitated by the platform ecosystem business model in the construction sector through an example case of a residential building construction. The key concepts and underpinning logics of the platform ecosystem business model are defined. Interactions between the five lean principles and the platform ecosystem concept are reviewed. Finally, an example case of implementation is represented with the help of the platform business model canvas.

Keywords: Lean, platform ecosystem, business model design, network effect, construction industry

1 INTRODUCTION

While several legacy businesses such as transportation, healthcare, energy, and heavy industry have faced fierce competition after the emergence of platforms and lost remarkable market shares to start-ups, the management research over platforms has proliferated (Parker et al 2016, Thomas et al 2014; Porch et al 2015). The way in which platforms change the competition by transforming industries is now identifiable (Parker et al 2016). So far, the construction sector has not been taken over by a platform-based operator, although there is room for competition since all companies use similar business models (Pekuri et al 2013). Moreover, despite nearly a quarter century existence of the International Group for Lean Construction promoting lean principles, the construction sector’s productivity has not improved (Teicholz 2013).

This research maps and analyses platform ecosystem-based business opportunities utilised by Uber, Airbnb, Google, and other similar companies from the management research perspective in the context of the construction sector and Lean. The view of a General Contractor is adopted because they have the role of traditional matchmakers called gatekeepers (Parker et al 2016) and are thus most exposed to platform-based competitors often entering the market from outside the traditional industry boundaries (Evans and Schmalensee 2016, Alstyne et al 2016).
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The emergence of platform business models is a result of their overwhelming capacity to remove friction and waste (Evans and Schmalensee 2016), scale without investments (Moazed and Johnson 2016), and increase customer value by utilising network effects (Parker et al 2016, Choudary 2015) and excess capacity (Chase 2015). The theoretical foundations and central concepts of the platform business logics are used to define key aspects of a platform-based business model. The interaction of the key aspects with the Lean principles is further analysed. A residential building project case is analysed to exemplify the use of a platform ecosystem approach as a lean business model to add value for customers and suppliers in the construction sector.

2 PLATFORM BUSINESS MODEL

2.1 Key concepts

Thomas et al. (2014) have defined four platform streams based on the leverage method and architectural openness of the platform structure. They are: 1) organisational platforms, 2) product family platforms, 3) market intermediary platforms, and 4) platform ecosystems. This research focuses on understanding the underlying logic of the platform ecosystem, which is combining the logics from both the product family and the market intermediary streams. The platform ecosystem is architecturally open, orchestrating external resources as providers, producers, and customers. It uses all three different types of leverage methods to allow greater outputs from the available inputs. This is done by recombining shared assets, designs and standards (production leverage), facilitating the creation of new goods and services (innovation leverage), and by manipulating market pricing mechanism and access to reduce friction such as transaction and search costs (transaction leverage). (Thomas et al 2014)

Chase (2015) states that the platforms mobilise value which is hidden to excess capacity by engaging community and their assets, time, expertise, and creativity to collaborate through a participative infrastructure. The control of the overall product or service system is relinquished to a community of users in the roles of producers and consumers. The scaling of the community happens through a positive network effect which is a cycle where an increase of well managed value-creating actions increase the value of the platform which in turn attracts more users, increasing again the value-creating actions (Parker et al 2016, Choudary 2015). As the business logic is based on interaction and open access, coordination is needed for both maximising the value and the ease of use equally for providers and consumers. Control is mandatory for separating the best users from the rest and expelling the poorly behaving ones from the platform (Choudary 2015). Bi-directional rating and reputation mechanisms as well as personalisation of the service are examples of curation for users (Choudary 2015). A governance system is needed for orchestrating the platform in terms of participation management, value division, and resolving conflicts between producers and consumers (Parker et al 2016).

To gain positive network effects and viral growth, it is important to 1) reach critical mass to facilitate value creation (Evans and Schmalensee 2016), 2) take care of real-time customisation, curation and governance to manage the community (Choudary 2015), and 3) ensure that the selected value proposition of the platform is relevant and of high value for the users (Alstyne et al 2016). Choudary (2015) claims that two key components of the platform often neglected by traditional pipe-based businesses, which try to implement a platform concept, are 1) agile response to changing usage patterns and 2) continuous management of the platform health. These and the other underlying key mechanisms of
the platform ecosystem are based on the underlying data acquisition and management structure. Traditionally the currency exchanged in the economic interactions is understood as money, but when platforms are considered, the data or social currency such as reputation may be equally or even more valuable than the actual monetary transactions provided by the value-creation activities in the platform (Choudary 2015).

2.2 Platforms from construction sector’s perspective

Legacy business model designs in the construction sector are often based on the pipe model, which is the dominant business design in the industrial economy (Choudary 2015). In the pipe model the flow of value is linear and it is first produced upstream and then consumed in the downstream.

Figure 1: Traditional pipeline model with gatekeepers in the context of construction sector

Figure 1 presents the standard relations (green dots) of the actors in the construction process where the producers such as subcontractors, architects, engineers, and suppliers are rarely in direct collaboration with the consumers. Instead, the process and flow of value from producers to consumers is managed by inefficient gatekeepers (Parker et al 2016); namely developers and main contractors. These actors usually compete with resource ownership and control (Choudary 2015).

Figure 2: two-sided platform example and key parts of platform process
Evans and Schmalensee (2016) argue that many of the formulas of the economics of the traditional business models are not valid when considering platforms. Unlike the pipe model, the platform business model represented in Figure 2 orchestrates value-exchanging interactions between various ecosystem partners (A’s and B’s) simultaneously, while the platform infrastructure utilising data collected through platform is replacing the gatekeepers (Choudary 2015).

Value creation is maximised by matching the most relevant resources from producers (A’s) in the ecosystem with the need of those resources (B’s). An easy plug-and-play connectivity reduces transaction cost by replacing existing expensive lock-in procedures such as the standard tendering process, which according to Hughes et al (2005) accounts for up to 9% of the subcontractors’ annual turnover.

Moazed and Johnson (2016) summarise the delta between the pipeline business model and the platform business model in terms of cost efficiency and scalability: in the pipeline business model, a new user adds a single relationship (sub-contractor in Figure 1) whereas in a platform a new user (“A” in Figure 2) adds on a potential relationship with all the other users (B1, B2, etc.). Therefore, the platform business model replaces the linear pipelines due to a higher cost efficiency and exponential growth potential.

### 3 PLATFORMS AND LEAN

To understand if and how the platform principles interact with Lean theory, the five principles of Lean introduced by Womack and Jones (1996) are used to review the key concepts of the platform business model. The principles are Value, The Value Stream, Flow, Pull, and Perfection.

Value of goods and/or a service can only be defined by the customer. The concept of value also embeds a principle to improve the performance and delivered quality while the fundamental costs of deliverables are steadily pushed down (Womack and Jones 1996). According to Moazed and Johnson (2016), platforms capture data from each transaction and record bi-directionally the transaction satisfaction of both producers and consumers. This information is further used in the algorithms of the platform to match the most valuable producers with the individual needs of consumers. Also, these platforms reduce costs by removing unnecessary gatekeepers, i.e. pipeline companies. The very essence of platform ecosystem orchestration is in line with value definition.

Value Stream stands for three critical steps: problem solving, information management, and a physical transformation task (Womack and Jones 1996). The Value Stream is an approach in the pipeline system whereas the platform, although aiming to solve customer problems in a desired way, does not work as the Value Stream but rather as a value network. The platforms only flourish if they succeed in matching the right producer for the consumer and delivering maximised value for them both (Parker et al 2016). Therefore, they are in line with the lean principle.

The third lean principle is Flow. Lean organisations focus on a steady flow from one activity to another without interruptions. The platform ecosystem replaces entire companies, i.e., gatekeepers, from the value chain when they introduce a new business model, which removes end-to-end friction from a market of pipeline companies (Parker et al 2016). Platform ecosystems extend the concept of flow from the individual company and the individual project to the ecosystem level.

The fourth principle, Pull, is embedded in the platform logic. A successful platform creates a network effect, which increases the value of the platform for each participant of the platform every time a new producer or a new consumer plugs-in to the platform and
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increases the double-sided pull. A platform owner balances the demand and supply by adjusting the pricing. (Evans and Schmalensee 2016)

The platform business model is a powerful tool for Perfection. Platform ecosystems compete not only with pipelines but other platforms. In the future, it will be more common for consumers or producers to be engaged in more than one similar platforms (Parker et al 2016). These multi-homing participants will foster Perfection. The real-time feedback cycle with the big data management enforces the community to act against waste, while the governance system prevents bad behaviour (Choudary 2015). The continuous strive towards Perfection is built-in to the curation processes and governance systems of platforms.

All five Lean principles are naturally embedded in the success factors of the platform ecosystem. Especially Flow, while it is a key factor for a successful construction project, needs to be further addressed as it has not been sufficiently addressed by the current gatekeepers. Overall, platforms highlight the importance of understanding and embracing of customer value, which according to Pekuri et al. (2013) has been long overlooked by the construction sector.

Moreover, while it has many useful aspects to support the Lean implementation, the platform ecosystem is a new concept for the Lean Construction community. When searching the IGLC conference paper database with the term “platform ecosystem”, no results appear. However, the search “platform” returns 13 results. In two cases the platform is used in the context of the production family platform (Jensen et al 2013, Kalsaas 2013). In three other cases a software platform facilitating real time information sharing was discussed (Azambuja et al 2013, Dave et al 2010, Faloughi et al 2014) but these software platforms, although considered an essential part of a well-functioning platform ecosystem, do not alone comply with the platform ecosystem framework. The rest of the papers utilised the term “platform” in a different context than the one used in this research.

4 CASE STUDY: RED VELVET ROSE WALLPAPER

4.1 Case description

A restriction of the conventional value creation mechanism utilised in the legacy pipeline based construction process is demonstrated by a customer change example. A buyer of an apartment (customer) finds a developer’s wallpaper selection unsatisfactory. The developer’s assortment, although designed to provide alternatives to the customer, is limited due to standardisation. The rationale for the standardisation from the developer’s perspective is to reduce additional transaction costs and variation in the process caused by the customers’ change requests.

Instead of selecting from the standard assortment, the customer requests for red velvet rose wallpaper from a specific producer, which is not available through regular purchasing channels. A negotiation on how to proceed with a non-standard change request is conducted within the production pipeline. It is agreed that if the customer will purchase and deliver the material, a sub-contractor can install it.

Figure 3 presents the communication flow of the change request through the pipeline process. When the change request is analysed from the gatekeeper’s perspective, it is often only considered waste or variation that should be minimised to ensure the flow in the process. However, when observed from the consumer’s perspective, the completion of the request is of high value.
Since the demand from the sub-contractor’s current direct customers (main contractors) has led them develop their business model to be excellent in working with standard assortment, the completion of a non-standardised customer request requiring different skills results in poor quality and needs to be rectified. The rework leads to value destruction of both the customer and the sub-contractor since the hand-over of the apartment is delayed and the rectification costs including purchase of the wallpaper are borne to the sub-contractor. Gatekeepers suffer the least since they are only coordinating the work.

4.2 Platform business model implementation

The platform ecosystem replacing the traditional pipeline based construction process provides a solution for removing the transaction cost, reducing the number of gatekeepers, and creating more value to the consumers and producers with less investment and contribution. The hypothetical implementation of the case example is depicted in Figure 4 by utilising the platform business model canvas introduced by Choudary (2015).

In the case example the platform’s producer is the sub-contractor and respectively the consumer is the apartment buyer. When applied to the wider construction sector’s perspective the producers can also include suppliers, architects and interior designers, whereas the consumers can be individuals or groups in need of construction services and/or building products or materials.

Figure 4: The case example depicted on the platform business model canvas

The key tools of the case platform are a Lean production system and standardised interfaces between production packages. The purpose of the Lean production system is to...
facilitate flow of the process. The production packages and interfaces divide the works into pieces small enough to manage which further enables providers to create diversified offerings. All basic platform principles including the real-time customisation, curation and governance as well as controlled standard access channels through webpages and mobile applications need to be in place. The access of the producers is controlled by construction professionals to ensure the quality and relevancy for the consumers whereas the services and products offered to the consumers are filtered based on their interests and prior behaviour on the platform.

The value of the platform for the producers includes 1) efficient resource allocation matching the consumer needs, 2) continuous flow of activities and standardised interfaces, 3) just-in-time delivery of consistent information facilitated by advanced data management, and 4) minimised tender costs with plug-and-play access to the platform. Moreover, the direct interaction between consumers and producers unlocks the unmet demand for customised offering enabling producers to diversify both their offering and business model design. The value proposition for the customer is thus composed of a personalised, high quality, low price apartment combined with a shorter throughput time of the work and diversified offering from the various producers. Additionally, the platform has potential to open new business opportunities to innovative producers that are unable to provide any services for the consumers in the existing market environment dominated by legacy pipeline process.

The main currencies that are exchanged as a result of value-creating actions are money and the reputation of the users. The capture, i.e. the return of investment, for the platform owner is composed of two main components: the data collected on the platform and money. The operator takes a cut of each transaction whenever money is exchanged through the platform. The underlying collection and orchestration of the data necessary for governance, curation, and filtering purposes facilitates the further potential advantages of the platform business model. The real time social feedback cycle works as a powerful distributed quality control quickly revealing mechanisms resulting in poor quality construction work. Moreover, the monetisation opportunities of the data gathered by the platform are unthinkable for the legacy construction process actors.

5 Research limitations

This research is based on a literature study and an exemplary case. The target of the case is first to demonstrate a failure of the value creation mechanism utilised by the prevailing pipeline-based business model in the Finnish construction sector. Secondly, it hypothesises a few aspects of platform ecosystem’s value creation potential in the construction sector. To test and implement a platform ecosystem based business model in the construction sector, further research is needed.

6 Conclusions

This paper demonstrates through an example that there is space for improvement in value creation in the construction process. The platform ecosystem has the potential to work as a tool to develop leaner practices in the sector. However, it was also noted that although the key platform principles are in line with Lean principles, the platform concept as such does not sufficiently address all of them. It is crucial to develop a platform architecture that enables and supports the flow of concurrent and sequential value-creating activities needed in construction projects. To conclude, acknowledging the limited scope of this
research it is recommended that platform ecosystems are studied further within the construction community.
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AN APPLICATION OF CONTROL THEORY TO VISUAL MANAGEMENT FOR ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION IN CONSTRUCTION

Koichi Murata¹, Algan Tezel², Lauri Koskela³, and Patricia Tzortzopoulos⁴

Abstract: Insufficient process transparency is one of the main reasons for process waste, quality deviations and safety non-conformances in construction. Lean Production frequently resorts to a range of visual communication strategies called Visual Management (VM) to increase the level of process transparency and to support continuous improvement at the workplace. Although VM is a fundamental part of the Lean toolbox, theoretical or empirical studies on the role of VM in team activities are scarce. This study explores VM in construction through a block diagram used in control theory. Two VM tools for construction teams from construction companies in the UK and Japan are analysed in detail. The initial findings suggest that VM can and must cover various communication levels in construction organizations in order to break the barriers for information flows and to share valuable and newest knowledge.

Keywords: Lean construction, Visual management, Communication, Control theory.

1 INTRODUCTION

Despite the rapid advent of digital visualization technologies in construction, conventional visual tools, an information board or an idea generation post-it, have also been utilized to cover the functions which the IT-based visualization cannot effectively present. This type of conventional visual tools are often utilized to improve process transparency. There are many studies on the role of conventional VM in factory management in the manufacturing industry (Greif 1991, Mestre 2000). Although similar research for the construction industry (Murata 2015, Tezel 2015 and Tjell 2015) has recently increased in the context of lean construction, there is a need for further understanding of VM in construction to help constitute a VM theory and to guide construction practitioners who design and install VM tools in their work environments. Based on this recognition, this paper aims at the introduction of a generic theoretical approach to VM as well as at the demonstration of its application to construction.

The paper is structured as follows. The following section presents the adopted theoretical and methodological approach to VM. Next, the characteristics of communication in the construction industry are analyzed, and based on this analysis and
the theoretical model of VM, two construction VM tools are examined. A discussion of findings and concluding remarks complete the paper.

2 THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

In the study, a graphical block diagram from control theory (Davis 1993) is applied to explore a VM system. The method has been widely known in mechanical engineering, inventory management, and supply chain management. As part of the theory development, a conceptual approach to VM and a number of generic requirements to VM tool design are presented in the following.

Let us describe a VM system through the mentioned method (Figure 1). The optimum performance \( \theta_I \) is the input data, the actual performance \( \theta_O \) is the output data and the difference between these two data \( \varepsilon (=\theta_I-\theta_O) \) is an error. Variations in management resources \( \theta_R \) (workers, materials, machines, etc.) create disturbances to the production system \( K_1 \) as a controlled object. The VM system \( K_2 \) determines a manipulated variable \( \mu \) to minimize the difference \( \varepsilon \). The variable \( \mu \) is an input to the production system \( K_1 \).

![Figure 1: A production system (K₁) with a VM system (K₂).](image)

The analytical method used in this paper is demonstrated in Figure 2. It shows the inside of the VM system \( K_2 \) in Figure 1. Within the framework, VM systems are thought of as tools that support communication between humans and the production systems that are managed by humans. The framework has three components: a) humans as a receiver of error information \( \alpha \) and an executor of \( \mu \), b) the production system \( K_1 \) managed by humans, and c) a tool to realize VM. This framework aims to represent two key items: 1) a reaction \( \mu \) requested by the production system from the humans, and 2) functions of the tool.

![Figure 2: The basic mechanism of a VM system (Murata 2016)](image)

The reaction \( \mu \) is a human action requested by the production system when it fails. When designing a reaction, its comprehensibility and the level of expertise/experience of the human, of which the relationship seems to be a trade-off, as presented in Figure 3, need to be considered thoroughly.
For the second item, two tool functions, namely creation of information $\varepsilon$ and transmission of information $\alpha$, need to be designed. In the first function, a visualized item created by the production system is designed and sent from the system to a tool. When designing this function, the *non-ordinariness* and *continuity* of the created information need to be considered. The non-ordinariness needs to be designed to notice when a visualized item needs to be created. When the production system is in the ordinary condition, the tool is not required to work. This tool's important role is to handle a special situation within a production system. With regard to continuity, the tool must have a structure to monitor the typical conditions of the production system in order to grasp special situations at any time as they arise. In the second function, the visualized and created items are provided from the tool to a manager or an operator. When designing this function, the *inducibility* and *immediacy* of the delivered visualized item need to be considered. With regard to the former, the tool needs to have appeal for operators because their physical and mental condition may not always be stable. In order to improve the capability of inducibility in the tool, it is necessary to build a device that attracts the operator's attention to the tool. With regard to the latter, the timing of delivery of the created visualized item has to be when an immediate reaction is required to the prevailing condition of the production system.

Two VM systems, from the UK and Japan, are analysed using the following three research questions related to the model shown in Figure 2.

1. What are the three components?
2. What do the managed system require of you when it fails?
3. How do you visualize?
   - What do you visualize?
   - How do you design a device to attract attention?

3 Analysis of VM Systems

3.1 Nested Communications in Construction Industry

Construction projects are executed at the same time and in different locations. Many different specialists join one project according to the plan progressing by turns. While the former causes a geographical boundary, the latter draws out a temporal boundary for communication. This two-boundary structure has other structures nesting inside it. Each
structure involves each worksite of each project at present. The characteristics of communication in the construction industry is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Nested structure model of communications in the construction industry

Two analysed VM tools shown in Figure 5 are 1) a daily communication tool among project members and 2) a report method at one company for the worksite, local office and the head office. The first investigated object, which is used to break a temporal boundary for communication, is from a major improvement project in England’s strategic highways network. The second object, which is used to break a geographical boundary for communication, is from an information sharing system used in a construction company located in Japan.

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the two VM systems

3.2 The first VM System

A progress chart is used as an important tool for daily communication, in order to draw the plan of a project, to ascertain whether it has progressed as scheduled or not, and to re-schedule it, if it is late. The UK company have been using some progress charts, and it was found by observation that their design procedure consists of three selection steps explained as follows.

The first selection is how to make a progress chart as the base to comprehensively manage a project on a worksite. One option is an object drawn directly on a whiteboard. The other option is an object printed from a scheduling software. The initial design of the former and its continuous customization are definitely laxer than the latter, of which the format is fixed but which is easy to print.

The second selection is a time schedule like a Gantt chart or with the diagram of a structure plan. Regarding both alternatives, the length of a term of a project indicated in a time chart needs to be decided, for instance, one day, one week or two weeks and so on. In some cases, time charts are also used with strings in the case company. The length and the slope of each string express the length of one process and the degree of its progress. Colourful magnets are also put to represent construction machines and
materials on the board. The latter will be better in a case that a finished product is difficult to imagine because of the phased progress of processes in a long-term project.

A whiteboard for a To-do list is added next to a progress chart in the third selection. The discussion of prompt action with the direct-writing onto the To-do list is considered as efficient management with a process chart. The addition of an application rule of the whiteboard is necessary to continuously prevent the emasculation of it. Coloured post-it notes and/or colourful marker pens are also useful to promote problem-solving.

3.3 The second VM System

Construction projects in the case company in Japan are managed by three actors; managers at the work-site, local offices, and head office. The managers at the work-sites actually execute the construction projects. They must report the project progress to the local offices, to which each of them belongs, every month.

In this report, they describe the present condition of their projects from six viewpoints: plan progress, cost, quality, safety, environment, and others. They also evaluate each item with three colours: green, yellow, and red, similarly to the andon, the Japanese word for a stack light with several colours to support just-in-time operation. Green means that the project performance is on track. Yellow means that the project is susceptible to problems (problems are expected). Red means that the project has problems in the corresponding measurement parameter. The local offices evaluate the present condition of a project coming in through the report and send it to the head office. The head office performs a final evaluation and decides on a support level, which consists of three levels. The first level (green) designates keeping watch on a project. The second level (yellow) requires support from an expert on a problem that needs to be solved. The third level (red) requires support from a team of experts on a problem that needs to be solved. The execution of the performance reporting is similar to the andon system.

4 Discussion

The comparison of the analysed results of the two tools are summarized in Figures 6 and 7.

As for the analysis of the first tool, the type of the production system is a worksite (K1). The human attribute is project members. The VM system is a progress chart used as a daily communication tool (K2). The reaction (µ) from the project members to the work-site is designed to deliver quick and adequate actions for the project at the worksite level. The design of the two functions to create information (ε) and transit of the created information (α) performs in the three selections described in Section 3.2. The items visualized in the former function are the progress of a project, the length of the term of a project, the diagram of a structure plan, machines, materials, and a To-do list. The base to transit the visualised items in the latter function is an object drawn directly on the whiteboard or an object printed from a scheduling software. There are many visual artefacts such as a time chart, the diagram, a drawing, a picture, a photograph, a string, colourful magnets, colourful post-it notes, colourful marker pens, and a direct-writing on the base.
As for the analysed result of the second tool, the type of system is a worksite (K1). The human attribute is both a local office and a head office. The VM system is a report of the present condition of the project (K2). The reaction (µ) from the local office and a head office to the worksite is designed to deliver quick and adequate support for the project. For the ‘how to create information’ (ε), the work site describes the present condition of a project from the aforementioned six perspectives every month and evaluates each item using three colours. For ‘how to transmit information’ (α), the local office and a head office evaluate the judgment of the present condition of the project by the work-site and decide support levels based on this evaluation.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper delivers three contributions in relation to VM in construction. First, a generic conceptual approach to VM is provided, along with a discussion on design criteria of VM tools. Second, the characteristics of a communication model for the construction industry are proposed. The design of a VM system for smooth information sharing must start with considering this complicated and obstructive structure. The third is the description of the roles and functions of two VM tools to overcome the boundaries in the proposed communication model. The analysis of the two systems revealed the roles and functions of VM; (1) a managed system, (2) an attribute of a receiver of a visualised item, and (3) an action requested by a managed system from the receiver as the roles, and creating and transmitting the visualised item as the functions. The analysis demonstrates that the generic conceptual approach to VM can be used also in construction.

The initial finding of the research is that VM can and must cover various communication levels in construction organizations in order to break the barriers before information flows and to share valuable and newest information. As the collection of VM tools corresponding to all the boundaries indicated in the communication model is not complete, the study needs to continue in the future using the same VM analysis logic. Furthermore, it is important to launch an evaluative analysis of existing VM tools in construction, based on the generic requirements identified, and proceed towards a prescription in terms of practical design criteria for VM tools. Additional research is also necessary to compare and contrast the realization of VM in different countries through an international survey project.
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Abstract: The value perceived by the client is a concept that has attracted a growing interest among Lean Construction researchers. The perceived value, associated with the Means-End Chain Model and the laddering technique, has allowed for the understanding of the personal values influence on the users’ perception of value. The application of this concept regarding the built environment on the neighborhood scale has the potential for contributing to the concept of value consolidation. The aim of this paper is to identify and compare the perception of value of two user groups of a neighborhood. The research strategy adopted was case study. The main study contributions refer to the contribution of the perception of value knowledge in the complex relationship between users and the built environment.

Keywords: perceived value, personal values, means-end chain, laddering, neighbourhood.

1 INTRODUCTION

The application of the perceived value concept has attracted the interest of a number of Lean Construction researchers (Santos et al. 2004; Lima et al. 2009; Miron and Formoso 2010; Bonatto et al. 2011; Brito and Formoso 2014; Peltokorpi et al. 2016) due to its potential for contributing to the consolidation of the concept of value. Woodruff and Gardial (1996) state that the value perceived by the client is “the consumer perception on what they want to happen in a specific situation of use, with the help of a product or a service offer, in the sense of reaching a proposal or goal.”

In a wider context, built environment researchers have identified the value perceived by their clients as a relevant concept, backed up by extensive research related to definition, understanding and the attempt at measuring the perception of value by the clients and users (Coolen and Hoekstra 2001; Coolen 2006; Miron and Formoso 2010; Zinas and Susan 2010; Bonatto et al. 2011; Kowaltowski and Granja 2011; Zinas 2013; Brito and Formoso 2014; Hentschke et al. 2014). Most of these investigations have adopted approaches of the marketing field as a reference. In these investigations, the perceived value has been associated with the concept of personal values, which results from social psychology (Rokeach 1973).

Despite the potential of this approach for value perception analysis of users and clients, there is still a lack of research focusing on the built environment on the neighbourhood scale. Most of the existing studies on the built environment have focused on the scale of buildings. The neighborhood scale has a greater complexity because of the number of different typologies of buildings, infrastructure and large number of users (residents,
traders and frequenters. Besides this, the personal values dimension (Rokeach 1973; 1981) has not been properly explored in the investigations related to the built environment.

The built environment ‘neighbourhood’ can be understood by its plurality of usages, users, and stakeholders, as well as by the coexistent negotiations and conflicts resulting from this overlapping of interests. Thus, the neighborhood has been presenting itself as a problem of use management of great complexity. Considering this, the investigations on the perception of value in neighbourhoods has the potential for contributing to the knowledge of value generation in the complex relationship between users and the built environment.

This paper reports part of a master's degree research in which one of the research questions was: what are the relationships between personal values and the perception of value of user groups (residents and traders) of a neighbourhood? Because of the absence of identified knowledge, taking the Means-end Chain Model as a theoretical base, this paper aims at identifying and comparing the perception value of two user groups of a neighbourhood. Identification is understood as the deployment of the relations between the personal values and the perception of value by the user groups.

2 PERCEPTION OF VALUE AND PERSONAL VALUES

2.1 Means-End Chains and the Hierarchy of Perceived Value for the User

The examples of the marketing field research that contribute to the understanding of the perceived value by the clients and users are the Means-End Chain Models (Gutman 1982; Reynolds and Gutman 1988) and the hierarchy of perceived value (Woodruff and Gardial 1996; Woodruff 1997). Strongly based on the Means-end Chain Model proposed by Gutman (1982), Woodruff and Gardial (1996) organized the hierarchy of value model, which proposes that the clients' perception can be presented through a value hierarchical model with three levels of interconnected abstraction: the product attributes, the consequences of the use of a particular product and its user's personal values.

According to Gutman, a widely applied method to build Means-End Chains is the laddering technique. In this technique, beginning with in-depth interviews, clients (consumers, users) translate the products' attributes into their resulting consequences, and the consequences are, in turn, translated into personal values orientation (Gutman 1982). Through the laddering technique, it is possible to identify the client's (user's) web of meaning. The constructs are directly connected and form a hierarchy: attributes, consequences and values (A-C-V). This hierarchy can be represented by ladders, which facilitate the understanding of the connection between the more concrete levels (attributes) to the more abstract ones (consequences and values). The ladders assist in the subject's (user's) mapping of the hierarchy of value (HVM).

2.2 Personal Values

The concept of personal values was presented in investigations of the sociology field (Thomas and Znaniecki 2004), and also those of anthropology (Kluckhohn 1968). In the domain of social psychology, Rokeach (1973) and Schwartz (1992) are the most cited authors in the organization of theories on personal values. The studies coming from these different knowledge areas have affected marketing research on the perception of value. In this regard, Woodruff (1997) states that the client's (user's) perception of value is associated with personal values. Woodruff (1997) defines the personal values as being lasting, relatively stable, intrinsic beliefs that consist of mental representations of need,
and which are used by subjects as a base for equating decision and conflict processes. Moreover, these 'needs' help to explain why consumers make decisions (purchase and consumption) differently (Woodruff 1997).

Rokeach (1973) distinguishes personal values into instrumental (means) and terminal (ends) values. According to the author, this difference between personal values makes it possible to consider the existence of a functional relationship between the terminal and instrumental values. For Rokeach (1981), the terminal values are the favourite final states of existence; on the other hand, the instrumental values are the favourite social conduct and behaviour modes to achieve personal goals. The difference between personal values is relevant because it is employed in the stratification of the hierarchy of value. In the marketing field, personal values have been studied because they affect the perception of value in product use and purchase. In the built environment, personal values could help to understand the client’s perceived value, as well as the attributes that can generate value in a project. In the environment built on a neighbourhood scale, the influences of personal values on the users’ perception of value can help in the negotiation of conflicts related to neighbourhood management.

3 RESEARCH METHOD

The research strategy adopted was case study because a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context was investigated; where the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence were used (Yin 1994). The research was made in the Cidade Baixa neighbourhood in the city of Porto Alegre, southern Brazil. In this neighbourhood, the Town Hall formed a Work Group (WG) with the aim of equating the conflicts of interest between two user groups: residents and traders. Nightlife noise was the main conflict negotiated between the user groups. The WG, through a municipal decree, readjusted the working hours of the night trading places (bars, restaurants, coffeehouses, and diners). The nocturnal activities (gastronomy and entertainment) are important and profitable for traders, but they generate noise and disturb the rest time of the residents. The selection of these two user groups was based on the engagement of both in the negotiation of the conflict regarding neighbourhood management. All users involved in the negotiations were part of associations (residents or traders).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Groups</th>
<th>Number and Type</th>
<th>Population (N)</th>
<th>Collected Sample (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>90 residential units</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traders</td>
<td>67 trade facilities</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To define the sample collected, the population, the response saturation and the time required for the research development were considered. The population was considered as: the number of all engaged residents (members of residents’ associations) and the number of all engaged traders (members of traders’ associations). The respondent selection was made based on a simple random sample. Saturation was considered according to Coolen and Hoekstra (2001): "when the interviews do not produce any new information one stops
the interviewing because the exploration process is saturated. Table 1 presents the user groups, population, and sample collected.

The perception of value of both groups was presented through the application of the laddering technique and HVM. The laddering technique was applied in two crucial steps: 1) data collection and b) analysis and interpretation results.

The data collection was made between October and November 2013. A semi-structured in-depth interviewing script was organized in which the following constructs were addressed: Coexistence, Accessibility, Image, Environmental Comfort and Safety (previously identified in the exploratory phase of the research). Interview script pilot trials had been made in the Cidade Baixa neighbourhood with representatives from both engaged user groups (which are not part of the final collected sample).

### 3.1 Results Analyses and Interpretation

To perform the generated results analysis through the laddering technique, four steps were followed: a) Content Analysis; b) Generating the Implication Matrix; c) Constructing the Hierarchical Value Map – HVM; and d) Determining Dominant Perceptual Pathways (cut-off).

Table 2: Example of summary-codes generated in the research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A-C-V Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terminal Values</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumental Values</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychosocial Consequences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Consequences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abstract Attributes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concrete Attributes</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the contributions of Zinas and Jusan (2010), the categorizations of each element were sub-divided into: (F) Abstract or Concrete Attribute; (C) Psychosocial or Functional Consequence; (V) Terminal or Instrumental Value, thereby creating a chain (sequence A-C-V). Based upon this, the summary table was created with the codes of the elements. For example: for Concrete Attributes, one possible code is “INFRASTRUCTURE”, which represents a range of words mentioned by the interviewees. Ultimately, starting with the attributes, the interconnected elements were identified, driven by the A-C-V sequence. The ladders were formulated to represent in summary the respondent’s way of thinking. Table 2 presents an example of the summary-codes generated in the research.
All data were inserted and processed in the LadderUX\(^3\) tool. This resource was only applied in the results analysis and interpretation results step. The A-C-V sequence elements were decoded and separated, thereby generating the ladders. The subjects’ ladders were inserted in an implication matrix, showing all existing relations between the items. Subsequently, predominant associations between the said items were graphically represented in the HVM.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The HVM and laddering technique allow for the clarification of a wide range of connections between the main attributes of the neighbourhood and the main personal values. Substantial input was required regarding theoretical basis, constructs definition, and the main neighbourhood attributes identification, as perceived by both user groups.

The laddering technique demanded specific attention regarding the definitions of each summary-code and construct used in this work. More in-depth research was required for the summary-codes definition in the base theory of environment-behaviour, for example, infrastructure, mix of uses, maintenance, accessibility, image, environmental comfort, sense of security; social science, for example, counter-uses, bohemian neighbourhood, sociability and coexistence; social psychology, for example, instrumental and terminal values; and marketing, for example, perception of value and means-end chains A-C-V) areas. Table 3 shows the main results obtained through the laddering technique in the research.

Table 3: Main results obtained through the application of the laddering technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchical Value Map (HVM): more frequently mentioned elements that have a more evident relation than other items from the A-C-V chain.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“infrastructure – maintenance – environmental comfort – tranquility – happiness”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“infrastructure – maintenance – sense of security – happiness”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“mix of uses – users diversity – sociability – coexistence – respect – happiness”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“night entertainment – bohemian neighbourhood – sociability – coexistence – respect – happiness”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“infrastructure – maintenance – image – good impression”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“infrastructure – maintenance – image – successful – prosperity”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“infrastructure – maintenance – image – successful – accomplishment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“infrastructure – accessibility/centrality – successful – prosperity”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“policing/surveillance – availability – sense of security – safety”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“night entertainment – bohemian neighbourhood – appeal – coexistence – respect”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the laddering, the relations between personal values and perceptions were more clearly displayed in the Implication Matrix and the Hierarchical Value Map, as exemplified in Figures 1 and 2.

\(^3\) http://ladderux.org/
Regarding the concrete attribute ‘night entertainment’, both groups consider that this attribute makes the neighbourhood bohemian (abstract attribute). Sociability (psychosocial consequence) benefits from the neighbourhood’s appeal due to its many nightlife-driven establishments. Whereas residents link these attributes to the terminal value, happiness, traders connect them to the terminal values of prosperity and accomplishment.

The infrastructure (concrete attribute) and maintenance (abstract attribute) were considered by both user groups as a crucial attribute to a positive assessment of the aspects of the neighbourhood. Maintenance of the public spaces assists in a given space being appointed prestige and appropriation. The prestige aspect can be observed in the research results in both groups from the personal values that arise due to maintenance, such as social recognition and self-esteem.
It can therefore be concluded that the laddering technique has made it possible to identify that the maintenance of public equipment and service infrastructure (transport, lighting, urban cleaning, rubbish collection, green areas, trees, parks, vegetation, pavements/streets and roads, large pavements, bikeways, car parking, traffic lights, traffic signs, entry signs and sanitation) creates positive perceptions because it makes it possible to reach the consequences of use as a good image. Maintenance of public spaces helps a given space to be surrounded by prestige and appropriation. The extent of this consequence seeks to attain different final states of existence (terminal values) for both studied user groups. For the residents, a good image is more related to social recognition and self-esteem values, and prosperity and accomplishment for the traders.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The detailed analysis in the perception of value of the different user groups, using the theoretical basis Means-End Chain, the laddering technique application and HVM, has assisted in improving the concept of attributes and consequences in the value hierarchical perception in the built environment on the neighbourhood scale. The HVMs as a visual display shows more clearly the relationships between personal values and the perception of value regarding the neighbourhood for each user group. Thus, they have facilitated the perception comparison between both user groups, making the variations clear between the hierarchical values.

The influence of personal values on users’ perception of value can lead to an important contribution to the perceived value concept because it has allowed for a wider understanding of the value generation to be used in the built environment. Personal values are implicit motivational goals (Schwartz 1992) that have not been analysed by the lean construction community. As shown in the case study, different personal values result in similarities and differences in users’ perceived value. Therefore, the methods and constructs identified here could be applied for research and practices of the IGLC community as a whole.

Considering the multi-disciplinary aspect related to the research regarding the built environment and the user’s interaction with this environment, the use of techniques from different knowledge areas is important. Such studies could aid in the negotiation process of conflicts between different client groups and stakeholders of the built environment. Besides this, given the complexity of neighbourhood use management, such studies present a potential for contributing to the development management of complex projects.
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INTEGRATING DELIVERY OF A LARGE HOSPITAL COMPLEX
Dean Reed¹, Howard Ashcraft², Atul Khanzode³, Martin Fischer⁴, Leonardo Rischmoller⁵, and Peter Berg⁶

Abstract: Building a high performing building requires project teams to integrate their knowledge, their organization and their information, leveraging metrics, models (energy, BIM, cost and schedule), co-location and collaboration, and production management. This model, the “Simple Framework for Integrating Project Delivery” was validated in action on the UCSF Mission Bay Hospitals project. The senior project leaders created an integrated community that employed Lean and Virtual Design and Construction methods to create solutions in the best interest of the project.

Keywords: Simple Framework, integration, leadership, collaboration, capabilities.

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the integration of a large Healthcare project relative to a theoretical model for integrating project delivery explained in a previous IGLC paper (Fischer et al., 2014) and a recently published academic text (Fischer et al., 2017) by four of this paper’s authors. The emphasis is on how leaders and team members, without explicit knowledge of the Simple Framework, developed a working system that closely approximated the Simple Framework. The paper reports reflections by senior leaders on the work they did to integrate their project. It also describes Lean and Virtual Design and Construction as essential capabilities for effective integration. Figure 1 shows elements and enabler of the Simple Framework.

Figure 1: The Simple Framework for Integrating Project Delivery.
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2 THE IMPERATIVE OF INTEGRATION

The authors of Integrating Project Delivery define the “high-performing building” as one that is usable, operable, sustainable and buildable. This means that it should be useful for the people who engage with and rely upon the building. This certainly includes function, form and aesthetics. The building should be economical to operate, and, if our planet is to remain habitable, the building should be constructed and run without depleting or harming the environment. The building most also contribute to the success of its sponsors, using the metrics the sponsoring organization uses to define success.

The process of creating the building must be similarly high performing. Project cost and duration must stay within constraints. Workers should not be exposed to avoidable risks. Project quality must meet the sponsor’s needs. Unless the project process can be efficient and effective, the building will not be successful and may not even be built. Seeing the goal of delivering a high performing building allows stakeholders and deliver team members to understand their challenge.

A high-performing building can only be achieved through a building with integrated building systems, which can only be produced through an integrated process, which depends on an integrated team with the right people, which needs integrated information, i.e., BIM+ to function effectively and efficiently. Simulation and visualization are the primary ways in which BIM+ informs the integrated team. Collaboration and co-location are the primary ways that allow the integrated team to integrate processes. Production management methods enable the productive design, fabrication, and construction of the integrated building system. Outcome metrics define the performance of the building and validate the integrated building system. All of this is supported by the appropriate agreement or framework.

3 UCSF MISSION BAY HOSPITALS

The University of California San Francisco Mission Bay Hospitals opened in 2014 after a 45-months of design and construction. It currently serves pediatric specialties, the adult surgical oncology program, and a women’s birthing program. There are 16 imaging rooms, 20 operating rooms, and 289 patient rooms. Heating, cooling, and power for the hospital and connected outpatient clinic are supplied by an energy center. Altogether, the facility is 878,000 gross square feet and has 60,000 square feet of roof gardens. The total construction budget was $765 million, pared down from an original $965 million cost estimate; the project budget was $1.52 billion. It earned LEED Gold and was opened eight days early. (Fischer et al., 2017, pp.176-177)

4 LEADERSHIP

While the Simple Framework model was not available during the project, senior leaders and many Mission Bay Hospitals team members knew more than most about collaboration and integration, Lean, and BIM. Stuart Eckblad, came to UCSF Medical Center as director of Design and Construction in 2006 as a long-time advocate and practitioner of collaboration. Long before IPD came into being, Stuart joined with other industry leaders to cofound and serve as president of the Collaborative Process Institute (CPI) in the mid 1990s. CPI’s mission was to educate owners and industry leaders about building collaborative cultures to enable project teams to deliver extraordinary results. In
2007, he chaired the AIA California Council committee, which drafted and published the “Working Definition of Integrated Project Delivery.” Laurel Harrison, a highly-regarded Healthcare planner and design architect and Principal at Stantec Architecture was a key leader of the architectural team. Ray Trebino, with years of experience building advanced technology facilities, was at the center of a team managing the project for the General Contractor, DPR Construction.

In conversation reflecting on their experience leading the project, Eckblad, Harrison and Trebino described countless conversations amongst themselves and with other leaders to design and redesign the project organization, information flows, and decision-making through the course of the project. (Fischer et al., 2017, pp.183-184) The three leaders described sharing leadership and how important it was for them to go into the project convinced that it could only succeed if they could create a “best-for-project” culture and community of people building for Healthcare. They spoke of the need to be confident that most people would respond positively. They spoke of creating and inventing delivery rather than applying methods and processes. (Eckblad, Harrison and Trebino, personal communication, December 19, 2016)

5 PERFORMANCE PREREQUISITES

5.1 Removing Obstacles to Collaboration

Stuart Eckblad convinced university officials that he could produce better results by engaging the general contractor and key trades early and adopting major IPD concepts. The University had little prior experience with any of these concepts and was reluctant to deviate from their traditional standards. Eckblad was convinced, however, that real change required real change and he challenged university and outside counsel to transform traditional contractual and business models into a reasonable approximation of IPD principles. Although the resulting documents were complex, they did improve integration by interlocking the parties through shared incentives and collaborative management.

DPR Construction was selected in a competitive process as the GC and joined the project in August of 2008, followed in December of 2008 by eight design-assist MEP, concrete, steel, drywall, and doors-frames-hardware subcontractors chosen via a competitive process. All were contracted to work under Cost-Plus Guaranteed Maximum Price (CPGMP) contracts with target costs and target incentives to reduce overall construction cost by $200 Million and to meet schedule and other constraints. (Fischer et al., 2017, p.177)

5.2 Trust for Collaboration

Larry Prusak, founder and Executive Director of the Institute for Knowledge Management (IKM) has stated, “Without trust, it’s spectacularly difficult for collaboration to flourish, even between peers and within practices.” (Prusak, 2011)

In anticipation of construction contract awards, Stuart Eckblad invested in establishing a co-location center on the building site, the “Integrated Center for Design and Construction” (ICDC). Then he insisted that the design team move-in with the general contractor’s staff. The architects did relocate which greatly increased knowledge among the project team and significantly reduced time required to have questions answered (Fischer et al., 2017, p.178). Trust increased as people came through with the useful information as they had promised. “Basic Action Workflow,” developed by Fernando
Flores, shown in Figure 2, illustrates how people working in the ICDC built trust. (Flores, 2012)

![Figure 2: The Basic Action Workflow of Fernando Flores.](image)

5.3 Feedback for Continuous Improvement

W. Edwards Deming taught Japanese industrialists and engineers the Shewhart Learning Cycle, which Toyota and other Japanese companies made famous as the Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle. The idea was to predict results, check on whether they were achieved, and find ways to improve and then implement them in a continuous learning / improvement cycle. (Latzko, 1995)

UCSF Mission Bay Hospitals senior leaders followed this approach. They worked with the sub-teams responsible for different aspects of work to set targets for cost reduction, responding to contractor’s questions about design, approving materials submittals, and completing work as promised. Leaders met 4-days each week with their teams and then with other teams leaders and a “Captain” for the design or construction of one of the buildings who would then meet with the top leaders. Results, problems and solutions were always on the meeting agendas. Figure 3 illustrates the practice of daily tiered meetings described by David Mann (2014) in his book, *Creating a Lean Culture: Tools to Sustain Lean Conversations*.

![Figure 3: Daily Tiered Meetings.](image)
6 INTEGRATING & DELIVERING

6.1 Capabilities

Forming and maintaining a collaborative community required Lean thinking and practices. The first step was to get everyone to commit to using best-for-project as the paramount decision criteria. Team performance depended on people making clear requests and promises and delivering on them. Top leaders granted decision-making authority down through the organization based on cost.

Shortly after the GC and key trade contracts (mechanical, electrical and plumbing) were awarded, project leaders, and BIM specialists spent four days attending a Virtual Design & Construction (VDC) workshop at Stanford University, presented by Martin Fischer and others in the Center for Integrated Facility Engineering. The workshop doubled as a team formation retreat and an introduction to VDC. They learned that BIM was part of VDC and that it is a powerful methodology for delivering the Lean goal of greater customer value. On the third day, people began to understand the definition of Virtual Design and Construction as “the use of multi-disciplinary performance models of building projects, including their products (facilities), organizations, and work processes for business objectives.” Figure 4 illustrates how different models of the product (facility), the organization, and work processes can be brought together to increase understanding the ability to predict outcomes (Fischer et al., 2017, pp.178-180).

Building the design virtually, piece by piece using BIM, was critical to meet the turnover (“Staff and Stock”) date. Design packages had to be delivered on a schedule negotiated with California’s Office Statewide of Health Planning and Development...
Integrating Delivery of a Large Hospital Complex (OSHPD). This work coincided with an intense Target Value Design effort mostly focused on true Value Engineering to lower cost while maintaining functionality and durability. Teams and sub-teams for the three major buildings pull-planned their work from target dates they believed were achievable. They coordinated daily with project managers, architects and engineers working on the buildings to stay in sync.

6.2 Integrating Knowledge, Organization and Information

Leaders developed and drove the adoption of the process for documenting, analysing and deciding on value engineering proposals. Larger decisions, which impacted cost, schedule, or sustainability goals, were passed up to the cluster and senior leadership levels for approval using a process and template developed by UCSF Mission Bay Hospitals project leaders called Project Modifications and Innovations© (PMI).

First, the building team would discuss and vet the idea, gathering as much input as possible from all clusters that could be impacted, along with the facility operators, architects, and so forth. If a building or cluster lead signed on as a “Sponsor,” the PMI would then be passed up to the senior leadership level, where the change would be accepted or rejected. Figure x shows an overview of the PMI process.

One successful PMI centered on the tray system, which carries cables throughout the hospital. Standard cable trays were expensive, but one common alternative, J-hooks, seemed too unattractive and potentially disorganized to the UCSF Mission Bay Hospitals facilities representatives. A low-voltage designer working on the team suggested using common brackets, which would reduce cost and be easier to install, yet keep the cables and wiring organized. After requesting samples from the manufacturer, vetting the system with the facilities staff, and successfully completing the PMI©, the team determined that the cable tray substitute would be a perfect solution. The cable tray solution was implemented using an information-rich analysis created in an Integrated Concurrent Engineering (“ICE”) session that included the responsible team members and representatives of affected stakeholders. Integrated Concurrent Engineering (ICE) is an element of VDC and these sessions were used on several other items to bring rapid closure to issues and opportunities. Figure 5 illustrates the accordion model of ICE depicting integrated sessions followed by breakout meetings over some period.

![Figure 5: ICE Accordion Model.](image)

ICE sessions were held to deal with other problems, such as inadequate ceiling space above caesarean section operating rooms and intensive care units. Three 4-hour sessions were held with leaders from every entity involved with the design and construction of the hospitals buildings. They found a solution, which as the roof garden would stay and the
ceiling height would be maintained by resizing steel beams, rerouting above-ceiling HVAC and power, and shifting the location of the operating rooms (ORs) to a different area without sacrificing the clinical program. Every participant realized that they had saved months and significant dollars through their intense collaboration within the span of three weeks.

Team members reported each week on how they were performing relative to their latency metric: 80 percent of issues resolved in 30 minutes or less within teams, and 80 percent of all others resolved in four hours or less in the Big Room. Design cluster teams consistently tracked and reported progress towards reducing costs. These teams also tracked numbers of requests for information (RFIs), material submittals, and change requests and compared these against key performance indicators (KPIs) they had set. Performance relative to metrics was reported each week in the project executive meeting and charts posted on the Big Room wall for everyone to see, including the many visitors to the project.

A third-party estimator forecast a $200 million USD cost overrun. But using a Lean, integrated methodology, the team achieved the cost reductions required to proceed with building and achieved the full program without scope reductions. Fully modelled and coordinated design packages were submitted and permitted on schedule. And, the team met all but one of its performance targets for incentive compensation.

There were thousands of issues and questions on a project this large. Most of those were resolved by the parties working collaboratively in the Big Room and documented in a confirming RFI. However, if an issue had a schedule, cost, or design impact, or required additional outside consulting, the team would bring the issue into the Project Solutions Group© (PSG), an organizational mechanism developed by Stuart Eckblad together with UCSF Mission Bay Hospitals team leaders. Project leaders for the UCSF Medical Center, the construction manager, and the design and construction firms met daily except for Fridays in the PSG to address issues as quickly as possible. The goal was always to solve the problem.

Leaders wore several hats throughout the project. The GC and design team project managers led clusters and the three buildings’ teams. Some of these people participated with others in the project captains and senior leadership team. Each building team leader stayed on during construction to manage that subproject and surface issues for the PSG.

Construction teams, organized by floor, took over from the area BIM teams for each building.

During construction, the ICDC open office space doubled in size to accommodate the general contractor’s staff, the architectural team for construction and Inspectors of Record. Slides showing quantities of work installed were added to the weekly progress update to the project owner, architect, contractor (OAC) meeting, printed as posters and displayed along a wall in the new area of the ICDC.

Senior leaders worked with the UCSF Medical Center counsel to redraft the UC standard contract, including general and special conditions and the scheduling specification, to incorporate Lean construction planning and scheduling practices. The new specification allowed for a high-level contract schedule supported by the Last Planner™ System methodology of phase schedules, short interval work plans, pull scheduling, and weekly commitments updated daily. This extended the integrated organization to work crews through daily huddles to coordinate work. (Fischer et al., 2017, pp.181-184)
7 CONCLUSIONS

The experience, work and outcomes of the UCSF Mission Bay Hospitals provide useful insights integrating project delivery, as follows.

1. Senior leaders face an imperative to integrate the building components and systems to achieve high performance.
2. In the face of this imperative, senior leaders of the project committed themselves to building a community and committed to create integration, as opposed to implement a set of methods and process.
3. Project leaders and team members learned and applied Virtual Design and Construction to produce deliverables using Lean methods.
4. Independent of the Simple Framework model, team members used all the enabler described in the model to create the essential building blocks required to deliver what they had promised.
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REMOVING WASTE WHILE PRESERVING SLACK: THE LEAN AND COMPLEXITY PERSPECTIVES

Tarcisio A. Saurin¹

Abstract: In complex socio-technical systems such as construction projects, the lean emphasis on waste reduction can contribute to the depletion of necessary slack for managing unexpected variability. This risk is amplified by the absence of a solid lean theory on slack and on how to manage the trade-off between slack and efficiency. Furthermore, lean focuses on managing slack in terms of time and inventories. Thus, a broader approach that accounts for a wide variety of slack resources is necessary. In this paper, the complexity science’s and lean’s views of slack are laid down and compared based on eleven criteria. Commonalities and conflicts between both approaches are identified, and proposals for future research related to slack management in lean complex systems are presented.

Keywords: Slack, buffers, complexity, waste, lean.

1 INTRODUCTION

As lean production (LP) has spread to several sectors, it has more and more been applied in the so-called complex socio-technical systems (CSSs), which are known for characteristics such as variability and a large number of elements in dynamic interactions (Perrow, 1984). The construction industry is one of these CSSs in which LP has been used, involving a similar set of principles and a set of practices tailored to the sector, known as lean construction (LC). Nevertheless, drawbacks of using lean in CSSs have been pointed out by several studies. For instance, the decision of what counts as value and waste is not straightforward in CSSs, given the multitude of clients and conflicting requirements (Browning and Heath, 2009).

In fact, regardless of positive results, there are many accounts of LP in CSSs which fall short of expectations, sometimes not paying back, worsening working conditions, simply moving waste from one location to another, and creating other undesired side-effects – e.g. public hospitals in Canada (Moraros et al., 2016), public service in the UK (Radnor and Osborne, 2013), and the production of the F-22 fighter (Browning and Heath, 2009). While reports of unexpected or undesired results of LC are not so common, this does not mean they have not occurred. It is possible that undesired side-effects are less likely in construction due to the loosely-coupled nature of most processes, which offers intrinsic slack that cannot be easily removed through lean.

 Slack is useful for absorbing variability from different sources, and it is focused on this paper. In LC, the use of the term “buffer” is more common than slack, and it has been
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addressed by many studies. Alves and Tommelein (2004) define buffers as resource cushions (e.g. money, time, materials, space), used to protect processes against variation and resource starvation. Russel et al. (2012) acknowledge four main types of buffers in construction: inventory, time, capacity, and plans. In the present paper, the term slack is preferred over the term buffer, as the discussion has implications for other sectors, it is not focused on any specific type of resource, and there is a fairly long research tradition on the management of slack, especially in organizational science (e.g. Sharfman et al., 1988). Also, when “lean” is used in isolation in this paper, it makes reference to both LC and LP.

At a cursory view, lean and complexity science (CS) appear to be in conflict regarding their approach on slack. On the one hand, the lean emphasis on eliminating waste can lead to the removal of slack, which cannot always be easily distinguished from waste. This makes systems tightly-coupled, increasing interactive complexity. On the other hand, CS stresses the need for providing slack so as the system can adjust its performance to both expected and unexpected variability (Perrow, 1984).

This paper presents and compares the lean and CS perspectives on slack, shedding light on research and practical gaps. It is assumed that both views need and can be reconciled, from a theoretical viewpoint. The need assumption is grounded on the previously mentioned increasing use of lean in CSSs. The can assumption is based on the empirical fact that many companies from construction and other complex sectors successfully use lean, which suggests they effectively balance the trade-off between slack and efficiency (Marley et al., 2014). This is a sub-class of the more generic efficiency-thoroughness trade-off, which is ubiquitous in CSSs and usually managed by means of approximate adjustments by front-line staff (Hollnagel, 2012).

2 **WHAT IS SLACK?**

Slack means available spare resources, of any sort, which can be called on in times of need (Fryer, 2004). Such spare resources do not necessarily imply extra or idle resources, as they may account for existing and strictly necessary resources that may be relocated and used in different ways as needed. Underlying that definition is the notion that virtually any resource can become slack in a certain context: if not by design or opportunistic intentional use, chance can play a role for transforming a resource into slack.

3 **LEAN VIEW OF SLACK**

LP theory and practice usually refers explicitly to slack only in terms of time and inventory of materials. As to time, slack is normally embedded in the calculation of process efficiency, which is always lower than 100% due to inevitable wastes and mandatory work stoppages, such as time for meals. As to inventories, the practice of designing safety stocks and work-in-process is the usual means of accounting for slack (Smalley, 2004). However, excessive stock is seen by LP as detrimental since the effects of disruptions will not be immediately visible, and thus there will be no pressure to control their underlying causes (Liker, 2004). In other words, excessive stock implies a high threshold for detecting variability. As to LC, concerns with slack of work-in-process and time seem to be prominent (Gonzalez et al., 2006). This can be due to the project nature of construction, in which a large number of design and production
tasks need to be synchronized in space-time, while demand for raw materials is not as uncertain and variable as in manufacturing.

Another lean assumption is that slack can be gradually reduced as the system becomes more stable and wastes are eliminated. This is one of the reasons why Spear and Bowen (1999) refer to (perhaps large) inventories as “countermeasures” in lean systems. Furthermore, if a process easily and consistently produces the desired outputs, lean experts may interpret this as a warning that there are excessive slack resources, which probably could be reduced in the quest for efficiency. In order to empirically test whether the slack size is excessive, localized experiments of slack reduction can be made, in order to force the emergence of wastes and stimulate “creative tension” (Womack and Jones, 1998).

Of course, lean also deals less explicitly with slack in many other dimensions, such as: (i) the use of multifunctional workers and cross-training, which helps to deal with variations in demand and absenteeism (Liker, 2004); (ii) the use of cognitive slack (e.g. due to teamwork) and the consideration of several alternatives for solving complex-problems, delaying the final decision to the last possible moment (Shook, 2008); and (c) the “help chain” concept (Spear and Bowen, 1999), which is a standardized routine for the identification and solution of abnormalities. The help chain is triggered by a visual device (andon, in lean jargon) to request help from support areas, which in turn should go to the requested location, discuss a solution jointly with workers and produce organizational learning.

Regardless of the aforementioned concerns with slack, production pressures and the lean stress on waste control are likely to encourage practitioners to favor efficiency over slack when trading-off both. Moreover, such balance of the trade-off may occur as a result of myopic yet very common applications of lean for cost-cutting in the short-term. While this approach is not recommended by lean theorists, the practical appeal of lean as a source of improved productivity makes it a potentially dangerous tool in terms of depleting necessary slack.

4 Complexity Science View of Slack

CS recognizes unpredictability as a key property of CSSs, and thus it tends to view slack as an asset. Slack makes systems loosely-coupled (Perrow, 1984), offering time and other resources to support performance adjustment. Moreover, due to slack, agents in a CSS may realize they are consuming safety margins and recover control before the occurrence of irreversible losses (Rasmussen, 1997). Thus, visibility of the status of slack resources (e.g. availability and amount) is essential in order to support its management.

However, CS also recognizes the role of dynamic interactions between system elements. As a result, slack itself may introduce vulnerabilities due to the creation of new possibilities for undesired and unexpected interactions (Perrow, 1984). For instance, slack can increase systems’ opaqueness, disguising small changes and latent hazards which may have non-linear effects. Furthermore, CS recognizes that scarcity of resources is a natural tendency in CSSs, due to continuous performance adjustments (i.e. resilience) by multiple agents, in search of better performance (Dekker, 2011).

It is also worth noting that tight-couplings, either in linear or complex systems, do not necessarily imply absence of slack and impossibility of adaptation. Assembly lines in lean manufacturing plants illustrate this point: although there may be no work-in-process in-between workstations (i.e. they are tightly-coupled and there is continuous flow),
abnormalities can be managed through off-line slack, such as safety stocks and the use of a help chain (Liker, 2004).

Complexity science also offers the insight that slack cannot be completely eliminated from a CSS. This applies to slack that equates to waste that cannot be reduced below a certain threshold, at least given known and available technologies. In these cases, all that designers can do is to move waste to a place where it can be less harmful. This type of waste is associated with interactions which are vital for system survival: if the interactions are eliminated the system ceases to produce its outputs. In a construction project, an example of waste and interaction of this type may be a project manager who, himself, orders materials from suppliers. While this activity is waste and cannot be eliminated, it could be in principle less serious if carried out by an administrative worker rather than by the project manager. By contrast, other interactions can be eliminated through design. Thus, waste and slack that cannot be completely designed out account for interactions essential for system survival and that cannot be eliminated given existing resources.

5 Tight and Loose-Couplings: Relationships with Slack

CSSs are known for tightly-coupled processes, which means that failures may propagate quickly and in unexpected ways (Perrow, 1984). By contrast, loosely-coupled systems can afford for failures, as there is substantial slack, which is often intrinsic to the system’s nature (Perrow, 1984). Regardless of the widespread academic use of the tight-loose coupling analogy, and its relationship with slack, this concept is hardly operationalized and graphically represented. In this section, the Functional Resonance Analysis Method – FRAM (Hollnagel, 2012) is tentatively used in order to make sense of this concept. The FRAM is a method for the modelling of CSSs, which involves: (i) the identification and description of the functions performed by the system, according to the six aspects of each function (input, output, precondition, resource, control, and time); (ii) the analysis of the variability of the outputs of each function, and (iii) the analysis of how the functions interact between themselves; the assumption is that outputs of functions are used by other functions, thus establishing couplings between them (Hollnagel, 2012). These characteristics of the FRAM allow a functional description of CSSs, focusing on work-as-done by front-line workers rather than on work-as-imagined by others.

A generic FRAM model of a portion of a construction project is presented in Figure 1, showing how work packages are interrelated with planning functions and functions that deploy slack. Figure 1 can support a risk assessment, envisioning possible scenarios based on existing planning. According to this Figure, the variability of the outputs of three managerial functions <plan work packages look-ahead>, <plan work packages short-term> and <provide resources> may propagate to the operational functions <work package A> and <work package B>. Variability of the planning functions could involve, for instance, the short-term scheduling of work packages which did not have all constraints removed at the look-ahead level. In turn, variability of the work package functions triggers two other functions that deploy slack resources – these could be, for example, the planning of overtime work, and the assignment of additional workers. The outputs of the planning functions could also provide slack in terms of time to the work packages. In this case, there would be a coupling linking the output of the planning function to the time aspect of the work package function. As such, in Figure 1, work
packages A and B are loosely coupled with work package C, which is a downstream function. In turn, work package C is tightly coupled with work package D, due to the absence of a slack function related to C. For future studies, it is proposed that, for any given instantiation like Figure 1, an overall score of the variability and slack associated with functions be estimated and compared. The greater the difference between the slack and the variability score (i.e. slack – variability), the more loosely-coupled the system will be.

Figure 1: Example of a generic FRAM model in construction. Notes: (i) hexagons represent functions (blue = planning functions, red = function that deploy slack resources, green = work packages); (ii) waves inside hexagons indicate the output of the function has substantial variability; (iii) lines in-between functions represent couplings; (iv) (tight) couplings of work package C are highlighted.

6 Comparing the Lean and Complexity Views of Slack

Table 1 summarizes the comparison between the lean and complexity views of slack, based on criteria for classifying slack resources proposed by Saurin (2015).

Table 1: Comparison of the lean and complexity views of slack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Lean perspective</th>
<th>Complexity perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Tarcisio A. Saurin
Removing Waste While Preserving Slack: The Lean and Complexity Perspectives

| (1) Belief regarding the role of slack | Slack is costly and the need for it arises from waste and variability: the aim is to streamline processes so as slack can be gradually reduced. | Substantial and unpredictable variability are inevitable in CSSs, and slack offers protection against these. Safety is a more important value than efficiency. |
| (2) Belief regarding the nature of variability | Variability is essentially a hindrance, since it contributes to waste. Some lean practices can reduce variability (e.g. housekeeping), while others require low variability in order to be effective (e.g. pull production) | Variability, especially by front-line workers when making decisions under uncertainty and scarcity of resources, can be an asset. CSSs have a high minimum variability threshold, which cannot be reduced through design and management (Hollangel, 2012). |
| (3) Origin: how slack arises | It must be designed into the system, and can be created through waste reduction (e.g. by reducing excessive inventories, slack of space and money can be created) | Slack must be designed into the system, and it can also arise from self-organization |
| (4) How slack evolves over time | The continuous improvement cycle (i.e. PDCA) should be used to adjust the size and location of slack resources over time | The behavior of CSSs is based on their past history and the corresponding feedback (Dekker, 2011). Thus, CSSs may learn over time how to manage slack |
| (5) Interactions: what triggers the deployment of slack resources and how these interact with other processes | Abnormalities of any sort may trigger the deployment of slack resources. The help chain is a tool that illustrates how lean deals with this criteria | Variability of the outputs of functions triggers the use of slack resources. The FRAM can be used for modelling how functions that deploy slack resources interact with other functions |
| (6) Typical slack resources stressed by theory | Time and inventories of parts (e.g. finished products, raw materials, semi-processed products). | No clear stress on any specific resource. Literature mentions time, redundant equipment, and cognitive diversity, among others. |
| (7) Concerns with side-effects of slack | Slack hides waste | Slack interacts with other elements of the system, and this can trigger undesired emergent phenomena. |
| (8) Concerns with quantification: how much is enough? | A number of industrial engineering methods can be used to calculate process efficiency and the size of inventories, explicitly stipulating an amount of slack | There are no widely accepted and available tools for quantifying slack. Also, from a constructivist perspective that permeates some CS research (e.g. Dekker, 2011), what counts as sufficient slack is a social construction, instead of an objective fact. |
| (9) Concerns with giving visibility to slack | It should be possible to identify at a glance the status of resources in general. Visibility of slack viewed as waste (e.g. idle workers due to unbalanced cycle times) is also stressed, in order to create pressure for its elimination. | While the need for visibility is emphasized by literature, it does not offer practical tools and principles such as those promoted by lean |
| (10) Concerns with consumption of slack | Consuming slack, even if unexpectedly, is not necessarily a major issue. If the system halts because of this, it creates pressure for improvement. | There is concern with consumption of slack, especially from efficiency pressures that create “normalized deviances” (Dekker, 2011). As such, less and less slack may become the normal state of the system. |
| (11) Typical variability sources that slack should withstand | Demand and supply, inefficiencies in general (e.g. defects, delays, etc.) | Variability that impacts on safety and threaten the system’s existence is stressed by CS literature |

Table 1 suggests that: (i) these two views are potentially in conflict regarding criteria 1 and 2 (beliefs on the nature of slack and variability), which indicates the need for explicitly managing the trade-off between slack as waste and slack as protection – instead of being a problem, the joint use of both views can be useful since it encourages explicit and balanced decision-making; (ii) lean offers practical tools for dealing with criteria 4 (evolution), 5 (interactions), 8 (quantification), and 9 (visibility); the use of these tools provide data that can be interpreted from a complexity perspective; (iii) CS offers a practical tool (i.e. the FRAM) to address criteria 4; and (iv) CS takes a broader view of the slack concept, not emphasizing specific types of resources and sources of variability. Overall, CS seems to offer a stronger theoretical background, while lean offers a more practical approach, regardless of being fairly limited to certain resources and variability types.
7 CONCLUSIONS

While slack is a key concept for both LP and LC, it has been underexplored by researchers from both disciplines. The management of slack may be interpreted as a dimension of project risk management, since it involves a ubiquitous trade-off in construction projects, namely the extent to which variability should be protected without compromising efficiency. This paper offered insights into the said management, by comparing the lean and CS perspectives of slack. Lean assumes that a portion of slack is unnecessary, arising from clear-cut waste that can be eliminated without relevant negative side-effects. Lean also recognizes that not all wastes can be removed given existing conditions, and therefore it provides countermeasures to deal with abnormalities. This “countermeasure” view conveys that slack is fundamentally a drawback, and it may be eventually eliminated as a result of the lean quest for perfection. Conversely, CS asserts that in truly CSSs the emphasis should be on coping with variability and thus slack tends to be seen as protection. CS also warns against side-effects arising from the introduction of slack itself. Moreover, a complexity inspired tool, the FRAM, stands out as a tool for modelling interactions between slack and processes in construction projects and elsewhere.

As to future research, it is proposed: (i) the development of tools for supporting the design and evaluation of a broad range of slack resources over all phases of construction projects, since the design phase; (ii) the development of explicit and operational guidelines for supporting decision-making regarding the trade-off between slack as protection and as waste; and (iii) the investigation of how existing LC practices, such as the Last Planner and BIM, address or could address the management of slack.
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APPLICATION OF LEAN PRODUCTION WITH VALUE STREAM MAPPING TO THE BLASTING AND COATING INDUSTRY

Wenchi Shou1, Jun Wang2, Peng Wu3, Xiangyu Wang4 and Yongze Song5

Abstract: Lean production involves a variety of principles and techniques, all of which aim to eliminate waste and non-value-added activities at every production or service process. To stay competitive, many Australian owners in the blasting and coating industry have sought to improve their production process productivity and human performance. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of existing lean principles by using Value Stream Mapping (VSM) in the blasting and coating industry. A real case is selected as a model, both current and future states of shop-floor production scenarios are discussed using value stream concepts. This is analysed along with calculations of cycle time, work-in-process inventory, and waiting time. A framework of lean improvement is proposed which includes: (1) waste elimination by using techniques of standardisation, supermarket, and pull scheduling system; (2) workforce involvement; and (3) client integration. The results showed that the product delivery rates could be significantly increased through lean implementation.

Keywords: lean production, value stream mapping (VSM), blasting and coating industry, production management, pull scheduling

1 INTRODUCTION

Lean production has been applied to many businesses that wish to remain their competitiveness in an increasingly global market. Lean production is designed to eliminate all activities that do not add value throughout the production process (Womack and Jones 2010). Originally, it was developed from car manufacturing in Japan, but the main lean techniques have been applied to a wide variety of other processes in manufacturing, healthcare, construction and service.

Despite the diversity of applications in different production sectors throughout the world, the lean production principles lag within the blasting and coating industry, partly because of particular difficulties of implementation in these types of processes. One of the characteristics of these operations is that product mix grows as the material moves through the process, creating a wide variety of in-process production schedules, making it difficult to apply some traditional lean concepts. Moreover, despite the simple production steps, production planning and control is decided based on manager’s experience. No formal
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documents are available to track the production progress. Due to the unique features faced in this kind of industry environment, lean production application is a challenge to be adapted.

The purpose of this piece of research is to evaluate the feasibility of existing lean principles by using Value Stream Mapping (VSM) in the blasting and coating industry. VSM is the most efficient tool of lean thinking and has proved its value of increasing process visibility (transparency) (Klotz et al. 2008) and reducing lead time (Tyagi et al. 2015) in many sectors (Shou et al. 2017). VSM is used as the primary tool to identify waste in the process, developing a current map; subsequently, a future map with the proposed improvements is generated, as well as the working plans, used to monitor the implementation project (Rother and Shook 2003).

2 RESEARCH METHODS

To analyze the applicability of lean methodologies in blasting and coating workshop, this research employed the case study method (Yin, 2013). The case study can suitably be used for theory testing and refinement, which allows the study of production management and organizational phenomena in their actual context. In this research, the information for case analysis was collected from semi-structured interviews and direct observation in three days. One complete work order was selected to study the applicability.

3 CASE STUDY

The case study was conducted in a steel blasting and coating workshop. The coating company communicates with their clients and upfront steel fabrication companies by telephone and email for orders, and buys painting materials used in the processes according to the blasting and coating requirement provided by the clients. Once the fabricated steel has been loaded on the site, the production in the workshop is responsible for the quality of customized blasting and coating work. The production is daily planned but, relying on the production manager’s experience by referring to deadlines and urgencies required by clients. The production has no planning for the progress for clients.

There are three main parts of the production processes in the workshop: blasting, coating, and delivery. All the blasting is conducted in the one blasting chamber. The client orders are divided into several batches because of the chamber space limitation. Batches are lifted from the storage area and loaded on the trolleys before they are pushed into the blasting chamber and be blasted sequentially. Then the blasted steels are placed at the coating area by crane drivers. However, the coating work doesn’t follow the same batch size as in the blasting process. The painters start the coating work once all the batches have the same coating requirement have been placed on the site. Moreover, the delivery work can only start once all the batches in one order have been completed. Therefore, the work batches have a huge deviation in the processes.

3.1 CURRENT STATE MAP

After carefully collecting the production information, the map of the current process was developed. Figure 1 shows the current state map. The value stream for a typical blasting and coating was mapped in detail, which includes flows of information and material.

1. Information flow:
- The straight arrows represent oral information between processes. The production manager and the supervisor are responsible for every process; so they have a role to inform and approve each production process.
- The broken arrows represent electronic information. Clients make the orders and check the production quality and progress by telephone.

2. Material flow:
- The squares represent each operation with data such as the number of workers, the cycle time (CT), processing time (PT), work in process (WIP), batch size, and waiting time (WT) in each process.
- The crane represents the steel transportation, turnover or loading carried by crane drivers.
- The thick dark arrows represent the in-process material that is pushed to a production process to the next one.

Figure 1 Current state map

In the current process map, the need for waiting resulted from the changes of batch size is shown explicitly in Figure 1. Another important waste shown in the process is the accumulation of WIP. This waste is derived from the fact that the overall production is planned and pursued without consideration of the impact of the labour availability and schedule coordination.

As shown in Table 1, it is noted that the total duration of the selected case is 949 minutes, but the total VAT only account for 290 minutes (30.56%). The non-value adding time (NVAT) but necessary work is 471 minutes (49.63%), while the waste is 19.81%.

Table 1: performance analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Amount of time (mins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>30.56%</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVAT but necessary</td>
<td>49.63%</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>19.81%</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides, the waste was analysed from the perspective of production line as well. There are 8 primer coating orders and 6 three coating orders have been processed in the three
days. However, the number of orders have been delivered is 4 and 1, respectively. Table 2 lists the delivery rate for the orders produced in the three days’ observation (delivery rate = the number of material have been delivered / the number of material have been processed). If the quantity of WIP required would be reduced, the delivery rate could also be improved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of production</th>
<th>Delivery rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primer</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third coating</td>
<td>16.67%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: delivery rate in the data collection period

As shown in Table 3, one apparent cause of high WIP is that lack of planning. In the daily work plan, crane drivers and painters are assigned to orders with high priority. However, they reported that the work assignment tends to randomly direct their efforts to those steels in which have been blasted and placed on site. They get another oral work assignment once they have done the current work. It is hard to recognize the priorities without any formal progress record of the work in the workshop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons of waste</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Amount of time (mins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of planning</td>
<td>37.77%</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push schedule</td>
<td>36.57%</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker’s low productivity</td>
<td>27.66%</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Reasons analysis

Push scheduling is another cause of high WIP. Waiting time in production process increased because of the push production progress. Orders with work left (for example, waiting for being coated, turned over, or packed for delivery) are simply not completed due to the push work carried out by limited workforce, thus, remaining as WIP.

Another important reason of high WIP has been observed is the low productivity of the crane driver. The transfer and placement work conducted by crane driver 3 didn’t follow the same batch size. The increased transfer time because of the reduced batch size (the reduced number of steels that have been transferred at one time) raised the WIP.

In summary, the existing process exhibited various forms of waste, different batch sizes, low success delivery rate and high levels of WIP.

3.2 FUTURE STATE MAP

Looking at the current state map for blasting and coating work several things stand out: (a) significant waiting time, (b) the low success delivery rate, and (c) each process producing to its own schedule, large WIP caused by in-process workforce and schedule constraints. WIP and low delivery rate may be viewed as two related issues since the more the WIP, the longer any processed order must wait for its turn of next process and thus, the lower the delivery rate. In creating the ideal future state map, this research tries to identify solutions to drive both of these down while looking at the schedule across the
entire value stream. There are eight guidelines to introduce lean thinking into a value stream, according to Rother and Shook (2003). Applying them to this case study, we proposed the following improvement framework to the production processes (as shown in Figure 2). The wastes have been identified are listed in the framework. Lean practices have been proposed from three perspectives: waste elimination, workforce involvement, and client integration. Due to the limited space, the improvement strategies of workforce involvement and client integration will not be addressed further in this paper. The three lean measures were discussed in detail in the following sections.

**Lean goals**
Increase productivity and improve quality to increase customer value & profit

**Waste identified**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Push scheduling</th>
<th>Waste identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by the successor paint work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by the site preparation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by paint preparation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by paint dry time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by quality check work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lack of planning</th>
<th>Waste identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by painter unavailable (workforce constraints)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by crane driver unavailable (workforce constraints)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workers’ low productivity</th>
<th>Waste identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay caused by driver’s low productivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lean solutions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elimination of waste</th>
<th>Creative involvement of the workforce</th>
<th>Integration of client</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lean practices</th>
<th>Team-based problem solving</th>
<th>Worker-driven kaizen</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>JIT deliveries</th>
<th>Client rationalisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supermarket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull scheduling system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2: Framework of lean improvement**

1. **Supermarket**

Before the coating process, the production in the workflow can be continuous since the materials move in the same batch size. At the coating, however, the blasted steel can merge and move through one of many possible routines based on the required coating standard and workers’ experience. Different cycle time and batch size of the coating work, make it difficult to introduce continuous flow in this process. Meanwhile, the subsequent processes of turnover, second side of coating and delivery are restricted to different schedules depending on product shape, workforce availability and orders coordination. Therefore, it is unrealistic to join these processes to obtain a continuous flow. The focus at the end of
transfer process should be on developing a system to enable pull by the customer, rather than continuous flow.

A “supermarket” is a buffer located at the process where continuous flow is not available. The recommendation is that steel produced to a supermarket (store at the coating area) and whenever the supermarket inventory is higher than a certain level this would trigger the coating process.

The introduction of supermarkets that are controlled by a Kanban system forces the entire coating to pace every process to the speed of the bottleneck (to match the coating pace with blasting time), which as the current state map indicated that it is located between the blasting and coating. Thus the coating begins to take on the characteristics of a production line where batches start to flow rather than stop and start.

The second supermarket is recommended to stabilize the second side of coating process for the turned over material. The inventory after turned over and before second side of coating is large. This is because the painters start the second side of coating after all the batches in one order have been turned over. It is necessary to set up a supermarket to accommodate progress coordination (that is coordinate the work of turnover and second side coating). Again, a Kanban pull system can be used to regulate second side of coating start time.

The Kanban at the supermarkets follow the standard rules of a pull system. For example, the painter is allowed to process the other work in the workshop as long as there is an empty spot in the supermarket for the transferred steel. By definition, if the supermarket is less than its capacity then this means that the steel batches does not need painting.

2. Standard operation

Standard operation procedures are designed to reduce waste in scheduling activities. Work standards show what, where, when, who and how tasks should be carried out to ensure customer satisfaction.

Currently, the steel being processed in workshop displaying a unique functionality, configuration, and size. The production processes of coating, turnover, etc. are operated based on the operators’ skills and experience accordingly. Therefore, the purpose of this method is to use rigorous process standardization of difference coating system to reduce variation, thereby creating both flexibility and predictable outcomes.

Standard operation routine sheets could be used to show the time relationship between the workers and the production system. The information required to create the routine sheet are the time it takes a painter to finish one side painting, the paint dry time of the different paint standards, etc. The processing data can summarize from (1) statistic data analysis: manual data record and summary; (2) feedback from worker based on their experience.

The standard processing procedure and time framework of primer, second, and third coating system is formatted by reducing the interval time between two sides painting, the interval time from a finished round of coating to next round of coating, and the waiting time before delivery.

3. Pull scheduling system

A pull system is one in which the control of information flows in the opposite direction to the material flow. To eliminate the waste caused by the conflict of workforce in the production process and increase the transparency of the production schedule, future state improvement develops a pull scheduling system to replace the dictated schedule plan created by the production manager. The push-driven sequence of work is replaced with a
sequence designed by the availability of stable production information. The production manager works with estimator assessing the maturity of the order, and releases work order to the schedule according to a continuously updated list of information. Ideally, the work order is not introduced into the production process unless all the conditions for its completion have been completely fulfilled (e.g. the material arrival and delivery time is confirmed respectively, the procurement of paint has done, and the paint is stored on site). A daily and weekly production schedule will be created based on the information provided. Pull scheduling with the input of customer orders plus ongoing work in the workshop, which creates a set of prioritized orders.

Pull priority (human resource assignment and start time) setting:

- Level 1: Delivery at the same day
- Level 2: Delivery at the next day
- Level 3: Delivery at the third day

The pull scheduling system has two significant potential benefits:

- The waste of waiting caused by human resource conflict is essentially eliminated. Production work in process are not executed according to the daily work job assigned from production manager or randomly assigned in the workshop, but are instead always performed according to the priority setting.
- WIP is controlled. The desired level can be determined roughly by multiplying (1 - the required delivery rate (on the overall production schedule)) by the number of the daily order be processed.

In practice, each batch/order requires a unique sequence of production, each with varying durations and often with different procedures. The rate of introduction of “mature” order into the system depends on the arrival time and the clients’ decision making and may therefore also be irregular. These sources of variation can be coped with in some ways: (1) by planning buffers of stable work; (2) with flexible labor resource strategies. The sequence of production can be prioritized for release not only regarding delivery time but also regarding the probability of coating work are likely to be reached considering other factors (e.g. weather and the dry time required for different paint thickness). In this way, orders with less than 100% production information can be released when necessary. Time buffer between procedures should be monitored and reduced to a minimum necessary to avoid unacceptable extension of lead time.

4 RESULTS OF LEAN PRODUCTION

The implementation of the future state is ongoing in the case study company. A three months kaizen plan was formulated to break the application into steps and to provide a time frame for improvements. The objectives of each phase were outlined as follows:

- Standardize work process with the assistant of standard operation routine sheets and educate the site workers to eliminate handover problems;
- Implement Kanban to raise the schedule control;
- Reduce waiting time between processes to the level shown on the future state map;
- Establish supermarket-based pull flow in the whole process with the consideration of standardized production processes;
- Involve client in the process to have the just in time levels of both input and output
The expected results for the industry after this piece of research and analysis of the application of lean production techniques to produce blasting and coating can be deduced. The analysis of production data from the workshop that adopted the pull schedule showed that the duration of production had a slight reduction, but that the delivery rates have increased dramatically. The delivery rate during the same measurement period has increased to 76.5%, 54% of the primer and third coating system respectively.

5 Conclusion

The applicability of lean production techniques in the blasting and coating industry has been presented, with the aim of improving the production process efficiency. First, VSM has been used as the primary tool to identify process wastes, and the present and future maps have been developed, as well as an analysis of the estimated results of the application in the workshop. Second, as an example of the application of the methodology, a plan has been developed to implement it in three months, structured in several steps.

The key issues derived from the proposed methodology, those that can be considerably improved by its application, are the inventory reduction, the appropriate schedule management, and elimination of the waiting time. These problems, which were presented in this case study can be considered as the key for the extrapolation of the proposed methodology and the expected results to other process industries.

It should be noted that due to the rising recognition of offsite construction and prefabrication in the construction industry, this study provides useful insights into the use of VSM in determining the scheduling of offsite construction and prefabrication due to its repetitive nature. It is recommended that future studies should focus on generalizing the use of VSM in the construction industry by also considering non-repetitive and non-typical activities.
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LEARNING SIMULATION GAME FOR TAKT PLANNING AND TAKT CONTROL
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Abstract: The methods of Takt Planning and Control are applied in many companies. When conducting trainings with employees, subcontractors and clients the topic of Lean Construction is often imparted. The difficulty often lies in teaching abstract concepts to participants in a way that is clear and that reflects reality. A simulation game supports teaching, by its simplified description of real processes and helps transfer the method into practice. A good example is the Villego™ simulation game for the use of the Last Planner System. At Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) a learning simulation game comprising three rounds was developed. Presenting Takt Planning and Control in a production facility, it includes a scale model of a real project. In addition to tasks for the construction manager and various trades, roles for the client, health and safety manager and quality manager were integrated. This article describes the development, the game instructions and the empirical evaluation of the benefits in using Lean in the simulation game. It has been successfully tested multiple times and implemented for training by a number of companies. It offers the potential to make the method of Takt Planning and Takt Control more accessible and easier to understand.

Keywords: Learning Simulation Game, Lean Game, Takt Planning, Takt Control.

1 INTRODUCTION

Trainings based on pure theory assume the approach that "knowledge is a result of learning facts and routines" (Mandl et al. 2015, p.65). Modern approaches toward learning focus on reflective skills and needs-based learning through a combination of theory and practice (Pellicer and Ponz-Tienda, 2014). The knowledge learned in simulation games can be used to actively test the theory in a simplified form. Examples of well-known simulation games for the construction industry include the Villego™ simulation game developed for the Last-Planner System (Villego). Other examples include the game Parade of Trades (Tommelein et al. 1998), which shows variance between parameters together with system effectiveness and the game for Location-Based Management System from Seppänen (2012). These games have been documented and analysed in academia.

Some games and trainings in the field of Takt Planning and Takt Control have been developed by consultancies or by companies internally. According to the research of the authors there has been little scholarly documentation or analysis of trainings of this
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nature. Also according to Hirota and Formoso (1998) it is not trivial to incorporate Lean Construction principles and approaches in trainings in an understanding way and so that old thinking patterns, even of professionals, can be abandoned.

Within the framework of research at the Karlsruhe Institute for Technology (KIT) a training concept for the topic area of Takt Planning and Takt Control was developed. A simulation game based on a real project in the industrial sector supports the development of learning content.

2 GOAL OF THE TRAINING

In the modern (working) world, it is generally no longer sufficient to rely upon a single set of knowledge and skills learnt in the past (Kriz 2006). There is a demand for the ability to self-organise and make decisions to solve open problems (Erpenbeck und Rosenstiel 2003). For this reason, there is a need to develop understanding and a basis for being able to respond according to any given situation at a later date.

The primary goals of the training are providing a foundation in the methods of Takt Planning and Takt Control and an application based on the 'Three Level Model' (Dlouhy et al. 2016). The secondary goal is to develop an understanding of Lean principles. The Lean values should be known and participants should have a basic feeling for value creation and waste. A simulation game plays a important role and can be beneficial to implementing these Lean principles (Heyl 2015, Choomlucksana 2013). Soft factors such as team building, commitment, value to the client, communication and collaboration are also taught.

The implementation of the simulation game helps to reduce skepticism regarding transferability of Lean principles to construction projects. If a participant does not begin with this openness, the effectiveness of learning and absorption of knowledge remain low.

3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION GAME

The development of the simulation game was oriented toward the five levels of reality according to Kriz (2003). Based on the real world, these are applicable from the design of the simulation game to its execution, debriefing, meta-debriefing and evaluation.

- Real World: The first level of reality reflects the real world, a relevant piece of which has been selected for the simulation game.

- Design phase: During the design phase this real world is transferred to a model. Here through conscious or subconscious reduction of complexity, reality may be distorted. This results in a second level of reality. The design phase ends with a construction of a prototype, which should be tested to be reviewed and modified.

- Execution of the simulation game results in a simulated reality - the third level of reality. The participants operate within the second level of reality provided by the simulation model, but are influenced by their knowledge and experience from the real world - the first level of reality - which they recognise during the simulation game.

- The debriefing allows for the transfer of the resultant simulation game reality back to the real world. The fourth level of reality is derived by comparing the first and third level of reality.
• Meta-debriefing and evaluation together form the fifth level of reality in which all levels of reality are compared with one another. It is checked whether the results of the debriefing match the set learning goals.

The basis for the real world was an industrial project executed using Lean Construction principles. The project is described in a paper by Dlouhy et al. (2016), but will not be discussed further in this contribution. From the entire project a simplified subpart was selected for development of the simulation game. Through the input of reliable real values, the learning game gains increased credibility and acceptance from participants.

To make carrying over of the effects of the simulation game easier, the system elements were adapted to a wooden element model with as much detail as possible. Beginning with foundation piles, over the various loadbearing systems up to the ceiling coverings, drainage and building envelope, the building was reconstructed to a manageable scale. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the actual drainage piping to its adaptation in the model.

![Figure 1: Comparison of reality and model](image)

To support the carrying out of the simulation game an instructional presentation, guidelines for all participants and an Excel workbook were developed.

Individual processes as well as the entire simulation game were tested and compared on multiple occasions within the Lean research team at the Karlsruhe Institute for Technology. Figure 2 shows a trial round during the development phase. At the end of the design phase, a wooden prototype was converted into a 3D printed model, and a best practice procedure was determined.

![Figure 2: Test round during development using the prototype](image)

During the debriefing after each game round the following questions were placed in accordance with Kriz et al. (2002).
Learning Simulation Game for Takt Planning and Takt Control

How did you feel?
What happened?
What did you learn?
What do the game and reality have in common?
What would have happened if...?
How will it continue?

After the conception of a design step and the test rounds in teams, a meta-debriefing was carried out with the participants. For this a special questionnaire was developed. The results of these are evaluated in chapter 5.

4 CARRYING OUT OF THE SIMULATION GAME

The training concept is designed as a day seminar for a group of 12-20 participants. Figure 3 shows on the left side the composition of the roles and the problems applicable for each is described.

The training provides a core simulation game, which has the flexibility to be expanded upon in different ways. This means that the group is not separated into smaller subgroups, but rather the entire training day is focused on one simulation game. The training includes three game rounds. Lean principles are taught through two theoretical, and three simulation game lessons. Every game round has a duration of 15 minutes. The execution of the simulation game and the development of the roles of the participants are described below. The structure of the training is shown in figure 3 on the right side.

After the welcoming, introduction, asking of goals and expectations as well as a short briefing the first round begins. The roles (10 trades, construction manager, client and health and safety manager) are allocated. The trades have 10 minutes to plan the work, familiarise themselves with the drawings and become familiar with the building material. The construction manager uses this time to prepare a project schedule. After this time the simulation game begins. The construction manager organises the trades according to his or her timeline and attempts to manage the construction site. After only a few minutes the construction manager loses control, and the characteristic chaos of the ‘classic’ construction approach becomes apparent. If the execution process is disrupted, the trades are allowed to issue a notice of delay. After 15 minutes the clock is stopped,
and the status of completion is recorded. Only isolated parts of the building are finished. Additionally, the participants are asked for their impressions and knowledge gained.

In connection to round 1 of the game a lesson is given on the content of Lean Construction. It is attempted to incorporate the Lean principles of flow and pull by determining the sequence of works (process analysis). In addition, a Takt time is estimated, and an attempt is made to introduce the zero defects principle in the form of short-cycled inspections.

Building on the theory, the information learned in the first part are integrated within the second round. The construction manager again has some minutes to develop a construction strategy. The build-up and execution of the simulation game is the same, but the trades move through the building systematically according to the execution plan developed, and attempt to keep to the predetermined Takt. However, after some minutes the contractors no longer keep to the Takt, and from the perspective of the construction manager the level of control is as chaotic as in the first round. There is no time for short-cycled inspections as the construction manager is occupied with solving problems. In this round, large parts of the building are completed, which still often do not fulfil the prioritisation of the client.

In the second theory session, which follows, the topic of improved control is explored in greater detail and instruments such as a Takt Control board or a Takted production plan are introduced. The duration of individual trades is analysed and the level of effort determined. With the help of these tools the works are Takted (Haghsheno et al., 2016). The bottlenecks in production are eliminated to allow for an optimised flow.

Round 3 is carried out in the same way, but the site is managed with the help of a regular, short-cycle Takt Control board. After some minutes the focus of the construction manager shifts from reactive coordination to a proactive and anticipative approach. This also allows space to develop improvements in quality. In this round the building is usually fully completed ahead of schedule.

5 EMPIRICAL AND QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT

More than 100 participants over 15 trainings were surveyed for feedback. The participants included both German and foreign project managers, architects, general contractors, subcontractors, technical specialists, designers and project controllers. The questionnaire was divided into two parts with 15-20 closed questions in each. The first and second parts of the questionnaire were filled out at the start and beginning of the training respectively.

The majority of the participants in the simulation game had long-term experience in the construction industry (56% with more than 10 years, 26% with 5-10 years and 18% with less than five years). Furthermore 77% had not yet gained any experience with Lean projects. Before completing the training only half (54%) were convinced of the need to implement Lean Construction in their projects. 100% found physical simulation game helpful for delivering learning content.

The first part of the questionnaire asked participants for compare the importance of time, cost and quality. 80% believed that time had the highest priority in industrial projects. Cost was named as the next most significant factor, and quality the least important.

However, participants only gave a low to medium rating to their own knowledge of Takt Planning. Many were also often dissatisfied with the results of time planning, but were aware that their influence on time planning is significant.
The relevance of keeping to a schedule shows that the focus of the game should be time planning. In particular, the evaluation of soft factors supports the use of Takt Planning and Takt Control in the simulation game. Area prioritisation, transparency, trust and process flexibility were rated as very important in comparison to product flexibility. Takt Planning and Takt Control support prioritisation of areas through defining Takt areas according to the client's priorities. Takt Planning enables a high level of transparency for all project stakeholders. The visualisation of the Takt Plan allows possible alternative processes to be quickly visible, which allow Takt Control a high degree of process flexibility. The trust of all project stakeholders is strengthened by the means of representation, collaboration and transparency.

In the second part of the questionnaire achieved learning outcomes were surveyed. The complexity of the simulation game was rated as appropriate by 67% of the participants surveyed. The 15-minute duration of the rounds was considered appropriate by 83%. The balance between theory and practice was rated appropriate by 100%. All participants also agreed the simulation game clearly or to some extent provide a real building project in simplified form. Surveying of client priorities was rated as clearly apparent by 83%. On average there is a clear improvement in time planning between the three rounds. A comparison of rounds 1 and 2 show that in round 1 only 4-20% of simulations were fully completed, whereas in round 2 the percentage was 80-100%. Further on from round 2 to round 3 the time of completion improve from about 15:00 to 12:00 minutes. Through an analytic and mathematical approach of the third round, the size of Takt areas and Takt time were reduced by two thirds. Through implementation of Takt Control the areas could reach close to 100% of the calculated potential. In every round completed there was a clearly measurable trend toward a reduction in time. In the debriefings after each round, soft Lean factors such as trust, stability, transparency and collaboration were recognised.

Table 1 shows the improvements by the pre-defined KPIs from round to round.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPI</th>
<th>1st round</th>
<th>2nd round</th>
<th>3rd round</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deviation notices</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidents</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of completion</td>
<td>4-20%</td>
<td>80-100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion time</td>
<td>&gt;15 min.</td>
<td>15 min.</td>
<td>12:00 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfilment of the clients value</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The training and simulation game are a fixed part of a large property development organisation, which has implemented this system. This system has also been implemented as part of teaching at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. Preliminary enquiries have been made by further interested companies. Presently the training is focused on a small sub-process - construction of the shell for a production facility.
Broadening of the simulation game to preceding process steps such as design, approvals or logistics as well as succeeding process steps such as fit-out is possible. Of the participants surveyed, 67% agree for the need to broaden the simulation game for fit-out and installation works. Additionally, 22% would like to see incorporation of the equipment installation process in production facilities, and 11% would also like to incorporate the deconstruction processes.

At present a continuation of the simulation game to include fit-out and installation works is being developed.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING AND LEAN CONSTRUCTION IN DESIGN FIRMS IN MASSACHUSETTS
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Abstract: It is not easy to evaluate Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Lean Construction (Lean) capabilities of design firms. The paper investigates the level of BIM and Lean implementation at representative design firms in Massachusetts. A survey was given to the principal design firms working for a large public client. First, answers were analysed and discussed. Second, results from the same design firm were compared to detect possible inconsistencies. Main results show that there is still not a clear definition of BIM and Lean; BIM training is not done consistently within design firms; and there is not a common understanding of BIM and Lean within each design firm, even though most designers affirmed that they have internal standards. Results of the survey could be useful for designers to develop internal standards and establish training courses for the design firm and clients to better understand designers’ approach to BIM and Lean.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Building Information Modelling (BIM) can be defined as a set of technologies, processes and policies enabling multiple stakeholders to collaboratively design, construct and operate a facility in virtual space (Succar 2017). BIM deals with the entire life cycle of a facility and all parties involved have to collaboratively work together (Eastman et al. 2011).

In order to maximise profit by maximising efficiency and removing waste of resources, the construction sector has started to adopt the Lean thinking originated in Japanese manufacturing (Asri and Nawi 2015). Lean Construction (also called Lean) refers to the adaptation and application of principles coming from the Toyota Production System to the design and construction process (Sacks et al. 2009). Lean Construction can be defined as a set of new processes that increases the efficiency of construction by providing better value to the client and decreasing waste from the process (Dave 2013). Building Information Modelling and Lean Construction have been separately developed (Sacks et al. 2010). However, they have been recently analysed together (Ahuja et al. 2014; Alarcon et al. 2013; Arayici et al. 2011; Bhatla and Leite 2012; Clemente and Cachadinha 2013; Dave 2013; Dave et al. 2013a; Dave et al. 2013b; Hamdi and Leite 2012; Khan and Tzortzopoulos 2014; Oskouie et al. 2012; Sacks et al. 2010; Sands and Abdelhamid 2012), but there can be a
strong synergy between Lean and BIM during the whole life cycle of a project (Dave et al. 2013b).

Designers play an important role in the entire design and construction process, however, it is not always easy to evaluate BIM capabilities of design firms. Succar et al. (2013) developed an assessment framework for BIM competency evaluations of individuals and organisations, and several surveys have been carried out in the past (such as the NBS in the UK (2015) and the McGraw-Hill Construction in USA (2012)). However, it is still not easy to determine whether employees of the same design firm have a common understanding of BIM and Lean.

For this reason, the paper investigates the level of BIM and Lean implementation at design firms working for a large client in Massachusetts.

2 METHODOLOGY

In order to gather empirical data on the current use of BIM and Lean in design firms in Massachusetts, a deductive approach based on an online survey was used. The survey was given to the principal design firms working for a large public client that requires the use of BIM and Lean. Design firms were selected based on their ability to manage a BIM-based process on previous projects. The survey was open to several BIM experts working in the same company (e.g., BIM Directors, BIM Managers, and BIM Specialists). In this way, it was possible to analyse whether employees have a common understanding of BIM and Lean. Survey respondents were contacted via email and a link to the online survey was provided. All questions were closed-ended and SurveyMonkey© was selected to manage the online survey. Separate collectors were created for each design firm to compare anonymous answers. The online questionnaire was accessible for three months starting in November 2015.

A total of seven design firms took part to the survey. Nineteen professionals filled out the survey, but only seventeen completed the entire survey. For this reason, only the seventeen completed surveys were analysed.

The survey contained 20 questions covering the following main topics:

- General information
- BIM-based tools
- BIM training sessions
- BIM standards
- BIM and Lean integration
- Model Checking
- Client’s requirements on BIM

3 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF BIM AND LEAN IN DESIGN FIRMS

This section presents results of the survey. First, all answers are analysed and discussed. Second, results of the same design firm are compared to detect possible inconsistencies.

3.1 Current use of BIM

3.1.1 General Information

This section included the following questions:
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- What is the size of your company (number of employees)?
- What does BIM mean for your company/organisation?
- How long has your company/organisation been using BIM?
- For which disciplines do you use BIM?

Most of the selected design firms had more than 500 employees (53%), followed by companies with 11-50 (18%), 51-100 (12%) or 101-500 people (12%). Only one company had less than 10 employees (5%).

Respondents mainly defined BIM as a methodology that also includes the use of innovative tools (71%), but some respondents viewed BIM mainly as a tool (technology) (29%).

Most of respondents had used BIM for 1-5 years (59%), followed by 6-10 years (24%) or less than one year (12%). Only a few design firms had more than 10 years of experience (5%).

Not all design firms used a complete Building Information Model that included all disciplines. The predominantly developed disciplines of Building Information Models were architecture (88%) and structure (59%). Mechanical, electrical and plumbing services (MEP) discipline models also were developed, such as plumbing (41%), electrical and alarm systems (41%), mechanical systems (35%) and fire protection (29%) (Figure 1).

![Disciplines of Building Information Models](image)

**3.1.2 BIM-based tools**

This section included the following questions:

- If you do not use BIM internally for all disciplines, how do you select partners with BIM capabilities?
- Which BIM authoring software do you usually use?
- Do you find any limitations in using BIM authoring software in comparison with 2D-based tools?
- What BIM-based analyses do you usually perform?
- Do you find any limitations when performing BIM-based analyses in comparison with traditional tools (e.g., 2D-based tool or manual controls)?
- Do you integrate Laser scanning of existing conditions within a BIM environment?
- Do you use an OpenBIM approach based on open standards (e.g., .IFC or .BCF)?
Some respondents answered that they internally used Building Information Modelling to create and manage all disciplines (35%). In situations where the design firm used partners, the selection of partners was based on both no-BIM requirements such as previous collaboration on other projects (47%), as well as the presence of BIM experts in the team (47%). Other selection criteria included previous collaboration on other BIM-based projects (35%); the relevance (24%) and the number (12%) of BIM-based projects completed by the company; and the relevance of BIM-based projects performed by BIM-experts within the firm.

There was a unanimous agreement among all respondents on the use of Autodesk Revit© as BIM authoring software. However, more than a half of them (53%) believed that there are limitations in using such a tool in comparison with 2D-based software.

A list of most common BIM-based analyses was provided to understand their adoption within different design firms. Building Information Models were used to perform several analyses such as clash detection (53%), daylight and sun studies (47%), energy analysis (35%), structural analysis (29%), lighting analysis (18%), LEED credit certification reporting (11%) and mechanical analysis (5%). Most of respondents (76%) did not perceive any limitations in using BIM software in comparison with traditional tools or manual controls.

In addition, respondents advised that laser scanning is used by a large number of design firms (76%) and is integrated in a BIM environment. On the other hand, an OpenBIM approach based on open standards (e.g., Industry Foundation Classes IFC and BIM Collaboration Format BCF) is not common and only a few (24%) adopt it.

3.1.3 BIM training

This section included the following question:

- How often do you offer BIM training sessions for your staff?

Most of the respondents (35%) answered that their company offers BIM training to staff once a year. Some respondents answered that their company does not provide any kind of internal training (18%). Other respondents advised that their firms organise training sessions twice a year (5%), every three months (5%), every month (25%) or more than once a month (12%).

3.1.4 BIM standards

This section included the following question:

- Do you have internal BIM standards?

All respondents answered that their design firms have internal BIM standards and most of those standards address both Building Information Models and BIM-based processes (71%). A smaller number of design firms had standards to manage only Building Information Models (24%) or a BIM-based process (5%).

3.1.5 Lean implementation

This section included the following questions:

- How long have you been using Lean Construction?
- Which Lean Construction tools and processes are you using?

The majority of respondents have been using Lean for 1-5 years (65%); some have used Lean for less than one year (18%); some do not use Lean at all (12%). Only a few design
firms have a longer experience of 6-10 years (5%). The most common Lean tool used are: Pull Planning (59%), Choosing by Advantages, (47%) and A3 Process for Decision Making (41%). The Lean process of Target Value Design (29%) is seldom used.

3.1.6 Model Checking

Model Checking plays an important part within BIM processes, because it allows quality control of information (geometrical and alphanumeric) within Building Information Models (Ciribini et al. 2015). It can be done visually or using specific tools. In some tools, it is possible to set specific rules (rule-sets) to check Building Information Models against (e.g., to check if the dimension of a particular space is correct). The Model Checking phase is also essential in the Plan-Do-Check-Act process to promote continuous improvement.

The questions included in this section were:

- Which software do you use to perform Model Checking for quality assurance?
- Do you have standard rule-sets to control models (e.g., automatic rules to control dimension of spaces, presence of BIM objects, classification systems)?
- Who performs quality control of models?

Model Checking was mainly performed using Autodesk Navisworks© (59%) or the BIM authoring software (35%). Only one respondent used BIM Assure©, that supports rule-sets for Model Checking. Some respondents advised that they do not perform Model Checking at all (18%).

In addition, 53% of respondents did not use rule-sets to control models. Only a few had standard rule-sets to control models (29%) or they created rule-sets for each project (18%). It is possible that respondents did not understand this question, because answers were not consistent with previous statements, since even if only one person used a rule-based software (BIM Assure©), more than one respondent has rule-sets to control models.

Often, both designers and an internal BIM manager performed quality controls of models (82%); only in few cases were they separately carried out by designers (12%) or BIM Managers (6%).

3.1.7 Client’s requirements on BIM

This section included the following questions:

- For how many projects did the owner ask the use of BIM in the last five years?
- For which purposes has BIM been required?

The majority of respondents advised that in the last five years BIM had been required by clients for 1-5 projects (53%), followed by 6-15 (23%), 16-30 (18%), and 51-100 (6%) projects. The principal required BIM uses were the creation of models for all (65%) or some disciplines (59%) and quantity take off (47%). Other uses included conceptual design studies (e.g., space programming and massing) (29%), BIM-based analyses (e.g., structural, mechanical, energy, lighting) (23%), and budgetary costing model (6%).

3.2 Understanding of BIM and Lean within the same design firm

Seven design firms took part to the survey, but only six of them provided more than one answer. For this reason, a comparison was conducted on six companies. Results of the same design firm were compared to find possible dissimilarities and calculate the
percentage of inconsistency. In this way, it was possible to verify whether there is a common understanding on BIM and Lean among experts within the same firm.

Table 1: Percentage of inconsistency of answers for each design firm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Firm</th>
<th>% of Inconsistency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results are included in Table 1. The values of the percentage of inconsistency varied from 89% (design firm B) to 28% (design firm D). The average value was 59% (Figure 2).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Main results show that there is not a clear definition of BIM within design firms, even if BIM standards are established. Not all design firms create Building Information Models for all disciplines; this could be related to firms’ scope of services limitations (e.g., some organisations are specialised only on architecture and do not provide structural or MEP models).

BIM and Lean adoption are relatively new and only a limited number of design firms has more than 10 years’ experience. Moreover, BIM training is usually provided only once a year and this could lead to heterogeneous views and gaps in understanding of BIM policies. For this reason, training sessions should be scheduled more often to avoid misunderstanding and to promote continuous improvement.
The use of rule-sets that allow semi-automatic Model Checking is still limited. For this reason, design firms should invest more in the control of their work in order to support a more effective BIM and Lean approach.

It is interesting to note that, when design firms select partners to develop BIM-processes, often selection criteria do not include BIM capabilities. There is a possibility that this practice is affected by the small number of BIM-based projects previously done by design firms in Massachusetts.

BIM is becoming a mandatory requirement in public works, and clients play an important role as ‘data-drivers’ (Bolpagni et al. 2016). In Massachusetts, public clients can ask for specific software, in contrast with other areas, such as Europe, where open standards (e.g., Industry Foundation Classes) are preferred requirements. For this reason, in Massachusetts, as well as in other American states, usually proprietary software is specified and open BIM standards are not included in public procurements.

Although the survey results indicate that there is not a univocal understanding of BIM and Lean within the same design firm, inconsistencies in responses show the limitation of surveys. Workshops with more than one BIM/Lean expert from the same organisation could be a valid alternative to surveys in order to get more reliable data.

Results of the study can be useful for designers to develop internal standards and establish internal training programs, as well as for clients to better understand designers’ approach to and use of BIM and Lean. Due to the low response rate from the design firms, results cannot be generalised to the entire construction industry. However, the study results can be used by researchers in order to improve data collection methods and to better understand the current status of BIM and Lean implementation in Massachusetts.

In the future, the same questions could be sent to different design firms working with other public clients to compare results and better evaluate the impact of clients’ requirements on design firms’ behaviours. Finally, other maturity matrices, such as the one developed by Bilal Succar (2010), could be used to evaluate BIM and Lean implementation across design firms.
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FEATURES, ROLES AND PROCESSES OF PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT IN LEAN CONSTRUCTION
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Abstract: The development of an adequate performance measurement system represents a challenge for all modern companies, including those applying Lean Construction (LC) principles. LC companies adopt a broader scope that focuses not only on traditional financial performance but also on process improvement and value creation. Thus, management should evolve to embrace different performance criteria and related indicators.

However, in spite of advances in other industries, in the construction sector, as well as LC, it is slow. Thus, this paper aims to analyse the performance measurement process in lean construction context through a multiple case study. This paper is expected to contribute to efforts undertaken by practitioners and academics because the framework and the gaps identified provide guidelines to what works and to what does not work when implementing performance measurement systems especially in LC projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the spread of Toyota production principles, researchers have been trying to justify the change in production paradigm (from mass production to lean production). This occurs due of the apparent decrease of productivity in the early stages of lean implementation, from the point of view of traditional measurement systems, which are based on financial accounting (Åhlström 1998).

This has been increasing the interest of academics and professionals to the use of performance indicators in lean production (Chavez et al. 2013; Fullerton & Wempe 2009). The main change in production paradigm shifted by Toyota principles was the focus on value creation for the customers, a fact which led the companies to change their strategies based on cost-leadership to strategies based on differentiation/customization. This change led a revolution in the field of Performance Measurement (Neely 1999).

Thus, the companies perceived the inappropriateness of its Performance Measurement Systems (PMS) that were based exclusively on financial accounts (Franco-Santos et al. 2012). In addition, qualitative aspects, such as customer satisfaction and quality assurance, have become fundamental in the evaluation of organizational performance (Kennerley & Neely 2002). Such changes also occurred in the construction industry (Jin et al. 2013).

In the construction industry, the main initiatives to improve performance measurement are represented by benchmarking initiatives such as KPI and CII BM&M (Costa et al. 2006). However, it is still not possible to check the contributions of those initiatives.
initiatives in well-established management practices in the construction sector (Nudurupati et al. 2007; Deng et al. 2012; Korde et al. 2005). The PMS evolution is happening slowly, mainly when it is compared to other industries (Deng et al. 2012), demanding more studies in this research matter (Nudurupati et al. 2007; Deng et al. 2012; Korde et al. 2005).

It is necessary to come up with more comprehensive and applicable measurement systems (Yang et al. 2010; Kueng et al. 2001). Is also necessary to create conditions to enable the correct use of PMS already deployed in the companies (Taticchi et al. 2010). In the lean construction context, studies suggest that this question remains open (Li et al. 2015; España et al. 2012; Alarcón et al. 2014).

Thus, this paper aims to analyse the performance measurement process in the lean construction context. Unlike most research in this matter that is focused only on performance indicators, this study is focused on the main characteristics, roles, processes to carry out an appropriate performance measurement. To accomplish this, a multiple case study was carried out with three construction companies from Fortaleza, a city northeast of Brazil, that applies lean construction.

2 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND LEAN CONSTRUCTION

Several structures to design and implement a performance measurement system are found in the literature. These models were created in different economic sectors and encompass a range of disciplines such as accounting, strategy, human resources, operations and production management, marketing, organizational behavior and strategic management (Neely 1999; Franco-Santos et al. 2012).

Thus, performance measurement is a multidisciplinary topic and there is still not a coherent structure for performance measurement (Choong 2013a), i.e., a PMS suitable for different environments. It is difficult to understand the meaning of 'performance' (Micheli & Mari 2013), its attributes (Choong 2013b) and its structure to cover the role of performance measurement as a System (Toni & Tonchia 2001). The process of measuring the performance is not clearly defined (Kueng et al. 2001).

Frequently, this lack of understanding leads to PMS to work as a simple control tool (Sink & Tuttle 1993), instead of a cyclical and holistic management process (Lebas 1995). It seems clear that performance measurement plays a control role in the construction industry and does not drive continuous improvement due to emphasis on financial outcomes. A well-established criticism to this narrow approach has been mentioned by a number of authors (Bassioni et al. 2004; Nudurupati et al. 2011; Horstman & Witteveen 2013).

This occurs due of the difficulty defining what successful project is in such a complex sector as construction, characterized by: the fragmented processes in the project (Horstman & Witteveen 2013), the one-of-a-kind nature of a project with temporary location and temporary construction (Koskela 1992) and the existence of many stakeholders that follow different business practices with different objectives (Wegelius-Lehtonen 2001).

The status quo of PM becomes critical in lean construction. The performance of lean projects cannot be assessed through traditional measures (Horman & Kenley 1996). Projects under lean construction principles aim to maximize value, minimize waste, reduce cycle times (Ballard et al. 2001), provide production stability and improve construction
flow (Sacks et al. 2017), achieve continuous improvement and show respect for people (Korb 2016), among others things.

The performance measurement in lean construction projects should be grounded on physical and qualitative aspects of production progress and not only on financial outcomes (Cândido et al. 2014) which demonstrates the complexity of the performance measurement in lean construction (España et al. 2012).

To improve on understanding on performance measurement, Franco-Santos et al. (2007) suggested the following components as essential for an adequate PMS:

- Features: (i) to have a performance measurement; (ii) to support infrastructure;
- Roles: (i) to measure performance; (ii) strategy management; (iii) communication; (iv) to influence behaviour; (v) learning and improvement;
- Processes: (i) selection and design measures; (ii) data collection and manipulation; (iii) information management; (iv) performance evaluation and rewards; (v) system review;

Thus, to contribute to lean, a Performance Measurement System should provide continuous improvement. It should increase transparency and manage accountability (España et al. 2012). It should be a driving factor to the team’s growth, to ensure respect for people, encompassing motivation and self-determination for both the individual and the collective staff.

Table 1 summarizes the PMS Roles and its driving factor for lean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles of PMS</th>
<th>Definition (Franco-Santos et al. 2007)</th>
<th>Driving factor for lean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measure performance</td>
<td>This category encompasses the role of monitor progress and measurement performance/evaluate performance</td>
<td>It allows value generation, minimize waste, reduce cycle times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy management</td>
<td>This category comprises the roles of planning, strategy, formulation, strategy implementation/execution, and focus attention/provide alignment</td>
<td>Allows a maintenance strategy and focus on lean construction principles over time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Comprises the roles of internal and external communication, benchmarking and compliance with regulations</td>
<td>Information flow is a critical issue to lean construction. These roles should allow for increased transparency and accountability management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence behavior</td>
<td>It encompasses the roles of rewarding or compensation behavior, managing relationships and control</td>
<td>It allows the respect for people, motivation and self-determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and improvement</td>
<td>It comprises the roles of feedback, double-loop learning and performance improvement</td>
<td>It allows the continuous improvement, standardization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, in this paper, the main features, roles and processes of PMS are analysed to check its capacity to facilitate a lean behaviour and to check its ability to promote lean construction.

3 METHOD

This study represents a multiple case study (Yin 2010) of three building companies. These companies have been operating for more than 25 years, working in the real estate market and applying lean construction for more than 10 years.
Seven interviews were carried out, with 6 participants: 3 technical directors, 1 technical manager, 1 technical coordinator and 1 quality coordinator. Besides the interviews, documents were collected to support interviews claims.

The case study was structured to analyse the main features, roles and process according to Cândido et al. (2016) (Table 2).

### Table 2: Example of audit criteria protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Does the model present a procedure or provide guidelines to management and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management</td>
<td>information interpretation, connecting them to the decision-making process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>through the operation of information transference mechanisms (discussion,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>debates, publications, selective diffusion of information, others, or using</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICTs)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 – It does not provide any guideline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 – It provides guidelines to assure information reaches the interested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ones and is available to make decisions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 – It provides guidelines to assure the integrity and consistency of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>measurement results, as well as the way they should be used (which</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information transference mechanisms are supposed to be used?).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, three points are attributed: (1) importance degree and (2) use degree - both in manager's point of view; (3) audit degree - in the researchers' point of view.

### 4 RESULTS

Table 3 shows the PMS evaluation results.

### Table 2: Companies’ self-assessment and audit for features, roles and processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features, Roles and Processes to Performance Measurement</th>
<th>Alpha Company</th>
<th>Beta Company</th>
<th>S Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3)</td>
<td>(1) (2) (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Features</td>
<td>100% 85% 75%</td>
<td>93% 73% 75%</td>
<td>90% 60% 75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Performance measures</td>
<td>100% 100% 100%</td>
<td>100% 80% 100%</td>
<td>100% 60% 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Supporting infrastructure</td>
<td>100% 70% 50%</td>
<td>87% 67% 50%</td>
<td>80% 60% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Roles</td>
<td>100% 86% 70%</td>
<td>93% 69% 60%</td>
<td>76% 68% 60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Measure Performance</td>
<td>100% 100% 50%</td>
<td>100% 87% 50%</td>
<td>80% 80% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Strategy Management</td>
<td>100% 80% 100%</td>
<td>93% 73% 100%</td>
<td>80% 80% 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Communication</td>
<td>100% 80% 50%</td>
<td>87% 73% 50%</td>
<td>100% 80% 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Influence Behavior</td>
<td>100% 80% 100%</td>
<td>87% 53% 50%</td>
<td>60% 40% 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Learning and Improvement</td>
<td>100% 90% 50%</td>
<td>100% 60% 50%</td>
<td>60% 60% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Processes</td>
<td>98% 90% 40%</td>
<td>92% 73% 70%</td>
<td>84% 60% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Selection and design measures</td>
<td>100% 100% 50%</td>
<td>100% 93% 100%</td>
<td>100% 80% 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Data collection and manipulation</td>
<td>100% 90% 0%</td>
<td>100% 80% 100%</td>
<td>100% 80% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. Information management</td>
<td>100% 80% 50%</td>
<td>80% 60% 50%</td>
<td>100% 80% 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. Performance evaluation and rewards</td>
<td>90% 90% 50%</td>
<td>93% 80% 50%</td>
<td>60% 40% 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k. System review</td>
<td>100% 90% 50%</td>
<td>87% 53% 0%</td>
<td>60% 20% 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: (1) importance degree; (2) use degree; (3) audit scored

3 see complete table at https://goo.gl/fu2Myt
4.1 Analysis of the Companies’ PMS characteristics

Regarding characteristics, a Measurement System must have performance indicators aligned with the companies’ strategies, a fact which was not observed explicitly. For improvements, there are models that allow quick visualization of those pieces of information, for example, the matrix proposed by Kagioglou, Cooper and Aquad (2001), Kaplan and Norton (1992, 1996).

The infrastructure reached a low degree at the evaluation on the company manager’s view and on the auditing perspective as well. This is also verified at the literature (Cândido et al. 2016; Kennerley & Neely 2002).

Regarding the indicators used by the companies, Alpha Company has a Lean Audit, which was presented by Valente et al. (2012). The other performance indicators are traditional and widely spread as PPC, PCR, Cost Variance, ROI, among others. But in general they are focused on cost control and financial outcomes.

4.2 Analysis of the Companies’ PMS roles

Regarding roles, Alpha PMS Company measures and evaluates performance. Beta Company’s primary goal is to measure performance and to provide learning and improvements. Finally, for the S Company, the most important goal is to communicate results, even though they showed not to have expertise in its use.

All companies’ PMS do not have well-established processes to follow the decisions progress made from the performance evaluation, which is an opportunity for improvement. For the companies, the worst role was to influence behaviour (average of 58% for the companies). This result corroborates with the literature (Cândido et al. 2016). This is critical, since the implementation of a culture of improvement arising from PMS is of extreme importance (Kennerley & Neely 2002; Sink & Tuttle 1993). Like PMS, one of the basic PMS elements is the people (Kueng et al. 2001). Without this role, the focus on indicator (means to check the performance) becomes greater than the value generation (the goal) (Sink & Tuttle 1993). This is also true in Lean Construction context.

4.3 Process Analysis

Regarding selection and definition of indicators, only Beta and S companies own indicator handbooks. The formalization of data collection and processing is the recommended to improving the Alpha Company’s PMS. Process formalization is an important characteristic of a measurement system (Toni & Tonchia 2001). Training about indicators may minimize misunderstandings and formalize knowledge about the company (Flapper et al. 2006).

Regarding data collection and processing, Alpha Company PMS neither offers guidelines about the data source to be used, no information about which tool will be used for the procedure. This item can be enhanced by using the proposed indicator handbook and training the ones responsible for collection. When it is not well established, data collection may make PMS unproductive and expensive for the company.

For information management it was possible to see good practices found in lean construction. Beta Company uses visual devices to spread information about the construction site. Alpha Company measures partners’ performance (suppliers) and involves them in the discussions at meetings.

Towards the process of performance evaluation and rewards, Alpha Company self-assessed with 90%. It does not have a formalized process for evaluation and awarding, although there is an award for each work phase. This award goes according to the financial performance of each finished stage.
In Beta Company, at the organization level, every three months there is a meeting named “Accountability Meeting”. Each area manager exhibits the results for their respective director. These results are consolidated into a single annual indicator for each area. Having meetings to discuss indicators is a positive point, because the need to use indicator should not only offer a communication of results to the superior hierarchic levels. As Sink and Tuttle (1993) and Kennerley and Neely (2002) point out, the creation of a measurement culture is an important step to implement any performance measurement system.

An improvement opportunity for Alpha and Beta Companies is to formalize the awarding process by matching the rewards to goals. Whereas, for the S Company, a rewarding culture must be created to encourage improvements, obviously this process must be well formalized and based on goals.

Regarding continuous improvement of the system there is no established process of revising its indicators neither revising the system consistency. The revision, in general, is only focused on goals evaluation. This practice is below expectations, since the whole system utility, efficiency and consistency must be revised so that the system does not become obsolete and unproductive.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper aims to analyse the performance measurement process in a lean construction context focused on the main characteristics, roles and processes to carry out an adequate performance measurement.

Despite of the limitations of a case study, it is possible that the PMS (performance measurement system) is too fragile to promote Lean. It is worth noticing that the design and selection of measures were not derived from Lean Construction principles. LC companies should adopt a broader scope that focuses not only on traditional financial performance but also on process improvement and value creation. Thus, management should evolve to embrace different performance criteria and related indicators.
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MOBILIZING BIM IN A COLLABORATIVE PROJECT ENVIRONMENT

Bill Collinge¹ and John Connaughton²

Abstract: This paper reports on the application of BIM methods in an innovative project in the UK that is pioneering a new form of project insurance (Integrated Project Insurance) that joins project partners together as a virtual company. The paper examines the processes put in place to optimize BIM usage whilst reviewing the problems and issues encountered; the observations of a researcher being combined with the reflections of the BIM Information Manager.

It is noted that mobilizing a comprehensive BIM-centric system is a complex and difficult undertaking, with new roles and responsibilities needing to be created, that put extra pressures on project partners. The positive results of using BIM in a collaborative environment are noted as the findings suggest inclusive contractual arrangements facilitate enhanced BIM use. The insights inform understanding of mobilizing BIM in a collaborative project environment as it is argued that only a fully collaborative project environment can realise the full benefits of BIM.

Keywords: BIM, collaboration, Integrated Project Insurance, organization.

1 INTRODUCTION

It has been argued that to realize the full potential of BIM, project partners must be free to share and exchange information without fear or hesitation of litigation (Hui, 2013). However, such an approach requires project partners to be bound together contractually, and such arrangements remain rare (in the UK construction industry at least). Whilst there is a trend for more relational type contracting methods, such as project alliancing (Young et al. 2016), such arrangements do not join the whole project team together to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes for every partner. Therefore, whilst commentators such as Demian & Walters (2014) and Eastman et al. (2008) argue that BIM improves information management processes, the contractual realities enabling such co-operation to happen are often absent from projects. As noted by Gardiner (2016), when quoting Greenwood,

“The last 50 years have shown you’re not going to get collaboration or partnership without full-process integration, because people have to protect their legal position. You can’t expect some whizz-bang system will force people to integrate.” (p.25)
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Mobilizing BIM in a Collaborative Project Environment

This paper engages with this issue through an exploration of BIM use on a project in the UK that is pioneering a new form of insurance that joins principal partners together under a single, all-embracing insurance product: Integrated Project Insurance (IPI). IPI offers a new way of working on construction projects as it binds together parties (i.e. client; architect; structural engineer; designer; constructor and specialist(s) in a relationship that is mutually beneficial, giving parties a gain/pain share depending on project performance. IPI arguably engenders greater collaboration and establishes an important framework for better BIM achievements. The extent to which IPI facilitates enhanced BIM use is explored through the paper as the realities of mobilizing BIM on a low-medium sized project in the UK is examined.

The paper begins by reviewing the literature relating to BIM and the contractual realities prevalent in the UK industry today. A research method section describes the methodology employed and describes the project and IPI in greater detail. The processes put in place to mobilize BIM in the collaborative project environment are then described; the narrative being supplemented by comments from a BIM Information Manager on the project. A discussion reflects on the issues arising and identifies some lessons learned. A closing conclusion draws the findings of the paper together.

2 BIM & CONTRACTUAL REALITIES

The advent of BIM has been heralded as the key development that will bring improvements to construction project information management (Eastman et al., 2008), enhancing design, delivery and maintenance of facilities and bringing greater stakeholder involvement (e.g. Hendrickson & Au, 2003; Howell, 1999). As noted by Demian & Walters (2014), “BIM has a core potential to foster significantly greater collaboration between project participants” (p.1163)

Increased organizational collaboration necessarily means an increased entwining of fortunes, although the contractual realities and new ways of working required to make BIM collaboration a reality are often overlooked. Current contractual terms predominating in the UK do not allow for this collective responsibility, but the UK government Cabinet Office has been instrumental in exploring new ways of improving the perceived inefficiencies of the UK construction industry through a number of construction trial projects (Cabinet Office, 2014). The Advance II project (a pseudonym) is one such trial project pioneering a new method of project delivery (IPI) that potentially facilitates enhanced BIM use. Young et al. (2016) state that alliancing is often considered at the top end of collaborative and relational contracting, but the Advance II project takes one step further by employing a single insurance policy that joins all principal parties together to achieve a mutual "best for project" outcome.

A significant amount of work has addressed BIM implementation on projects, its’ setup and management. Miettinen and Paavola (2014) highlight the significance of the organizational change process resulting from BIM whilst Murphy (2014) considers BIM implementation as an innovative process. Arayici et al. (2011) point out that BIM implementation is complex where it involves competence training and new business models whilst Neto (2016) notes the extensive preparation, required, commenting,
"BIM must be considered as a strategic process that involves organizational change and innovation, beyond technical aspects." (p.149)

This paper takes forward such views to examine their applicability and validity in a collaborative project context.

3 RESEARCH METHOD

The University of Reading was tasked by Innovate UK (IUK - a primary funder of innovative industry-led research) to examine the performance of the IPI model on a live construction project. A researcher was appointed to examine project performance over time, becoming embedded into project activities as much as possible (i.e. attending meetings; receiving team emails; accessing the Common Data Environment (CDE). The evidence presented in this paper was gathered by the researcher through the course of his work. Additionally, an interview with one of the two project Information Managers clarified the issues of significance relating to BIM mobilization on the project. The interview was conducted in the early construction phase as numerous suppliers were about to commence construction work. At the time of the interview, the BIM system had become operational.

3.1 The Advance II project & IPI

Dudley College, a further education institute located in the UK West Midlands were actively seeking to procure a new facility to develop their vocational training programmes in construction skills. IPI offered Dudley College a fundamentally different way of procuring a new facility; IPI potentially facilitating greater collaboration and better results by bringing parties together as a virtual company working under a single insurance policy (Cabinet Office, 2013). The IPI model applies an integrated collaborative working approach to the design, delivery and fit-out phases of a construction project, including the adoption of a Project Bank Account, BIM and lean implementation practices. Under IPI, a project team is appointed at project inception, working under an Alliance Contract and working together under a shared single insurance policy. On Advance II, the project Alliance consisted of the client, the architect, civil & structural engineers, constructor, engineering services specialist contractor and project co-ordinator. A single (third party assured) insurance policy covers risks associated with the delivery of the project; each Alliance member agreeing a gain-share benefit and capped pain-share risk depending on overall project outcome. Partners work together collaboratively under a shared "no blame/no claim" cultural ethos to enhance best for project outcomes. For further information about the IPI procurement model see Cabinet Office (2013; 2014). The paper now proceeds to describe what work was done on Advance II regarding BIM.

4 BIM MOBILIZATION ON ADVANCE II

4.1 Initial Work

Use of BIM was important for the project from the start: the client making BIM level 2 a requirement and the project team wanting the BIM model to be the single system through which all information would flow. Initial BIM roles and responsibilities were defined in the early design phase period as a comprehensive BIM strategy was agreed. The most experienced BIM Alliance partner undertook BIM management work as a sub-group was
formed to specifically address BIM issues; each Alliance partner nominating a BIM champion to sit on the sub-group and coordinate issues from that partner’s perspective. The BIM group reported directly to the Alliance Board, composed of senior representatives of each Alliance partner. The Information Manager reflected in interview that the initial Alliance selection process should have been more robust in BIM terms,

“Really, we should have had an EIR (Employer Information Requirement) when the Alliance was selected. That would have set the requirements for capability around BIM and information delivery. All members should have done a pre-contract BIM Execution Plan (BEP) to say “this is how we will respond to the Employer Information Requirements (EIR)”.

However, part of the project strategic brief was a stated need for advanced BIM use on Advance II, for both teaching and curriculum development, with the selected partners advising on what was considered leading practice, although this did not translate into a specific stated EIR requirement at the selection stage.

BIM learning and education became a significant issue on the project; pre-contract BEPs would have indicated where BIM capability shortfalls within the team occurred. A BEP was formulated alongside an evolving EIR as the client clarified their needs through Plain Language Questions (PLQ)s, ‘Soft Landings’ performance criteria, an Education Information Model (EIM) and operations/maintenance requirements to be delivered within the Asset Information Model (AIM). Further meetings clarified needs in terms of design and information: a 3D model with a link to Operations & Maintenance documentation being a stated requirement. It was also agreed that a specific Soft Landings delivery plan would be developed so that building information could be tailored to the College’s preferred maintenance strategy. Throughout this phase, the Alliance worked intensively on multiple issues, including planning application; refinement of the cost plan; design development; thermal modelling and evolution of a procurement strategy. All these activities were challenging, as project partners were working collaboratively together for the first time. Although not in the forefront of activities, the importance of BIM remained an ever-present theme at meetings.

At this time, the BIM group realised that a new plan of work was needed to be devised for the project (the commonly referenced RIBA (2013) work stages being inappropriate for an IPI project. The Information Manager later commented,

“As a virtual business, things like roles, responsibilities, hierarchy and processes for authorization should have been defined first and BIM then built around it. But we had to define BIM implementation from a theoretical point of view in terms of how it should be done. We had to deconstruct the logic first and make sense of that because that tells you where the information exchanges need to be.”

It was clear that the scale of mobilizing BIM on the IPI project had not been appreciated enough at a strategic level at project commencement; the BIM sub-group consequently needing to work very hard to optimize BIM as the project gathered momentum.
4.2 Interoperability & Collaboration

The 4Projects collaboration tool was mobilized as the selected CDE: the central hub by which information is shared and circulated amongst the project parties. A 4D model was used that linked the construction programme with the building model (this method being noted by Mahalingam et al., 2010). Professional specialists used their own software packages as normal (e.g. Tekla Structures for steel fabrication; Revit for architectural & structural design) as Asta PowerProject was used for integrated programme management. Partners started to feed their separate design data into an evolving 4D model as a fortnightly production delivery cycle was formulated (figure 1) by the BIM Group to enable regular information updates to be added to the model and project integrated programme.

This synchronised delivery of information was argued to be imperative for BIM success; it being envisaged that the BIM model would mature as more suppliers joined the project, contributing their package programmes and information. The geometry of the BIM model would therefore more accurately reflect package sequences within the overall construction programme.

A “Build in a Day” workshop brought Alliance partners together to review the model and communicate with each other easily and collaboratively. The team were subsequently instructed to feed further detail to the model in terms of sequencing of events, the Information Manager commenting,

“At this stage we are not looking for precise co-ordinated build sequences, just an educated guess at what the sequence might be so we can add granularity to the animation. We can’t expect to have the final answer prior to appointing the relevant suppliers. However, we can start to set down what ‘we’ think ‘our’ preferred sequence may be to meet the overall...

Figure 1 Information Production Delivery Cycle

NB: Activities on Tuesday, Thursday & Friday are mandatory for all information providers.
programme. This way, when we sit down with the relevant suppliers, we can show them the animation to show what our intent is."

Through the bi-weekly information delivery cycle, the Alliance endeavoured to evolve the design model in line with the project programme as more work focused upon the potential use of BIM on the project; it being argued that benefits would become evident over time, with information transfer, storage, accessibility and information redundancy all potentially benefitting. The IPI model enabled this close collaboration to occur around the evolving BIM model, and whilst collaboration can occur under "traditional" models of procurement, with IPI, collaboration is continuous, extends to a wider team and is more transparent.

4.3 Scope of Work

The amount of work required to make BIM effective became increasingly clear as the project progressed. For example, to take advantage of innovative procurement methods (and to deliver information in the most efficient way possible), an ongoing review of information requirements for separate work packages was required; the information requirements of each separate work packages being unique. With IPI Policy inception, the Information Manager reminded personnel of the need for collective coordinated information sharing/production activities: the correct timing/cycling of information being critical for effective model based information delivery. The Information Manager also informed the team that his role was to manage the CDE and not to upload items to it, advising the team to read the 4Projects guidance document and the project BEP. Evidently, the new work processes were particularly challenging for Alliance members as each partner was also engaged in other projects operating under more traditional procurement and delivery routes. The Information Manager later commented,

"Trying to get the team to do proper information delivery & management has been difficult. This is because careful thought is required to establish what the minimum information required is and this is harder than normal for them. The industry is so resistant to change to all encompassing new methods of working."

As noted, training of Alliance partners with low BIM knowledge was an issue of significance, with literature (i.e. a 4Project guide; a BEP) being produced to tell people what to do in a way that provided education so they understood the difference between a Revit 3D model and a Project Information Model (with consistent language used throughout). Commenting retrospectively, the Information Manager said,

"I think core capability around BIM tools has cost the project. Inefficiency of the information production and then facilitating people’s learning and training to try and get them up to speed. There has been a lot of time resource spent and that wasn’t predicted accurately enough in the initial people resource costs."

By late October 2016, the project had entered the early construction phase, with the structural frame being erected on-site. When interviewed, the Information Manager commented about the BIM state-of-play, but also the impact of working under an IPI procurement model,

"Collaboration has been good. We have one set of information and all files are named in accordance with the standard which is greatly assisting operations downstream. But
people’s understanding is not there yet. But without IPI, we would not be where we are. Without IPI, we will never realise the full potential of BIM because you have a contractual line halfway through the process then you get a fragmented information exchange.

5 DISCUSSION

Several issues emerge from the paper. The amount of work required to plan, set-up and manage a BIM system in a collaborative project context is considerable. On Advance II, this was underestimated; only the dedicated input of the partner with advanced BIM knowledge enabling a federated BIM model, an information input cycle, a BEP and clear plan of action to be devised. There were consequential impacts on labour, time and training for the project. Strategically, although the importance of BIM had been recognized early, the organizational impact and effects of process integration had not been appreciated enough. These insights lead the paper to echo the findings of scholars such as Neto (2016), Arayici et al. (2011) and Merschbrock and Munkvold (2012) that the organizational aspects of BIM are a fertile area upon which to direct the lens of academic enquiry.

The importance of alliancing contracting (such as IPI) for BIM optimization also emerges from the paper. BIM requires free movement of information between parties and this is only achievable if contractual barriers are removed. However, even in a fully collaborative project setting, the "burden of BIM" will fall more heavily upon certain project partners. On Advance II, although positive use of BIM enabled the project to overcome some of those professional and organizational barriers identified by Kahler et al. (2016) to the delivery of a digitally enabled project, the challenge of ensuring suppliers also embrace BIM was noted as significant. Resistance to change behaviours from suppliers is likely to remain an obstacle to BIM evolution unless they are positively embraced by projects. On Advance II, the Alliance are currently discussing new and innovative methods of engaging suppliers to ensure they utilise the BIM system.

6 CONCLUSION

The paper explored work done on the Advance II project with regards to BIM mobilization. The findings indicate that fundamental to BIM achievements is the IPI model that enables enhanced collaboration and communication to occur. However, the work and organizational time required to set it up was underestimated, as were associated training and labour costs. Strategically, a holistic BIM system requires full process integration from Alliance partners rather than a tweak to information management processes. Such an organizational change process is challenging when other projects are being managed under more traditional ways of working. As the first trial of IPI in the UK, Advance II is generating new knowledge and learning in multiple spheres of construction project activity, including cost and risk management, procurement, leadership and design development. It is envisaged that further insights regarding BIM use on Advance II will become apparent as the project evolves, to be duly reported by the UoR and Innovate IUK.
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COMPARING CHOOSING BY ADVANTAGES AND WEIGHTING, RATING AND CALCULATING RESULTS IN LARGE DESIGN SPACES

María Gabriela Correa¹, Paz Arroyo², Claudio Mourgues³, and Forest Flager⁴

Abstract: Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) projects are complex systems that are evaluated based on many factors. Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods are used to support AEC project teams in this process. Traditionally, these decisions are made using the Weighting, Rating and Calculating (WRC) method. Recent literature shows benefits of the Choosing By Advantages (CBA) method compared to WRC. However, these studies have been made in the context of comparing and ranking a small number of design alternatives (2-10). This research presents a case study in which CBA and WRC are applied to a large design space. The results show that CBA allowed for a more complete comparison of design alternatives. In addition, CBA enabled decision makers to explicitly evaluate performance versus cost, which led to more transparent and Pareto optimal decisions considering all alternatives in the design space.

Keywords: Choosing By Advantages, CBA, WRC, Large Design Spaces, Multi-Disciplinary Optimization.

1 INTRODUCTION

Contemporary buildings are complex systems that are evaluated based on multiple performance criteria including energy consumption, acoustical performance, thermal occupant comfort, indoor air quality, cost and many other issues (Hopfe et al. 2013). Building design involve the collaboration of many specialists. Typically these specialists are organized by discipline, with each discipline being responsible for the design of a component (subsystem) of the overall system (Balling and Rawlings 2000).

Specialists strive to meet design goals and constraints that are particular to the specific subsystem they are designing. The goals of the individual subsystems can conflict, i.e. an optimal design from the perspective of one subsystem may not be optimal or even feasible from the perspective of other subsystems (Tappeta and Renaud 2001). In addition, subsystems are often coupled, which means that design decisions in one subsystem may influence or even control design decisions in the coupled subsystem.

Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) methods are used to help project teams to choose the best alternative for the decision maker considering multiple factors. Weighting, Rating and Calculating (WRC), a MCDM method, is widely used in the industry (Arroyo
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et al. 2016). However, several authors have proved that Choosing by Advantages (CBA) presents several benefits over WRC (Arroyo et al. 2016; Arroyo et al. 2014) in terms of transparency and its capacity to reach consensus. CBA presents many benefits in the decision-making process but these benefits have been proven only in scenarios that consider a relatively small number of alternatives (2-10).

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) methods formalize problem decomposition and coordination among groups working on the design of complex systems (AIAA 1991). These systematic procedures leverage computer processing power to enable design team to explore orders of magnitude more alternatives than possible using conventional methods (Vandenbrande, Grandine, et al. 2006). Potential benefits include compressing design cycle time, evaluating many more potential design alternatives and yielding substantial product quality and performance gains.

The comparisons that a decision maker should make to assess thousands of alternatives using CBA in a design process that uses MDO methods to generate alternatives would be overwhelming. Therefore, we developed a protocol to use CBA in this context. This study compares the results of using of using CBA and WRC in a large design space.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Multi-Criteria Decision Making Methods

During the design process, decision makers must decide between a set of design alternatives, which could involve multiple criteria. In those cases, MCDM methods, are tools to collaborate in the decision making process. Many MCDM methods exist. However value-based methods, such as WRC, are widely used in the AEC industry (Arroyo et al. 2016; Arroyo et al. 2015).

WRC is a method that weights factors, that are elements or components of a decision (e.g., energy usage, acoustic performance, and air quality), to decide which is the best alternative. This method uses three principal steps: (1) decision makers weights factors considered in the decision; (2) they rate the alternatives for each factor in function of the attributes (or characteristic) that each alternative has; and (3) the weight of each factor multiplies each alternative as a function of the rate. The weighted sum for each alternative gives the final score for that alternative. The alternative that has highest final score is the alternative that offers more benefits for the decision maker.

CBA is a method developed by Suhr (1999), that is based on the advantages of each alternatives and not on the weight of factors considered in the decision.

CBA method has eight steps: (1) identify alternatives; (2) identify factors; (3) define the criteria to assess each factor; (4) determinate the attributes that characterize each alternative; (5) decide the advantages of each alternative; (6) decide the Importance of Advantage (IoA) for each alternative; (7) Sum the IoA for each alternative; (8) decide the best alternative in function of the IoA and cost of each alternative.

Previous research has demonstrated some benefits of CBA compared to WRC. For example, CBA reduces the time for decision making, reduces the frustration of the team in a collaborative design process (Arroyo et al. 2016), and is more transparent and closer to the context of the decision (Arroyo et al. 2014).

2.2 Multidisciplinary Design Optimization Methods
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) methods formalize problem decomposition and coordination among groups working on the design of complex systems (AIAA 1991). Beginning in the 1980’s building engineering teams began to couple building performance simulation with numerical methods to achieve optimal design solutions in less time than required for manual design iteration. A pioneering study to optimize building engineering systems was presented by Wright in 1986 when he applied the direct search method in optimizing HVAC systems (Wright 1986). Subsequently, the number of international MDO studies in the field of building science has increased exponentially (Nguyen et al. 2014). Application of these methods has been demonstrated to achieve significant improvements in building life-cycle performance compared to conventional methods (Riccardi 2011).

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study is based on a charrette experiment where a group of practitioners were required to make a decision using the WRC and CBA methods in the context of a large design space generated by MDO methods. Figure 1 depicts the main steps of this experiment.

![Figure 1: Main steps of the research experiment.](image)

The case study was prepared based on an existing MDO project from where the researchers selected three decision factors plus the capital cost. The project is a hotel in Orlando, Florida, USA. The Center for Integrated Facility Engineering (CIFE) at Stanford University applied MDO methods to generate the design space based on the following design variables: building’s shape factor (from 1.5 to 1.8), percentage of glazed surface per facade (from 60% to 80%), 12 different types of glasses, 12 different types of glass insulation, and 6 options for indoor finishes. The decision factors that this research used for the CBA-WRC comparison were the following:

- **VOC emissions**: measures the volatile organic compounds in the air, and it is a measure for the indoor air quality.
- **Acoustic Reverb**: measures the persistence of a sound once it is emitted by the source issuer.
- **Energy**: corresponds to the energy used to operate the building.
- **Cost**: corresponds to the capital cost of the hotel.
Comparing Choosing by Advantages and Weighting, Rating and Calculating Results in Large Design Spaces

The results of the MDO project allowed the researchers to determine the range for each decision factor as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOC emissions</td>
<td>38 - 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[µg/m³]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>1687 - 7675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[KWh/year]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Reverb</td>
<td>75 - 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ms (T60)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>6,781 - 75,597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[US Dollars]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One thousand design alternatives were generated for the purpose of the experiment. The case study preparation also included the application of a CBA protocol for clustering the large number of design alternatives into 10 representative design options that were used during the decision-making charrette.

The CBA method was implemented in a design charrette environment (controlled experiment with a group of people) where 11 practitioners from the AEC industry participated in the CBA decision-making process. These practitioners used CBA to individually assess the representative design solutions and then the researchers extrapolated this assessment to evaluate the IoA (importance of alternatives) for the entire design space (1000 design options). It is important to note that the cost is not used as a decision factor within the CBA method but it is used to assess the willingness to pay for the IoA of the design alternatives. Therefore, at the end of the decision-making charrette, the practitioners made a final decision based on the trade-off between the IoA of each alternative and the capital cost of that alternative.

Before the charrette, the same practitioners were asked to weight the factors involved in the decision (including the cost) based on their perception of the relevance of each factor. These weights allowed the researchers to calculate the chosen alternative from the WRC process. This calculation consisted in assigning a relative importance for each factors on a one to ten scale with ten being the most important and one being the least important. A linear regression between these two values yielded the rating of the intermediate alternatives. Finally, the weight of each factor is multiplied by the value of the alternative, generating the final score of all the alternatives. The alternative with the highest score was the best alternative for the WRC method.

At the end of the decision-making charrette, the practitioners decided which of the two alternatives, the one chosen with WRC or the one chosen with CBA, was the alternative that provides them more benefits.

4 RESULTS

One of the analyses performed with the experiment data was the contrast of the WRC solution against the whole design space regarding its IoA (calculated with the
extrapolation of the CBA results) and its capital cost. The IoA vs. Cost graphs showed two possible outcomes: the first, where the alternative selected by WRC was in the Pareto’s optimal frontier; and the second case, where the WRC alternative wasn’t at this curve (see Figures 2 and 3). The Pareto’s optimal curve means that a decision maker can not get an alternative with a better IoA without having a higher cost. For example, in figure 3, alternative P1 is in the Pareto’s optimal curve because it does not exist any alternative that has a better IoA, i.e. higher score in y axes, with an equal or lower cost, i.e. located at the left side of alternative P1 in the graph. If a decision maker wants to have an alternative with more IoA could chose alternative P2, which is also in the Pareto's optimal curve and it has more IoA than alternative P1, but has a higher cost over alternative P1.

Figure 2: WRC alternative outside Pareto’s optimal curve.

Figure 3: WRC alternative in Pareto’s optimal curve.

The experiment resulted in seven practitioners selecting a Pareto optimal solution using the WRC method, and four practitioners selecting an non-Pareto optimal solution. Using the CBA method, all of the practitioners that obtained a WRC alternative that wasn’t Pareto optimal selected a superior alternative. That is to say that the alternative had more IoA with the same cost than the WRC alternative or had less cost with the same IoA. Out of the seven cases where the WRC solution was Pareto optimal, five practitioners selected an alternative different from the WRC solution.
After the CBA application, practitioners were asked to make the final decision about what of the two chosen alternatives (WRC or CBA result) would they choose. In two cases, the WRC and CBA alternatives were the same. For the nine remaining cases, the CBA alternative was preferred to the WRC alternative in all but one case. Table 2 shows the details of the decisions.

Table 2: Experiment's results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practitioners</th>
<th>WRC alternative ubicated in Pareto's optimal curve</th>
<th>WRC decision is different from CBA decision</th>
<th>Final decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Not Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Same alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Yes*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>WRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Same alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>CBA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In those cases, WRC alternative is in Pareto’s optimal curve. However, an alternative with less cost and a little difference in IoA exist (see Figure 4).

After the experiment, practitioners were asked to complete a survey about WRC and CBA methods. From that survey, all the practitioners indicated that CBA was a more transparent method than WRC. Some of the reasons were: (1) “CBA is more comprehensive. I was able to take a more informed decision”; (2) “Justifying in terms of differences between alternatives is better than a global ranking”; and, (3) “because it actually describes the advantage in an analytical way”.

All practitioners indicated that in the case that they have to make a decision from a set of alternatives in the future, they will use CBA method instead of WRC. A few excerpts of their rationale included: (1) “because for decision is important analyzing the advantage in order to demonstrate to the stakeholders the benefits. It provides a clearer rationale for decision making”; and (2) “It shows more consistency to explain the importance of that particular decision you have to take in that moment”.

5 Discussion

There are cases where WRC alternative is in Pareto’s optimal curve, but exist an alternative that has a better trade off between the IoA and cost, which makes it be a better alternative for some decision makers. For example, in Figure 4 exist the alternative P3, which has slightly less IoA than WRC alternative, but has a huge reduction in cost.
This better alternative could not be assessed in WRC method, because this method incorporate cost in the weight of factors and doesn’t made an analysis of factors that are not cost versus cost, as CBA does. This final step of CBA, where the IoA and cost are evaluated for final decision, is a benefit of the method, because as practitioners indicates, this method allow to contrast the differences between alternatives and also allow to contrast more information.

![IOA vs COST](image)

Figure 4: WRC alternative in Pareto's optimal curve, but exist better alternatives.

Most of the practitioners chose a CBA alternative different from WRC’s one, even if WRC was in Pareto’s optimal curve. Also, the CBA alternatives were generally higher performing and/or more economical than alternatives selected by WRC. These results demonstrate that that CBA method enabled decision makes to explicitly evaluate performance versus cost which lead to more transparent and Pareto optimal decisions considering all alternatives in the design space.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that it is possible to obtain better alternatives when CBA is applied to large design spaces compared to the WRC method. The benefits of the CBA method over the WRC method are obtained from the analysis of the IoA versus cost, because it is possible to comprehensively assess all the alternatives in the design space. Also, CBA makes it possible to compare the benefits of all the alternatives instead of obtaining just one alternative as the best one, as the WRC method does.
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INITIAL EUPHORIA TO SUSTAINED CHANGE – MAINSTREAMING LEAN CULTURE

Venkata S. K. Delhi1, Raghavan N2, Ashwin Mahalingam3, Koshy Varghese4

Abstract: In line with the trend of spread of Lean Construction concepts in the recent past, Lean construction philosophy was introduced in a large industrial project of a leading organisation about two years back. The drive by the top management, augmented by efforts of the Lean champions in the project team, helped the project team to transition from the conventional project delivery method to the Lean Construction method. The present study looks at the developments in Lean implementation in the Project over time, based on observations on such dynamics and understanding the strategies which might help to mainstream Lean philosophy introduction in other similar organisations and construction projects.

A detailed case study based approach was adopted to this end. The mentoring coach closely observed the behavioural developments of the Project team over time. Data for analysis included primary observations by the mentoring coach, minutes of the various meetings of the project team under study and one-on-one interactions with various team members. The analysis gave some significant insights on how to continue the initial momentum gained towards sustained Lean implementation on construction projects and in organisations.

Keywords: Sustained Lean Practice, Lean Culture, Transformation, Behaviour change, Human resources.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lean construction has gained some momentum in India over the last decade. The formation of bodies like ILCE (Institute for Lean Construction Excellence) and research initiatives from leading educational institutions such as Indian Institute of Technology Madras (IITM) helped in securing institutional support for the organisations willing to transform and adopt Lean philosophy. To this end, many such construction organisations are testing Lean construction concepts on pilot basis on some of their construction projects. The initial gains witnessed from such projects include reduction in wastage, time and cost benefits, improvement in the morale of the teams involved among many other benefits (Kaiser, 2012; Raghavan, 2015). Such witnessed benefits encouraged these organisations to attempt to institutionalise Lean practices in their organisational processes. One such commendable attempt by a leading corporate is reported in this paper.
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In this context, this large conglomerate with a distinguished long history had initiated the introduction of Lean philosophy in some of its construction activities. After a couple of successful trial implementations conducted in a training mode, the organisation decided to introduce Lean construction in a large industrial project on a pilot basis. The initial part of how Lean construction philosophy was introduced and the learning from the initial exercise were reported in an earlier paper (Raghavan et. al. 2016). An external mentoring coach team which was hired to give guidance on Lean implementation decided to use this unique opportunity to study the various barriers and facilitators to mainstream Lean on a long term basis in a Project, and then further on in the overall organisation.

2 Objectives of the Study

Further to the earlier study which looked at the initial learning curve, the present study is aimed at understanding the organisational dynamics and other factors which help in sustaining the initial momentum towards comprehensive implementation of Lean construction in a project and in the organisation.

3 Research Method

To address these objectives, a detailed case-based research approach was adopted in this study. After the initial take-off the mentoring coach observed the sustained practice of Lean concepts in the project as well as in the organisation. The mentoring coach also observed the development of Lean culture in the various construction teams over time. Data for analysis included primary observations by the research team, minutes of meetings of the project team under study, a survey questionnaire addressed to the team members and one-on-one interactions with various team members. The various observations made from time to time were analysed by the mentoring coach and corrective courses were communicated to the project teams for steady progress on the Lean road. Decisions were made on the basis of data collected from different methods/sources and not from any subjective view points.

4 Case Study – Industrial Project

The new industrial project included Engineering, Procurement and Construction phases. The parent organisation was basically a diversified, highly reputed manufacturing company and it also had a construction division. The construction division had the responsibility to construct and deliver this crucial project to its parent organisation. The top management of the construction division sensed this as a good opportunity to introduce Lean construction on the project. The division had tried out Lean construction earlier on pilot projects and had tasted some success. Hence the division wanted to try this philosophy on a project with larger scope. The top management hoped that the new construction philosophy would help them save time and make construction more efficient across all their construction projects by and by.

As the project was being conceptualized and designed, Lean construction philosophy was introduced progressively in all the phases of the project. Various techniques such as 5S, Big Room, Last Planner SystemTM, PPC (Plan Percent Completed) monitoring, etc. were introduced progressively in the project. The team started using these tools and also started progressively adopting Lean as a work philosophy as well.
As time progressed, the project emphasis shifted from design to construction stage. In the various stages the project encountered a number of challenges. Initially the project faced some challenges due to permits, approvals and land acquisitions which impacted the sequence and timing of development significantly. Later there were other challenges arising from various scope changes from end users, design changes, variations in soil strata, inclement weather conditions, etc. As the challenges began to unfold, the mentoring coach observed how the project team responded to these challenges and tried to understand whether the adoption of Lean philosophy helped or deterred the team from achieving their objectives.

5 OBSERVATIONS ON SUSTAINING LEAN PHILOSOPHY

The main observations relating to sustaining the Lean philosophy on the project and mainstreaming it in the organisation are covered in three different categories in this section - (i) Organizational structure, (ii) Procedural aspects and (iii) Organizational behaviour and culture.

5.1 Organizational structure

The first set of observations relates to the unique aspects pertaining to the organisational structure and how they contributed/challenged in sustaining the Lean philosophy.

5.1.1 Sustaining the changes in organizational structure

The traditional time-honoured (matrix) structure of this organization had multiple reporting streams for many people. For example, the manager responsible for installing MEP components of the project reported to the project manager as well as the division head of the MEP division of the company. Similarly, many team members were working on various other projects and had multiple heads to report to. The introduction of Lean exposed these complexities in the organizational structure. The regular practice of the Big Room concept and the Collaborative Planning System adopted, as well as better understanding of the inter-dependencies of the various teams, helped overcome such difficulties related to the structure. Basically people started to reach out to the concerned people directly and collaborate along lateral lines rather than along vertical lines of communications. Teams started accepting the complexities and learned to function effectively despite the challenges. Realisation of this initial benefit helped the team members appreciate the benefits of Lean and sustain Lean in the project.

Another challenge overcome by Lean practices related to compartmentalisation and lack of sharing. The prevailing planning structure before Lean was highly centralized. The project planning was done by a central team and the scopes and deadlines were determined by this team and "pushed" on to the other teams. The introduction of Lean transformed this relationship to that of a "pull" environment where the micro planning and scheduling for activities were now done by the respective team members and the central planning team aggregated these plans and checked for conformance to the broader milestones. The initial transition was quick. However, as the project progressed, there was always a tendency to swing back to the age-old planning mechanism. The benefits of initial Lean implementation weighed against the resistance to switch from a known process and this was a key dynamic which assisted long term adoption of Lean philosophy on the project.
5.1.2 Involvement of the top management

During the initial phases the top management of the construction division was closely following the team’s transition to Lean construction and provided considerable motivation. The management was regularly involved in the Big Room meetings during the initial phase. As the management saw that Lean was being successfully adopted on the project, its focus shifted to other pressing matters. As the top management’s frequency of participation in the Lean meetings decreased, the initial enthusiasm towards Lean started waning. The behaviour of the various teams changed to some extent once they realised that they were no longer under the direct watch of the top management. This could relate somewhat to the concept of the Hawthorne effect (Landsberger, 1958), wherein the behaviour of people changed once they realised that they were being observed. This highlighted the need for the involvement of the top management to continue for a considerable period to sustain the transition to Lean construction.

5.1.3 The changes in Lean championship team

The initial transition to Lean methods was championed by a Lean championship team which was familiar with Lean methods from association with earlier Lean trials and which had also fully subscribed to the Lean philosophy. However, as the project progressed, some of the members of this championship team were shifted to other assignments. The dilution in the driving force provided by the champions started cooling off the interest in Lean and commitment to Lean started wavering to some extent. The learning was that the core championship team should stay with the Project for sustained momentum.

5.2 Procedural Aspects

The introduction of Lean philosophy involved some significant changes to the traditional processes adopted in the project. This section discusses some aspects of the processes which the Lean implementation challenged.

5.2.1 The transparency required in organisational processes

An interesting change in the organisational processes came about due to increased transparency in the interaction processes associated with Lean culture. Lean introduced the need to accept the project performance as paramount as against the performances of individual divisions/teams. The use of the Big Room concept encouraged the various teams to start having conversations directly with the other teams to seek clarifications instead of going through time and energy-consuming traditional hierarchical routes. Such dynamics observed on this project point to the fact that for successful Lean implementation, the organisation should enable processes which are adequately transparent and inclusive and encourage the various players to share information among all team members including subcontractors.

5.2.2 Proactive determination of challenges

The use of Big Room meetings and Look Ahead schedules encouraged the team members to look at the potential constraints more proactively and seek timely and coordinated action plans. This meant introduction of new processes in the organisation which would facilitate such proactive working. Also, a new software tool was deployed to keep track of the promises and new protocols were drafted with regard to the communication and escalation mechanisms. As the project progressed, the teams were initially viewing these
as constraining them from their usual way of doing business. However, as the project started facing various challenges (described in Section 4 above) these new processes helped the teams to navigate the challenges better. The formation of a multi-disciplinary, multi-divisional Steering Committee helped considerably in sorting out inter-departmental coordination issues, etc. The team was able to anticipate some of these challenges and the new Lean processes gave them flexibility to micro plan around these challenges. As one of the team members put it in one of the meetings – “I should tell you, as we look at whether Lean helped us on the project or not, that we have made this progress despite various challenges only because of Lean. I do not know what it would have been like if Lean was not implemented”

5.2.3 Challenges in implementing Lean in Design and Procurement phases

Lean construction principles have been applied to the construction processes in various projects in this country. However, introduction of Lean philosophy in the design and procurement phases of the project posed significant challenges. The Design work in this project was outsourced and complex workflow processes involving several end-user groups, the internal coordination team and the multi-location design agency resulted in several iterations. The weekly look ahead plans and constraints identification were not easy for the design and procurement teams. The Big Room meetings mandated these team members to give commitments on certain aspects of the design. The weekly look-ahead plans did help them to micro plan certain activities but as the week progressed, the team members realized that the promises given might not be fulfilled due to unanticipated iterations and design changes. Similar problems were encountered with the procurement phase, where standard operating procedures for procurement as per Lean concepts were not set before the project commenced. Unanticipated activities such as extended negotiations with vendors, etc. made it difficult for the procurement teams to keep up their promises. Such procedural aspects challenged the appropriateness of Lean implementation in the Design and Procurement phases of Lean implementation. At present methods for improving the processes of introduction and mainstreaming Lean in design and procurement are still being debated by the teams.

5.2.4 Challenges in the Involvement of different Divisions with their own individual Processes

The other divisions of the organisation apart from the construction division had their own project management systems, such as the Theory of Constraints and initially found it difficult to accept and adopt the Lean philosophy. This resulted in many debates and disengagement to some extent. However, on observing the Lean processes involved over time, they understood the many similarities in the approaches and came around to accepting the Lean concepts as being more comprehensive and started practicing Lean quite effectively.

5.3 Organizational behaviour and culture

The behavioural and cultural aspects turned out to be the most challenging in terms of sustaining the transformation to Lean over a longer period. The initial momentum of the novel philosophy started slowing down after some time. The age-old habits of the team members began to resurface. The prevalent organisational culture was a friendly one where team members were more concerned about avoiding conflicts. While this culture maintained a pleasant working environment in the organisation and the project, it impeded the team members from discussing the feasibility, etc frankly and effectively.
As the project progressed, Lean implementation forced the members to come out of this comfort zone and discuss the issues more frankly and point out the constraints posed by other team members. Sustaining this open culture became a challenge in the long term on the project and prompted organisation-wide initiatives to change this culture.

6  **STRATEGIES THAT FACILITATE MAINSTREAMING OF LEAN CULTURE IN THE ORGANISATION**

As the mentoring coach observed the organisation while it was trying to sustain the Lean culture developed, some key findings which can be applied to other projects were noted. These findings are discussed below.

6.1  **The role of Lean steering team**

The role of a Lean steering or champion team is very important in mainstreaming Lean philosophy. This team should be in a position to gauge the morale of the working team players and persist with the changes till the working teams realized the benefits of Lean implementation. The role of this team is also crucial in realizing how various tools related to Lean construction can be implemented in the organisation in an effective manner. The team could decide on which tools to implement and also on the timing of such implementations to maximise the gains achieved by the implementation of Lean on projects. An important point in this aspect is the continuity of personnel who are part of this team. The organisation could, as far as possible, ensure that certain key persons continue on this team to improve the consistency of Lean implementation over time.

6.2  **The role of demonstrable initial successes**

It helps to have some demonstrable initial successes to sustain Lean over time. The use of the simpler tools such as 5S, Work Sampling, First Run Studies, etc help people understand Lean processes on a hands-on basis and can be useful to demonstrate early gains. The initial successes help the team members build confidence on subscribing to the change and help mainstreaming the new philosophy.

6.3  **The role of HR training**

A crucial role is played by Human Resources training in mainstreaming Lean construction. The HR teams can help facilitate the behavioural change which is required by the project teams as the organisation transitions to the new culture. The HR trainings could also aim at addressing gaps in trust and encourage an open and honest culture. In this process, they could re-emphasize the vision and goals of the organisation and how transforming to the new paradigm helps in achieving those goals. The trainings should be structured in such a way that these principles are instilled in all the employees early in their career in the organisation. Reinforcing trainings which build on the older trainings play a crucial role in the internalization of Lean culture among employees and mainstreaming the Lean culture in the organisation. The mentoring coach observed that such HR trainings might also be required for the vendors and contractors who are part of the projects.

6.4  **The role of technology**

The organisation could substantially invest in technologies which would help in mainstreaming Lean. This might involve software tools that facilitate coordination and
construction such as comprehensive modelling tools like Digital workflow models, Visualization and BIM enabled-Lean. The mentoring coach had observed significant improvement in the effectiveness of the PPC measures when the organisation introduced special software to automate the processes of reporting. Such simple technology tools might help Lean implementation in a big way.

6.5 The role of top management buy-in

The role played by top management is extremely critical in the mainstreaming. The top management could make it amply clear that Lean would be the main or only way of delivering projects in the organisation and should take visible actions to this effect. Such actions by the top management will facilitate the shifting to the new philosophy and aid in changing the organisational culture. Further, sustained involvement and motivation by the top management is invaluable in sustained Lean implementation.

6.6 The role of a Lean Mentor/ Coach

The availability of an experienced Lean mentor or coach can help in maintaining sustained practice of Lean concepts and help in charting mid-course corrections to ensure sustained Lean implementation. The various problems encountered in the project as mentioned earlier sometimes had a negative impact on the overall PPC trend in the Last Planner process used. (Fig. 1). However, with the guidance of the Lean coach and ever-growing permeation of Lean culture in the various teams, the negative trends were rectified.

Fig.1 Variation of overall PPC over time

7 IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The study illustrates some key aspects related to organisational structure, processes and culture which can pose significant challenges or enable mainstreaming while implementing Lean construction in a project or in an organisation. It was noted that changing the organisational structure or introducing tools did not pose significant challenges if the top management was fully subscribed. However, a change in processes is relatively difficult to achieve in an organisation. Finally, the organisational culture is a significant factor in the transformation to the new paradigm. Though the team members adopt the new philosophy in the short term, the deep seated beliefs would resurface over time and if not re-aligned to the new philosophy continuously, would pose significant challenges in transforming to Lean culture. Strategic planning by the top management is required to surmount these challenges. Such strategies might include demonstrating the
initial successes achieved with Lean philosophy to reinforced trainings to transform the organisational culture. The use of technology and tools such as Digital workflows, automated reporting and alerting tools, etc. might help in improving the effectiveness of Lean and also help transform the team. Top managements should strategically plan such interventions to effectively mainstream Lean culture in an organisation.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION IN CLIENT ORGANIZATIONS – AN ANALYSIS OF THE STATUS QUO IN GERMANY

Janosch Dlouhy1, Marco Binninger2, Lisa Weichner3, and Shervin Haghsheno4

Abstract: Lean Construction is a management approach that is not only relevant for construction companies but also for their clients. The goal of this paper is to present the current status of strategies for implementation of Lean Construction within client-side organizations in Germany. A significant foundation principle in Lean Construction is the definition of value from the perspective of the client. Value is predominantly defined through the design and functional quality of a building as well as keeping to the defined time and cost objectives. In construction, the developer as a client has several tasks to fulfill which have a significant impact on the success of a project. Some developers seek to actively contribute to defining and managing meeting of their own client wishes. This requires using the approach and tools of Lean Construction, and these efforts have resulted in implementation strategies. Analysis of the status of implementation within client-side organizations was completed through interviews with eight companies in Germany. This paper will explain the method of data collection, the structure of the organizations surveyed. The implementation strategies will be described for each organization and classified according to the applicable framework conditions. The results determined that the companies use various approaches which are at different stages of implementation. This paper thereby provides a preliminary empirical overview of the situation regarding implementation of Lean Construction by development companies in Germany, and can be used by other developers as a basis for their first steps in implementing Lean Construction.

Keywords: Lean construction, computing, mixed reality, template, instructions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Womack begins his book ‘Lean Thinking’ by stating “The critical starting point for lean thinking is value. Value can only be defined by the ultimate customer” (Womack and Jones 2003). When applying this to lean in the construction industry, two questions are posed: Who is the end client in this construction process, and how does this client define the value of a construction project? This paper will not offer a definite answer to these questions, but rather practical observations and analysis as a basis for further research into value to the ultimate costumer. The client of a building project is not always the end client, but these roles could be combined that could be confusing. To clarify understanding of
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these roles, a client who is both the end client and user will be described in this paper as the "ultimate client" according to Womack and Jones (2003). The ultimate client presents a clear difference to the role of "ultimate customer". The ultimate customer generally has no influence over the production process for creating value. The production company has sole responsibility for the conditions of production. Conversely the ultimate client in the construction process has final responsibility and sets the framework conditions for the production company. According to German architect Otto Bartning (Gautier 2014), 50% of all services are to be provided by the client. Therefore, clients are responsible for important tasks and functional areas during execution of construction projects. To better understand the ultimate client and his or her perception of value, this research analyzed the lean activates of known ultimate clients in Germany. The authors have limited the sample to industrial clients as in contrast to public-sector or private clients, these fill the role of client as well as the user and operator (Bertelsen and Emmitt 2005). Selection of industrial clients means that the company is building to satisfy its own demand and selects the location as well as volume of investment according to the goals of their main area of business (Glatte 2012). These goals include short design and build times for production buildings, as well as to guarantee sufficient production and secure their market segment (Girmscheid 2010). The resultant requirements have led to various approaches for lean construction implementation being developed within German client-side organizations.

The goal of this paper is to document efforts toward lean construction from the perspective of the ultimate client. Additionally, the different forms of this are identified and assessed according to lean construction principles. This allows the current status of lean construction implementation by industrial concerns acting as construction clients in Germany to be determined.

2 Research Method

Due to a lack of literature on the topic of clients and how they carry out projects, it is not possible to gather sufficient written factual data on this topic. In order to gain a perspective on client implementation concepts which is as realistic as possible, data was gathered qualitatively in the form of expert interviews. This was arranged as a partially standardized questionnaire to allow simplified access to complex knowledge from interviewees (Hohl 2000).

The interviews were carried out using open questions with the help of additional knowledge gathering strategies. These strategies are characterized by the use of varying types of questions (Scheele and Groeben 1988). The questionnaire encompassed open, closed and hybrid questions (Kruse 2014). The combination of these types of questions created the possibility of gaining an overview of the lean methods used, and at the same time offered the potential for discovering new methods. Lean terminology was not used in order to prevent potential confusion that maybe caused by jargon. In total there were 23 questions of which eight were open questions and 15 were closed questions. Of the 15 closed questions, four were hybrid questions. The goal was to gain additional background information on how projects are executed. In addition to questions on the use of lean methods, the questionnaire also included general questions regarding the types of buildings, volume of construction and the organizational structure of the building department of the applicable company. Additionally, there were questions on project organization, project execution, project control and measures applied in cases where there were deviations from the project goals. The recorded data was anonymized to protect the identity of the participants. The selection of interviewees was completed through a
combination of gatekeepers and internet research to simplify access to interviewees (Kruse 2014). The organizations invited should be active in the industrial sector and have an in-house construction department. Ideally they should have knowledge of, or even have implemented lean construction methods. The interviewees held a management position in the construction department, or were directly involved with the lean implementation process. As the questionnaire included open and hybrid questions, data was assessed through coding of the questions. Thereby similar answers could be categorized. After categorization was completed, the hybrid questions could be assessed in the same way as the closed questions. It is important to include a category such as "no answer". The approach of interpreting the answers was completed using Flick's method of thematic coding which comprises three steps (Flick 1995).

1. Case by case analysis: This includes a short description of each case and results with respect to the question asked and the central themes of this research (Reuber and Pfaffenbach 2005).
2. In-depth analysis: A specific account related to the topic of this research is presented. Relevant connections between individual answers are sought. The goal is to develop a system of categorizations for each individual case which can be applied to the interviews that follow, and be modified as needed. (Flick 1995)
3. Typification: The final step includes the finding similarities and differences between different cases and categories. Types can be developed to subsume the specific cases. The construction of types occurs through summarizing the specific cases according to specific characteristics. The specific cases of one type only have small differences (internal homogeneity). The characterization of individual types is thereby as strong as possible (external homogeneity). (Flick 1995)

3 STATUS QUO IN GERMANY

Evaluation of the gathered data shows that as a result of client demands, more efficient supply systems, simplified standards, quality improvements, cost optimizations and transparency of various lean management concepts have been developed. There are similarities with regard to the influencing factors for project execution and types of buildings.

3.1.1 Company 1

An Industrial company with more than 150 million € annual construction volume.
Table 1: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary draft for basis for standardized construction types</td>
<td>Reduction of project duration by 20% through shortening of time needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with fixed construction and execution standards</td>
<td>for design and determining requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost tools</td>
<td>Reduction in investor costs by up to 15% and operational costs by up to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economies due to serial production</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractual relationship with preferred suppliers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Company 2

An Industrial company with more than 150 million € annual construction volume.

Table 2: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design phase: Planning of design, modularization (incl. BIM) and</td>
<td>Shortening of project duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Value Design. Planning of design is based on Takt Planning</td>
<td>Stabilization of quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution phase: Takt Planning of the construction sequence, Takt</td>
<td>Achieving of transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management and logistics concepts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.3 Company 3

Industrial company with 50 - 100 million € annual construction volume

Table 3: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of a standard construction catalogue</td>
<td>Shortening of project duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation organized across multiple projects</td>
<td>Problems with quality and fire protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restructuring of the internal client organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modular construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.4 Company 4

Trading corporation with 50 - 100 million € annual construction volume
Table 4: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed definition of construction and execution standards</td>
<td>Shortening of project duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean awarding of contracts through long-term framework contracts based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on a specification of services which describes all necessary works and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials to be used</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative project execution processes achieved through long-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business relationships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased efficiency through repetition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.5 Company 5
Industrial company with less than 50 million € annual construction volume

Table 5: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistent process systems to increase efficiency in the construction</td>
<td>Development of a professional and structured execution of construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sequence made up of an overall process analysis, process planning and</td>
<td>that keeps within cost and timeline constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steering of the performance</td>
<td>Transparency for clients and all parties involved with the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedding a Bonus/Malus system into contracts with design consultants</td>
<td>Intensive involvement of users leading to minimization of variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project organizations with integrated user management</td>
<td>Partnerships and trusting collaboration instilled in all project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.6 Company 6
Industrial company with less than 50 million € annual construction volume
Table 6: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistent process systems to increase efficiency in the construction sequence made up of an overall process analysis, process planning and steering of the performance</td>
<td>Early identification and sustainable management of disruptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structuring of work packages during the design phase using an activity board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.7 Company 7
Industrial company with less than 50 million € annual construction volume

Table 7: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takt Planning and Takt Control</td>
<td>Reduction of project duration, costs and product limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics concepts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.8 Company 8
Trading corporation, annual construction values not disclosed

Table 8: Elements and Effects of lean construction implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed definition of construction and execution standards across all of Germany</td>
<td>Competitive and stable prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean tendering process with the aid of a standardized tender specification</td>
<td>Standardization of execution of works and reduced problems with interfaces between trades as works and execution standards are known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework contracts with general contractors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-prepared planning of works regarding division of labor and internal fit-out</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 FINDINGS
The evaluation is based on the analysis of similarities and differences related to execution concepts, influencing factors, focus and effects on course of a project as well as comparing them to the scientific basis.

Categories are defined based on the company’s assessment of tools and methods used. This evolved two significant strategies: the product strategy and the process strategy. The basis for this categorization is the definition of the characteristics of standardized processes and products according to Aapoja (et al. 2014). The product strategy creates consistent building and fit-out standards which can be adjusted to site specific conditions. Conversely the companies found to be using process strategies applied tools and methods such as Takt Planning and Takt Control and adaptations of the Last Planner™ System.
These should generate transparency, predictability and stability to the construction process.

Furthermore, effects can be seen in the execution strategy for project organization, project sequence, project control and for managing changing project expectations. Comparison with the available literature, Glatte (2014) confirms that corporate strategies have significant effects on the real estate strategy and thereby influence the selection of project execution strategy.

Figure 1 shows how the real estate strategy influences the execution strategy of ultimate clients. For the product strategy, the ultimate client is characterized by corporate design, which determines the structure and equipment used. The process strategy fulfils the requirements of ultimate clients who have various kinds of buildings with a unique character. It must be ensured that both strategies remain focused on completion of the building within the given timeline to keep to the required opening date or start of production, and to best fulfil the applicable corporate strategy.

Moreover, it is shown that currently only a small proportion of the available tools have been used. In particular, during the design phase lean methods are rarely used, as is shown in Table 9.

### Table 9 Overview of the lean tools used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Planner System</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Project Delivery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takt Planning / Takt Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Value Design</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile Methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Based Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modularization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Function Development</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean Construction Site logistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Influences on implementation strategies
The current status of lean implementation for ultimate customers in Germany is shown in Figure 2 according to Schuh’s Lean Maturity Model (Schuh 2013). "This maturity model describes how the effectiveness of lean innovation principles can be continually increased by changing structures and relationships. Working with ideal situations and the target outcomes derived thereof to serve in orienting all employees is especially important for continuous improvement." (Schuh 2013)

Only one company achieves maturity level of 'Lean Organised'. The others are categorized in the levels 'Ad Hoc' to 'Lean Initiated'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity level</th>
<th>Company 1</th>
<th>Company 2</th>
<th>Company 3</th>
<th>Company 4</th>
<th>Company 5</th>
<th>Company 6</th>
<th>Company 7</th>
<th>Company 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad Hoc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste is not identified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining according to the customer is not known of Lean innovation principles are not known</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean Initiated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental knowledge of Lean innovation principles exist</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding value and waste exist</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent communication of guiding principles</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean Organised</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance of Lean innovation principles</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean innovation implemented in methods and processes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement project occur regularly</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean managed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of Lean innovation principles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The principles are basis for further improvements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A north star is formulated and communicated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean optimised</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating and improving adherence to the principles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous improvements to reach the north star</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean innovation is passed on the partners</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Lean Maturity of the companies interviewed

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that the ultimate client develops various strategies to define value for the client, and how to achieve it. Thereby there is a clear internal definition of their own client value in this work. Achieving value to the client is not achieved just by selecting a method, but rather by choosing a product and process-driven strategy and aligning the regarding tools to them. The type of implementation is bound by strategic parameters, which is also linked to the client’s area of business.

A recommendation to ultimate clients is that both strategies are taken into account for lean implementation across all project stages and across different projects using multi-project management. The current best practice is used by Company 2 which attempts to integrate the product into its process strategy.

6 DISCUSSION

The results of this paper have no general validity, but rather provide a sample investigation, as only a small number of interviewees were selected on a subjective basis. If other gatekeepers would have selected the companies, it is possible that the results would have been different.

It has been shown that ultimate clients exist, and this offers a basis for further research.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF INTEREST AND PUBLICATIONS ON LEAN CONSTRUCTION

Atle Engebø¹, Frode Drevland², Jardar Lohne³, Nawras Shkmot⁴ and Ola Lædre⁵

Abstract: It is a common view that certain countries show more interest in Lean Construction Principles than others. Some researchers within the Lean Construction community publish more and are more cited than others. The paper address the following research questions: 1) Where do those who show interest in Lean Construction come from? And 2) Is there any connection between geographical distribution of academic publications and where those who show interest in Lean Construction come from?

The research is based on empirical data collected from analysis of data traffic from the IGLC web page and the Lean Construction Blog. It also consists of a registration of what countries the authors at IGLC’s annual conference and in the Lean Construction Journal come from. The analysis of the data collected validates that specific countries show more interest in lean construction than other. When publications and web-traffic were corrected for number of inhabitant’s country-by-country, the findings shows that there was a strong positive connection between the two parameters. This study could serve as a good basis for further studies on why some countries are more open to new ideas regarding construction and construction management.

Keywords: People, Culture and Change; lean expansion; mapping; web traffic.

1 INTRODUCTION

Established theories for analysing the life-cycle of concepts emphasise the importance for concepts reach and engage, to both the early- and late majority of their intended audience (Rogers (2002); Gartner (2007)). A concept that fails at this would suffer the consequence of disappearing into oblivion. It is therefore vital for the “concepts well-being” to reach the majority of their intended audience. Thus, a mapping of the prevalence of Lean Construction (hereafter LC) could be used to assess the concept’s success in reaching the intended audience.

Pasquiere and Connor (2011) evaluated whether the sources upon which the LC-theory has been based were originated from within the lean community or from outside. First, they found that the top five IGLC authors dominated and had 49% of the total citations.
Second, their statistical analysis showed that only 21% of the sampled papers referred were by authors who were IGLC members (sources published at IGLC conferences). They argued that the lack of internal citing within IGLC was a challenge and suggested that IGLC authors should publish more in other significant research channels with the purpose of developing the theoretical base of LC. Pasquire and Connor (2011) also examined the citation distribution of past IGLC-papers where they identified the leading figures in the development of LC theory. Since the late nineties, where the spread of LC was dependent on a few key actors, and up until today, where the field consist of academics and industry actors from many different countries, LC-principles have experienced an increased interest within both academia and the AEC-industry.

According to Sun et al. (2016), mapping the evolution of scientific fields is crucial for positive science policy and societal impact planning. Academic publishing within the field of LC is in an historical perspective a relatively new phenomenon. A mapping of the geographical distribution of LC related publications does not seem to have been carried out. An assessment of the geographical distribution of academic publication could therefore give some indicators on the prevalence of the concepts as well as research productivity of individual countries. Thus, the correlation between the general interest of LC and academic publication within national borders can indicate whether academic publishing affects public interest. The paper address the following research questions:

1. Where do those who show interest in Lean Construction come from?
2. Is there any connection between geographical distribution of academic publications and where those who show interest in Lean Construction come from?

This study examines scientific contribution by different countries with the use of data related to academic publication and general interest in LC by different countries represented with the use of web-traffic data.

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 Evolution and life cycle of a scientific field

With regards to assessing the prevalence and evolution of a scientific field, several approaches could be used. In the following paragraphs, two different approaches will be described: citation- and geographical distribution. Sun et al. (2016) explain three types of scientific maps based on citation: the first is the paper-level maps focusing on citations, co-citations etc. to create an overview of the scientific literature. The second type is journal-level maps that build maps based upon aggregated journal-journal citation relations. The third type is category-level maps based on data concerning publication category. The other approach is to examine the geographical distribution of publications based on the national belonging of either the author(s) or the institution. There are several studies conducted across different field with the purpose of uncover the geographical distribution of publications. Tutarel (2002), for example, investigated the geographical distribution of academic publications within the field of medical education. The purpose was to uncover which countries were most influential.

2.2 Roger’s theory of diffusion and Gartner’s Hype Cycle

Rogers’ model describes the process of implementation of new concepts and innovations (Rogers, 2002). According to Rogers, the process of implementation might be evaluated
through the extent of adoption. Further, he categorizes adopters as innovators, early adopters, early majority and laggards.

Another prevalent model is the Gartner’s Hype Cycle, shown in Figure 2, which outlines the typical progression of an emerging technology (Gartner, 2007). The curve illustrates different stages in what referred to as the technology’s maturity. The “hype” is the establishment of expectations and often overenthusiasm of the potential of the emerging technology. As the technology matures, it will encounter negative “hype” when facing critique and the technology fails to meet the overenthusiastic expectations.

The critical part is the next phase where the technology gets refined, adopted and either slides into what is characterized as the “slope of enlightenment” or eventually disappear into oblivion (Linden and Fenn, 2003).

2.3 The Context of Lean Construction

According to Howell (1999), LC is a form of production management for the construction industry. Howell concludes that LC needs to emphasis on further research in order to complete the translation to construction as adopted from lean thinking. Bertelsen (2004) investigated factors differentiating construction from manufacturing. The purpose was to identify future research areas of importance for LC. He concluded that one of the great challenges in the years to come was not to turn construction into a manufacturing process, but to keep focus on the construction process.

Naney et al. (2012) examined where LC philosophy placed on Gartner’s Hype Cycle. They state that LC is an important innovation for the industry. Further, they emphasise that the benefits and potential of the innovation itself is not enough to push innovation to adoption. The LC community needs to understand what barriers exist and further develop strategies to remove them. The paper concludes that innovations need key influencers and a contextual environment that promotes the necessary changes. LC has to address the barriers in order to move from the phase of early adoption to reach the early majority.

Nesensohn et al. (2014) offers a framework for assessing LC maturity and describes how to assess the current level of LC maturity in organizations. The purpose is to provide guidance for organisations that want to implement LC. They state that the industry increasingly implements lean construction principles. Their proposed framework contributes in the process of improving the LC capability in organisations.

Wandahl (2014) examined the implementation of LC in Denmark, addressing how widespread LC actually was. The findings indicated that 3 out of 4 in the Danish
construction industry did not know of LC. Secondly, it was addressed how Lean Construction was implemented. The findings confirmed that more than 25% applied LC elements partly or contrary to what was identified as best practice. The author concludes that different barriers exist to overcome when implementing LC and that an understanding of such barriers is highly relevant for the future success and development of LC.

Simonsen et al. (2014) analysed LC as a management concept in order to identify whether it was a fad or an enduring concept. In the context of concept life-cycle, LC has experienced both rise and fall in interest. The paper examined the case of Denmark and the authors suggested that it would be interesting to see whether LC will follow the same path in other national arenas.

3 METHODOLOGY

To address the research questions, a suitable sampling method and size had to be chosen. To measure interest, we chose to accredit academic contributions by country as a quantitative measure of interest. Academic contribution was supplemented with data about the general interest related to the field of LC. Web-traffic in form of number of viewing-session was chosen as an indicator of public interest. The data spans from four primary sources; 1) IGLC proceedings, 2) Lean Construction Journal, 3) viewer-traffic of the IGLC web-page and 4) viewer-traffic of the Lean Construction blog.

First, each abstract of papers in the IGLC proceedings were reviewed with the aim of extracting authors’ name and institutional belonging. Regarding the analysis of data, the following approach was used; each author contributes with one count in favour of the nationality of their institutional belonging. The practice of crediting nationality based on institutional belonging instead of authors primary nationality was chosen on basis of academia being characterized by a high degree of internationalization. The following counting system was applied: each author in the list of authors contributes with one "publication-count" to their respective institutions. For example; Pasquire and Connor (2011) contributed with one count for each, so then United Kingdom got two counts. The same approach was adopted when data from the Lean Construction Journal was collected. The data collection included the proceedings from IGLC 4 (1996) to IGLC 24 (2016), primarily since these were available online. From the journal, the data collection includes every publication from Volume 1 issue 1 (2004) to the Volume 13 issue 1 (2016).

All papers from the proceedings and the journal database were registered and ranked in two categories based on country of origin: Publications and authors per 10^6 inhabitants. The use of quantitative data in form of data traffic are categorized as webometrics, which is an emerging research field emphasising the use of various types of data to study the Web (Vaughan and Yang, 2013). The data from the IGLC web page and the Lean Construction Blog was gathered with the use of Google Analytics. The final dataset was tested for potential correlations by determine the Pearson r correlation coefficient. In order to linearize the relationship between the variables we applied a logarithmic transformation. This was considered convenient in order to eliminate skewness created by large values in the dataset. Countries with either zero publications or sessions are excluded from the graphical presentation of the findings as well as for the Pearson r calculation. Therefore, the representation only consist of countries with both academic publishing and web traffic.

The study is limited to the use of four different sources relevant to LC. This was considered a convenient sampling-size, but the authors acknowledge they are not the only LC-related channels. Another limitation is that the data in the IGLC proceedings only include institutional affiliation of the authors/ contributors. The result is therefore that
authors do not necessarily represent their country of birth, but the country of their institutional belonging.

A potential source of error is the process of categorizing authors and publications, particularly for publications with several contributors from different institutional belonging. Another source of error related to the measurement of general interest, is that of language. While academic channels are mostly standardized on using English, the same cannot be said for practice. Web-traffic are measured as total web-traffic to the examined web sites, therefore it does not take into account phenomena’s such as bounce-rate (single-page visit) and unique visitors. Unique visitors are for example difficult to measure, if the web-user have deleted web-cookies between two sessions, Google will count it as two unique visitors.

4 RESULTS

The publications span from IGLC 4 (1996) to IGLC 24 (2016), including 1310 IGLC-proceedings papers and 72 journal articles. The data-traffic includes 101793 unique internet-sessions on the web-sites of IGLC.net and the Lean Construction Blog. Table 1 shows the top 20 countries, by number of papers ("publication-counts", not number of unique papers, ref. methodology p.3). Table 1 compares the data on the number of authors, papers- and sessions as well as the data on number of papers, authors and web-sessions per 10 million inhabitants' country-by-country.

Table 1: top 20 countries, by no. of papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>No. of authors</th>
<th>No. of papers</th>
<th>No. of Sessions</th>
<th>Papers / 10 millions</th>
<th>Authors/ 10 millions</th>
<th>Sessions/ 10 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. United States</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>24239</td>
<td>14,1</td>
<td>32,3</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Brazil</td>
<td>619</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>8585</td>
<td>11,0</td>
<td>30,3</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. UK</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>8566</td>
<td>34,8</td>
<td>82,2</td>
<td>1337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lebanon</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>1162</td>
<td>355,9</td>
<td>110,6</td>
<td>1863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Finland</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1696</td>
<td>153,4</td>
<td>294,0</td>
<td>3097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Norway</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6281</td>
<td>153,6</td>
<td>397,5</td>
<td>12061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chile</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>41,1</td>
<td>102,2</td>
<td>1165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Sweden</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>58,2</td>
<td>124,5</td>
<td>1458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Denmark</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1337</td>
<td>96,7</td>
<td>168,4</td>
<td>2395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Germany</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5926</td>
<td>5,4</td>
<td>13,0</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Australia</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2332</td>
<td>18,0</td>
<td>41,3</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Israel</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>39,1</td>
<td>90,5</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. New Zealand</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1372</td>
<td>58,1</td>
<td>107,3</td>
<td>3066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Peru</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4011</td>
<td>6,2</td>
<td>11,4</td>
<td>1305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Netherlands</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1504</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>14,1</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Taiwan</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>10,7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. South Korea</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>3,1</td>
<td>9,2</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Singapore</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>25,9</td>
<td>57,1</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Portugal</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>24,9</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Colombia</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1158</td>
<td>2,1</td>
<td>7,2</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the geographical distribution of publications per 10,000,000 inhabitants. 48 different countries had published academic content on the subject of LC, but in Figure 3 all countries with a publishing factor below 0.09 are – for space reasons – excluded. Figure 3 uses a temperature diverging colour-scale to differentiate countries by publications.
Figure 3: Geographical distribution of publications (temperature diverging colour scale)

Figure 4: Log-10 representation of countries, by publications and sessions per 10 million inhabitants

Figure 4 show the distribution of all 48 countries with publications per 10,000,000 inhabitants on the x-axis and sessions per 10,000,000 inhabitants on y-axis. In order to present the data, we used a log-10 scale for both the Y-and the X-axis. This was necessary because of the large range of values.

The correlation between the parameters is significant, as the Pearson r correlation coefficient between the variables Log (publications) and Log (sessions) was calculated to
be 0.87. As publications per 10 million increase, sessions per 10 million tend to increase, so it is a positive association.

5 DISCUSSION

The paper has addressed the following research questions: “Where do those who show interest in Lean Construction come from?” and “Is there any connection between geographical distribution of academic publications and where those who show interest in Lean Construction come from?”. Our investigation spans from 1996-2016 with the total of 1382 examined publications and above 101793 unique web sessions.

Both in total numbers of publications and total number of authors the United States, United Kingdom and Brazil excels with 64.91 percent of the total publications. When we adjust the numbers with regards to for national populations, the tables turn. After the adjustment, the Nordic countries of Finland, Sweden, Denmark and Norway as well as the Middle East countries Israel and Lebanon excel. Interestingly, more than 48 different countries have showed interest in LC in form of academic publishing.

When publications and sessions were adjusted for number of inhabitant’s country-by-country, some interesting results emerged (see figure 4). There is a cluster of 11 countries that are scoring high on both sessions-and publications and a cluster of seven countries right below. Six countries are found on both the top ten lists of sessions-and publications per 10 million inhabitants: Sweden, Norway, New Zealand, Lebanon, Finland and Denmark. The four countries only represented on one top list for publications were United Kingdom, Liechtenstein, Israel and Chile. Singapore, Luxembourg, Ireland and Estonia are only represented on one top list for web-sessions. The results shows that there was a strong positive correlation (r=0.87) between academic publishing and sessions, but the data likewise presented cases where no such connection was observable. For example, on web-sessions Russia place seventh, still no Russian publications were registered. This was as well the case with the following countries: Qatar, Hong Kong, Costa Rica, Panama, Russia, Austria, Kazakhstan, Argentina, Belgium, Poland, Philippines and Kenya. The research also reveals that countries such as Japan and France, which are perceived to have traditions within Lean production failed to make the list of influential contributors to LC.

6 CONCLUSION

Geographical distribution of publications and web-traffic in some of the leading Lean Construction contribution channels (IGLC, LCI and LCB) show that 48 different countries have showed interest in LC-principles. Publishing of scientific results from a variety of academic institution should be seen as an indicator that the LC concept has grasped a broader audience. The positive association between web sessions and academic publishing does not prove causality, but indicate a general relationship between the two variables. Countries scoring high on academic contribution tended to score high on web searches. On a general basis, the combination of a relatively small population and academic institutions emphasising on LC-related research seems to provide some sort of viral effect on the countries interest in LC. Thus, for the LC as an own field to survive, the need to both document experiences and develop theories, and disseminate them. The correlation between the general interest of LC and academic publication within national borders is significant. Thus, if we lay emphasis on the Roger’s model (Rogers, 2002), more educational institutions need to show interest in LC to sustain the process of spreading LC principles.
6.1 Further work

This study could serve as a foundation for further research aimed at uncovering why some countries are showing greater interest in LC than others. Lean Construction has a relatively brief history of research and publishing. The Lean Construction Journal and the IGLC-proceedings are important research channels, but LC related publications are also published through other channels. A suggestion is to include other relevant channels.
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HOW RESEARCH CAN HELP TRANSFORM THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Fritz Gehbauer¹, Glenn Ballard² and Margarita Leonova³

Abstract: According to its website, the International Group for Lean Construction is dedicated to the radical renewal of AEC practice, education and research. As is the way with academic researchers, that objective has been pursued with little explicit coordination. Without expecting everyone to become part of a big machine, this paper presents the benefits expected from collaboration on a high level research program aimed at removing the obstacles to radical renewal. Obstacles to that transformation are proposed, culminating in an appeal for collaboration to remove those obstacles.

Keywords: Lean construction, industry transformation, obstacles, paradigms, research.

1 INTRODUCTION

Construction is a project business, contracts have to be defined at a stage when the product is only projected. Handling of that complicated situation goes back as far as the famous “Stele of Law” by the Babylonian King Hammurabi. Whereas death was the penalty for a failed master builder, in the modern world we have more civilized contract models and public procurement rules. But they are no less belligerent. Each side is striving for its own advantage. Gaps in the description of the described works are used to create construction claims. Since those gaps are inevitable war is pre-programmed, resulting in disputes, delays and waste of time and resources. Profit maximizing of the contractor stands against budget discipline of the client. The Lean and collaborative approach is different. The selection process of contractors is based on quality and reliability. The contract is concluded at an early stage of the project bundling the experience and knowledge of the partners. Reasonable profit margins of the contractor are accepted by the client. Incentives are built into the contract with the aim to optimize the project as it develops.

Lean and collaborative contracting have generated their own power. To increase benefits to society, we want to encourage the Lean community to improve its methods of practicing, its ability to spread the results to society and reach the “next level” of performance. It is high time that this community openly and more publicly, in the face of
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the whole world, publish its views, aims and potentials. Lean research must play a major role.

Traditional regulations are not more than a sort of “Geneva Convention” regarding warfare. The absolute power of a king like Hammurabi has been replaced by the power of the administrator. Keeping files clean, adhering to rules, and lack of courage for better guide his behavior. Who can harm him when choosing the cheapest route? Who will reward him when choosing the best? Proof of the former is a simple table, the proof of the latter requires explanations, judgements and courage, rare commodities in the construction environment.

The “next level” for the Lean practitioners is, therefore, not only to spread success stories but also to develop help for the administrators in both public and private clients, to support them in developing judgement and courage, in making distinctions between the numbers in an offer, often not worth the paper they are written on, and true value. Researchers in the Lean Construction community can help to reveal potential for change and its underlying rationale. Specialization comes with the territory for academics, and as a result, there is a natural resistance to collaboration beyond their specialties. But that collaboration is what is needed for lean professors and practitioners to create and spread the knowledge of making a difference, of creating a construction world that encompasses progress for the better, to convince administrators and politicians of the potential of Lean.

2 LEAN RESEARCH AND NEXT LEVELS OF LEARNING

An earlier call for action in support of lean transformation was made by Koskela et al. (2003), where the authors noted, citing Papert (2000): “A systemic approach requires one to step back from the immediate problems and develop an understanding of how the whole thing works.” The “next level” of research must address prevailing paradigms and obstacles more intensively. To do so requires understanding the construction industry as a system. Numerous success stories and intelligent white papers have not generated a worldwide acceptance. We must do more to change the construction world for the better.

Some of the setbacks in Lean happen in different countries. National regulations and habits are hindering. We encourage the study of those factors. We want to bring forward the common interests of all countries. We solicit all researchers and practitioners to collaborate, to understand national particularities and to create models independent of all nationalities without neglecting their benefits. The “next level” should encompass all virtues of difference.

Lean is not only a personal power with regard to success in projects. It is a social power. Little has been done by the Lean family to make social power transparent and spread it to the construction stakeholders. The alignment of different interests is the great secret. It has not yet been made transparent to all, especially to the “traditionalist” opposition. The “next level” endeavours do not only have to reveal its advantages but also to show that it can be done.

It is widely understood that fundamental transformation of an industry takes a generation. Educating the next generation in research-generated Lean Construction theory and practice is a necessity. The “next level” practice has to form part of education and research. Whereas research is often a reactive science dedicated to explaining what has already happened, it also has power to shape the future. All participants are encouraged to foster collaborative practice through research results and to form the next generation. One of its many tasks will be to help generate sustainability
of progress achieved while it is constantly hindered by the human habit to fall into “inherited” habits.

The IGLC world is characterized by trying to add a scientific component to the practical Lean world. That is good. But we have to distinguish between what the world needs and papers that are presented in a context of giving the authors academic credit. While the latter should continue we need more research into removing obstacles and disclosing wrong paradigms and developing strategies for radical renewal. Corresponding papers should develop Lead Values, values that create new value. The present depth of the IGLC research can reach “next levels” along the following lines.

Sustainability -in the sense of maintaining the Lean journey- is one of them. Numerous are the cases where success in projects is not transferred to the next project or does not lead to a Lean transformation of the organization. More investigation and research is needed here. Lean Construction has developed its principles and methods by adopting, adapting and inventing. Some Lean production principles and methods have been adopted with little or no change; e.g., the principle to Use Pull Systems to Avoid Over Production (Liker, 2004). Others have been adapted to fit with the nature of construction as an industry; e.g., Target Value Delivery (Tommelein and Ballard 2016), which was adapted from lean manufacturing’s target costing. Yet others have been invented; e.g., the Last Planner System (Ballard and Tommelein 2016). The Toyota Production System has been the principal source and inspiration, and may yet inspire other adoptions and adaptations. But there are other sources as well that should be mined; e.g., current innovations (e.g. mass customization) that bring manufacturing closer to project-based industries, and further exploration of potential knowledge transfers across the boundaries of project production systems: construction, new product development, software engineering, shipbuilding (air and sea), and performing arts productions.

Is waste always a waste? Is there something good to be discovered in waste? Einstein said that God does not throw dice. If we look at evolution it rather looks like the opposite. Constantly dice are thrown into various directions. The right numbers are not defined by a certain face value but through their relation to a changing environment. Can we do more research into the value of waste? The Set Based Design method is going into that direction. Possibly more could be discovered.

The Last Planner System offers great opportunities for learning. Failures and mistakes are collaboratively made transparent. Root causes are unveiled with the aim to eliminate those and to create a learning platform. But learning does not only happen through failures. It is established that children learn through negative experience; they won’t touch a hot stove a second time. The Lead Value, however, is created by learning through positive experience: from their own behavior with feedback, from the encouragement of the parents, from positive role models, from everything they did and regard it as a success. Spitzer (2007) has given evidence of that. The hot stove is just a singular thing. Positive learning creates new values and shapes the future. The Lean learning from success can be systemized. Another field of research.

Lean has formed a successful marriage with BIM. Other technologies could be added like hand-held devices as I-Pads or augmented reality in head screens on site. What are the next levels of using IT and internet? The future design team might gather necessary input from the net. Is the Big Room outdated already? Imagine architects working for the net. An “app” makes the results available. The feeders could be rewarded like an UBER driver. What does a Lean app look like? Can we create a Lean internet university? The Lean construction future might be in the internet. Today, you have an idea and it can be
developed through the net, at low cost. In this context, are the five big ideas really big? Here is another huge research field that could be assigned to a Lean think tank for structuring and devising research topics.

3 OBSTACLES TO LEAN TRANSFORMATION

There are many obstacles to any kind of transformation. The first obstacle is unwillingness to change until forced. Fortunately for the human race, that characteristic is not uniformly distributed through the species. Some people and organizations tend to be early adopters of new ideas and tools. When that adoption leads to improvements, especially improvements that impact competitiveness in markets, it can compel others to change.

A related obstacle is what has been called paradigms: fundamental assumptions about the nature of reality (Kuhn, 1970). Paradigms in the construction industry that are obstacles to lean transformation include (Ballard, et al., 2011):

- Trust is for suckers;
- If you don’t bid it, you pay more;
- Win-win is hogwash. All that matters is if I win;
- The best risk management strategy is shifting risk to someone else; and
- Project management does not include management of production.

Experience has shown that some people are unable to give up their paradigms—they just can’t ‘get their head around’ new ways of thinking and behaving. However, a few do make the change, and new assumptions and operating principles can be embedded in younger generations. Old rules and regulations can be replaced by new rules that align with the new way of thinking and acting.

The existing way of doing and thinking about construction is well rooted in a multitude of practices and institutions. For a transformation such as lean to replace what appears to be an immovable object will require cutting every one of its roots. Among the strongest such roots is the education system, in which curriculum is controlled by successful practitioners through service on program assessment committees and on standards setting bodies. At the university level, it is the rare assistant professor who will carry the fight into the camp of the enemy when threatened with failure to be granted tenure. Change is coming, but slowly, in the teaching of architects, engineers and constructors.

Another fundamental obstacle to lean transformation is those who live off the waste in the current system. That waste ranges from claims consultants to unnecessary inventories to criminal practices. This obstacle cannot be overcome by persuasion and education. It must be overcome by force. How can research help with this problem?

4 THE NUMBER ONE OBSTACLE TO LEAN: CORRUPTION

The number one waste in construction is corruption. Little has been published or done to fight this in Lean research or practical Lean papers. Corruption is the main obstacle to progress especially in developing countries that need progress most. The Lean principles of transparency, honesty, openness, customer value, aligning of justified interests, etc. are bound to fail in an environment where special interests prevail. Special interests are those that will not contribute either to the project or to customer value. They are
designed to serve the interests of individuals who render their paid services for influencing the awards of contracts or for providing information.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate all the reasons for corruption and its mechanisms. Numerous papers exist in the non-Lean context. One may be mentioned here: Zhang et al., “Causes of Business-to-Government Corruption in the Tendering Process in China”, an ASCE Case Study, 2016. Further references are included there. The reasons for corruption are given there in a one country context. Recommendations to overcome them are presented. As in many other countries the remedies proposed are concentrated around improving the existing system: To revise the flawed tendering system, establish a new code of conduct, introduce new laws to better an existing system, and establish more stringent penalties and supervision. Nothing of that nature has really helped yet. The truth is that the corruption environment usually has “better” rules and codes of conduct always being ahead of the tender regulations and that new regulations will open new possibilities to bribe its enforcer.

It is quite clear in this context that Lean principles must fail. To really operate an open Last Planner System (LPS) is close to impossible. Attempts of admirable young Lean researchers to investigate the possibilities of applying LPS or other methodologies like TVD or even IPD must remain futile in those environments because they are not connected to reality. Lean research should focus on how “special interests” create obstacles. But that is only one side of the coin. It should offer to the world that Lean principles do represent a possibility to overcome the special interests by showing that no new regulations within the old system will help. Only cultural changes will help.

Culture has mostly a positive denomination. But habitual negative behaviours are often derived from it. Bad habits become culture. Our brain functions like that. Repetitive actions are stored and become habitual, even if detrimental. So, if the Lean family wants to offer a better solution than increasing supervision and ever more stringent rules that would be corrupted anyway, it has to offer something else--its own philosophy. Bring people together to jointly develop the project. The remaining problem is how to develop a win-win situation with corruption-prone people who would see their gain drift away, a research question of highest importance. How can we lead them into a world where jointly developing a project and sharing of knowledge is better than making information a trade item to be paid through corruption?

Another item in the context of special interests is vanity. Rulers in developing countries are rather pleased to open a new road with golden scissors and under TV coverage. Nothing spectacular is connected with spending money to maintain public assets. The result is that, according to the World Bank’s (1989) Road Maintenance Initiative, for every Dollar spent in new road construction in Africa withdrawing it from maintenance, three Dollars are lost in the value of existing roads lacking maintenance. What is the answer of Lean to that? A research question.

Useful agents to influence the supreme decision-maker are deeply rooted in our culture (e.g. ask a Saint for help). Corruption emerges from the very inside of our cultures and behaviour. Therefore, it can only be fought from the inside through cooperative models. If the Lean family is convinced of its mission to change the construction world it has to be aware of cultural facts. Instead of accepting the demanding of ever stricter rules for a failing system it should offer and make more transparent its powers to change habits, at least in the construction world. In the context of this chapter, the transformation of the construction world, more research is needed. More action is required to show society that lean principles have the potential to reduce the negative effects of special interests. The action part should be to convince political
decision makers to give Lean/IPD a chance to prove that better projects will be the result and corruption could be fought more efficiently through open books, aligning of interests and collaborative contracting than through introducing more stringent rules within a failing system. The group dynamics of LPS and IPD have the power to work against corruption, automatically and inherently. One of the predominant research questions in this context is: How can we create win-win?

5 RESEARCH AREAS

A list of possible next level research areas is presented below. These are not meant to be comprehensive. They can be subdivided into a number of individual dissertations and/or actions. International coordination is recommended.

- How can IPD be made understood and accepted in various environments – worldwide?
- How can it be shown that IPD and correct administration are not in contradiction?
- How can public authorities be helped to develop new regulations and new behavior?
- How can a FAQ-list for newcomers and ‘traditionalists’ be elaborated and answers compiled?
- How can wrong or misleading paradigms be made more transparent and better understood?
- How can it be proven that the most economic project is one that creates the best value?
- How can it be shown that different interests can be aligned for the benefit of all?
- How can Lean country teams develop procedures incorporating national singularities?
- How can it be shown that Lean is much more than a mere collection of tools?
- How can Lean be expanded in the field through the use of augmented reality?
- How can Lean research be led to a next level by offering Lead Value?
- How can Lean learn from production systems other than the TPS?
- How can Lean be spread through education? Can a standard curriculum be developed?
- How can the experience from successful Lean projects be transferred into sustainability?
- How can the effort be intensified to lead young researchers into practical next level topics?
- How can it be shown that Lean offers the best way available to react to a changing world?
- How can Lean learning from success be systemized?
- How can obstacles against transformation be systematically identified and eliminated?
• How can wrong paradigms be addressed? Which role has education in this context?
• How can Lean contribute to convincing corruption infested societies that jointly developing a project and sharing knowledge is better than making information a trade item to be purchased through corruption?
• How can Lean be applied and transparency and win-win situations be created against the resistance of those who live off waste?
• How can Lean be extended to improve the maintenance field?
• How can Lean develop its potential for changing habits deeply rooted in culture?
• How can it be shown that Lean principles offer a better potential for the fight against corruption than ever more stringent regulations within a failing system?
• How can Lean contribute to overcome resistance to and fear of change?
• How can Lean become the norm in construction worldwide?
• How can the methods to disseminate the knowledge of Lean be improved?
• How can Lean make new-comers ‘feel’ something: excitement, curiosity, inspiration?
• How can Lean change the suspicion many people carry about Lean?
• Can the PDCA cycle be used by Lean on its next level to Plan (strategize) the transformation, to Do certain steps, to Check (create evidence and evaluation), and Act (create standards)?
• How can Lean be developed from offering new concepts into a force that drives change in industry and society? How can drivers for change be identified?
• Should gradual change be maintained or a revolution started?
• How can small and medium enterprises be addressed and included more intensively?
• What are the potentials for Lean on the internet?

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper constitutes an appeal to IGLC researchers and practitioners to work together in applying research to advance the transformation of the global construction industry. Although Lean Construction enclaves are growing, traditional thinking and practice still dominate the construction industry. Lean transformation remains something that must be fought for--it will not happen by itself.

To cut the roots of the traditional culture of industry, many things need to be done, and research is only one of them, but a very important one. Education is a mighty weapon because it helps shape the framework within which future construction industry professionals think and act within the construction industry—and research provides the stream of knowledge, both know-that and know-how, that informs educational curricula. Further development and implementation of technology can be helpful; e.g., in supporting Lean Construction objectives to engage the minds and emotions of industry workers in continuous improvement.
Specific to their role as researchers, Lean Construction advocates can help by targeting the paradigms that are obstacles to lean transformation. To give just one example: what evidence is there to believe that ‘If you don’t bid it, you pay more’? A recent review of the literature by one of this paper’s authors found that most academic researchers believe this to be true, and counterpose this drive for ‘efficiency’ to the need for innovation in the industry. This is confused thinking, which targeted research can reveal as such. What evidence has been produced thus far against the claim that bidding reduces cost? One example is the recent publication of a report on Integrated Project Delivery projects entitled Motivation and Means: How and Why IPD and Lean Lead to Success (Cheng, 2016). This set of case studies is certainly a contribution to knowledge, but statistical confirmation of the correlation between awarding contracts on qualifications (not price) and lean management of projects, on the one hand, and on the other hand, project outcomes, including cost, remains to be done.
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SOCIO-CONSTRUCTIVIST ACCOUNT OF COLLABORATION IN CONCEPT DESIGN

Danilo Gomes¹, Patrícia Tzortzopoulos², and Mike Kagioglou³

Abstract: In a collective design situation, participants usually have limited understanding of how other designers operate in the project and how their work has interdependencies with other design tasks. Most commonly, misunderstandings between team members will emerge around vague design representations and undocumented decisions, creating negative iterations in design. Collaboration at concept design includes actions to build shared understanding of product and process concepts amongst the design team. In this paper, it is suggested that the wicked nature of concept design requires collaboration to be conceptualised in terms of collective creative actions within team interactions. Through a synthesis of the literature, a model to study collaboration in concept design is suggested. The model proposes that collaboration is determined by the group’s ability to perform collective-reflective actions. Further development on the proposed model will provide ways of measuring and improving collaboration within multidisciplinary design teams.

Keywords: Collaboration, Multidisciplinary Team, Concept Design, Shared Understanding, Socio-constructive interactions

1 INTRODUCTION

The concept design stage, referred to as Project Definition in the Lean Project Delivery (Ballard, 2008), consists of determining a concept design based on the identification and translation of project requirements into performance criteria for both product and process, developed by a multidisciplinary team. However, during concept design, designers usually have limited understanding of how other designers operate in the project and how their work has interdependencies with others (Cross and Cross, 1995; Arias et al., 2000). In some cases, in order to eliminate ambiguity in the informal exchange, the project team is co-located (Paranandi, 2014). However, to work co-located is generally not sufficient to solve the issue, and the lack of integration on decision-making can still happen as misunderstandings between team members around vague design representations and undocumented decisions (Maher et al., 1996). These misunderstandings occur due to different languages, standards, and wrong assumptions between design disciplines (Parrish et al., 2008). Consequently, team members cannot realise the consequences of incompatible decisions at the time, which can hamper later activities, creating negative design interactions and causing unnecessary iterative loops (Valkenburg, 1998).
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From a theoretical point of view, there seems to be tension between the idea of the team and individual within design (Coyne and Snodgrass, 1993; Dorst, 2006). According to these authors, collaboration in design is usually seen as an activity in which individuals come together to share their skills and insights, in way that benefits are derived from the collection of the private skills and insights of individuals. Alternatively, it can be argued that human activity is ‘collaborative’ by nature, whether we are aware of it or not, involving a collective shared experience that is much more than the collection of individuals knowledge (Coyne and Snodgrass, 1993).

Researchers have argued that traditional models of design activity fail to realise the social constructive nature of collaborative design (Coyne and Snodgraas, 1993; Dorst, 2006). The social construction theory suggest that reality is not objectively given, but rather, constructed through social interactions generating interpretations, as collective meanings, that emerging from conversations among individuals in the social space (Gergen, 1985). In this context, professional expertise, technical competence, and skills should not be seen as a commodity for individuals, but rather existing within a community (Schön, 1983; Coyne and Snodgrass, 1993, Dorst, 2006).

The aim of this paper is to present a collaborative concept design model, seen as a socio-constructive action. This model offers a conceptual framework to investigate and measure collaborative concept design in practical situations. Further steps in this research requires the application of the model on multiple cases studies.

2 COLLABORATIVE DESIGN AS SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION

Traditional design process models have been proposed as derivation from theories belonging to the logical-empirical sciences (i.e. Science of Artificial from Herbert Simon, 1969), and are deeply rooted in the Cartesian ontology, aligning them to a mathematical problem to be solved by way of prescribed logical steps (Snodgrass and Coyne, 1992; Dorst, 2006). The main assumption embedded in such design process models is that they offer logically coherent and consistent structures, which consequently, could be logically deducible, and logically expressible (Snodgrass and Coyne, 1992). However, the methodological description of design activities as “design problem” is very problematic or even meaningless to say if we cannot define it or crystalise it in empirical descriptions (Dorst, 2006).

According to Snodgrass and Coyne (1992), Dorst and Dijkhuis (1995), Lloyd and Busby (2001) and Dorst (2006), a more appropriate model of design activity was proposed by Schön (1983) conceptualising design as reflective activity, and replacing the logic-based models that have driven traditional design research. In this model (figure 1), designing is experimentation, and design moves can be seen as actions to test hypothesis and explore a phenomena, either affirming or negating that move (Schön, 1983). The evaluation of the performance of the hypothesis will be based on the way the designer framed the situation setting a particular perspective of the problem to be solved. When designers evaluate how design moves affects the framed situation, they establish a conversational process in which the situation ‘talks back’, allowing them to see it differently and constantly constructing new meanings and intentions (Schon, 1984).

More importantly, in a collective design situation, each participant sees the object of design differently, based on their position of responsibility and, more importantly, on the paradigmatic nature of their discipline (Bucciarelli, 2003). This means that nobody will have a total understanding of the object and process of design. Therefore, the design task cannot be fully disaggregated or reduced to subtasks that can be independently pursued,
and demands actions for reconciling and harmonising claims, requirements and proposals of different participants, in a process that evolves through discussion and negotiation across object worlds (Bucciarelli, 2003).

Figure 1: Dynamics of Design Situation as suggested by Schön (1983)

In this context, shared understanding is a social phenomenon, towards the suppression of differences in interpretation and conformity in the collective act (Coyne and Snodgrass, 1993). All understanding and action is based on a background of experiences that exist in a context of shared cultural practices (Coyne and Snodgrass, 1993). The matter of interpretation and the validity of the assessment over design actions will be influenced by skills of judgment and the experience in understanding the unique situation, and not about knowledge of rules or algorithmic formulae (Snodgrass and Coyne, 1992). Therefore, agreement on the assessment of the validity of a model will be reached through argumentation and persuasion between team members (Snodgrass and Coyne, 1992).

More precisely, shared understanding would be deeply rooted in a collective process of reflection upon design moves within the shared context of the design activity supporting the integration of various perspectives (Arias et al., 2000). Consequently, collaborative design would be a situation in which stakeholders and experts could reason directly about emergent conflicts and collectively work towards new perspectives to mitigate it (Craig and Zimring, 2002). According to these authors, the effects of a collaborative approach in design is to allow collective reflection-in-action (Schön, 1983), in which collaborators help each other to discover the unintended consequences of design moves.

Therefore, collaborative design can be defined as a situation of shared creation, in which the collection of agents with complementary skills interact to create a shared understanding about a process, a product or an event that does not pre-exist that collective situation (Schrage, 1995), which fits to the Project Definition phase in Lean Project Delivery. Following this conceptualization, and expanding on Schön’s initial model of design activity, it is suggested that collaborative design exists in terms of skilful team interactions for social construction of meaning involving three complementary efforts: collective appreciation, collective representation and reflective dialogue. These are described as follows.
Socio-constructivist Account of Collaboration in Concept Design

3 COLLABORATIVE DESIGN AS CREATIVE INTERACTION

3.1 Collective Appreciation

Designers will differ from one another in respect to design judgments and ways of framing problems, coming to interact with different perspectives and systems of appreciation (Schon, 1984). It seems that, to be aware of and eventually overcome a conflict of appreciation, require from designers to carry a specific sort of collective inquiry, which eventually can reveal both the intractability of their dilemma and an alternative approach to the design solution (Schon, 1984). These design experimentations can only reach objectivity within the framework of an appreciative system, which considers the designers preferences, values, likings, meanings and norms (Schön, 1984).

According to Vickers’ Theory of Appreciative Systems, appreciation is occasioned by an ability to perceive and make judgments that contributes to the ideas stream leading to actions that also become part of the events stream (Vickers, 1965 apud Checkland, 1994). Moreover, in collaborative design, this appreciative ability can be related to the concept of team situational awareness proposed by Endsley (1995). According to this author, situation awareness is the capacity to perceive and comprehend the characteristics of an environment in a specific set of time and space supporting the realisation of predicted futures aligned with a task or project. As an ability this would be intrinsically related to what each worker knows about the understanding and workload of the co-worker, and how this is supported by intercommunication between them (Endsley and Jones, 2001).

3.2 Collective Representation

Collaborative actions deal with the process of searching for common representations of proposed course of actions (Qu and Hansen, 2008), and graphical or physical artefacts are the usual means to embody such reasoning in design (Fischer, 2004). It is more than a simple aggregation of individuals and involves discussing and negotiating representations’ structure to achieve a level of consensus. Since the coupling of representations and understanding cannot be assumed, a collective effort is necessary to support change in each collaborator’s internal representation and meaning, to come to a collectively constructed representation comprising shared understanding (Qu and Hansen, 2008).

The process of building shared understanding forces the collision of ideas, and external representations are the means of negotiation, in which the objective must be to reach consensus on the meaning of the representations (Qu & Hansen, 2008). The purpose of these shared artefacts should be to provide concrete means of representing different functional interest (Carlile, 2004). The need to synthesise different perspectives of a problem in the evolving nature of a designed artefact is key for designers to collectively understand the consequences of design decisions (Arias et al., 2000).

More importantly, this suggest that what is usually considered relevant design knowledge as a synthesis of expertise from different contributors, cannot be considered existent previously and cannot simply be transferred by those who have it to those who need it (Arias et al., 2000). As described earlier, design involves a collective construction of meaning, in which the concept of shared understanding replaces the idea of knowledge sharing in organisations as suggested by Nonaka (1994).

More recently, based on the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein (1967, apud Smart, 2011), Smart (2011) suggest that understanding is an ability to provide predictive and explanatory grasp on the phenomena that is to be understood, enabling the agent to
express thoughts and actions that fit the realisation of goals. Accordingly, this is related to an ability that is highly flexible, adaptive and context-sensitive, and often referred as ‘knowledge in use’ or tacit knowledge. Furthermore, the author suggest that, in a collective effort, shared understanding would imply similarity of understanding in relation to a particular phenomenon (i.e. goals, task, situation), involving the emergence of group abilities to form common expectations and predictions regarding future states, actions, events.

This ability to form expectations and predictions of future states and actions is intrinsically embedded in the nature of design representation. Consequently, to recognise this nature of shared artefacts in design, as collective actions of modelling shared understanding, essentially challenges the Kantian epistemology in which knowledge is perceived as a thing (Snowden, 2002). This assumption aligns with the heuristic approach to knowledge, suggested by Snowden (2002), in which knowledge should be considered simultaneously as: only volunteered and not conscripted; reflective in a way that it arguably dissociated from our capacity to externalise it; and contextual, as it is triggered by circumstance.

3.3 Reflective Dialogue

In design teams, practitioners need to recognise that individual technical expertise only exist embedded in a context of meanings, in which meaningful interactions would be generally related to the surfacing of negative information, the public negotiation of dilemmas and the resolution or dissolution of conflicting views (Schön, 1983). Accordingly, this reciprocal reflection-in-action emerges as a reflective conversation, establishing a “learning system” that is conditioned by the organisational structure and behavioural culture (Schön, 1983).

Conversations take place over a bedrock of common assumptions and experiences, allowing participants to interact without extensive explanations (Lloyd and Busby, 2001). Common assumptions usually refer to technical properties of a design solution, and common experiences relates to past events or facts that contextualise the current situation (Lloyd and Busby, 2001). Both can be seen as discursive objects (i.e. mediating artefacts), serving as objective reference for interpreting the situation.

Lloyd and Busby (2001) identified that conflicts often happen over the consequences of certain “facts” in an evolving situation. In these occasions, the designers put their technical skills second and displayed a set of skills to make a convincing interpretation of the situation. Designers show skills to construct an effective argument to get their version of the consequences on a situation accepted in a meeting (Lloyd and Busby, 2001). Using language mechanisms of engagement, exaggeration and imagery, designers try to create situations of implied objectivity over common assumptions and/or past experiences, as a rhetorical ability to build argumentation (Lloyd and Busby, 2001).

More recently, Koskela (2015) explored the relation between lean principles and the discipline of rhetoric. Accordingly, rhetoric works as means for human productive interaction, in which persuasion acts towards compliance (i.e. collective design decisions). Conversations are developed based on the existence of a common ground, as a set of common values, mutually known facts, and commonly held presumptions between agents from different backgrounds (Koskela, 2015). Therefore, as well as graphic representations assume a modelling role in design discussions, words can also provide a kind of collective sketching function that remains ambiguous while suggesting possibilities, providing a first level of prototyping in the collective action of design (Lloyd and Busby, 2001).
4 COLLABORATIVE CONCEPT DESIGN MODEL

Our definition of collaborative concept design considers Schrage’s (1995) definition of collaboration presented earlier, and the socio-constructivist account of collaborative design presented in terms of specific skillful team collective actions presented in the last section. Hence, collaborative concept design can be defined as a collective creative situation, in which a multidisciplinary team collectively contribute in the representation activity to compromise on design decisions while being collectively aware of the consequences of those decisions.

However, this socio-constructivist account of collaborative concept design suggest the expansion of the metaphor proposed by Schon (1983) to a new one that includes three modes of action that emerge from the interaction of the collection of individuals (i.e. the team) as: collective appreciation, collective representation and reflective dialogue (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Model of Collaborative Concept Design Dynamics](image)

In this model, the three modes of action (framing, moving, reflection), suggested by Schön (1983) remain as the motion trigger of the design situation, while the new three “lateral” actions function to converge the diverse reasoning processes of the team, work as a “gravitational force” generated by the collective engagement on design actions. A deeper exploration on the nature of those actions and their respective functions is still needed in order to understand how they relate to abilities to effectively perform collaborative design.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Focusing on the negative iterations in concept design caused by misunderstandings between team members, this study offers a new conceptualisation of collaborative concept design. This suggests that collaboration, as design collective creative action, is dependent on the team ability to develop shared understanding among the participants, through a dynamic process of social construction of meaning.

The model proposed indicates that the dynamics of this process involve three modes collective of actions: collective appreciation, collective representation and reflective dialogue. Each of them is based on a specific set of skills that usually are considered as
"tacit knowledge". However, we argued that the concept of shared understanding is more appropriate to define the socio-constructive nature of design actions. More specifically, we suggest that the key element on this dynamic model is how the design team collectively articulate interdependencies during concept design, while they collectively move around different modes of action. Deepening our understanding of the nature and the circumstances of those collective actions would help to establish measures for collaborative design interactions and to suggest improvement strategies for collaborative practices in design.

The measures of collaborative design performance start by questioning how the three modes of action suggested in the model operate, focusing on how team members collectively articulate interdependencies: how much of the design decisions, graphically or verbally represented, have the involvement of the "key players" in the situation (Collective Representation); how design decisions take into consideration the appreciative systems of the team members (Collective Appreciation); and how designers are able to engage in reflective conversations, to expand or negotiate the collection of interpretations and representations supporting decision-making (Reflective Dialogue).

Further investigation on the usability of those measures and of the proposed model will be developed through case studies in different collaborative concept design practices.
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BUILDING A LEAN CULTURE

Cory Hackler¹, Erika Byse², Dean Reed³, and Thais da C.L. Alves⁴

Abstract: To accelerate understanding and implementation of Lean throughout a large general contracting company, the Lean leadership group, with the support of management at all levels, shifted from training employees on tools and solutions, to educating them about Lean principles as an overarching way to run their projects. This industry paper describes the work that the company has and is currently doing to train professionals in all its business units. It explains why and how the effort started, the feedback received from participants who have attended a new course in Lean leadership, and the plans to expand this program to increase and sustain Lean implementation. The paper provides a contribution to the literature on Lean implementation and change management and underscores the importance of creating a culture based on solid understanding of the Lean vocabulary, principles, and goals to create a critical mass across projects.

Keywords: Lean leadership, Lean education, Lean culture.

1 INTRODUCTION

This industry paper describes a General Contractor’s effort to establish a Lean culture, which enables their project teams to deliver greater value to customers. The goal is to share what was learned from this experience and benefit from the feedback that will result from discussing what is being presented within the IGLC community and beyond.

2 LEAN IMPLEMENTATION IN CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES

In their roadmap for Lean implementation Ballard et al. (2007, p. xi-xii) suggest several actions for organizations to implement Lean in capital projects: select partners who can adopt lean project delivery, structure project organization to engage downstream partners in upstream processes and vice-versa; encourage thoughtful experimentation and celebrate breakdowns; build quality and safety through the work of those designing and making; amongst others. Along these lines, another example found in the literature includes Izquierdo et al. (2011)’s work, which proposed the development and implementation of a ‘Basic Management Functions Workshop’ with the goal of training a company’s employees and aligning them towards a way of doing business using Lean principles.

A common thread in the literature about Lean implementation is the idea of aligning those working for a company, and its extended network of partners, toward common goals and purposes that matter for their clients (value), as well as creating a critical mass of stakeholders who understand Lean principles. Alves et al. (2012) suggested that
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developing professional curriculums that teach Lean and its related vocabulary is an important step to creating a platform that to consistently communicate overarching Lean goals and principles. Similarly, the use of examples grounded in practice, metaphors (e.g., lower the river to reveal the rocks), and simulations are also important ways to help practitioners understand how they can think and apply Lean practices in their daily work. The case presented here reflects many of these recommendations and builds on previous experiences and lessons learned about implementing Lean. More importantly, it recognizes the need to explain Lean within the context of company’s business environment and culture so that people can plan and act to make value flow on their projects.

3 CHANGING DIRECTION

This company’s project teams have used Lean principles well on specific large and complex projects over the years. One such example was the case described in Britt et al. (2014) when the company’s project leaders led the creation of a high-performance team based on collaboration and alignment, shifted focus from tools to outcomes, and enabled rapid problem solving.

The company’s philosophy embraces the inverted pyramid for leadership to manage complexity and the risk that it spawns by enabling people executing projects closest to problems to solve them. Attention is focused on developing people above processes and procedures, which has made many leaders suspicious of the heavy emphasis Lean Construction places on processes and tools, and the discipline required to apply them consistently. The company culture is one of openness and accessibility versus authority and hierarchy. The company works without a CEO, and relies on a Management Committee, which helps business leaders in different offices to make decisions (Feintzeig, 2016), exemplifying shared governance and collaboration. It was in this environment that the informal Lean leadership group started a new training program aiming at shifting the focus of previous efforts from tools to Lean thinking, leadership and problem-solving.

3.1 Phase 1 – Testing a Different Approach

Initially, the Lean champions recognized that their focus on processes and tools was not sufficient. They decided to shift attention to teaching the fundamental ideas of Lean, i.e., focusing on respect for people and continuous improvement, value stream thinking, flow, problem-solving, and Lean leadership and management. Two of the Lean leaders, enrolled in 8-week facilitated online course on Lean Leadership offered by a Lean logistics company (https://leancor.com) and reported that they found it quite rewarding. They saw that being able to study each week’s material online over the 8-week course gave participants the opportunity to think about the concepts, put them into practice, and share stories during the weekly conference call.

The course did and continues to blend weekly online training sessions with mentoring/coaching sessions, and requires participants to read the book, People: A leader’s day-to-day guide to building, managing, and sustaining lean organizations (“People book”) by Gran et al. (2012). Learning comes through coaching by the class facilitator in applying Lean concepts during the weekly conference call.

The Lean group decided to sponsor a private course for themselves and other like-minded company managers as an experiment. They launched it with an in-person workshop with people from two other business units attending remotely. Business unit
leaders were also invited to participate. It became clear during workshop, led by an experienced facilitator from the company that had developed the material, that if the 8-week course was to succeed, people who understood how to apply Lean concepts to managing construction projects would need to facilitate the 1-hour weekly conference calls. This also meant that they needed to teach people using ideas and examples that individuals could relate to and build on.

3.2 Phase 2 – Deploying the Lean Training Course

The 8-week course was and is offered to employees, from offices across the company. The course covers a range of topics covered in the People book such as: "Characteristics of a Lean Leader", "Leading with Purpose and Principles", "Focus and Alignment", "Value Stream Thinking", "Effective Measurement Systems", "Reflection", and "Building Teams". Every week, participants work through assigned reading and questions at their own pace whenever they find time, every Friday they join a 1-hour conference call with their facilitator to discuss what they learned and how they might apply it on their current or a future project.

The People book is continuously referenced within the course content, which allows participants to review the material before and after meetings. For example, one project team has been passing the People book around to help disseminate these concepts. An observation of this team’s planning meetings revealed that concepts discussed in the People book are being applied to their project. The team has defined a baseline to keep improving upon, as they work to employ better management systems. They have continued to educate all team members in the topics covered by the course content and the book.

From the outset, the two facilitators used the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) method to improve the way they taught the course. A key early improvement was to have students send in their "apply your learning" homework, for others to see. The facilitators also worked on a teachers’ guide and decided to use their own questions to provoke discussion of how students could use each chapter’s concepts to improve delivery of their projects. Each student answered five to ten questions on the chapter, then the instructors posted everyone’s answers in a shared location. Later, participants and teachers would have a designated call once a week to discuss the answers. Each student was given five to seven minutes during the weekly call to discuss one answer that they felt passionate about, and to go deeper into the way it impacted them or how they are now doing something different based on the coursework. This shifted responsibility for learning to the students, and allowed the facilitators to help each student become a teacher. Highlights from each chapter were also taken and improved and posted as examples for other classmates and future students to see.

The facilitators created the illustration in Figure 1 to help students understand how they can use the information during and after they completed the course. It shows a constant PDSA cycle of learning through the entire lifecycle of their project. The graphic also communicates that the company leaders want them to continue learning and mastering Lean thinking and leadership.
3.3 Phase 3 – Learning and Creating New Opportunities

A major challenge of this course was to educate people across the country and in different roles. The course material and its related examples had to be relevant to a wide audience, yet be consistent. As the course unfolded, and participants engaged with the instructors and coaches on learning and applying the material, the facilitators started collecting feedback and compiling a list of lessons learned to improve future offerings. They started working on examples of the principles in practice and how Lean leaders could approach problems.

A sign-up list for future offerings was opened after Phase 1 and employees from across the United States signed up for three additional course offerings. In the meantime, as the word spread and the waiting list grew, the facilitators were busy compiling feedback from participants and adjusting the technology platform hosting it to improve course delivery. This encompassed new ways to teach and support the needs of the field supervisors, project managers and project office staff taking the course. Participants willingly provided feedback. Some excerpts of the feedback received (verbatim) are transcribed below:

- “Many of the tools we have been learning are straightforward concepts. I think the biggest challenge is taking the time and putting forth the effort to apply these tools to our daily work habits. But we also need to promote them to our other team members. One person cannot make a project lean. But one person can promote lean philosophies to a project team and foster a collaborative environment where these principles take root and are applied.”

- “I feel that this was a great course to encouraging and fostering being a lean leader. I think that the instructors did a great job of coaching and teaching. I do not know if this is a game changer - business system. Time will tell on this.”

- “Five things learned in the lean core academy: 1. Expect difficulties when implementing change. It is just part of the process; 2. Using inquiry to gain perspective; 3. Exposing rocks by not throwing resources at problems when they arise; 4. Plan, Do, Check, Act – just creating a lean workflow doesn’t mean your job is done. Implementing is the difficult part. It requires follow-up and re-
follow-up; 5. Measure performance of the process, not performance of the people. In the end, it is always a PROCESS that caused the failure by allowing someone who was able to fail to be in that position.”

- “Five things learned in the lean core academy: 1. Lean Concepts that work in a manufacturing setting can apply to construction; 2. Focus on being lean to better meet the client expectations rather than DPR’s; 3. Exceeding goals and expectation is not lean, (overproduction); 4. It is important to understand “purpose” (i.e. what the customers wants, not what we perceived they want); 5. Do not do things for the sake of being what you think is “lean” if it does provide value at the end.”

- “I’m looking forward to learning how to be a more efficient and effective leader”, I really feel like this class and the information and tools I’ve gained form the course have and will continue to help me improve upon my leadership skills. I also feel like the course has helped me see things from a very different perspective, to ask more questions and involve more of the team before developing an opinion.”

In addition to providing feedback about the course, participants conducted a self-evaluation of their performance. Participants evaluated their own capabilities compared to the understanding they gained of the qualities of a Lean leader, and the facilitators produced a radar chart, shown in Figure 2, for each student and combined for all students in each course, and overall for the year. This evaluation helped participants identify the areas in which they needed to improve.

![Figure 2: Lean Leadership categories average scores for Round 1 – Radar chart](image)

During the weekly calls, especially in the second and third courses, participants began relating how they had applied one or more concepts. For example, a project engineer explained how he gathered his team together and convinced them that they had to rethink how they had been working and develop a different process for distributing RFI's to the field. The solution included needing paper copies in the field and a discussion of what changes were made to the drawings, so the field and the office were aligned prior to completion of the work. The team made the necessary changes and continued to use the PDSA cycle on their job for the remaining work.

The course content resulted in “a-ha” moments and students started seeing the value of the coursework. For example, one student realized that they were more of a traditional
Building a Lean Culture

leader after completing the Chapter 2 module on Traditional Leadership versus Lean Leadership; the student then realized that they should work on new Lean habits. Additionally, the self-paced online content made it easy for students to attend, while the weekly check-ins keep it personal and hold people accountable for delivering their assignments and attending the meetings.

Momentum built as participants from multiple business units and backgrounds signed up to attend the course. Currently, the facilitators and students believe that silos are breaking down as people from different functional groups go through the course together and share their knowledge with others. As the courses are not offered to any single group or managerial level, participants are part of a diverse group of backgrounds and ideas, which serves to spread knowledge throughout the company.

3.4 Phase 4 – Expanding the Offerings

Corporate leaders committed to the team’s idea to license and deploy the online Lean Leadership course (Lean Leadership Certificate, http://academy.lean.cor.com) company-wide after seeing metrics collected throughout the first two offerings of the course. The marketing efforts for the course were improved to consistently reach out to employees interested in attending the course. This helped make it easier for the students to sign up because the message was clear, and a sign-up link was embedded in the email notices. Students could read a "what's in it for me" message, recognize the value of the offerings, and sign up for the courses all in one document. Currently, the students sign up directly through the company’s internal learning center, which is a system they are already know how to use.

At the close of 2016, over seventy people had been through the course, and another 230 were signed up for the next three offerings. The number of individuals interested in taking the course increased rapidly due to very positive reviews from the graduates. The survey feedback from students, along with the radar charts, was shared across the company’s business units, whose leaders also promoted the course. As demand grew, so did the need to train more instructors, which has produced a bottleneck because of the scarcity of experienced Lean practitioners with both the time and facilitation skills.

Early in 2017, the two facilitators arranged for another course called “Lean Fundamentals” to be uploaded to the learning management system to serve as a starter for those who are either waiting, undecided, or unable to commit to the 8-week long course.

Focusing on Lean thinking and leadership has increased interest in learning and applying Lean practices and tools. In the past six months, the Lean Leadership facilitators and other members of a formal group focused on planning and scheduling, have trained 80+ operations people to apply Lean principles and practices, particularly pull planning to plan and manage production. 150 people signed up for the three 30-minute Lean Fundamentals modules within the first week after it was announced in January 2017 and 30 completed the course in the following 2-months.

3.5 Looking Forward

Currently, the goals for 2017 are: to leverage the on-line content now available. This will allow 150 people to go through Lean Leadership and another 100 to complete the Lean Fundamentals by the end of the year. The facilitators anticipate 200 will complete Lean Leadership and 200 will work through Lean Fundamentals in 2018.
Other goals the team expects to achieve include: creating a scorecard to reach out to graduates and measure their improvements; helping the graduates define Lean goals and check-in monthly to review their progress towards meeting these goals; improving communication and promoting the use of an internal Wiki to disseminate what teams are doing and what they have learned; identifying Lean champions in each region who lead by example, educate, coach and mentor others; requiring the Lean Fundamentals course for all new hires as they join the company; and educating the group on Lean tools. The team is also looking for new and innovative ways to share stories.

4 CONCLUSIONS

As demand for construction grows across the country, and the company’s offices continue experiencing high growth rates in the number of projects, the company is working to build a Lean culture to promote consistency across its offices. More importantly, the team is focused on how the company’s employees interact, learn, and teach each other Lean across the country. The course facilitators together with the Lean group have drawn several lessons from their experience so far, as follows.

- Employees from all functional groups and levels are interested in learning about Lean.
- Training on Lean tools is necessary but training on overarching Lean concepts, principles, and goals is essential.
- Make training interactive and allowing people to be heard reflects respect for people, and are great ways to accelerate learning.
- Consistency and support are required to expose many people to Lean ideas.
- People need a common vocabulary to share knowledge and gain enough confidence to put them into action.
- Offering courses at different levels to engage participants improves understanding. Not every person has the time to engage in multi-week training sessions. Creating short courses with practical examples breaks the inertia and potentially the fear of changing or having to learn something new. Opening the class to employees at all levels and responsibilities increases understanding of the problems others face, and relatedness between people.
- The PDSA cycle can and should be used to continuously improve Lean education and training.
- Educating employees about Lean principles and leadership may be the most effective means, acting as a bridge, for incorporating Lean thinking into the company’s culture of collaboration, individual initiative and accountability.

This is an ongoing change process that will be evaluated along the way, and new findings will be reported in the future.
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CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PROJECT TEAMS IN CONSTRUCTION: A LONGITUDINAL CASE STUDY

Jean E. Laurent1 and Robert M. Leicht2

Abstract: For many years traditional project delivery methods have been utilized in the construction industry, but new delivery systems such as IPD are being developed to answer the need for more integrated approaches. Studies have been conducted to assess the impact of project delivery method on project performance, but few focus on the effect of team composition and organization. However, many factors influence the need for evolving cross-functional project teams (CFPTs) as project needs change and there are additions of new participants to the project. This research presents a case study of an IPD project delivered at the Pennsylvania State University for a mixed-use laboratory, office and classroom building. The objective is to demonstrate the composition and evolution of the CFPTs organization, from the beginning of the design through early construction. This study shows that three main causes impacted the organization of CFPTs. First, the on-boarding of new project participants necessitated new CFPT organization to better fit members into specific groups. Second, certain CFPTs were created in order to achieve a specific task, leading to the dissolution of the team once the task is achieved. Third, CFPTs can show low performance related to their original goals requiring the project team to adjust the CFPT organization. The IPD structure showed unique organizational flexibility as CFPTs, leaders and members were replaced or exchanged to better fit the project needs when new members are added to the team, or if a member was not effective in meeting changing project needs.

Keywords: Cross-Functional Project Teams, Lean, IPD, Integrated Projects.

1 INTRODUCTION

Typically, construction projects follow the organizational structure driven by the type of delivery method selected. Konchar and Sanvido (1998) refer to Design-Bid-Build (DBB) as the most commonly utilized delivery method, where the owner holds separate agreements with the architect and the general contractor, that is engaged at the construction stage. On the other hand, with the Construction Management at Risk (CM-at-Risk) method, the owner contracts a construction manager responsible for the management and the construction of the facility earlier in design to work with the design team. More recently Ling et al. (2004) refer to Design-Build (DB) as a delivery method where the owner hires a single entity responsible for the design and the construction of the project. These three delivery methods have distinct impacts on project performance, with a significant difference in the contractors’ ability to influence the design for integration with construction processes. The concept of Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
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leverages principles from the Toyota Production System (TPS) and Lean Construction, using technologies and organizational methods to create value for the owner and improve project outcomes (Seed 2015). Contrary to other types of project delivery methods, in an IPD project the owner, the designers and the primary contractors share a single contract, enabling much earlier involvement of the key participants (El-Asmar et al. 2013). The increasing demand for IPD has led to the creation of standardized contractual documents for industry organizations, such as American Institute of Architects (AIA) and the Associated General Contractors (AGC). Thus, as industry representative and leader the AGC (2009) and the AIA (2007) published Consensus Documents 300 and the C195 standard forms of agreement. The use of IPD presents notable advantages, as Mossman (2008) notes a compact definition of IPD as a way to “collaboratively align people, systems, business processes and practices to optimize value for the client.” He specifies that the benefits vary depending on the role taken by the team members, but similarities are identifiable due to the nature of IPD contracts. For clients it becomes easier to link improved value and higher quality design with business objectives. Furthermore, Thomsen (2010) refers to the early involvement of prime contract members and describes this engagement as the means to achieve defect-free buildings. Therefore, a project becomes easier to design with shorter documentation times and better-integrated design benefits all the members.

Leicht et al. (2015) relate the different delivery methods and stipulate that the method itself is not the determining factor for success. The use of highly integrated teams and development of cohesive groups were found to be the key enablers for increased project performance. Integrated projects strongly depend on team organization, more specifically on the use and management of cross-functional teams (CFT). CFTs originated from the manufacturing industry in the late 1970s to improve product development, and have been used increasingly since then. According to Krajewsky and Ritsman (2005), a CFT re-groups people from within the same company, but brings together different areas such as finance, marketing, management and other departments to work toward a common objective. Henke et al. (1993) relates specific considerations concerning team structure and composition:

1. CFTs usually gather between eight to 10 members
2. Each CFT is responsible for self-management.
3. When different CFTs are established to work on the same project, they often integrate support groups to assist the main CFTs, with all groups under the control of the Product Management Team (PMT).

UHS (2014) and Cheng (2015) emphasize the need for cross-discipline collaboration via the use of CFTs that include necessary members to respond to a specific scope, such as an estimator or specialty trade contractor. Qiu et al. (2009) highlight the need for interactional fairness on the performance of CFTs, but they do not provide specific ways to achieve it. Additionally Hickethier et al. (2013) focus on the social network analysis of information between members in IPD projects and highlight the need for utilizing the CFT approach without giving specific organizational consideration.

The difference between a Cross-functional project team (CFPT) and simply a Cross-functional team (CFT) is that in a CFPT participants are brought together to work on a single project for a limited amount of time. However, project management methods seeking the organization of cross-functional project teams (CFPTs) in construction projects are not well defined in current literature. Gaps in literature concerning CFTs organization in IPD projects lead to the following question: how do cross-functional teams
organize and evolve in project-based organizations in the building design and construction industry?

2 Case Study

2.1 Background

The Pennsylvania State University delivered its first project using an Integrated Project Delivery contract. This project was selected to allow easier communication and collaboration with the project team. The project consisted of the demolition and reconstruction of the Agricultural and Biological Engineering (ABE) building of about 77,000ft² (7,000m²) of new construction, and a 16,000ft² (1,500m²) renovation of the existing structure. The project incorporated new graduate education labs, research labs, offices, classrooms, a fermentation facility, and a maintenance shop. The team pursued LEED certification for a total estimated construction cost of $30 million (€27 million), with a construction start in early September 2016 and completion in winter 2017. The IPD contract gathered five signatory partners: owner, designer (architect and engineer), general contractor, mechanical contractor and electrical contractor. Penn State first selected the designer and general contractor as a team, followed by the selection of specialty contractors. Finalizing the original selection process, the IPD team presented a list of five goals that they wish to achieve:

1. Enhance student and faculty experience (support excellence in research and teaching),
2. Respect, reinforce and improve PSU-ABE brand and image,
3. Building design quality (design and materials should set a high standard for architectural aesthetics and quality),
4. Improve building neighborhood (building should communicate with the neighboring project and landscape), and,
5. Life cycle and sustainability (the project should minimize life costs, and remain relevant for a 50 to 100 years lifecycle).

In order to regroup members from different companies on specific project scopes and objectives, the participants self-organized by cross-functional project teams. The Project Management Team (PMT), gathering members of all five signatory firms, is responsible for decision-making in instances when the CFPTs cannot come to a common agreement. The other members are divided into several scope-specific CFPTs, focusing on achieving project goals in conjunction with the Target Value Design process (TVD). TVD is a management technique that has been utilized in the manufacturing industry to achieve cost predictability during new product development (Zimina et al. 2012). According to Pishdad-Bozorgi et al. (2013) designers need the assistance of builders to determine design alternatives, estimate costs, and provide value engineering services during the design phase. Therefore, TVD involves both current and continuous processes of designing to set a target value and assessing the team performance toward achieving the design targets. This method creates possibilities for the project team to achieve the greatest value for the owner. Furthermore, during design, other members were selected and added to the team, as needed, to bring expertise by system. The non-signatory design-assist partners have different contracts payment terms, depending on their degree of influence on the project. Some of the design-assist contracts are incentivized through shared savings, while others are under traditional lump sum terms. Figure 1 shows an example of the contractual
relationships among project participants. The signatory members are linked to the IPD contract; each of the signatory members has subcontractors, some of which are incentivized while others are not.

2.2 Methodology

To develop this case study across the entire design phase, the project was tracked from the beginning of the design process to the early stages of construction. The project team held general meetings once a month at the university, allowing mapping of the evolution of the team organization throughout the project. Through working sessions with the general contractor’s project manager a draft of the overall CFPT evolution was created. Furthermore, in order to develop an accurate CFPTs map evolution; interviews with a project manager from the five signatory members were held. The five interviews focused on validating the CFPTs evolution, including all organizational modifications, additions, or removals of members. This approach allowed the case study to reflect a broad, longitudinal picture of the evolution of the CFPT throughout the design phase, as well as making sure that all elements accurately reflect reality. Eventually, the information obtained during the interviews completed the original CFPT map evolution to provide a final version; presented in Figure 2, that was validated by the project team members in a follow-up meeting.
3 CROSS-FUNCTIONAL PROJECT TEAM COMPOSITION AND EVOLUTION

Figure 2 represents the evolution of the three CFPTs throughout the design phase of the project. The first CFPT relates to the Program Validation, required to be completed in order to enable other CFPTs to begin working. Once this task was complete, the project team created a set of CFPTs using personnel from the first two members (designer and general contractor) of the team that were selected in January 2015. The CFPTs were created to focus on the main building systems of the project, such as: Environmental system (MEP), Shell and Envelope, Site and Fit-out. Participants of each CFPT were chosen based on their capabilities to help the CFPT reach its goals and objectives. A leader was chosen, by common agreement, among CFPT participants to govern each. Then, each CFPT evolved differently based on various elements impacting the need for group and member modifications. Hence, Figure 2 shows the three main organizational changes experienced by the project team, represented by the different highlighted areas accompanied by numbers on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Cross-Functional Project Teams evolution through design phase – Types of changes

Type “1” in red refers to a change experienced due to the expansion of the CFPTs through the on-boarding of new project participants, in this case the Mechanical and...
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Electrical contractors. The new CFPT combined the MEP CFPT and Electrical CFPT, as well as engaging the new Electrical and Mechanical contractor partners. The original logic for the two CFPTs was that they both needed to hold separate meetings focusing on specific system topics. However, as the systems work closely together, it is important to create the cross-functional communication as a single team to assure an appropriate flow of information. Eventually, the on-boarding of new project participants impacted the organization and the need for a more capable leader, bringing the builder’s input and more scope specific expertise, which Figure 2 highlights.

Type “2” in blue relates to a change brought about by the project team when they realized a lack of interaction related to the Envelope and the Site. Originally, Shell and Envelope were gathered under one CFPT. However, Site was a separate CFPT with its own meetings and agenda. The project team realized that the Site CFPT due to the relatively small site area, required extensive collaboration with the building’s Envelope design. Thus, the project team decided to gather the CFPTs under one main CFPT led by “designer 1.” In this case, the team described this individual as more capable of leading such large CFPT, by showing extensive leadership skills and technical expertise. From then on the CFPT held meetings with all of the members in order to collaboratively develop the design and exchange information. In summer 2016, to prepare for construction, the leadership transferred to “project manager 1” from the GC because it is believed he is more able to bring field input and coordinate with subcontractors at this stage of the project.

Type “3” in green is the last type of change experienced during this case study. The Program Validation is a task CFPT that focused on area repartition and definition in order to allow the rest of the project team to begin design. This CFPT took place at the very earliest stage of the design phase, once completed, the specific team was dissolved and re-emerged into the Fit-out CFPT with a revised make-up and principal activities that are based on the elements developed during the program validation. It appears that “designer 2” was brought on the project to focus on this specific program validation task; this explains why this person left the group after the completion of the task. When Program Validation merged into Fit-out, the senior “architect 1” from the Designer took over the leadership of the CFPT.

4 Discussion

The ABE project team organized participants into different scope specific, TVD-oriented, CFPTs that gathered individuals from different companies. The case study showed that the CFPTs focus on elements related to the main building systems of the project and their intersections. Additionally, each CFPT is expected to collaborate in order to reach the project goals and target cost set at the project outset. The three types of CFPT modifications observed were identified in different ways. Sometimes the team realized that their organization was not sufficient for a task or for coordination, which led to a reorganization or a transition of leadership. Other times, the team simply reviewed their organization in order to accommodate new firms joining the project team. Finally, one CFPT stopped when the objective was reached. These changes suggest that the team organization is organic and is based on the principles of flexible capacity and continuous improvement. However, these observations and specific changes might not occur on every IPD project. Variables, such as project type, size and goals, have a significant impact on team size, composition and evolution. This case study is limited to a medium-sized IPD project of $30 million gathering five signatory members and approximately twenty fully
involved participants during the design phase. Furthermore, this case study highlights the importance of the IPD contract related to how a specific role can be fulfilled by different people in order to best suit the project team needs at a given time. Members can be added to a specific CFPT instead of adding members from a different company without having to revisit the contract values of the companies involved. Additionally, the CFPT organization combined with the IPD contract allows the full potential of individuals to be realized to support CFPT needs. As seen in the case study, some members are removed or switched from one CFPT to another if they do not add value to the process in their original placement. The structure is flexible and allows the team to continuously evolve the CFPTs in parallel with the changing design processes to better use team member skills. These characteristics enhance the cross-functional organization of the team and allow for greater opportunity for collaboration and innovation.

5 Conclusions

The elements arising from this case study are beneficial to the lean community and more specifically the project team members that are unfamiliar with the concepts of IPD and CFPTs. In IPD, participants are divided in CFPTs to focus on a TVD approach. Each CFPT focuses on a specific scope depending on the project and building systems. The CFPTs are composed of participants from the different project firms that have the capacity to bring value to the design process. Using CFPTs establishes a specific group of people to work on a scope with a set of practices, TVD goal, information share and communication. On top of this, the CFPTs also need to apply the concept of cross-functional communication from one CFPT to another. IPD, being a relatively new contract form, is sometimes difficult to properly engage participants into the process. However, the flexibility of CFPTs in conjunction with an IPD contract allows evolution and flexibility in the team organization, providing greater opportunity for integration and development of cohesive groups to deliver project performance. The CFPTs evolve either by changing organization or by rotating members to better suit the project needs. Some participants interviewed during the case study highlighted their difficulties to see the need for IPD and the benefits of using early in the process. Those same participants later specified that by experiencing it and having all members working towards achieving a common goal the design process was more collaborative, allowing for better performance related to project goals. The use of CFPT seems more appropriate to IPD projects, but could be utilized on other type of project deliveries. The challenge implementing CFPTs in non-IPD contracts would lie in easily transition member roles between companies to fill a gap when there is a need because it would require a renegotiation of several contracts.

To expand this case study and obtain a broader picture of CFPTs organization in integrated construction projects a qualitative research will be pursued. Consisting of interviewing a set of IPD experts would allow for a confirmation of practices used during this case study and obtaining additional information concerning the type and evolutions of CFPTs on others projects experienced by the experts. Ideally, the most effective way to provide a full representation of organizational changes related to CFPTs would be to compare several case studies with regard to the overall projects performance. Each project would show a specific set of CFPTs organization at each project stage and evolution analysed against the final project performance to assess whether CFPT organization impacted performance and the recurring elements across case studies.
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BOTTOM-UP STRATEGY FOR LEAN CONSTRUCTION ON SITE IMPLEMENTATION

Nero Lenotti Zanotti\textsuperscript{1}, Flávio Leal Maranhão\textsuperscript{2}, Vitor Levy Castex Aly\textsuperscript{3}

\textbf{Abstract:} This paper shows a Lean Construction method being implemented with a bottom-up strategy, using spontaneous improvement as a tool for the implementation. To introduce the changes, all workers were trained on how to manage and identify the 8 types of waste, and presented to a simplified A3 thinking approach as a problem-solving technique.

The implementation occurred on a large infrastructure project with a total extension of 83 km, using the construction of a water pipeline as an example, studying it for six months. To measure the results, the labor productivity rate and the average production-per-day rate were introduced as performance indicators, to analyse whether the implementation was successful or not.

By the end of the study, it was possible to observe a correlation between the number of improvements made, the labor productivity rate, and the average production-per-day rate, which implied a successful implementation of the lean philosophy.

\textbf{Keywords:} Lean construction, site implementation, kaizen, spontaneous improvement.

\section{INTRODUCTION}

There are many ways and different strategies to implement Lean Construction on construction companies. The most common ways of doing so are the top-down and the bottom-up strategies. Arbulu and Zabelle (2012) considered that the top-down method often pushed organizations to adopt a shallow and wide implementation approach, typically conceived and mandated by the leadership and without proper stakeholder engagement. Therefore, many difficulties for a successful implementation of the Lean Construction philosophy have been reported, as Berroir et al (2015) questions the sustainability of most actions done by company leaders for implementation, and as Jorgensen et al (2004) has observed, the cultural interpretations constituted a considerable impediment to process-oriented cooperation.

The main barrier to Lean Construction implementation is resistance by the middle management, supervisors and employees. Team resistance comprises more than 86\% of the barriers to implementation, as shown in the Lean Enterprise Institute (2007) chart (Figure 1). This is the major problem that must be overcome for a successful lean transformation to occur.
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Meanwhile, Sarhan, S. and Fox, A. (2013) identified the top 3 barriers for Lean Construction implementation, in the following order:

- Lack of adequate lean awareness and understanding
- Lack of top management commitment
- Culture and human attitudinal issues

To address the implementation problems listed above, an alternative implementation method is the bottom-up strategy. According to Hook and Stehn (2008), this strategy implies that workers, by doing specific working routines, can implement a work culture, where the lean tools can improve how things are done traditionally. There are few published research studies that evaluate the on-site implementation of lean construction for workers, as Pichi and Granja (2014) did with lean principles; and Berroir et al (2015) did with added value analysis and 5S. However, no research was identified that focused on the training of employees such that they might be empowered to reduce or eliminate wastes in their own processes.

Motivated by the discussion above, this paper aims to evaluate an on-site implementation of lean construction using a bottom-up strategy, where the workers themselves improved their own processes. All data were collected by studying a large water pipeline construction site in Brazil.

2 DESCRIBING THE PROJECT

The project that was studied for this paper is a large water production system, with a flow rate of up to 6.4 cubic meters per second, made to supply a population of 500,000. The system is consisted of:
• A water intake facility
• A water treatment facility
• 83 km of water pipeline
• Another structures as water reservoirs and pumping stations

2.1 Studied activity

As previously stated, the scope of this paper is the construction of the pipeline, which has a diameter of 2.1m and the trenches have 4 meters of depth. The initial estimated building cycle time is of one and a half day for every 7 meters of pipeline completed. The construction cycle is composed by the following activities:

• Soil Excavation
• Pipeline installation
• Welding
• Soil Backfill

The project had several crews doing the same job in different places in order to build it faster. The composition of the teams involved on the construction process for each of the activities is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: team composition for different activities of the water pipeline construction.](image)

In this study, the water pipeline is considered as only one construction activity, that has the construction cycle mentioned above, and the product is always finished with the trench completely backfilled.

3 Structuring the strategy

3.1 Fundamentals and methodology

As Womack and Jones (2013) describe, kaizen means continuous incremental improvement. They also say that a combination of both radical improvement (kaikaku) and continuous improvement (kaizen) can produce endless improvements.

This research focused on only continuous incremental improvements, or kaizen events. It began with a training phase in which all workers were trained. Then the
improvements were captured using a kaizen form (Figure 3). Finally, all data collected were analyzed comparing the improvements and the labor productivity rate during the same period.

3.2 Training phase

The training provided to the workforce consisted in two specific topics of lean: waste reduction and problem solving.

As Liker (2004) mentioned, there are 8 types of wastes: overproduction, waiting, transportation, extra processing, inventory, excessive motion, defects and underutilized personnel. For each type of waste, it was showed to the workforce a contextualized example, for better understanding.

The other topic consisted of problem solving. To simplify the lesson, a reduced A3 thinking model for training was adopted so that the foremen and their crew could easily understand the concept.

The objective was to merge the two LC topics into one. Each time the workers found a waste, they were instructed to instinctively solve the problem as they had been trained, assisted by the engineers responsible for the task.

3.3 Capturing the improvement

As mentioned before, a simplified A3 thinking method was implemented, so that the foreman and his crew could identify different kinds of waste, and make improvements to overcome them. To register the actions taken on field, a proprietary form called “kaizen” (Figure 3) was developed. The kaizen form is divided in four different areas: waste or problem identification; waste or problem cause; solution or improvement implemented; and results obtained. It also has a checkbox, where the type of waste found can be marked.

All the data collect was compiled into a data base of improvement information so it could be analyzed.

![Figure 3: kaizen form.](image-url)
After the data was analyzed, the engineer responsible for the implementation of LC would visit the crew, to verify the improvements that were made, and to encourage the team to produce more kaizens forms by pointing out the results that were already obtained to promote continuous improvement.

4 IMPROVEMENTS REFLECTING ON PRODUCTIVITY

To measure the impact of the improvements, labor productivity rate and the average production-per-day rate were chosen as performance indicators, and assessed over a period of six months. Figure 4 shows the monthly productivity and the number of kaizen forms accumulated and analyzed for the water pipeline construction activity.

Figure 4: comparison of number of kaizen forms accumulated and labor productivity rate over time.

Figure 5 shows average production-per-day rate and the number of kaizens forms accumulated during the period.
Both figures 4 and 5 showed a correlation of the performance indicator and the number of kaizen forms accumulated during the period. The correlation on figure 4 means that over the increase of kaizens forms, less labor hours were necessary to do the task. So, the activity was becoming more productive. And the correlation on figure 5 means that more product was made in a single day over the increase of kaizen forms. Hence, these two facts were a result of a systematically waste reduction over time.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The bottom-up strategy for Lean Construction implementation on construction sites described on this paper is effective because it stimulates the engagement of the workers to make improvements on their own processes. This is made possible through training to enable them to find and eliminate wastes in their daily work.

Even though the labor productivity rate and the average production rate were chosen as the performance indicators for measuring the success of Lean Construction implementation on this case, it is expected that other performance indicators could also show a positive outcome, reflecting the improvements made by the kaizen forms, as shown on this paper. Systematically speaking, a reduction of waste on the construction process can also lead to an increase of quality and worker safety.

It was also observed that, as the number of kaizen grew, the effect it had on increasing the productivity and production rate would grow less, reaching a superior limit. This happened because the first improvements made had big impacts on performance, but as time went on, there was a tendency that the improvements would have a significantly smaller impact on performance, which meant that the work processes were close to their limit of improvement. Therefore, this study advocates radical change (kaikaku) followed by collective kaizen to promote a systematically continuous improvement.

To avoid that all the spontaneous improvement made could be somehow lost within time, it is suggested that a standardized manner of cataloguing what was made is created,
to add the improvements made by the application of the kaizen forms into the working culture of the company. And to really achieve continuous improvement, further actions, taken from a top-down perspective, must be added to the bottom-up spontaneous improvement methods, so that the company can reach its peak efficiency on working routines on a faster way.
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STRATEGIES THAT CAN HELP TRANSFORM THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Margarita Leonova¹, Glenn Ballard², and Fritz Gehbauer³

Abstract: This paper is an appeal to the various stakeholders committed to lean transformation of global construction to coordinate their efforts, and to recruit others not yet committed. Both opponents and advocates of industry transformation are identified; those who live off the waste are in one corner and those who suffer from unsafe, defective, late and costly construction are in the other. A case is made for an alliance of advocates to develop and coordinate the manifold initiatives that together constitute a strategy for transformation.

Keywords: Lean construction, industry transformation, research strategies, research areas

1 INTRODUCTION

The International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC) was formed in 1993 as a platform for academic exchange and lean research. Fifteen papers were presented at the annual conference in 1996. Ten years later, that number had grown to 123. Many of the IGLC papers have been influential in both the academy and practice.

Nevertheless, despite evidence of increasing impact in some parts of the world, it is apparent that the objective of transforming the construction industry is far from being attained. That is even true in countries where Lean has made considerable progress. Moreover, there are major and huge blank areas in the Lean world map, as can be easily deduced from the number of countries not represented in the IGLC conferences. The question has to be discussed whether the IGLC papers in their majority are really supporting the overall objective. There might be even allowed the question whether many of the papers would even frighten away a person from practical life if these papers were their first contact with Lean. In any case, if the success of Lean transformation is sub-optimal, then we need a discussion about improved strategies. IGLC researchers could direct some of their research directly to the task of industry transformation; for example, by testing and refuting the paradigms on which traditional, non-Lean practice is based. But research is only one, though a critical one, of the levers for that transformation. In this paper, which does not pretend to be itself a research paper, we provide a larger, more comprehensive view of strategies and stakeholders involved in that initiative.
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Strategies that Can Help Transform the Construction Industry

Others in the IGLC community have addressed issues, challenges and obstacles to Lean Construction adoption, dissemination, research and education and have made recommendations (to mention a few: Alves et al. 2012, Sarhan and Fox 2012, Common et al. 2000, Wandahl 2014). Building on their work, we propose to bring the discussion to a new level.

This paper starts with a summary of observations from a practical view followed by the presentation of strategies for the transformation of the construction industry worldwide. Finally, questions of organizing and developing action plans are discussed.

2 OBSERVATIONS FROM A PRACTICAL VIEW

Transforming the construction industry is hindered by existing paradigms and other obstacles. More research is needed to reveal and reduce these obstacles. Many a practitioner having received an introduction to Lean has mentioned that “miracles” like aligning of interests or real and open co-operation are considered impossible. Even companies that have embraced Lean in one or several projects find it hard to maintain the momentum or to develop into a Lean organization. Lean research does not seem to produce answers to those problems. It is mostly concentrated around hypothetical research questions, often far away from practical needs. The traditional administrator usually suspects the idea of Integrated Project Delivery (IPD). The public sector has to be won over and supported in the development of new regulations. The difference between value and low price is not sufficiently understood.

In most countries, Lean education is either totally missing or incomplete. The possibilities of the internet are not explored in that context. If we observe an insufficient Lean education throughout, we have to consider creating a Lean online university.

It is widely accepted that the adoption of lean requires changes in attitudes, thinking, and behaviour. At the same time, it is clear that these changes are hard to achieve and that there are a lot of obstacles. However, too little research action is seen addressing the problems and facilitating the change, especially when different national peculiarities increase the human resistance to change. Too little is done to develop concepts that can drive the change and to identify the drivers.

Often lean is perceived as merely a collection of tools. Sometimes the roles of Lean and BIM are reversed or confused, with BIM even regarded by some as synonymous with Lean. Lean Construction and VDC (Virtual Design and Construction) are often misunderstood to be competing solutions. Why do not VDC and lean always go hand in hand? Newcomers usually have lot of questions and doubts. Lean research does not seem to produce answers to those. Lean needs to join forces with other progressive initiatives in the industry to overcome traditional thinking and mindsets.

The learning culture of the Last Planner System is to a great extent based on learning from failures. The real drive in nature and in humanity is, however, learning from success (Spitzer 2007). This can be systemized and incorporated into Lean.

The majority of all AEC companies belong to the small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) category. Whereas IPD and Alliancing are considered to be of special value in complicated projects, normally not the field of the SME, Lean should make clear what it has to offer to them. Basically, if we promote change within the industry, we have to deal with a huge number of companies with less than 10 employees. Lean construction implementation needs to be evaluated both for its successes and for its omissions.

Stifti (2017) has presented two world maps, one of Transparency International (Corruption Perceptions Index), the other from the World Bank (Control of Corruption).
A closer look reveals that these countries, with a few exceptions, are the ones with the least adoption of Lean. That is not a surprise. Transparency, open collaboration and reliability have no place in a corrupted system. Endeavours to reduce corruption apply ever more stringent codes and regulations - with no effect. Lean has something else to offer: a gradual entry into a new world with win-win situations.

Stifi (2017) also discusses the fact that corruption and Lean efforts in the same project are hindering each other. Can that be used to reduce corruption? Looking at the corruption world map another interesting observation can be made. Some countries with the lowest corruption factor are very reluctant to embrace full IPD. Possibly, it is feared that corruption could no longer be controlled with these new procurement methods. Any initiative trying to promote Lean has to take such matters into consideration.

Corruption is possibly the number one waste in the industry, but there are more groups that live off waste. In addition, there are the timid ones and persons and organizations resisting change. They all belong to the group of opponents and form obstacles against transformation. On the other hand, there are advocates who have shown considerable success in projects and organizational improvements. They are too few and often regionally confined. A concerted action is needed to spread the success stories and to teach the conditions for success, on a worldwide scale.

3 STRATEGIES FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

Even though the construction industry is believed to be slow to adopt innovations and embrace changes, there is a lot going on. The industry is influenced by developments in chemical and materials engineering, construction machinery and equipment, and increasing penetration of ICT (Information and Computer Technology) into daily operations. The Lean Construction community brings management innovations in culture and ways of working. Changing culture and habits is inevitably a slow process and needs a clear strategy and dedication.

Along with other industries, the question for the construction industry is not one of whether or not to innovate but rather of how to do so successfully. The Lean community’s goal is for Lean Construction principles and methods to become standard in the industry. The question is how the Lean research community should influence and direct research to achieve the goal.

3.1 Strategies for research

During 25 years of extensive research, case studies and conferences the community has produced a Lean Construction body of knowledge. Participants of the 24th IGLC conference discussed where the world is in terms of Lean Construction adoption. Broadly speaking, there has been relatively good progress in terms of lean implementation at the project level; not much evidence of successful lean enterprises; the industry overall has not transformed into a lean one. In other words, it could be said that we have achieved “pockets of excellence”; however, this is not good enough. Using Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovations curve to analyse the situation (Rogers 1962), it could be stated that we are still in the “early adopters” phase and in order to reach the “early majority” category we have to “cross the chasm” (Moore 1991). Choosing the right research direction should bring us nearer to achieving the goal.

After about ten years of LC research and implementation, a survey (Common et al. 2000) revealed “a distinct lack of understanding and application of the fundamental techniques required for a lean culture to exist”. Nevertheless, more than ten years later
Alves et al. (2012) discussed the evidence found in the literature and collected from industry actors the variety of ways Lean is understood when applied to construction. A study by Sarhan and Fox (2012) identified three barriers to the successful implementation of LC: [1] Lack of adequate lean awareness and understanding; [2] Lack of top management commitment; and [3] Cultural & human attitudinal issues. Another research on barriers and obstacles in Lean implementation shows that “the awareness of Lean Construction is considerably low” (Wandahl 2014).

As we all know, there is nothing more practical than a good theory. Apparently, the current best knowledge has not delivered the desirable results. A broader and more fundamental approach in Lean Theory is needed in order to establish a common understanding of key principles and definitions, including lean, value, transformation.

Koskela et al. (2003) argued that while theory explains the reasons and possible preventions of problems, experimentation converts theory into practical methods and tools. Feedback from industry actors along with the appropriate research approach should establish “an appropriate link between theory and practice, strengthening the relevance of academic research” (Rocha et al 2012).

Ultimately, success of lean adoption is seen in the establishment of standard work in AEC companies. IGLC research should definitely consider the environment we are living and working in and have a focus on solving real world problems. At the same time, the proposed solutions should be more universal to avoid unnecessary repetition of the same applications on different companies, regions, countries.

The challenge of promoting partnering between industry and academia has been previously discussed in the work of Alves et al. (2012). Practitioners have the data but do not have the resources to process and analyze it. Researchers, on the other hand, do not have direct access to data but have the capacity to analyze and draw conclusions. Within this win-win collaboration, a transfer of the conclusions and solutions back to the industry in required. For that, publications of academic papers is not sufficient.

During the 24th IGLC conference panel discussions, it was stated that we should find new ways to bring academia and practitioners to work together. Along with a fundamental theory, a simple and clear core concept of Lean should be developed. There should be clarity what the new theory proposes to be done differently and how the proposed solutions are incorporated into the real world and meet the needs of the majority in the field. Examples of successful research-industry partnerships should be taken into consideration. The gap between industry and research is well illustrated in a recent survey (Alves et al. 2016) that highlighted a lack of “pull” from the industry regarding specifying lean skills in job offers, even from members of the Lean Construction Institute.

### 3.2 Strategies for education

Teaching lean concepts is a challenge by itself; however, it pushes lean educators to find creatively different approaches to teaching the subject. Seven different perspectives on teaching LC in a university setting were presented in papers of Tsao et al. (2012) and Tsao et al. (2013). Multiple teaching approaches, e.g. team projects, reading assignments, guest speakers, field trips, mixed with learning methods such as simulations and discussions resulted in higher student engagement and satisfaction in courses. As the leader of the Lean Construction Institute’s Academic Forum, Tariq Abdelhamid has collected Lean Construction curricula and materials, which were made available to member companies.

Unfortunately, not that many academics followed the encouragement of the authors to

---

4 The Lean Construction Lighthouse webpage http://www.leanconstruction.msu.edu/
share their teaching approaches, experiences, and lessons learned which leaves some blank spots in the body of knowledge for Lean Construction education.

According to the IGLC statement, in order to respond to the global challenges ahead, the practice, education, and research of the AEC industry have to be radically renewed. Kuhn (1970), writing about paradigmatic change in the sciences, noted that some people are unable to accept and embrace new ways of thinking and behaving. According to Rogers (1962), many of those who did embrace new ways were influenced by innovators and enthusiasts in the field. There is still a lot of work to do in convincing experienced practitioners to go with Lean. However, there are those who do not have to unlearn practices, rather they are ready to think in Lean terms from the beginning. Students and young researchers are going to shape the future of the construction industry in their role as architects, engineers, contractors and owners. In order to compete for the fresh blood and best young brains on the market, the construction industry should think about how to make construction more appealing for students.

The network of research from practice and academia should become more internationalized and its work should be more coordinated. There are still countries and regions that have not heard about lean or are at the very beginning of their journey; however, sometimes more fundamental problems – corruption – must first be addressed. Students and young researchers from those countries should be reached by the representatives of the network of Lean professionals. External advisors should provide guidance and help direct the research to achieve better and faster results, help to avoid beginning from scratch and reproducing research already done.

The authors of this paper discussed several reasons why a new approach to Lean research is needed. Some of the points are reflected in the corresponding IGLC literature. We are hoping to draw additional attention to existing issues and believe that in true collaboration the radical renewal of AEC practice, education and research can be achieved.

Today we have different sources for information about Lean Construction, some of which is outdated. As a community, we have to think about the impression we are making on, for example, newcomers who are searching the web for trusted sources of information. To mention some: the IGLC webpage provides a yearly-replenished collection of conference papers; the Lean Construction Lighthouse was a pioneer effort on making Lean resources available online on a variety of topics; the Lean Construction Institute’s website is a good example of a truly helpful get-started source. However, there is no unity for international audience or prospective students and researchers or potential industry actors who would like to partner with academia.

An integrated platform is needed to unite interested parties and enable access to updated information about the lean world. The opportunities and issues that it could address include:

- information about universities that incorporate lean education in their curricula;
- active academia members, their research interests and willingness to serve as external advisors for students;
- students’ information (CV, resume, research interests);
- companies’ requests for research support: research questions, data analysis, problems to be solved etc.;
- companies could share achievements and barriers to lean implementation;

• opportunities for doing case studies, organizing field trips and company tours for students.

The goal is to create a strong network with information collected in one place, easily reachable and accessible for anyone interested in Lean Construction. The platform could address the missing link between research and practice, internationalization, direction and monitoring of quality of the research.

4 **NEED TO CREATE AN ORGANIZATION TO LEAD THIS INITIATIVE:**

**PLAN OF ACTION**

The construction sector is characterized by fragmentation and construction projects by siloed structure. As a result, an age-old question “who must initiate the change?” or “who must demand better construction processes?” has not yet been answered. It seems that the lean movement also lacks a shared view of the direction and general steps towards lean at the industry-level.

Lean Construction is said to need a greater sense of mission, focus, and industry support (Forbes and Ahmed 2011). We invite interested parties to participate in creating a plan of action. We list some elements that need to be considered:

• Producing a fundamental Lean Theory with clearly defined terminology and agreed definitions (what is lean, value, change etc.) and key principles.
• Research revealing how Lean can help attack fundamental obstacles like corruption.
• Opportunities for several relevant research focuses can be distinguished: research on obstacles to lean transformation; observation and description of real-world problems and paradigms; observation and description of what is working and why it is working during the lean journey.
• Exploring other industries for useful input to the lean transformation of construction. Interesting parallels were drawn in the recent paper about filmmaking and construction (Ballard et al. 2016).
• A new direction should be set in order to boost interest and trust of traditional academia and increase number of proceedings in other non-lean conferences and journals, and stimulate externally generated citations of IGLC papers. (More statistics on citations can be found in the work of Pasquire and Connor (2011).
• A plan for attracting young people to the construction industry as practitioners and researchers.
• Collaborate really collaborate to make Lean Construction a global movement:
  o Establish a strong integrated network (a platform) of representatives of research, education, practice and potential members of the Lean Community.
  o Create internet-based Lean Construction courses, the nucleus of a later internet Lean University.

The construction industry strongly impacts the economies of almost every country, through spending in both the public and private sector, and fundamentally through changing the built environment. We need an improved next level of performance. The term “next level” refers to ideas that could improve the impact of construction on society.
and the environment. Advocates for Lean Construction will start from different places. What’s critical is for them to reach their next level of understanding and application from whatever base they start. That includes politicians, public clients, the industry and universities. Groups already practicing Lean and collaborative contracting are invited to join the discussion with the aim to reach a “next level” of performance: The International Group of Lean Construction (IGLC), the Lean Construction Institutes worldwide, the Alliancing community of Australia, the Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) projects in the US, the Lean in the Public Sector (LIPS) conferences worldwide, and organizations that develop and promote BIM and other information technologies, such as BuildSmart and BIM Forum.

The IGLC community cannot alone develop an action plan and create the organizational base for the actions needed. However, IGLC can take a leadership role in bringing advocates for Lean Construction together, and solicit research that facilitate construction industry transformation. The following action plan includes the important contributions IGLC can make. But it is not limited to those. This paper is addressing the IGLC community because many of the key players in the action plan should come from that community. Many of its members and contributors belong to influential organizations both in the academic and industry world. We invite them to join in an effort to initiate actions and create organizational structures that are necessary for transforming the construction industry. Nevertheless, we also need working groups and organizational structures. These cannot be created in one stroke. But a beginning has to be made.

The beginning could be a working group consisting of influential stakeholders of IGLC. Its first task could be to bring in more stakeholders and to form an alliance of advocates to develop and coordinate the manifold initiatives that together constitute a strategy for transformation.

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has outlined an approach to lean transformation of the construction industry. Needs and opportunities for change have been identified and first steps proposed, including creation of a leadership group drawn from multiple stakeholders. The role envisioned for IGLC as an organization is to be part of the industry transformation leadership, focused on issues of research and education.
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BARRIERS AND CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENT INTEGRATED PROJECT DELIVERY IN CHINA

Shan Li¹, and Qiuwen Ma²

Abstract: Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) improves construction project performance. In China, though IPD is known due to its theoretical advantages and benefits, effective implementation of IPD in construction projects is rare. This may be caused by some existing barriers and problems. The purpose of this study was to explore the barriers to adopt IPD in Chinese construction. Critical factors of IPD implementation were reviewed, and face-to-face interviews with experts were carried out to collect industry views. Nanjing, China was selected as the location to carry out the research. The results revealed that the confidence of using IPD is not strong. In particular, adversarial relationships, legal issues, and lack of owner willingness may block the implementation of IPD in China. It is suggested to adopt positive mechanisms to push for the early involvement of diverse participants. In terms of the contract mechanisms, future studies should involve a standard framework, gradual project procurement process, collaboration-oriented risk and rewards system, and necessary techniques to improve integrative operations.

Keywords: Integrated project delivery, barriers, Nanjing-China.

1 Introduction

In 2015, the development of the construction industry in China fell to a historical low. Due to inborn fragmented problems, the Chinese construction industry suffered from low productivity, inefficiency, and ineffectiveness. To develop and survive in the context where integrated scientific management develops, participants in Chinese construction need to review their practices and refine their strategies to improve their operations.

The concept of "lean" refers to reducing waste, meeting the requirements of customers, and focusing on value generation (Koskela 1997). IPD is a lean project delivery method that is characterized by bonding the key participants together and incentivizing them to achieve real collaboration for the interest of the project (American Institute of Architecture (AIA) 2007; Forbes and Ahmed 2010), thereby reducing waste and adding value. Previous research on IPD can be briefly classified into two groups: IPD definition and IPD application. Knowledge in the first group is helpful to identify the concepts, advantages, and measurements of IPD (Lahdenperä 2012; El Asmar et al., 2013). The second group of knowledge is useful for knowing the barriers and problems, critical successful factors, and effective mechanisms to address technique issues, contractor issues, and organizational issues in implementing IPD (Ballard 2011; Korb et al. 2016; Lostuvali et al. 2014). Despite the success of IPD projects in foreign countries, the challenges to adopt IPD in China are unknown. Rowlinson (2017) highlighted that business willingness and policies are the main barriers of IPD implementation. In addition, cultural, financial, legal, and
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Technological problems are prevalent barriers (Ghassemi and Becerik-Gerber 2011, Korb et al. 2016). In the context of China, less research has been performed on IPD implementation. This paper aims to solve these research problems.

2 IPD

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) and the American Institute of Architects California Council (AIACC) (2010) defined IPD as a method of project delivery distinguished by a contractual arrangement among a minimum of the owner, the constructor, and design professionals that aligns the business interests of all parties.

Since Sutter Health successfully combined lean project delivery with multiparty contracts, IPD has shown its advantages in risk management and cost predictability (Lichtig 2005). IPD was first adopted in healthcare projects and gradually has been implemented in a variety of projects, including office buildings, residential buildings, transportation infrastructure, educational buildings, civic projects, and others.

The most well-recognized characteristics of IPD are: early involvement of key participants, shared risk and rewards, multiparty agreement, collaborative decision making and control, liability waivers among key participants, jointly developed and validated goals, and use of Building Information Modelling (BIM) (AIA and AIACC 2010; Azhar et al. 2015).

Multiparty agreement (MA): In IPD implementation, a multiparty agreement should be established. Such a contract refers to a single contract among multiple parties, including at least the owners, architects, and contractors (AIA 2007; National Association of State Facilities Administrators (NASFA) et al. 2010). Some important subcontractors and suppliers may also be included in the multiparty contract. In this contract, all elements are clearly stated and normally include incentives and risk sharing, payment method, dispute resolutions, and the responsibilities of all involved parties. However, the usage of IPD may deviate from the standard. For example, in Sutter Health’s construction of its new Cathedral Hill Hospital in San Francisco, the integrated form of agreement (IFOA) was used, and the owner, architect, design consultant, general contractor, and primary trade contractors were included in the IFOA; while in a project of Lawrence & Schiller Remodel, a new, limited liability company (LLC) was established, formed, and solely owned by the owner, who contracted with the integrated team partners, which included interior designers, the architect, general contractor, electrical contractor, and mechanical contractor (Cheng et al. 2012).

Early involvement of key participants (EIKP): One of the most fundamental advantages of IPD is that all key parties should be present and involved in a project from the earliest design phase (AIA 2007). Early contractor involvement (ECI) is not a new strategy, which was first adopted in 2000 in the project of Blyth Community College for cost review and selection of materials (Mosey 2009). Many researchers have investigated ECI and its use of different procurement forms, including partnering and alliancing (Mosey 2009; Rahman 2012). Since the new millennium, ECI has been adopted widely in different construction environments (Walker and Lloyd-Walker 2012; Whitehead 2009).

Shared risk and rewards (SRR): Incentive compensation layer (ICL) is incorporated in IPD projects, where a percentage or all of the profit of designers and contractors is put at risk. The project goals are set at an early project stage, and the project participants will receive their profit jointly in terms of the measurement of project performance against project goals (Cohen 2010). The ways to define and calculate risk and rewards are diverse. Badenfelt (2008) suggested that the sharing ratio should be chosen based on past working
relationship and perceived risks, while Zhang and Li (2014) proposed a sharing mechanism in terms of the Nash Bargaining Solution based on target cost.

**Collaborative decision making and control (CDMC):** In IPD projects, the decisions are made based on mutual agreements among all project teams, instead of solely by the owner. The IPD management team and implementation team, comprising representatives from at least the owner, architect, and contractor, should be built to make decisions collaboratively (Thomsen et al. 2009). Core decisions are mainly made by the project executive team, while the detailed implementation is conducted by the project management team (AIA 2009a).

**Liability waiver (LW):** The contractual agreements of IPD require a liability waiver among the key participants, except for willful misconduct which occurs if the project participants cannot prove that the misconduct is unintentional (AIA 2009b). Liability waivers have been strictly implemented in alliancing projects in Australia. Despite the fact that LW is a metric to measure the level of integration, the relevant adoption in the IPD context is not as high as alliancing (Lahdenperä 2012).

**Jointly developed and validated goals (JDVG):** In the IPD context, project participants develop project goals jointly. Project performance criteria are defined based on the input and support of all key participants (NASFA et al. 2010). Given an initial planning budget provided by the owner, project participants develop target cost. In addition to cost target, the design criteria also include quality, schedule, diversity, sustainability, and implementation (Cheng et al. 2012).

**Use of BIM:** Open and interoperable information exchanges based on BIM can facilitate integration and collaboration between different participants (AIA 2007). In IPD projects, BIM serves as a platform where the information is shared among project participants.

Despite the fact that IPD as a project delivery method emerged 10 years ago, the philosophy of IPD actually has been embraced in the AEC industry even before the first term of IPD emerged (NASFA et al. 2010; Matthews and Howell 2005). NASFA et al. (2010) defined “IPD-ish” as using IPD as a philosophy, a phenomenon that is also called “IPD lite” or “non-multiparty IPD.” In IPD-ish projects, not all of the IPD characteristics are achieved, nor is multiparty agreement adopted. In addition, the collaboration level is lower than IPD as a delivery method but higher than traditional procurement methods. Other procurement methods, such as DB, CMR, and DBB can also adopt IPD-ish characteristics.

### 3 RESEARCH METHOD

The study investigated barriers to implement IPD in China. By face-to-face interviews during December 2016, the perceptions of industry practitioners and academics towards IPD were examined. Through personal networking of research team members, two academics and six industry practitioners representing owners, general contractors and designers in the private and public sectors agreed to have face-to-face interviews in Nanjing, China. Nanjing was selected in that it is representative of Chinese cities experiencing rapid urban development. The questions were divided into three parts: 1) background information on the interviewees; 2) discussion of the extent to which IPD has been implemented in China; and 3) investigation of the barriers and challenges to the adoption of IPD.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two academics and six industry professionals were interviewed through face-to-face meetings. Of eight respondents, four are interested in project management, three interviewees focus on construction and one is a design consultant. Detailed backgrounds for all respondents are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industry participants</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academics in university</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Business/interests areas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project management</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Years of experience**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years of experience</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5 years</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-30 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;30 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Practice adopted**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early involvement of key participants (EIKP)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-party agreement (MA)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared risk and rewards (SRR)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative decision making and control (CDMC)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jointly developed and validated goals (JDVG)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liability waiver (LW)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of BIM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 PRACTICE ADOPTED IN CHINA

Regarding IPD adoption in China, MA, CDMC, and LW have not been implemented despite the fact that some respondents agreed with the importance of these strategies. The other component parts, such as EIKP, SRR, and JDVG, have been adopted to some extent. Use of BIM is the most common element of IPD used in construction projects in China. Results from responses are shown in Table 1. Regarding “Practice adopted,” “Frequency” means the number of interviewees who had participated in projects that implemented the relevant IPD elements.

Respondents reported that EIKP is rarely implemented in China. Though several respondents highlighted the benefits of ECI and contractors’ strong willingness to get
involved in the design stage, two owners insisted that the majority of design problems can be handled by designers. Three respondents highlighted that the early involvement of relevant specified experts is generally observed. However, they also mentioned that these experts were contractors who did not get involved in the construction stage. Interviewees stated that MA has not been implemented. The lump sum contract is the most commonly used mechanism in China. In addition, the unit price contract is adopted with complex ground conditions. SRR is rarely adopted, though one owner mentioned that technology sharing by the architect was adopted in one project in which he had participated. From the owner’s perspective, the mechanism is risky and adverse to their benefits. This is consistent with the contractors’ viewpoint that the mechanism will push owners to take more risk. CDMC is rarely happening. Owner and contractor respondents specified that the owner has total power to make decisions in the early stage, in which contractors are not involved. During the construction stage, change orders still need the approval of the owner or owner’s representatives. JDVG is less observed, since project goals are developed by owners. Only two respondents claimed that consultants also got involved in project goal development. The typical responses were that the owners would not agree to LW, while the contractors are neutral to it. Almost all respondents expressed the view that LW is too risky. The use of BIM is highly adopted. However, BIM is mainly used for technical problem-solving, primarily for clash detection. In addition, respondents noted that BIM models are not shared between project participants.

4.2 BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENT IPD IN CHINA

There are several challenges that impede IPD implementation and explain its low level of adoption, including legal barriers, lack of owner willingness, lack of government support, adversarial relations, lack of IPD experts, and technical problems in the industry and among academics.

Legal barriers: Some respondents stated that IPD implementation is hindered by current construction laws and regulations. First, laws do not allow an owner to enter into a multiparty agreement with the architect and contractor as signatory parties in public projects. Second, early contractor involvement is impeded by the competitive bidding law. Regarding legal barriers, the response from one owner was as follows:

“To put it simply, IPD is not easy to be adopted. It is difficult to get contractors and trade contractors involved in the design stage because it is against the law on public bidding. Regarding multiparty contract, it is also not encouraged. The majority of contractual agreements used in China are modified FIDIC contracts, based on which two-party relationship is built rather than multiparty.”

Lack of owner’s willingness: Without the owner’s willingness, risk will never be shared among all project participants. In the IPD context, the engaged owner is one of the key factors for project success.

In regard to owner willingness, one site manager (contractor) stated:

“We do not mind early involvement and multiparty contract, since our knowledge in design can help us to solve the problems normally occurring in construction. I don’t think the architects have problems with this, either. But the owner is not willing to adopt these strategies. They are the ones who decide which business models to be used, make payment and select the parties to work for them. If they do not want to implement IPD, what can we do?”

Lack of support of government: Lack of governmental will is one of the most important barriers, especially in China. One senior project manager stated:
Barriers and Challenges to Implement Integrated Project Delivery in China

“For example, in recent years PPP has become very popular in China, most probably due to the support of government. The central and local government all introduced new policies to encourage the business leaders to choose PPP. If we can’t have the support of government, I am sure there is still a very long way to go [for IPD adoption].”

Mistrust among project participants and adversarial relations among project participants impede communication and sharing. Good communication is built on a basis of trust. One contractor explained why mistrust blocked IPD implementation:

“The current industry atmosphere is not mature enough for IPD adoption. The status of owners and contractors are not equal. It is hard to have mutual respect and trust between them. In this situation, even though the contractors come up with some good ideas to add value, or save money for the owner, I do not think the owner can accept them.”

Lack of professional bodies to enhance IPD awareness, thus the understanding of IPD in industry, is rare. In industry, on one side, lack of understanding of IPD for industry participants, especially the construction professionals in the top management level, may result in the slow change of attitudes towards IPD and increase the concern that IPD may not be helpful to improve project performance; thus IPD is not selected as the procurement method. On the other side, even though some flexible managers want to try new business models like IPD, it is rare for industry professionals to help them achieve real integration in projects.

Little academic research relevant to IPD has been conducted. In addition, little education relevant to IPD has been conducted in China. This has led to a lack of IPD awareness among the graduates who would become the key managers and engineers in the construction industry. Although studies might have been undertaken on the policy level, studies on implementation are urgently required.

Technical barrier: Even though the use of BIM is recommended in industry, the BIM-enabled culture and platform are not well established. Without addressing the problem of interoperability among diverse software applications and the interdependencies among participants, the benefits of BIM will not be realized. One structural engineer expressed his view:

“I think the core idea of IPD is integration, is sharing. If the problems related to interoperability cannot be solved, how to achieve integration?”

5 CONCLUSIONS

The findings indicate that in general the level of adoption of IPD in construction projects being executed in China is still low. Some IPD strategies, such as EIKP, SRR and JDVG, have been adopted to some degree, while other IPD components, especially the contractual requirements including MA, CDMG, and LW, have been rarely implemented. In spite of the fact that the use of BIM is commonly recommended in construction projects in China, it is mainly used to solve technical problems rather than achieving integration. It can be concluded that true IPD has not been implemented, but “IPD-ish” practices are emerging. The low level of IPD implementation may be related to poor project performance in China. The results revealed that legal issues, mistrust among key parties, and lack of owner willingness are major barriers to the use of IPD in China. To overcome the legal barriers, the support of government and attention from researchers are necessary. The research also highlights the need to improve the level of awareness of the potential benefits of IPD adoption, thereby enhancing owners’ willingness. This can be achieved through
continuous professional development programs done by professional bodies in the built environment.
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DESIGN-VALUE IN THE PLATFORM APPROACH

Duncan W. Maxwell¹ and Mathew Aitchison²

Abstract: Lean production has responded to low-level customisation, but for residential construction, earlier customer input is required. The development of the ‘platform approach’ to industrialised house building has enabled high-level mass-customisation. Focus has been applied to ‘hard’ improvements regarding production efficiency, with less emphasis on ‘soft’ values associated with the intangible nature of design. Platform-thinking has demonstrated that new possibilities are emerging which may enable producers of industrialised housing to effectively deliver design-value to end-users.

This paper contributes to the developing platform approach, by investigating design-value for industrialised house building from an architectural perspective. Through an understanding of the product platform approach developed within the Swedish context, selected case-studies from outside construction demonstrate the possibilities that the platform-thinking concept holds, to address the research question; how can design-value be achieved in industrialised house building?

Much design-value originates from interaction between designer and user, which has been overlooked in the development of the platform approach, yet by considering its conceptual basis of platform-thinking, new possibilities emerge for the delivery of design-value in product and process. The findings will enhance the development of platforms for industrialised house building.

Keywords: Lean design, platforms, platform-thinking, design-value, architecture.

1 INTRODUCTION

Architectural engagement with prefabrication has had a chequered history, resulting in a late-twentieth century division of engagements with industrialised construction: that of architecture, and that of the broader housing industry (Davies 2005). Prior to this division, in establishing a motto for the Bauhaus School of Design, Walter Gropius viewed architecture’s engagement with industry as a fundamental aspect of modern design: ‘Art and Technology – a New Unity’. In this unity, Gropius saw architecture as a profession primarily of integration, positing that ‘technology did not need art, but that art needed technology’, and consequently modern designers should seek links between art, science, technology and society (Mindrup 2014).

Seeking these links and integration, Le Corbusier’s book, Le Modulor, established a series of measurements to enhance standardisation and minimise “obstacles, sweeping them away before the majesty of the rule” (Le Corbusier 1954, p.112). Le Corbusier envisioned the architect mediating the relationship between humans and their environment, and hoped that these rules would allow domestic design to be elevated such that “a house fulfilling all its practical functions can go beyond strict utilitarianism and attain the dignity of a palace…” (Le Corbusier 1954, p.113). Le Corbusier’s thinking sets
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an important benchmark in considering the design-value of industrialised architecture beyond functionalism, to benefit society and provide improved living conditions for occupants. For most of the modernist architects concerned with industrialised construction, efficiency of production and design-flexibility were the primary markers of design-value, rather than this integration and mediation of contextual factors. Today, this legacy extends beyond the profession of architecture, to inform industrialised house builders’ methods, inhibiting the realisation of design-value. As Anne Beim (2004) states, this “pragmatic interpretation of industrialization seems to be the predominant feature of contemporary construction, despite the industry’s inherent potentials.” To bridge this division, and ensure improved client and producer outcomes, greater focus must be placed on design-value in industrialised house building.

2 LEAN AND VALUE

‘Lean’ has long associated value with waste (Womack et al. 2007). Lean production’s value focus seeks to minimise waste in processes and the resulting product’s material usage, with the dominant lean construction value perspective being that of Koskela’s (2000) transformation-value theory. Where value of the product is concerned, there has been an emphasis on materiality and buildability, achieving value in design through modularisation (Björnfot & Stehn 2004). Beyond modularisation and buildability, Stephen Emmitt (2011) reflects on a significant knowledge gap in lean production with regards the management of design to create value, during the early phases of projects, when significant design input is required to achieve maximum value for the customer. Integrated Project Delivery methods are helping to fill this void, together with Target Value Design (TVD), yet the basis of TVD sees value and the result of collaboration from an economic perspective (Zimina et al. 2012), while Integrated Project Delivery research has had a strong focus on the contractor’s perspective rather than the role of the designer (Volker & Klein 2010). Salvatierra Garrido and Pasquire (2011) surveyed the range of value perspectives that exist in lean construction. Their assertion is that a more holistic understanding of value is required due to its objective, subjective, relative, context dependant and dynamic nature. Into this broad understanding of value is inserted consideration of design-value to contribute a more holistic perspective of value for lean construction.

Acknowledging the variety of value perspectives that exist within Lean, this paper limits its discussion to focus on design-value, distinct from these pre-established value perspectives. Gann (2010) notes that there has been little effort to establish design quality metrics in construction, and research into this area has revealed inherent difficulties as design in its nature reveals subjective, intangible qualities. This places consideration of design-value, as a soft factor counter to lean’s often hard, technical, cost and efficiency value perspective. Steiner and Harmon (2009) determined that an holistic approach to customer value is determined by a ‘value platform’, with value increasing from a hierarchy that is based on a product layer (physical product), has a service layer added on top, and which is topped off by an intangibles layer which interacts with both product and service and which comprises: knowledge, emotion and experience. It is the author’s assertion that lean theory has investigated both the product and service layers of the value platform, yet little research has been conducted into the intangible layer, and this is the realm of design-value.
3 DESIGN-VALUE

Academics and practitioners alike have often struggled to pin down a definition for the value that design brings to projects, because it deals with these sensual intangibles, is highly subjective, and subject to the changeability of taste and fashion. Dewulf and Van Meel (2004) summarise how mid-twentieth century understanding of design-value was brought about by a ‘soft’ user-focus, yet these factors proved difficult to communicate outside of academia. This failure to communicate led the quality debate to harder, more quantifiable ground by the 1980s where design-value was to be entwined with the field of architectural science, notably indoor environmental quality (IEQ). By the early 2000s, a research project was commissioned by the Construction Industry Council, to establish a Design Quality Indicator Tool (Markus 2010). This project sought to balance design research endeavours of the time that were considering productivity and efficiency in construction, by seeking the definition of design-value which would incorporate softer values and assess the impact and quality of design solutions (Gann et al. 2010). The debate remains open as to the effectiveness and validity of results (Dewulf & van Meel 2004), though this project remains one of the few design quality assessment tools to be used in the construction market and embraces design’s qualitative nature seeking a balance between subjective and objective views (Markus 2010).

Henry Plummer has described the affect that architecture can have on the human existence. Plummer considers contemporary architecture in the built form to suffer from two threats, both of which are familiar to the consideration of design-value in industrialised construction; utilitarianism and spectatorism (Plummer 2016). The former reduces design to an economic commodity based on ease of production and which standardises human engagement, while the latter strives to make design entertaining and novel, ultimately overpowering the audience. The design-value of projects utilising industrialised construction must seek to finely balance these viewpoints, and seek to impact on the human senses in the way that traditional construction can.

Continuing to consider design-value from a sensual point of view, Lisa Heschong’s book ‘Thermal Delight in Architecture’ (1979) laid out four fundamental qualities that good design must possess: necessity, delight, affection and sacredness. It is perhaps no coincidence that Heschong’s research has been highly influential in architectural science circles which, has been a field which has not shied away from seeking to define architectural quality. Heschong’s thesis was that thermal qualities play an essential role in our understanding of space, and can be used to think about design’s impact on all senses: the necessity of our fundamental physiology, surprise causing delightful sensory stimulation, social rhythms reinforcing an affectionate emotional engagement, and the transmission of cultural knowledge described by sacredness.

Robert Woods Kennedy, an architect and critic divided residential design-value into two dominant aspects in his book of 1953, The House and the Art of its Design (Kennedy 1953). Kennedy considered residential design-value as either physical or process-based and as reliant on people and context. Seeking to balance of product and process design-value, Andrea Campioli (2011) found that a hard, traditional, and technological view of innovation in construction had isolated design from construction. This divide, as with the split pursuit of architecture and industrialised construction, has led architects to design novel and innovative solutions that are very specific to the design problem posed rather than being transferrable (a pre-requisite for design of industrialised house building). Developing a combined product and process view of design-value, led Campioli to establish that there are two opportunities for improvement of architectural quality when
applied to industrialised construction. One based on horizontal integration and focused on product improvement (familiar to many integrated house production companies), while the other seeks to establish networks of relationships across the supply chain to enhance the process and product. This paper contests that this networked vision for design-value fits with the concept of platform-thinking.

4 PLATFORMS AND INDUSTRIALISED HOUSE BUILDING

4.1 The Platform Approach to Industrialised House Building

In Sweden, following the lessons of mass production, enhanced by the Lean manufacturing philosophy, companies are building industrially built housing projects effectively and efficiently. Through collaboration with academia, Swedish builders have been developing a ‘platform approach’ for industrialised house building. With its origins in product-design and manufacture, the platform approach constitutes shared product assets consisting of components, processes, knowledge and relationships, which can be configured to deliver a range of product outcomes (Robertson & Ulrich 1998; Lehnerd & Meyer 1997).

These industrialised house building platforms are enabling more efficient design and delivery processes to be realised (Jansson & Viklund 2015), knowledge management practices to be refined (Jansson et al. 2016), as well as seeking opportunities for modularisation of the physical components to achieve effective mass-customisation (Johnsson et al. 2013). The platforms range from those which are highly constrained, or closed, to those which are flexible and open. Closed platforms in Sweden see customisation practiced through the arrangement of combinations of pre-designed apartment layouts, or the arrangement of pre-engineered modules to create a diversity of apartment sizes (Jansson & Viklund 2015). Open platforms see design tasks broken down and supported by visual planning techniques, where the pre-engineering occurs in wall build-ups which are configured to custom apartment designs (Lidelöw et al. 2015).

Platform approaches are reliant upon a range of contextual (place) factors and actors’ (people) experience, this variability means that it is not enough to transplant one mode of thinking directly from one culture to another. A broad, open and global perspective is required to tackle these differences and leads to the concept of platform-thinking.

4.2 Platform-thinking for Industrialised House Building

Lean-thinking has driven its value focus from the perspective of the customer, to which the producer must then deliver. ‘Platform-thinking’ extends and complements this value focus to include both the consumer and producer’s perspective, connected through a ‘platform’.

Platform-thinking, as a concept, links producers and consumers more directly than traditional businesses, altering how an offering and market are perceived and managed. A platform-based business model contrasts with traditional business models which were typically based on ‘pipes’ (Choudary et al. 2016). Pipe businesses add value sequentially through a chain of interactions; by contrast the emerging platform business model creates an ecosystem of interactions between producers and consumers which add value in an integrated manner. Today, the platform-thinking approach to value creation has a clear and profound impact on the consideration of design-value for industrialised construction, due to its ability to connect production and end-users through a design-focused platform.

Businesses that utilise platform-thinking are being increasingly understood from a virtual, information-technology perspective, for example AirBnb and Uber. When we
consider the physical realm of production, the implications of platform-thinking are less widely discussed. Yet, the platform approach to industrialised construction has a number of similarities with the emerging concept of platform-thinking. Despite their contrasting physical-virtual environments. Choudary (2015) determined that platforms operate at three levels: a networked community where interactions take place, infrastructure which allows and supports interactions and data generated by and supporting future interactions. These three levels of platform-based business operations can be compared against Robertson and Ulrich’s (1998) definition of platform assets. ‘Infrastructure’ may be seen as the components and processes, the ‘data’ as knowledge, while the ‘network-community-marketplace’ is an expanded definition of the people and relationships.

The platform-thinking concept is also based on three logics: connecting, sharing and integrating (Eloranta & Turunen 2016), enabling a community of users to create value through new external interactions rather than existing internal business processes (Choudary et al. 2016). This community of users becomes the definition of a platform business, when compared to traditional business models which were defined by assets which were either resource or knowledge-based. With regards design-value, it is therefore less important that a platform business have a design (resource) ‘ready-to-go’, but rather have a network of users who can define and create design-value through interaction (utilising knowledge).

4.3 Platform-thinking and Design-value

As it is not yet clear the impact that platform-thinking may have on the design-value outcomes of industrialised house building, it is relevant to examine how platform-thinking is impacting on design and production organisations that are outside of construction, yet still deal with production, creativity and innovation.

4.3.1 Manufacturing: Quirky

‘Quirky’ is a self-described invention platform, which specialises in the design and ultimately facilitates the manufacture of products. The platform acts to facilitate interactions between people with product ideas (generating the conceptual idea), contributors (giving product feedback) and skilled experts (documenting or rendering the idea and feedback). This can happen openly on the platform, or collaborators can agree to meet within closed groups. Collaborators agree to share portions of ‘influence’, being a cut of the final product revenue. Product ideas that are worked on between collaborators, are then chosen by community members to be pitched to brand partners for product development and manufacture.

Despite its chequered history (Quirky’s start up team filed for bankruptcy during 2015, but was bought and relaunched by investors), Quirky demonstrates that a design-led, manufacturing platform is possible, drawing together diverse expertise in the form of a community of designers and manufacturers to add design-value through open collaboration in new and innovative means compared to traditional product design processes, connecting producers and designers with consumers.

4.3.2 Music: Splice

The music industry has embraced platform-thinking through a consumer-focus, as a means of tackling the growth of piracy brought about by an historic industry-focus, finally finding a degree of stability with the likes of Spotify and Apple Music. Yet there is argument that this newfound stability and consumer-focus has been at the expense of the industry, leaving a void for a balanced approach to emerge.
Design-value in the Platform Approach

'Splice' has emerged to fill this void. A collaborative music creation network designed to allow musicians to showcase, distribute and collaborate on projects. Producers can share music projects in source format suitable for remixing and collaboration on popular music editing software, or simply to gather feedback from the broad global community. Operating on a subscription basis, Splice has enabled travelling musicians to gain access to a studio in the cloud, or for collaboration to occur across continents. Music collaboration platforms are by no means unique, Splice competes with a range of other platforms which focus on producers. By allowing producers to showcase their projects directly to consumers, there is potential that these collaborative platforms may end up disrupting the purely consumer-focused ‘listening’ platforms. Splice demonstrates the importance of balance in platform design to create value for both producer and consumer. The shifts in focus which created these listening, and now distribution music platforms, demonstrates the parallels that exist through construction’s historic supplier focus (Saxon 2010), which presents a similar possibility for disruption. For construction, this is especially important, as “A value-centred industry, which works for all its stakeholders, will transcend the limits of construction as currently defined” (Saxon 2010, p.335).

4.3.3 Innovation: Nosco

Increasingly, dedicated platforms for innovation are being utilised by business to generate and receive feedback on design ideas, and encourage greater collaboration. ‘Nosco’ is a social platform, which has been used by the likes of Allianz, Reebok and Volkswagen for product development, improvement, and knowledge management. The platform operates at four levels: social, workflow, measure and manage. At the social level, the Nosco platform encourages collaboration, communication and knowledge-sharing through the posting of design ideas, comments and voting for what users consider worthy or useful innovation. Workflow allows the platform participants to manage design ideas through processes which are easily repeated and refined. Analytical data is increasingly important to companies, and the Measurement aspect of the platform allows companies to understand where in their organisation ideas are being generated and how they are being received. Through the management component of the platform, ideas and knowledge can be effectively controlled and communicated around the organisation utilising the platform.

Social media has at times been maligned, yet this social view of value generation which focuses on the management of flows of information between platform users has provided clear benefit. No longer need the design review be a rare occurrence or overly time consuming, instead through the utilisation of platform-thinking, design ideas can be continually tested and refined, not just during early stages but also receiving feedback from all levels of the construction supply chain.

5 Conclusion

Koskela and Vrijhoef (Koskela & Vrijhoef 2001) discussed the importance of developing a new theory for construction that would promote innovation to tackle construction’s cost issues, variability and unstable supply chains, along with ingrained methods of working and knowledge management practices which hold the industry back. There is potential that platform-thinking may enable a response to some of these issues, especially with a greater design-value focus.

A focus on process design-value, has shown that greater clarity in the communication of the value of design can be achieved through an integrated, holistic perspective, resulting in design ideas which are transferrable. Product design-value must also be accommodated
by the incorporation of softer, more sensual values, transporting design-value beyond efficiency and production of process and product.

While the platform approach being utilised by industrialised house builders has enabled greater design flexibility and mass customisation opportunities to be realised, the design-value outcomes of industrialised house building remains an open question. Many Swedish companies have achieved outstanding results in terms of lean, efficient production systems delivered through a platform approach, yet through this paper design-value has been shown to be a key consideration in the definition of a more holistic industrialised house building industry. Investigating the concept of platform-thinking has shown the possibilities that exist when design-value is considered with greater connectivity, sharing, and integration of producers and consumers. Potentially part of a new theory for lean construction, platform-thinking case studies have shown the concept to enable collaboration, open pathways of communication, balance perspectives, create free flows of information, as well as instituting effective knowledge management procedures. Platform-thinking businesses create an ecosystem of producers and customers, to effectively create design-value, and demonstrate the potential of a more holistic industrialised house building industry to bridge the divide that exists between architecture and production.
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A LEAN CONSTRUCTION MATURITY MODEL FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Claus Nesensohn

Abstract: At IGLC 2014 a Lean Construction Maturity Model (LCMM) was introduced and at IGLC 2015 its validation was presented. The LCMM offers organizations in the AEC Industry to obtain a systemic and holistic overview of their current state of LC maturity and provides them with support in their maturation. This paper intends to motivate its implementation in practice in order to test and demonstrate the whole range of benefits and implications of the LCMM. Therefore, this paper proposes a self-assessment template of the LCMM with a two-step procedure to obtain the current maturity level of any organization with regards to Lean Construction (LC). It will enable practitioners to measure the gap between where they currently are as well as develop an improvement plan to improve their LC maturity.

Keywords: Process improvement, Lean Construction Maturity, LCMM, Maturity model, Organizational assessment

1 INTRODUCTION

The construction industry faces the central challenge of improving its productivity and innovation (Larsson et al. 2013). In consequence, many organisations are seeking to achieve the required improvement through consequently applying the management philosophy of LC as one of the most prominent improvement approaches within the construction industry (Sage et al. 2012).

To embed LC it is necessary to measure the gap between the current state in the organisations and where they want to be in terms of Lean (Meiling et al. 2012). In this context, maturity models (MM) represents a very useful tool. It has been widely acknowledged that these models provide organisations with such an assessment of the current state and serve as guidance and support when implementing a change or improvement strategy (Pennypacker 2005; Perkins et al. 2010a; Perkins et al 2010b).

In previous works (Nesensohn 2014a, Nesensohn 2014b, Nesensohn 2015) presented the development and validation of a LC maturity assessment framework labelled Lean Construction Maturity Model (LCMM). The LCMM defines 5 levels of maturity in terms of LC, these are: uncertain, awaking, systematic, integrating, and challenging. Figure 1 illustrates the definition of each maturity level.

Focus groups are considered as an appropriate method, through the production of a consensus of a group that experienced the phenomena (Morgan and Krueger 1993). The data collection through the focus groups involved five and six LC key informants respectively and semi-structured interviews with 11 informants.

Semi-structured interviews were adopted to strengthen the validity of the data from the focus groups (Smithson 2008).
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They are a powerful and flexible method for understanding the experience of individuals (Fontana and Frey 1994, Kvale 2007). They also enhance the depth and breadth of the phenomenon under investigation, having been seen to be useful for research within the construction sector (Shehu and Akintoye 2010).

The validity was obtained through experts which were involved in the earlier data collection stage to ensure the interpretation of the data was accurate. This research proved the suitability of MM and the LCCM as an appropriate method to measure the current state of maturity and to support organisations in planning and directing their transformation towards greater LC maturity (Nesensohn 2014a).

This paper intends to present the LCMM and its assessment method for its implementation in practice. With that, it will be possible to test and demonstrate the whole range of benefits, and implications of the LCMM.

### 2 LC MATURITY ASSESSMENT

The inputs for any assessment of the LCMM are evidences, observed behaviours, and actions of the organization collected through a maturity assessment (Nesensohn 2014). A two-step maturity assessment procedure has been developed.

The first step is to recollect and analyse all evidence for the current state of LC maturity in the organisation. The second step is a comparison of the gathered evidence against the Ideal Statements and evaluation with the maturity levels. In the Appendix 01 at the end of this paper is presented a template with all the key attributes, behaviour, goals & practices and their ideal statements to determine the maturity of any organisation that intends to assess and improve their maturity in LC.

This will be done for each key attribute as part of the LCMM to determine a maturity level. This level is calculated by the lowest maturity level assigned amongst all behaviour, goals & practices within this key attribute as shown in the example within Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity level</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-Uncertain</td>
<td>The Ideal Statement is hardly evidenced in action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Awakening</td>
<td>General awareness exists and the Ideal Statement is inconsistently evidenced in action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Systematic</td>
<td>The Ideal Statement is systemically evidenced in action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Integrated</td>
<td>The Ideal Statement is interrelated as a whole and happens automatically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Challenging</td>
<td>The Ideal Statement is status quo which is challenged to improve further</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1: Definition of the Maturity Levels**

**Figure 2. LCMM assessment for the Factor - Leadership and the key attribute – Lean Leadership**
After that, the overall maturity level can be calculated through the multiplication of the maturity level of each Key Attribute with a weighting factor whose total sum is divided by the total sum of the weighting factors. Each Organisation must weigh the key attributes, which they find most important to them. Nevertheless, there can be no weighting factor with “0” or higher than “4”. This will generate a single score from 0-4 for the organisation’s total maturity in LC as shown in Figure 3.

Since the framework identifies strengths and weaknesses in terms of LC maturity within organisations. The assessment above shown in table above illustrates gaps and areas with high and low maturity within the current state of LC maturity. As the example shows, the assessed organization is mature in terms of Change (initial level 4) but lacks in terms of Improvement Enablers.

To obtain the greatest benefit of the maturity assessment, it is suggested to use the LCMM to guide the transformation efforts, and support decisions towards prioritising planned improvement actions with regards to the key attributes which have been rated lowest within the assessment. The information about a gap within can be used for instance to develop targeted interventions and workshops aimed at improving the maturity of a behaviour, goals and practices in the framework.

After the implementation of the improvement actions a re-assessment with the same model, will enable the organisation to monitor changes and improvements actions to identify achieved maturing and learning.

3 CONCLUSIONS

Whilst in many organisational disciplines MM have been tried and tested to measure the current state of maturity in order to enable businesses to direct and plan their move towards greater maturity; there is an absence in AEC companies of such a framework for improvement processes focused on LC.

This paper meets that gap by presenting such a MM together with a developed self-assessment. The MM is labelled the LCMM. The LCMM provides a holistic view of the current state of LC maturity within respect to: lean leadership, customer focus, way of thinking, culture & behaviour, competencies, improvement enablers, processes & tools, change, work environment, business results, and learning and competency development.
In so doing, this LCMM contributes to the body of knowledge in LC in two ways. Firstly, the development of a validated MM provides a verified method to measure the current state of LC maturity in organisations. Secondly, the data collected to inform the development of the LCMM reveals four main phenomena as the essence of maturity in LC. These are: 1) the crucial role of leadership in driving LC maturity, 2) the need to focus on culture and behaviour, 3) the requisite knowledge about Lean, and 4) the low resistance to change.

From a practical perspective, the research provides construction organisations with a method to identify specific strengths and weaknesses of LC approaches which can support the planning and directing of transformative LC-based programmes. Hence, the LCMM highlights gaps in capability, as well as evidence-based support to decision-making in terms of the prioritising of planned improvement actions towards greater LC maturity.

Therefore, the outputs from an assessment using the LCMM can be used to develop targeted interventions. To support such interventions workshops can be held with the aim of improving the maturity of behaviours, goals and practices associated with, specifically, a key attribute and, generally, overall LC maturity.

Finally, it is expected that the LCMM will further ‘mature’ through its utilisation in practice. This should be considered within a case study-driven research. The author invites organisations within the AEC Industry to test the LCMM and their current maturity and share their experience. Additionally, the generalisation of the emerged explanation of LC maturity as well as the 11 key attributes of LC can be further confirmed or disconfirmed through further empirical evidence.
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## 5 APPENDIX - ASSESSMENT GRID OF THE LCMM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Key Attributes</th>
<th>Ideal Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lean Leadership</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Passion</td>
<td>Their leaders fundamentally own it and have a passion and tenacity about Lean so that they are doing it for themselves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. True Understanding</td>
<td>A: Their leaders have a true understanding of Lean and see the big picture. B: They make decisions with short-term pain to achieve long-term gain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Pre-set Position</td>
<td>Leaders have a pre-set position that everything can be improved and they apply it to their own objectives.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Walk the Talk</td>
<td>Their leaders drive, deploy and spread the new behaviour by being the example.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Standard Work</td>
<td>All leaders conduct their day in a standard and systematic way.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Customer Focus** | | |
| 1. Understanding Customer Value | A: They understand that customer value involves the requirements of the chain of internal and external customers up to the end user. B: It is accepted that customer value can be intangible and the value of customer A can be the waste for customer B. C: They are focused on the value perception of the chain of customers to be clear what is the required value that needs to be delivered in the best possible way. | |
| 2. Identifying Ultimate Customer Value | A: They are outstanding in identifying real value for their customers. B: They actively review the identified value stream to react to any changes of the customer value and to tackle any waste in this sequence of processes to create the ultimate value. | |
| 3. Value Monitoring | They know their deviation from the customer value by monitoring the effectiveness of delivering this value. | |
| 4. Being “Customer Driven” | Leaders and managers focus on doing the best work for the customer and accept that being customer driven is no contradiction to the business driver such as satisfaction of the shareholder. | |

| **Philosophy** | | |
| 1. Systems Thinking | They think systematically to see the big picture, the whole, the information flow within the system and establish links between every value stream and aspect of the business to create synergies. For example, they practise continuous improvement to see processes and customers in a systemic way. | |
| 2. Process Thinking | The people accept that value is created through processes and understand the processes and their relationships. | |
| 3. Scientific Thinking | They are rigorous in collecting information about variables to support the decision-making process and testing hypotheses in a scientific way. | |
| 4. Long-term Thinking | They practice long-term thinking while they accept pain in short-term decisions, to not affect the long-term goal. | |
| 5. Thinking Teams | Everybody’s activity is aligned in a direction of delivering improvement and challenging processes, from the top to the bottom regardless of the subject, department or process. | |
| 6. Out-of-the-Box Thinking | There are some lateral thinkers who often go off the beaten tracks to find new solutions and challenge the leadership to deliver improvements. | |

| **Culture & Behaviour** | | |
| 1. Communication | A: Everyone from top to bottom knows and understands the vision of their Lean journey and the role Lean plays in that. B: Everyone have the clarity of their objectives & targets as well of their responsibility. And they know the value Lean offers for their role. | |
| 2. Trust & Collaboration | Everyone see trust and collaboration as enablers for LC and deploy it on a daily basis, especially for the managing of risks and planning. | |
| 3. Constancy of Purpose & Values | The purpose to be on a Lean journey is published and signed off from the management as a strategic vision, and they strive constantly towards it without changes. | |
| 4. Seeking Perfection | They are fanatical about perfection and practise continuous improvement as an incremental ongoing effort to improve the way customer value is delivered. | |
| 5. Performance Improvement | They have an intrinsic passion to constantly improve the performance of delivering the corporate goals. | |
| 6. Philosophy | They encompass Lean as a philosophy for the whole business including the design and construction phases so that this philosophy is part of the organisational DNA. | |
| 7. Culture vs. Tools & Techniques | They understand the importance of building a unique culture and behaviour side by side with the application of tools and techniques. | |
| 8. Commercial Approach | Their commercial behaviour focuses on the big picture consisting of the overall cost, quality, HSE and delivery of customer value. | |
| 9. Problem Solving | They recognise failure as a trigger for problem solving and effectively involve the workers and their inherent knowledge to identify the root cause to avoid the occurrence of problems in the future. | |

| **People** | | |
| 1. Corporate Understanding | They have a common understanding of Lean and what it is able to give them so that they are everything as a process and Lean is part of it. | |
| 2. Terminology | Everybody understands and uses a common and shared language for LC. | |
| 3. Knowledge | The mass of the people really know and apply Lean including its tools, techniques, principles, culture, and behaviour on a daily basis. | |

| **Competencies** | | |
| 1. Long-Term Journey | They understand LC as a journey and have an intrinsic motivation to moving along this journey towards more maturity. | |
| 2. Knowledge Sharing | Everybody continuously engages in sharing knowledge and experience of success and failure in the most effective way. | |
| 3. Working Together | Improvement is accomplished through managers working together with the people at the greenrooms and what they already know. | |
| 4. Prioritising | They have the ability to systematically analyse the gap within their LC maturity so that priorities for their improvement actions can be set accordingly. | |
### Processes & System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process &amp; System</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Tools & Techniques | A. They choose accordingly the right tools and techniques to create synergy with the processes and the delivery of customer value so that they address specific problems and support people.  
B. The chosen tools and techniques are systematically integrated. |
| 2. Process Engagement | Processes incite standard ways of working to really encourage Lean thinking and be accepted throughout the organisation. |
| 3. Alignment | Each process and tool exists to support the creation of internal and external customer value. |
| 4. Simplicity | The processes and everything are simplified and standardised to improve whilst the value for the customer is maintained. |
| 5. Visual Management System | Visual management and indicators are utilised so that progress towards the value delivery is visualised and everyone understands their contribution towards the ultimate value. |
| 6. Pull & Flow | All processes have a flow and produce only what the customer wants, when he wants it and the exact amount he wants. |
| 7. Planning | A. Programme planning is done collaboratively.  
B. Construction planning emerges alongside the design.  
C. Production planning is done at the lowest possible level. |
| 8. Risk Management | The managing of risks is done in collaboration. |

### Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Incorporate Change Management</td>
<td>The senior management has adopted a course of action for the sake of becoming more mature in LC.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. Attitudes Towards Change | A. Their individuals understand what is in it for them so that they have a low resistance to change.  
B. For them change is a way of life because they are agile and have the flexibility to adapt to changes.  
C. They see change as opportunities to do things differently and make the best use of them to deliver customer value. |
| 3. Supply Chain Engagement | They bring the supply chain early under an umbrella to receive their commitment towards the customer value and create synergies with them. |
| 4. Dealing with Disasters | The organisation and their teams have the momentum and the ability to detect and deal with individuals and groups who are against changes and the strategic Lean vision. |

### Work Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Environment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Innovative &amp; Constructive</td>
<td>The work environment is truly supporting innovation and cooperation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Confidence &amp; Productivity</td>
<td>Managers have the confidence that individuals and teams inevitably solving problems and deliver customer value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Health &amp; Safety</td>
<td>Their projects are well planned so people can follow their sequence and do their work in a non-chaotic and safe space and with greater health and safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Level of Stress</td>
<td>Everyone from the labour to the project manager experiences a reduced level of stress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Continuous Improvement</td>
<td>They are practicing a constant and evident continuous improvement which includes their supply chain / stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Customer Satisfaction</td>
<td>They have happy clients and stakeholders through continually delivering what the customer wants, when he wants it and the exact amount he wants (customer value).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Performance Achievement</td>
<td>They set extreme but achievable goals for performance criteria to motivate individuals and teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Quality</td>
<td>They achieve the expected quality first time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cost, Time and HSE</td>
<td>They deliver customer value effectively, safer, and with less environmental impact because they challenge the original set criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Competitive Impact</td>
<td>They have an enhanced reputation so that they stimulate extra work and being customer recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Contingencies</td>
<td>They spent unused contingency on additional features or services that the customer values.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 7. Partnering | A. They reduce the amount of contract claims and contract litigation through deep collaboration and the use of relational contracts.  
B. They truly working in a partner relationship with their supply chain and stakeholders. |
| 8. Customer Changes | They challenge the amount of customer changes through better collaboration. |

### Outcomes & Benefits

### Learning and Competency Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning and Competency Development</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Learning | A. They consistently demonstrate a focus on learning of individuals and really utilise lessons learned as fundamental for practicing continuous improvement.  
B. They have a structured approach regarding what they want to achieve with their learning. |
| 2. Organizational Learning | A. They conduct experiments to learn from failure and success.  
B. They have a commitment to unlearning knowledge and openness to the outside world and a mechanism for renewal themselves.  
C. They effectively utilise what the organisation has learned. |
| 3. Development of People | A. Their leaders develop the people through coaching, mentoring and the delivery of informal training. |
| 4. Training | A. Training focuses on specific ways of working within the processes so that the developed competencies can be applied effectively.  
B. They train new people according to a plan so that they take on their specific culture in an effective way. |
SHARED UNDERSTANDING: THE MACHINE CODE OF THE SOCIAL IN A SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEM

Christine Pasquire¹ and Paul Ebbs²

Abstract: The emergence of the explicit need for shared understanding as an underpinning flow in lean construction has generated some debate and exposed a need to provide a better explanation. Following an investigation comprising of a total of 27 interviews and several workshops, the data identifies and connects the relationship between inappropriate understanding and constraints to flow - represented through a conceptual model. The research further identified that introducing lean construction concepts associated with the Last Planner® System caused the participants to realise the importance of a shared understanding when previously they had not raised it as a source of constraint or problem. The research concludes that a shared understanding is critical to the social aspects of a socio-technical system and needs to be precise and project specific to achieve the desired outcomes. In this way, a shared understanding can be considered to be the equivalent of a machine code in an operating system - if the understanding breaks down then so does the project delivery system.

Keywords: 8th flow; common understanding; shared understanding; lean construction

1 INTRODUCTION

It was proposed by Pasquire (2013) based on a review of lean construction practice and theory, that a common understanding formed the eighth flow of lean construction, adding to the seven flows identified in construction physics (Bertelsen et al. 2007). Flow has long been established as a lean principle with Just in Time forming one of the pillars of the Toyota Production System (TPS) (Likert 2004). Similarly, the importance of creating a common understanding is apparent within many aspects of TPS (Pasquire 2013). Furthermore, the occurrence of actions to generate understanding is observed within the implementation of a lean construction system when examined retrospectively (Pasquire & Court 2014). However, although Pasquire & Court (2014) identify that knowledge is an important part of a common understanding, more work is needed to create a better explanation of the phenomenon and provide evidence of its existence and form. In his theoretical discussion on the eighth flow, Andersen (2016) relates understanding and Communities of Knowledge (CoK) to the semantic dimension of language, which he claims fails to determine the outer reality. He proposes that a unified, outer experience or model to enable "real external production" is needed and he continues to describe the form this might take. This description includes proposals regarding the alignment of human action through a material order approach within an organisational system in an attempt to widen the lean construction debate (Andersen 2016). The integration of human action and the
systematic material order approach can be described as socio-technical and aligns with the idea of lean construction as socio-technical system. Seymour (1996) introduced socio-technical systems to the IGLC body of knowledge and recognised the importance of describing how human actors bring themselves to bear upon the technical production: "...look more carefully at the theories that are actually there, in use; to find out how they are used in particular settings and for what particular purposes. That is, not to construct theories about people but to find out the theories of people (their theories) and to establish how they are used." (Seymour 1996 p3.)

Seymour’s (1996) early contribution has resonated within much of the later practical and theoretical development of lean construction. His particular reference to the "ghost in the machine" (Ryle 1963 cited in Seymour 1996 p.2) is a good description of how people may appear within systems - ethereal and potentially disruptive to organisational, economic and technical engineering being directed without bottom up consideration. Clearly, the social aspect of socio-technical systems are important and the language used in conversations is critical to sharing knowledge and communicating ideas, and to how these ideas are understood and more importantly acted upon. The language becomes the means of operation for the project in much the same way that a machine code exists to turn switches on or off and facilitate interoperability through standardisation. A principal difference however is that machine code mostly operates through a binary on/off language whereas human language stimulates many billions of chemical reactions in the brain albeit still finally in a binary on/off mechanism. The combination of these reactions affect mood, memory and action in a very personal way making a homogenized reaction across a number of individuals not only impossible but also undesirable not least for the reasons stated by Abderson (2016). The difficulty is encountered as the future of a project is invented through the language used in conversations specifically by:

- what is or what is not said
- what is or what is not heard
- what is or what is not understood, and
- what action is or what action is not taken

In the simplest terms, action is what gets work done; knowledge and ideas are what drive the design of the work to be done (from project inception to last planner). To illustrate the importance of understanding taking into consideration Seymour’s suggestion that the people are consulted, research is being undertaken within an organisation seeking to transform itself into lean project delivery enterprise. Referred to as Organisation X in this paper. Part of this research has tested aspects of the relationship between all eight flows of lean construction and constraint management as part of make ready under the Last Planner® System (LPS). It is reported by Daniel (2017) that a number of path clearing activities are required at organisational level prior to implementing LPS and these informed the research. Organisation X has 150 employees and provides project management services to a UK Government Agency in a highly regulated engineering sector. The projects are generally closer to simple and straightforward than complex and difficult, but the stringency of the operating regulations adds a significant layer of complication particularly at the front end. They have several departments in addition to project management. These include Safety, Health, Environment and Quality (SHEQ); Procurement; Legal; and Human Resources (HR). These departments operate in traditional silos separated physically and operationally within a hierarchical organisational structure. The only inter-departmental team is the Management Lead Team of departmental heads, who meet weekly with Directors to review performance.
2 RESEARCH METHOD

The research reported here is part of an action research project funded directly by Organisation X for a duration of 24 months. The principal purpose of the action research is the development of a bespoke lean project delivery system that makes project delivery more reliable. An early part of the project required the investigation of the current operational process of the organisation and constraints to this. There were four steps in the research process with each step supporting subsequent steps: Step 1 - Exploratory interviews; Step 2 - a set of workshops; Step 3 - Interviews specific to planning & control practices and procedures; Step 4 – Development of a conceptual model illustrating the importance of understanding to flow in project delivery.

Step 1 - the first research activity was a series of 14 exploratory interviews. The interview sample included members of each department (excluding HR) at various management levels. The interviews were conducted in private with assured confidentiality and anonymity in order to increase the degree of honesty in the responses. A semi-structured survey instrument was used to enable the exploration of issues within a common framework of topics. The interviews were audio recorded, transcribed and analysed using Thematic Analysis.

Step 2 – two mini preparatory workshops were held in advance of a one-day workshop. The purpose was to flush out the initial constraint categories in each of the 8 Flows: prior work; materials; information; equipment; people; space; external conditions; understanding. Subsequently, a one-day workshop where a refreshed sample of 15 staff members participated (including 8 people that were not included in the interview sample). The workshop began by creating a “current state” flow chart of Organisation X (non-lean) project delivery process followed by an introduction to the theory of flow in lean project delivery. This was followed by a number of breakout sessions facilitated by the research team in which each group considered how each of the 8 Flows identified by Pasquire (2013) were constrained during the delivery of projects by answering the question "What are the constraints (relating to the named flow) that disrupt project delivery here? i.e. what stops you from working?". This resulted in 12 new constraints being added and four being removed from those identified in Steps 1 & 2. A total of 142 constraints were assigned across the eight flows. These 142 constraints were then prioritised (n = 22) and the level of impact assessed by a simple voting system (n =266 total votes cast).

Step 3 – additional semi-structured interviews (n=13) took place. This included staff from business/project planning (n=4); project engineers (n=2); procurement including QS (n=3); project managers (n=2); SHEQ (n=2). Current and future planning & control practices and procedures were investigated under themes such as: what’s working well/what’s not working (traditionally & LPS); people’s role in planning; how plans & project status get communicated; how commitments are made & the consequence of missed commitments; control mechanisms used; the accuracy of plans vs actual work underway; LPS metrics; constraints to personal work; and planning & control improvement suggestions.

Step 4 – the combination of interviews and workshops provided a significant body of rich, qualitative, primary data with many uses. For the purposes of the research reported here, this data was analysed using a lens of “Understanding” to try to provide a conceptual model of how understanding impacts upon the eight flows of a project process (Figure 2).
3 RESULTS

3.1 Data analysis

Table 1 illustrates a sample of the 22 constraints identified through Step 2 including their perceived Level Of Impact (LOI), the number of votes assigned and which flows were affected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOI</th>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Votes</th>
<th>Affected Flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Information, Ext. Conditions, Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Sign-off Process</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Information, Material, Prior Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Resource/Priority Planning</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Understanding, Ext. Conditions, Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Commitments</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Understanding, Ext. Conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Office Environment</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>People, Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Centralised Decisions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lack of Standard Work</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bottleneck of Key Resources</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Overuse of Modification Doc</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security Clearance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Prior Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unknown Risks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Understanding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the steps within the current state project delivery process of Organisation X were screened against each of the 22 constraints to identify specific areas of future focus. The constraints “Resource/Priority Planning” (LOI #2) and “Commitments” (LOI #3) were identified as the constraints with the biggest LOI on Organisation X’s “current state” project delivery - impacting over 50% of the 31 stages identified in the current process.

Of the total number of 22 constraints identified by the participants during Step 2, only 10 constraints (45%) were linked to the 8th Flow: Shared Understanding. However, the more the data is interrogated, the clearer the impact of “Understanding” becomes on each constraint. For example, if we unpack LOI #1a Scope, 25% of its votes were attached to "Ambiguous/Unclear Scope" and "Assumptions in Work Package". One suspects that if anything is deemed “ambiguous” or is "assumed" a shared understanding is unlikely. Similarly, if we look at LOI #1b “Sign-off Process”, the are three references to "unnecessary purchase requisitions". If unnecessary work is being carried out, a shared understanding of “next” customer requirements cannot exist because the work would not proceed if it was unnecessary.

The breakdown shown in Figure 1 is the distribution of over 1000 statements across 21 themes identified. Additional sub-codes were created within these themes. The interview content describes the way the participants view their operational processes relative to the sub-set of questions outlined in Step 3 of the methodology. These processes largely revolve around the preparation of project documentation to facilitate designing (engineering), procuring and constructing a variety of projects. The interview transcripts were themed and coded deductively and then analysed through a lens of understanding.

Figure 1: Thematic analysis results from Step 3
The qualitative nature of the data gave some subjectivity to the analysis and many statements fell into more than one coded theme. This allowed a number of differing analyses to be undertaken, however these analyses showed that even though the instances in each code varied the principal issues remained constant. For example, the culture theme had more sub codes related to a culture of: 1) team work – us (33 instances); 2) silo work – them (115); 3) no consequence (14); 4) negativity (9); 5) organisational inertia (14). The high proportion of references towards "them" within this theme helps to explain the other issues identified within the other themes shown in Figure 1 such as: silo planning; communication of plans; plans not reflecting actual work; communication of project status; documentation (production & review); commitments; alignment of priorities; roles/department functions; and reasons for missed commitments (RMC) - which included learning (15), no investigation (14) or trending (18) of the reasons why commitments are missed. If we also unpack the theme of shared understanding, implicit or explicit reference was made to issues relating to understanding in five key areas: 1) people (38 instances); 2) documentation (14); 3) plans (14); 4) project purpose (12); and learning (8).

From the data within Figure 1 combined with the previous research steps (1 through 4) it can be seen that when understanding is explicitly considered as a flow, the constraints that arise are mostly associated with lean project delivery, which suggests understanding is something integral to lean. Examination of the data identifies four problems associated with understanding.

Firstly, constraints are the result of isolated or personal (silo) understanding (i.e. not shared) - for example individual interpretation; impact of stakeholders on each other; different interpretations.

Secondly, constraints result from misaligned understanding - for example purpose not clear; misalignment of requirements; prioritisation not clear.

Thirdly, there are many words implicitly associated with understanding that are not always recognised as “understanding” – for example, examining the total results of those sampled in Table 1 only 45% were deemed to be affected by understanding, yet the words
ambiguous, unclear, assumptions etc. are used in the description of the “Scope” constraint (LOI #1a) and unnecessary purchase requisitions to the “Sign-off Process” (LOI #1b). These two constraints were perceived to have the biggest LOI (level of impact) on Organisation X project delivery but not implicitly recognised as relating to the flow of “Understanding.”

Finally, and perhaps most damagingly, constraints result from understanding based on assumptions - for example commitments made on behalf of others; incorrect information used; dates moved without consultation; plans made by 3rd parties without consultation.

Having codified and revealed the main constraints to the general company operations through interviews and workshops, the related constraints to project delivery at Organisation X specific to the 8 Flows of lean construction were identified. A conceptual model of how the flows interacted with the delivery process is illustrated in Figure 2. The 8th Flow: Shared Understanding – solid purple block - is shown at the heart of the seven flows identified by Bertelsen et al (2007). The tip of the arrow at each of issues relates to where the shared understanding must be pulled from - i.e. shared understanding must be pulled from each of the other 7 Flows. The 7 Flows are shown in a separate solid coloured block with purple outline with their related constraining issues arranged as a network. Shared understanding must be then also be pulled from each of the elements within the network of each of the 7 Hard Flows.

The model provides examples that show that a shared understanding not only underpins the knowledge and consequent action associated with each of the 7 Hard Flows but that it permeates the project processes in this study.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The title of this paper refers to machine code. This phrase is used to provide a context for the importance of understanding by equating the impact of poor understanding to that of poor machine coding. Information technologies such as Computer Aided Manufacturing use machine code to direct machines. These codes require significant attention and design to ensure the machine output is the desired one and the effort to ensure interoperability between machine codes becomes increasingly complex as the number of machines to be co-ordinated increases. This requires a need for the sharing and integration of machine codes to be explicitly considered if interfaces are to be successful. We tried to illustrate through the this paper how understanding acts like a machine code by collecting examples of where the absence of a an appropriate level of understanding constraints work flow in a project organisation.

Figure 2: Conceptual model of flow and understanding
Furthermore, as with machines, if the desired outcome requires the input and collaboration of more than two people then that understanding needs to be shared and to embrace and
Shared Understanding: the Machine Code of the Social in a Socio-Technical System

engage the distributed knowledge in a way that optimises those outcomes. As the findings listed here show, even in a small and simple context there are many opportunities for this to fail. Whilst the attempt to match flow with specific constraints within a single case study does not provide a generalised solution, we believe it does provide some evidence of the disruption caused by inappropriate understanding and that these inappropriate understandings include misalignment, personal (non-shared or siloed), implicit recognition of words related to understanding, and assumption. It seems that people within a traditional organisation like the case study company, are not aware that inappropriate understanding causes many of the problems they face. It also seems that once people become aware of lean practices they also become aware of the need to create a shared understanding because they try to identify root causes of difficulty and disruption. These lean practices seem to provide a system which actively and continually removes barriers and problems through a structured approach to work and learning. The shape and nature of the shared understanding not only needs to be created for each project but must be nurtured and refreshed along the project timeline especially as things change frequently and team members come and go, sometimes unexpectedly, for example as a result of illness and temporary cover. For this latter reason it equates to a flow or moving phenomenon.

We conclude that the social and technical parts of the lean construction system must operate together. We propose however, that a shared understanding is not the entirety of the social part of the system. Leadership and motivation are also significant but that these need to be engaged to foster and preserve shared understanding.
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Abstract: The “House of Cards” simulation was developed to stimulate discussion and improve the application of lean production concepts (5S, flow, waste, kaizen, transparency, and collaboration) to construction engineering and management. It is a simple, scalable, hands-on exercise that enables a facilitator to lead teams to intuitively grasp lean concepts and their benefits to construction processes. The simulation requires minimal resources for each team: 3-4 players, a deck of playing cards, a timer, and a playing surface. “House of Cards” presents six phases of gameplay, and progresses from a worst-case scenario to an optimized ideal. The objective is to play the cards as quickly as possible to construct a 13-story building. As in construction, there is a logical sequence of work required. Lower floors must be built before upper floors, structural work must precede mechanical, and mechanical must precede finish work. This simulation was developed with a construction project context, but can easily be adapted to other industries. The analogies can be tailored to meet other industrial processes, and the floors can be changed to different parts of assembly or production lines.

Keywords: Lean construction, simulation, continuous improvement, 5S, flow improvement.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents a simulation to introduce students or workers in the architectural, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry to lean principles, as applied to construction engineering and management. The goal was to develop a simple, scalable, repeatable, hands-on group exercise that would enable a facilitator to lead groups to intuitively understand the benefits of lean concepts applied to construction processes. Basic lean concept definitions are included so that participants unfamiliar with lean production, and without the guidance of a facilitator, can still benefit from the simulation whether as an observer or watching the video developed by the authors.

Simulations have become one of the most important ways to teach lean concepts over the years. Academics, practitioners, and consultants use simulations to engage people and enhance the learning experience in an applied setting. Tsao et al. (2012) identified the use of simulations across academic curricula in three different universities. Simulations help bridge the gap in conceptual understanding when paired with readings and cases that provide additional background to the implementation of lean in real
construction projects. Simulations are constantly being created and re-invented to support lean education. Mitropoulos et al. (2014) developed a simulation to automate the 'Parade of Trades', which was originally developed by Tommelein et al. (1999) to evaluate the effects of variability on a sequence of interdependent construction activities. Rybkoswki et al. (2016) have upgraded the "marshmallow simulation" to teach concepts related to target value design. Similarly, teams of practitioners have developed the Villego simulation to mimic the implementation of the Last Planner System in the construction of houses (Villego 2016).

The 'House of Cards' simulation was developed at San Diego State University, where students were challenged to develop new forms of teaching lean principles. This paper describes basic aspects considered by the first three authors while developing the simulation, how it was implemented, and how they collected feedback and identified areas for improvement along the way.

2 LEAN PRINCIPLES USED IN THE SIMULATION

The “House of Cards” simulation exposes participants to the following lean concepts: waste reduction, flow improvement, continuous improvement (kaizen), and 5S. Additionally, collaborative teamwork, which is also related to the lean principle ‘improving transparency’, is used in phases 3-6 to improve performance. After starting the game in Phase 1 with the worst-case scenario, phases 2-6 introduce one improvement at a time to demonstrate how that one change can improve team performance. Players will observe that cycle times are reduced as a result of the continuous improvement made from phase to phase.

The simulation was developed to demonstrate performance gains realized by improving flow and reducing waste. Continuously improving flow and reducing wastes are important principles of lean thinking (Womack and Jones 2003), and have been applied to construction (Koskela 1992). The first of Koskela’s eleven lean construction principles applied to production system design is the 'reduction of non-value-adding activities'. This principle is tightly related to the other principles due to their symbiotic relationships. For example, 'simplify by reducing the number of steps, parts, and linkages' contributes to 'reducing waste', ‘reducing variability’, and ‘increasing process transparency’.

There are many ways to eliminate waste in production processes. Improving process transparency is a key principle that improves understanding of the production system, the ability to identify and mitigate wastes, and the ability of team members to effectively collaborate. Visual representation and management of transparent processes allow system wastes to be more readily exposed and eliminated (Galsworth 2005). The ‘House of Cards’ simulation uses multiple steps to gradually improve process organization and improve flow. This effort is very much related to the 5S process (Sort, Set in order, Shine, Standardize, and Sustain), in which the goal is to promote an uncluttered and disciplined environment (Galsworth 2005). The use of 5S in this simulation improves transparency through process simplification and by reduction of waste. Monitoring and recording team cycle times for each of the six phases leads participants to predict, evaluate, and discuss the improvements realized through application of lean principles.

Collaborative teamwork is another principle used in the simulation. In the AEC industry, short-term teams are assigned to individual projects, and seldom have the advantage of long-term relationships to foster alignment, trust, and collaboration. Each project team must make efforts to quickly align the various stakeholders and build the
trust needed for true collaboration. Design-build (DB) contracts and integrated project delivery (IPD) projects have contributed to improving collaboration among project stakeholders. IPD projects provide an operational system to enhance collaboration, such as physical collocation in 'big rooms', pain- and gain-sharing, pull planning sessions, etc. (Lichtig 2005). Integrated forms of agreement (IFOA) replace the traditional construction contract on IPD projects and make participants accountable to each other for the success of the project. Successful collaboration supports achieving target goals, boosting profits, and improving flows.

3 The House of Cards Simulation

“House of Cards” presents six phases of gameplay, and progresses from a worst-case scenario to an optimized quick process. The objective is to play the cards as quickly as possible to construct a 13-story building. The three players represent three trade contractors, each responsible for different construction activities: structural, mechanical, and finish work. As in construction, there is a logical sequence of work required. Lower floors must be built before upper floors, structural work must precede mechanical, and mechanical must precede finish work. The game is complete when the finish contractor plays the last card (King of Hearts) representing completion of the finish work on the 13th floor. Each floor of the building, visualized by a row of cards, is represented by face value of the card, e.g., ace = first floor, 2 = second floor, and so on, with the king = 13th floor (Figure 1). If desired, the analogies can be tailored to represent processes and context of other industries, such as an assembly line.

The simulation can be used for a small team of 3 people, or multiple teams of 3-4 members each. The set-up for each team includes: 3-4 players, one table or playing surface, a standard deck of 52 playing cards, 30-60 minutes to complete all six phases, and a timer or stopwatch. The timer is used to monitor cycle time for each phase of play. Cycle time is the main indicator in this simulation, and is the basis for evaluating performance improvements. The simulation is easily scalable, from a small group of 3 players, to large groups of 50, 100, or more. Large groups need only additional decks of cards and playing surfaces. The simulation uses the standard 52-card deck of playing cards, separated as follows: Player 1 structural contractor (clubs); Player 2 mechanical contractor (diamonds); Player 3 finishes contractor (hearts); spades are considered as waste or non-value-adding activities.

Phase 1 is a worst-case scenario that demonstrates a complete lack of organization and order on a construction site. Cards are shuffled in a loose pile, face up, on the table. The material laydown area is a complete mess, unsorted, and contains 25% waste represented by the spades cards, which are not needed but are mixed with the other cards in the deck (Figure 1). Players select their cards from the loose pile, and then place the cards from lowest (ace) to highest (king) within their assigned construction area. The game is complete when the king of hearts is placed as the last card. Screenshots of the videotaped simulation are shown in Figure 2.
In phase 1, players are not allowed to gather or sort the cards. Rather, they are restricted to finding and using only the one card that they can play from the pile. Additionally, the players may not talk, or work together in any way. This phase should easily prove to be the slowest, and is designed to frustrate the players so that they consider how to improve performance time. Players play phase 1 twice, once to practice and get familiar with the simulation and the second time to go for the best time possible, which will become the baseline cycle time.

After Phase 1, the post-play discussion includes the following questions:

- How long did your team take to complete Phase 1?
  - Did you do better the second time? | Is this faster/slower than expected?
- Where there any QC problems?
- What are some suggestions to improve performance (time)?

During Phase 2 (improved site laydown) all the cards are facing up in a loose, mixed pile. Now players may gather all of their cards and sort their cards during play. No talking, collaboration, or teamwork is allowed in this phase. After Phase 2 (and all remaining phases) the following post-play discussion questions are asked alongside those used in Phase 1:

- Was your team performance faster or slower?
- Which lean concepts were used to improve performance?
- What might you change to further improve performance?

In Phase 3 (collaboration) all cards are facing up in a loose, mixed pile. As in phase 2, players may gather and sort their cards during play. Now, they may also talk and collaborate with each other. The same post-play questions are used to analyse Phase 3.

During Phase 4 (reducing waste), all spades are set aside to the edge of the playing area. The remaining cards are set face-up in a loose, mixed pile. As before, players may gather and sort their cards and collaborate to help each other. The same post-play questions are used to analyse Phase 4.

Phase 5 (improved material management) involves setting aside the spades as in Phase 4. This time though, play starts with three separate piles (sorted by suit, but not rank). Players may gather and sort their cards and collaborate to help each other. The post-play questions are used to analyse Phase 5.

Finally, in Phase 6 (optimized resource management), all the rules of Phase 5 apply with the additional organization of the three same-suit piles in order of face value, that is, they are pre-ordered in the sequence in which they will be used. The post-play questions
are used to analyse Phase 6. Table 1 shows a summary of the principles used in each phase.
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**Figure 2: Views of the simulation in different phases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2</th>
<th>Phase 3</th>
<th>Phase 4</th>
<th>Phase 5</th>
<th>Phase 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5S</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Reduction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing Cycle Time</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaizen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In phases 4, 5, and 6 the principles used are the same, but the level of application is increased - as described above. Higher levels of 5S are applied in phases 5 and 6 to reduce waste and improve cycle times.

### 4 Comparing Theory and Simulation Results

Throughout the six phases, players are progressively enabled to work more quickly and orderly, resulting in improved performance times from Phase 1 to Phase 6. In recorded sample gameplay, Phase 1 took an average of two full minutes, whereas the optimized process in Phase 6 took only 15 seconds. Average cycle times and percent improvement
from the baseline are based on a small sample size of 3 iterations per phase, as played by the authors and recorded in Table 2.

Table 2: Simulation results (data based on 3 iterations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Average Cycle Time (seconds)</th>
<th>Improvement from previous phase</th>
<th>Improvement from baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above data (Table 2) supports the hypothesis that the application of lean principles (Table 1) will improve performance (cycle time) between phases of play. Some of the changes between phases are quite noticeable, and the overall improvement of each phase over the baseline (phase 1) is significant. In phase 6, players start with all suits and cards in order, which may be equated to near-perfect execution of a perfect plan (e.g., schedule, logistics, prefabrication) with perfect resource management (labor, resources, equipment). Arguably, this is unlikely to be achieved in the real-world, but is the goal and objective of kaizen.

The authors had expected improvements in collaboration to result in a larger performance gains than was observed. In phases 1-2, players act primarily in self-interest and fight to find and employ their own resources, without regard to success of the overall project team (local vs. global optimization). This lack of collaboration could result in hindering the work of other players struggling with mixed resources in a tight workspace. However, increasing collaboration resulted in less performance gain than application of 5S.

Site preparation, organization, and optimized resource management were the biggest factors for improvement in this lean simulation. 5S reduced waste and contributed to improved performance in each phase. The significant amount of disorder and chaos (mixed resource pile) with which players start in phases 1-4, causes the players to waste time on non-value-adding activities to sort and order the resources prior to placing them. However, even this ‘wasted time’ of gathering and sorting the cards (instead of finding them individually) improves the production flow. This same principle (5S applied to resource management) is important to management of construction sites - starting with something as basic as daily housekeeping.

The best workflows are realized when tasks and resources are organized and ordered before work begins. Unnecessary resource waste (spades) is present in the first three phases of play, and slows production due to players needing to filter it out of the construction process. In phases 4-6, the non-value-added, unnecessary materials (spades) are eliminated from the simulation. The remaining wastes in phases 4 and 5 are of the “non-value-added, but necessary type”, such as sorting (double-handling) and transportation of the value-adding resources. Only in phase 6 are wastes completely eliminated due to starting with an optimized system (optimized supply system).
5 Simulation Testing and Feedback

Social media provided the primary means to share the simulation and solicit feedback. The “House of Cards” simulation video was uploaded to YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cL60KAm0K-I) and then shared with peers and professional social networks to solicit feedback. Specific attempts were made to engage professionals in the lean and construction industries, such as members of the Lean Construction Institute, ASCE: Construction Engineering, and the US Navy’s Civil Engineer Corps. Feedback to date has been promising, and several suggestions have already been implemented in the current version of the simulation.

One commenter familiar with teaching lean construction approved of the simulation’s structure, and recommended several modifications for larger groups. He noted that each team could have a fourth member to serve as observer, recorder, and timekeeper, and that another volunteer could consolidate teams’ performance times for comparison. This will help keep each team competitively engaged in the simulation for larger groups (e.g. 30, 50, 100 people).

When presented to people unfamiliar with lean concepts in a small group setting, players commented on needing clarification of the rules, and a basic definition of the lean concepts. They noted that it was easier to play through the phases after watching the video simulation. Review of gameplay also indicated the need for a poka-yoke in the game to prevent players from building ahead of where they were allowed to build (such as completing finish work before structural work on a given floor). A potential idea for a poka-yoke is to use a “grid system” in place on the table to maintain an higher level of organization, and prevent one suit from “getting ahead” of another suit.

5.1 Feedback Analysis and Recommendations for Future Use

This simulation is intended for use by a facilitator, experienced in lean construction principles, who will guide group discussions and explore concepts between phases of play. The original concept was for teams of 3 players. For larger, or more competitive settings, the team size may be increased to 4 players (as recommended), with the 4th member being the official observer, timer, and recorder. In addition to the group facilitator, an assistant or designated volunteer may consolidate group performance times using a computer and spreadsheet application. This will facilitate quick compilation of times to keep groups competitively engaged, enable comparison of fastest, slowest, and average times, and serve to document the ‘pursuit of perfection’ as the game progresses.

Finally, simple lean principle definitions were added to the video to help those who do not have any lean experience. If the simulation proves popular, a customized ‘lean construction’ card deck and playing mat could be designed. Based on the feedback received, this simulation can be applied in facilitated group environment, with minimal investment costs (a deck of cards for each team).

6 Conclusions

This paper presented a new simulation to teach lean construction principles. The simulation is simple, yet easily able to convey the application of lean principles to the AEC community. Organization, collaboration, and the implementation of small changes (kaizen) lead to waste reduction and promote continuous improvement.
The entire simulation takes between 30 to 60 minutes to play, depending on how much discussion is held between rounds. It may be used as an ice-breaker in meetings or classes to educate participants about the power of lean principles. Readers are invited to visualize the simulation on YouTube as a complement to this paper, put it in practice, and improve it as they see fit. The authors welcome constructive feedback for future improvements.
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RE(DE)FINING PROJECT DELIVERY WITH LIFE CYCLE BIM

Adam Rendek

Abstract: This paper explores a shift in the Architecture, Engineering, Construction (AEC), and Capital Facilities Industries in which all stakeholders of the building life cycle unite around forming common goals. We are witnessing changes in these industries due to recent economic, cultural, and technical development, and these changes provide an opportunity to re-think and re-define project delivery more efficiently.

We will review influencing stakeholder groups and their relationships or the lack of. The paper will also offer specific examples where BIM (Building Information Modeling) can directly support greater collaboration and promote the complete building information life cycle. The assumptions are based on the experiences of working on large capital projects in California, although the references to literature from the past few years highlight international trends as well.

Assumptions and conclusions in this paper are based on action research and interviews with stakeholders of large public organizations during the implementation of building owner side BIM programs.

Keywords: Project delivery, collaboration, BIM, communication, complete building information life cycle.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Changes in project delivery

Changes in popular project delivery methods have been promoting collaboration for decades, however significant misalignments continue to exist between stakeholder groups, resulting in inefficiencies. In parallel, today’s technology can effectively support communication and coordination, but technology alone cannot solve these issues unless we also address stakeholder organization.

In this paper, we will look at current project delivery types, the connection between stakeholders and trends in technology adoption, which will provide a better understanding of project organization. Building on that, we will use practical examples where BIM can directly support collaboration.

There are many types of project delivery. Let us explore three in use in the USA to illustrate the evolution of project delivery from the perspective of collaboration.

- **Design-Bid-Build (D/B/B)** project delivery has separate phases with limited overlap and collaboration between them.
- **Design-Build (D/B)** has been established to allow early constructability input. Designers and construction professionals work together in this project delivery to achieve a coordinated result.
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- **Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)** builds further on collaboration with solutions, for example co-locating designers, engineers, and builders in “big rooms”. Concurrent collaboration is more prominent as we move from D/B/B to IPD. The incentive to collaborate is primarily financial in nature, which can cause the separation of stakeholder interests when problems arise. It needs to be acknowledged that designing and building facilities is a business activity and therefore financial outcome is an important consideration.

  The changes in project delivery were in fact driven by economic considerations; to achieve better, less expensive results, faster. This was especially true after the 2008 economic crisis.

1.2 Advancements in project team collaboration

Lean practitioners reported that the alignment between project participants are as equally important as efficient scheduling (McGraw Hill Construction 2013). The General Services Administration (GSA), which is the largest building owner in the USA has adopted the concept of **Partnering** to support communication and to align expectations between stakeholders (GSA n.d.).

Similarly, the International Partnering Institute (IPI) highlights that: “Through structured Partnering, fragmented teams coalesce and unify around a shared objective: successful project delivery” (IPI 2016).

While the concept of Partnering is not new, the recognition of the need to connect stakeholder groups and organize them around a common objective is an important one. A growing number of building owners or organizations working primarily with building owners initiate Partnering as the foundation of project team organization. This is also significant because the active participation of building owners is needed to create a complete building information life cycle.

The question is, if improvements in collaboration have been part of the project delivery evolution, why are there still significant disconnects between stakeholders? Our hypothesis is that detailed collaboration has been mostly led by the design and construction community in the past decades, with limited oversight from the building owners.

This has resulted in a focus on active collaboration during design and construction with a clear goal of successful handover. Handover generally being defined as the end of project life, when financial transactions were completed, and building owners had started a new phase of operations.

The attempt to extend the project life cycle to include operations received limited understanding and incentives. We will provide reasons for this in the next part of the paper while reviewing the connection between stakeholders.

There have been recent advances in organizing and collecting information during design and construction that are directly useful in operations, but this effort has mainly focused on facilities maintenance.

As we will discuss it later, a holistic look at the stakeholder subgroups on the building owner side would be necessary to connect design and construction with operations. These subgroups include occupants, capital investment representatives, and operations stakeholders.
2 STAKEHOLDERS

2.1 Perceived issues

The boundaries between disciplines and divisions between project phases exist for good reasons. For example, the Design-Bid-Build delivery method is not simply inefficient, it was established to serve specific purposes (e.g. fair, public competition). "Lean thinking views the entire project in production system terms, that is, as if the project were one large operation" (Howell and Ballard 1998). However, adopting new technologies or collaboration methods that cross these boundaries and divisions can present difficulties without considering the original reasons behind the boundaries and divisions.

One of the cornerstones of partnering is commitment by all participants. Committing to something is only possible if the subject is well-understood. Lack of willing collaboration between stakeholders can stem from concerns about professional liability or code issues which need to be observed. Vaguely defined requirements from owners can also contribute to sub-optimal results. Team-work can break down when problems arise and the initial commitment was not based on a known effort.

For these and other reasons, one stakeholder group can refrain from committing time and effort to the process.

2.2 Stakeholder groups

There are many disciplines and stakeholder groups involved in developing and executing a building project. The different disciplines often represent different work cultures, and can associate different meanings to concepts that appear to be the same on the surface.

For example, we explored the communication between architects and energy modelers during the development of high-efficiency buildings. "As they leave the meeting table, architects and engineers have a different expectation about what the other side is going to deliver to the next meeting or how much effort the identified next exercise will take" (Grinberg and Rendek 2013).

To further complicate matters, stakeholders often have subgroups with their own cultures and differences. They are tasked to represent their own subject matters and coordinate with other disciplines and stakeholders. Table 1 lists the different focus areas of the various participants of a hypothetical Design-Build project to illustrate the diversity of special interests during any building project.
Table 1: Diversity of stakeholder interests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Subgroup</th>
<th>Examples of Special Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building Owner</td>
<td>Capital Planning</td>
<td>Best value for investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupants/Users</td>
<td>Long-term capital development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capital Projects</td>
<td>Occupant comfort, usability of facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilities Maintenance</td>
<td>Schedule and cost of building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Feasibility and cost of maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permitting Authority</td>
<td></td>
<td>Asset management, operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Contractor</td>
<td></td>
<td>Code compliance, public safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineer/Subcontractor</td>
<td>Mechanical, Electrical, etc.</td>
<td>Schedule and cost of building, subcontractor coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Subsystem performance, constructability, code compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Design intent, code compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Space and building design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Program fitting, adjacency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Building owners can play an important role in facilitating team alignment when they dedicate resources and personnel to developing a deeper knowledge of the areas that affect multiple stakeholder groups or multiple building life cycle phases (Dodge Data & Analytics 2016).

Let us take the example of facilitating collaboration around building information that has a direct effect on operations or facilities maintenance. This requires understanding of where the information originates from, in what format it needs to be developed, and what supports the handover between project phases and stakeholders.

In turn, building owners can also provide clear reasons for why the information is needed in a certain way which promotes a willingness to collaborate around it. Even if the stakeholder group leaders commit to coordination with an understanding of the details, they need to continue to actively support their practitioners who execute these tasks daily.

The rise of the Design-Build and the Integrated Project Delivery methods has drawn attention to the coordination between designers, construction professionals, and engineers. Here, we will focus on the involvement of the permitting authority and the building owner.

The permitting authority can be the single most influential stakeholder in a building project. For example, the schedules of large healthcare projects in California often revolve around the permitting process of the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD) due to the lengthy nature of that process.

In this case, an understanding of the local authority’s requirements needs to be shared between architects, engineers, subcontractors, general contractors, and the owner capital project managers. The whole project team needs to have aligned expectations and the project schedule needs to include added time for effective execution (Santorella 2011).

The Singapore Building & Construction Authority’s BIM Initiative was one of the first permitting authority-led developments to use BIM for a more efficient review and approval process. Although the program has been generally successful and still running after many
years, the disconnect between stakeholders happens to be on the design and construction side. The designers and construction professionals in Singapore are adopting BIM slower than was expected. Therefore, they cannot feed the authority’s system at the rate and efficiency that was originally envisioned.

The Taiwanese government is also considering BIM-based e-submission for building permits. In their case "more than half of the firms were willing to use BIM-based tools to streamline the building permit review process" (Juan et al. 2016).

The permitting process can create a bottleneck in the schedule of building projects and, for the same reason, it can provide an opportunity for time savings after careful alignment of all stakeholders and clear understanding of local requirements and culture. Time savings leading to early operations, in turn, can have significant positive financial results for the owner capital project managers. We will discuss practical BIM uses that can support the permitting authority’s work and coordination with other stakeholders in the next part of this paper.

While organized data from design and construction to support facilities maintenance has documented benefits (McGraw Hill Construction 2014), the results are difficult to illustrate. Large building owners typically have separate stakeholder groups representing capital project investment and facilities maintenance. These internal groups are often funded separately and siloed in ways that slows the implementation of a complete building information life cycle. The capital project manager’s focus is finishing the project on time and within budget.

While most of them consider long term maintenance to achieve best value for the investment, they are not directly incentivized to adopt BIM to support it, especially if it is at the cost of an extended schedule or inflated budget. The few organizations at the forefront of developing a complete building information life cycle recognize this issue and actively work on connecting their internal stakeholders (Dodge Data & Analytics 2016b).

Occupants and users on the owner side can also benefit from better coordination and the adoption of technology that supports it. Taking the healthcare sector as an example once more, large projects may need hundreds of user meetings in early design phases. These meetings require not just time, but a significant amount of personnel and financial resources, making them ideal environments for improvement through better coordination.

3 EFFECTIVE SUPPORT BY TECHNOLOGY

Once collaboration and the alignment of expectations are addressed between stakeholders, it is possible to choose the right technology to support the right tasks. BIM is no exception from this and its use needs to be evaluated accordingly.

3.1 Partnering with Virtual Design and Construction (VDC)

As we explored above, the adoption of Partnering as a method of structured collaboration is increasing. Thoughtful commitment to collaboration and leaders supporting practitioners on the ground ensures better results in difficult circumstances. While financial performance is important, making the effort to understand different stakeholders' special interests will result in better execution, increase the willingness for collaboration, and can therefore positively impact financial results as well.

Virtual Design and Construction (VDC) addresses processes and organization in design and construction and it integrates BIM as key technology in a measurable way through multidisciplinary collaboration (Kunz and Fisher 2012).
VDC has been developed at Stanford University's Center for Integrated Facility Engineering (CIFE) since 2001, and adopted by several design and construction firms with documented results (Kam et al. 2013).

Partnering and VDC are naturally aligned because of the complementing nature of their key components. Jointly, they provide a good reference point for building owners who want to adopt BIM for operations and plan to actively collaborate with their project teams.

3.2 Practical examples of BIM use

Stakeholders on the building owner side may not be familiar with the benefits of BIM or how it can support their work because primarily designers and construction professionals have used it in the past decades. For this reason, clearly defining project specific BIM uses and their potential impact can help to align expectations between building owners, occupants, and project team members. If this alignment happens early in the project, BIM can be a tool to support scope and requirement clarification through handover.

Visualization is an example of BIM application that can be tailored to support the needs of multiple project stakeholders. Whether the subject is 3D utility coordination, building security concerns, or the esthetic review of design, BIM based visualization can help to align the expectations of building owners and occupants, and design and construction professionals.

The following are a few additional practical examples where BIM can directly support collaboration and the appropriate alignment of needs and expectations.

3.2.1 Accessing Building Information during Operations

The building owners of large organizations with multiple buildings and campuses can benefit from standards addressing coordinate system alignment. BIM is designed to assist the design and documentation of individual buildings.

The location of buildings can be recorded in BIM, but due to limited need, it is not current standard practice. Building owners need to develop a process to achieve that, which in turn can be followed by various project teams creating virtual models.

Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) are often deployed by building campus owners. When GIS is connected to BIM, they provide a platform for accessing building information from multiple buildings at once without having to open individual BIM files.

3.2.2 BIM supporting permitting

Permitting authorities can benefit from viewing BIM as a database with graphic representation. Standardized attributes of wall types can be filtered to highlight fire rated walls and the related components. This can expedite the review of code compliance and fire life safety strategies.

Compliance with the American Disability Act (ADA) can also be facilitated in a similar fashion. Designers can benefit from using intelligent BIM elements that automatically display clearance issues without manual calculations.

Visualization based on BIM can generally support the permit review process, especially 3D views, which can lead to faster understanding of the designer intent.

3.2.3 Connecting the virtual and the real

QR codes and passive RFID chips are inexpensive today and can be easily attached to equipment and elements of the building. Every BIM element is coded with a unique identifier by default which can be linked to the QR codes or RFID chips of their physical
equivalent during commissioning. This connection allows for automated equipment tracking or identification during operations and maintenance saving the time of manually searching for the element in drawings and documents.

4 CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Balance and clarity

The adoption of BIM has been unfolding in phases in the past decades. As the design and construction community has demonstrated its benefits, building owners and permitting authorities became interested in its use as well.

Five years ago, it was usual for building owners to request BIM without really understanding it. Today, we are approaching a tipping point when building owners and permitting authorities will ask for BIM and know how to use it as well.

This is signalled by several large building owners and permitting authorities developing specific requirements and establishing data standards where they don't currently exist. Complete building information life cycle is possible when building owners actively participate in team organization, provide detailed data standards and requirements, and effectively use the organized information through operations. This way, collaboration through Partnering can be balanced with choosing the right technologies for the right tasks. Permitting authorities can also support and benefit from this process which can affect a capital project's bottom line.

4.2 Proposed next steps

A pilot project designed around thoughtful collaboration, including all stakeholders and aimed at complete building information life cycle, could enhance our understanding of the challenges and benefits of the process, data development, and data use. While further research supporting facilities maintenance with standardized data is needed, we are proposing a focused effort to explore the benefits of using BIM by capital project managers, building users, and permitting authorities.
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AUTOMATION OF THE BUILDING INFORMATION MODEL BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

Leonardo Rischmoller\textsuperscript{1}, Ning (Tony) Dong\textsuperscript{2}, Martin Fischer\textsuperscript{3} and Atul Khanzode\textsuperscript{4}

\textbf{Abstract:} Breaking down project information via different breakdown structures has been a successful way of managing and controlling construction projects with levels of efficiency and effectiveness otherwise unimaginable to achieve over the past decades. However, the current practice of grouping and organizing building information models from multiple project participants does not reflect such breakdown structures well. This gap renders it a challenge to introducing Building Information Modelling (BIM) to on-site meetings in the construction phase, such as daily subcontractor huddle and pull planning meetings, in which on-the-spot-requests to query federated models are prevalent. This paper introduces the underlying concepts of a method that allows automatic grouping of models so that the model breakdown structure (MBS) matches a certain breakdown structure within a project. An automation tool has been developed accordingly and tested in two case studies, which prove that the proposed method enables project participants without extensive trainings of BIM the rapid identification of the desired model contents.

\textbf{Keywords:} Building Information Modelling (BIM), breakdown structure, model breakdown structure (MBS)

1 \textbf{INTRODUCTION}

It is an intuitive idea to breaking a project description into a series of small parts that could facilitate (1) the preparation of bill of materials, budgets, and schedules; (2) the allocation of resources and responsibilities; and (3) the execution and control of the project. The formalization of this idea dates back to the 1950’s and 60’s when the United States Department of Defense (DOD) and NASA adopted PERT/COST, the system that first described the work breakdown structure (WBS) as "a family tree subdivision of a program, beginning with the end objectives and then subdividing these objectives into successively smaller end item subdivisions" (DOD and NASA 1962).

By 1983 the WBS had been emphasized and successfully implemented as a program planning tool for more than a decade, and the DOD had been utilizing the WBS as a primary mechanism for the definition of contract work and the foundation for a management planning and control system (Lanford and McCann 1983). Currently it is generally recognized by project management professionals that the WBS is the foundation of planning, estimating, scheduling, and monitoring activities (Rad 1999). In the last 30 years a number research has been conducted on the WBS rationale, rules, as well as related methods (Hameri and Nitter, 2002, Mansuy 1991; Mueller 2000; Gloany and Shtub 2011; Kunz and Fischer 2012; PMI 2013).
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Variations of the original WBS concept have led to the development of different types of breakdown structures subject to certain breakdown criteria, e.g., product breakdown structure (PBS), organizational breakdown structure (OBS), resource breakdown structure, cost breakdown structure, value breakdown structure, etc. Common to these breakdown structures is the same family tree subdivision originally conceived as part of the WBS concept.

Breakdown structures are very effective in managing a large amount of data and structuring the information to aid comprehension (Hameri and Nitter, 2001; Langford 1983; Globerson 1994; Deckro et al 1992). OBS indicates the organizational relationships and are used as the framework for assigning work responsibilities. PBS breaks up a project into a series of small “physical” parts. WBS breaks up a process into a series of small tasks. Together they provide a framework for a detailed cost estimating and control, along with guidance for schedule development and control. Every type of breakdown structure provides a legitimate way to view a project. Depending on circumstances, one approach may be preferred over the others.

Since different breakdown structures call for different structures or management practices during the implementation of the project, some degree of controversy exists as to which breakdown structure is better (Mansuy 1991). On the other hand, efforts in identifying the points of intersection and integration of different breakdown structures (e.g., using the PM software’s capability to report with multiple breakdown structures) have been carried out in the last decades (Lanford 1983; Rad 1999; Cam 2005; Kunz and Fischer 2012).

Creating a breakdown structure forces the project designers to choose one approach and adhere to it throughout the project life cycle (Golany and Shtub 2001). This leads to improved efficiencies gained by the specialization, but also to increased efforts in managing information integration, which is often rendered difficult when complex tasks from multiple disciplines (or functions) are created using different breakdown criteria. Building Information Models practices and tools, widely considered as the means to facilitate data integration for construction projects (Gao and Fischer 2008; Hartmann et al 2008) do not offer, however, Model Breakdown Structures that matches breakdown structures within a project with the level of flexibility for BIM coordinators and, more importantly, on-site personnel to navigate and query model contents in a timely fashion.

2 MBS CURRENT PROBLEMS

2.1 Limitations of current BIM practices regarding MBS

The existing BIM tools emphasize more on the information (e.g., properties, attributes, parameters, etc.) attached to each piece (e.g., the part, element, component) of the model and on the level of detail or level of development (LOD) of the BIM pieces. They are less concerned with how the pieces are arranged into a MBS. Some BIM tools offer limited functions of grouping different model pieces by location, elevation, discipline, or other criteria. These attempts however provide a number of “fixed” ways to organize a federated model (also known as integrated model), which either has no relationship with a project’s WBS, PBS, or OBS; or makes it too difficult to obtain a MBS that matches any project breakdown structure.

From a general contractor’s perspective, a federated model of a project can consist of digital model files from different sources (i.e., different project stakeholders using a variety of model authoring tools) and different project phases (i.e., design models, fabrication
models, as-built models, etc.). Sometimes a BIM coordinator needs to combine several hundreds or even thousands of digital model files using some of the available BIM tools (e.g., Autodesk Navisworks®, Solibri®, Bentley Navigator®, Intergraph SmartPlant Review®, etc.). The MBS becomes, in this situation, a long list of digital model files, which do not provide an expedited way (i.e., a few seconds) to identify a certain piece or group of pieces within the federated model. Even if certain BIM tools can help group individual models files into one federated model with a certain MBS (e.g., area → level → discipline → system, etc.) it is very difficult and time consuming, if not impossible, to convert to another model with a different MBS.

2.2 MBS and on-site meetings

It has become a common practice for a general contractor to provide standardized model naming conventions, which facilitate the use of filter features that allow isolating and visualizing pieces or groups of pieces of the federated model. BIM coordinators normally save these visualization scenes as viewpoints (or snapshots) so they can be retrieved rapidly during a coordination meeting. There have been attempts of expanding the use of the federated model to on-site meetings, such as the daily subcontractor huddle, pull planning meetings, and owner-architect-contractor (OAC) meetings. Since on this type of meetings on-the-spot-requests to query the federated model are very common, without the saved viewpoints it could take a model operator minutes to find the right model contents relevant to a topic. In this process it is observed that meeting participants lose interest in models quickly, thus making the introduction of BIM unsuccessful. Without the model visualization, issues that could have been addressed and decisions that could be made within a meeting can be delayed significantly. In other words, the benefits of BIM are not realized in these meetings. This applies in particular to projects with meetings of over 20 participants. Dealing with topics or issues for which the model is not prepared in advance exposes the limitations of the current approaches of applying MBS to the federated model. In most of the on-site meetings the participants may have different ideas and understanding of how they want to breakdown a project. Accordingly, if a federated model matches these different breakdown structures the desired model contents can be rapidly retrieved.

3 THE CIFE MBS AUTOMATION TOOL

The Center for Integrated Facility Engineering (CIFE) at Stanford University has developed a method that allows to group digital model files reflecting different breakdown structures. The CIFE MBS automation tool was developed accordingly. The tool can convert model files created using almost all of the most commonly used BIM authoring tools (including Autodesk Revit®, Tekla®, Microstation®, AutoCAD, etc.) into Autodesk Navisworks® NWD-format files. These NWD files are then automatically nested into a family tree of NWD files using some project breakdown structure (e.g., area, sector, level, discipline, system, etc.). The project breakdown structure categories and the hierarchical order in which these categories will be displayed in every MBS created using the CIFE MBS automation tool, are arranged in a table within a Microsoft Excel® file. From this file the CIFE MBS automation tool pulls the relevant information to create a single Autodesk Navisworks® NWD model, which shows on the ‘Selection Tree’ window the MBSs corresponding to each arrangement of the breakdown categories. The CIFE MBS automation tool can create as many different NWD files with different MBS just by varying the hierarchical categories grouping criteria included in the Excel file.
Table 1 shows an example of a CIFE MBS automation tool input table containing:

- Four project/model breakdown categories
- Two hierarchical order in which these categories will be displayed (i.e., MBSs)
- A list of eighteen model files that can be in any format readable by Autodesk Navisworks®.

**Table 1 Example of a CIFE MBS automation tool input table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MBS-1</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBS-2</td>
<td>1th</td>
<td>3th</td>
<td>2th</td>
<td>4th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MODEL NAME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT/MODEL BREAKDOWN CATEGORIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 show the MBS 1 generated by the CIFE MBS automation tool which, for example, could be of great value for a model operator (who does not need to be a BIM coordinator) to rapid retrieve model contents to facilitate discussions in a pull planning meeting, in which the flow of discussion generally follows locations, disciplines, and crews.
Figure 2 shows the MBS 2 generated by the CIFE MBS automation tool in which the order of the breakdown categories could, for example, be useful in a subcontractors’ daily huddle meeting, in which individual trades sequentially report their work progress and plan for the day.
4 TESTING THE CIFE MBS AUTOMATION TOOL

4.1 Case Studies

The CIFE MBS automation tool was tested in two case study projects in two different years. The first case study is a multi-billion-dollar power plant megaproject. The second case study is a multi-million-dollar data center project. When testing the model, both projects had just started the construction stage, in which BIM models had been created by designers and some fabricators, to be used for coordination. The power plant had several thousands of models available, while the data center had several dozens of models available. In each case the construction management was carried out by a main general contractor who managed a group of design-build subcontractors to execute the work. Approximately 35 subcontractors were involved in the power plant project, and around 15 subcontractors were involved in the data center project.
Using different combinations of the project breakdown structures (e.g., area, level, discipline, contractor, system, etc.) the CIFE MBS automation tool was used to create Integrated (or Federated) Project Models (IPMs) that combined the existing design and fabrication models of different formats into Autodesk Navisworks® NWD format models. Each IPM contains a different MBS displayed on the Navisworks® 'Selection Tree' window.

4.2 Results

In the first test case finding the right model contents on-the-spot in a meeting was almost impossible due to the many models included in the federated model. After introducing the CIFE MBS tool a BIM coordinator was able to identify the model contents relevant to the topic of discussion in 15 seconds or less. After one-hour training sessions 18 project members (project engineers, project managers, planners and schedulers) eventually became the main model navigator leading their respective meetings. Before introducing the CIFE MBS tool these project members had little to no experience with the models. In the second test case, project engineers hosting different types of meetings were able to navigate and query the model to find the right contents in 15 seconds or less when used the MBSs created with the CIFE tool. Finding the right content had taken several minutes when the MBS were not available. The latencies in resolving issues during the on-site meetings were reported to be significantly reduced (Rischmoller et al, 2017).

Within two weeks of the introduction of models with MBS created using the CIFE MBS tool other meeting participants (e.g., subcontractor’s superintendents and managers, owner representatives, planners, safety and quality managers, etc.) started to realize the “presence” of the IPMs and how the models “followed” the ongoing discussions. The participants started shifting their focus of attention from the screen displaying 2D documents to the screen displaying the IPM. After another two weeks, the meeting participants realized that they could not only expect the model to “follow” the discussions but that they could actually “require” the right model contents to lead the ongoing discussions with the confidence that they were going to get an answer, not in the next meeting several days or weeks later, but in the same meeting in most cases.

The simplicity to navigate and query the IPMs led several meetings’ participants to believe that this was the "normal" way of working using BIM, which they had not been aware of previously. Furthermore, it was not difficult to find in each case study a tech-savvy field engineer ready to take charge of navigating the model during meetings rather than relying on the "model operator".

5 Conclusions

This paper introduces the underlying concepts of a method that allows flexible MBS configuration reflecting different project breakdown structures. Based on this method the CIFE MBS automation tool is developed which enables quick query in an IPM without saved viewpoints. Without the introduction of this tool the advantages and benefits of BIM could have stayed in the world of modellers and BIM coordinators in the construction phase. According to the case projects team members, the tool allowed on-site personnel to easily overcome their fear of technology and take the lead in using BIM to improve the efficiency of their meetings. Detailed discussions of the results as well as surveys to case studies meeting participants are provided in the paper titled "Improving on-site meeting efficiency by using an automated model breakdown tool" for the same conference.
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IMPROVING ON-SITE MEETING EFFICIENCY BY USING AN AUTOMATED MODEL BREAKDOWN TOOL

Leonardo Rischmoller¹, Ning (Tony) Dong², Martin Fischer³, and Atul Khanzode⁴

Abstract: Integrating Building Information Modelling (BIM) to on-site meetings in the construction phase has been a challenge to general contractors mainly due to the inflexibility of the current practice in grouping and organizing models to facilitate rapid, on-the-spot model queries. We have developed an automation tool that supports the automatic grouping of models according to a certain model breakdown structure (MBS), which reflects a breakdown structure of a project. This enables a model navigator to identify the relevant model contents on the fly in a meeting thus drastically reducing the coordination latency in resolving an issue. This paper introduces two case studies to explain a non-intrusive process of introducing federated models produced by the automation tool to the meetings. The results of surveys to the meeting participants prove that the non-intrusive process as well as the models reflecting multiple MBS's changed the meeting participants' behaviour and enhanced their coordination, communication, and collaboration, thus improving the overall outcomes of the meetings.

Keywords: Building Information Model (BIM), Model Breakdown Structure (MBS), Coordination Latency

1 INTRODUCTION

Chachere et al. (2004) defines the term “coordination latency” as the time that elapses between a request for information or action and the compliance to that request. Coordination latency is offered as a unifying, intuitive, descriptive performance metric, intended to reach a near-zero value as a project design goal (Chachere et al., 2009). Coordination latency is especially important in the interdependent and iterative design because it involves a large number of information exchanges and exception handling requests (Cachere et al., 2004).

Reduction of coordination latency can lead to shorter design development times, timely availability of critical information, ability to share and communicate useful information on a timely basis, and hence to a transformed near real-time decision-making process in which a number of issues are solved on the spot rather than going through more traditional prolonged processes, such as the request for information process and the change order process.

The introduction of BIM to the design and coordination processes in the AEC industry has transformed design meetings to integrated concurrent engineering (ICE) sessions (Coffee, 2006), in which the coordination latency has been drastically reduced, resulting in extraordinarily rapid design with a quality similar to or surpassing traditional methods at a lower cost (Smith 1998; Smith and Koenig 1998; Wall 1999, Wall 2000; Wall et al., 1999; Kunz and Fischer, 2012). However, bringing BIM to on-site meetings, such as the
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daily subcontractor huddle, pull planning meetings (Tommelein, 1998), and owner-architect-contractor (OAC) meetings has been very challenging. One of the main reasons is that the current practice of issue discussion and resolution using federated models heavily relies on saved viewpoints or snapshots prepared in advance to support these meetings, in which participants usually have many on-the-spot model queries. If a model navigator is not fast enough to identify the right model contents, the field personnel (e.g., superintendents, subcontractors, field engineers, foremen, etc.) will lose interest and stop trusting the use of BIM in these meetings. Current BIM models/processes have too much coordination latency to support real-time dynamic of the meetings and the current BIM practice does not provide adequate support to the reduction of coordination latency in the on-site meetings. Therefore, the full benefits of BIM are not fully reaped in the construction phase. In the paper titled "automation of the building information model breakdown structure" Rischmoller et al. (2017) introduced the CIFE\(^5\) Model Breakdown Structure (MBS) automation tool and method that enable project participants without extensive BIM trainings the rapid identification of the desired model contents. In this paper, we use a case study approach to demonstrate how the utilization of this tool and method improves the field personnel's involvements with BIM thus improving the efficiencies of the on-site meetings.

2 **BENEFITS OF USING BIM IN THE ON-SITE MEETINGS**

The following are the expected benefits of applying the CIFE MBS automation tool and method to the case studies:

- Improvement (among the meeting participants) of:
  - Coordination
  - Communication
  - Collaboration
- Reduction of latency.
- Rapid understanding of the topics discussed.
- Duration to go through each topic reduced.
- Outcomes of the meeting sessions improved.

We took a qualitative approach to evaluate the achievement of these goals by surveys, which were handed out after models, created using the CIFE MBS automation tool were integrated and fully used in the on-site meetings.

3 **THE CASE STUDIES**

3.1 **Case Studies**

We tested the CIFE MBS automation tool (Rischmoller et al., 2017) in two case study projects. In both case studies the main researcher was hired as the project BIM coordination consultant, who produced Integrated (or Federated) Project Models (IPMs) aggregating individual models from different sources (i.e., different project stakeholders using a variety of model authoring tools). The project personnel were not aware of the

\(^5\)Center for Integrated Facility Engineering
BIM coordinator acting also as a researcher aiming at testing the benefits of utilizing the tool.

The first case study is a multi-billion-dollar power plant megaproject. The second case study is a multi-million-dollar data center project. The main researcher joined both projects during the construction phase, in which individual BIM models had already been created by designers and some fabricators for design and trade coordination. These models were not used at the on-site meetings before the introduction of the IPMs produced by the CIFE MBS automation tool.

Using different combinations of the construction management project breakdown categories (e.g., area, level, discipline, contractor, system, etc.), the CIFE MBS automation tool was used to create IPMs that combined the existing design and fabrication models. Each IPM contains a unique MBS, displayed on the Navisworks® Selection Tree window, reflecting a certain breakdown structure.

3.2 IPMs implementation on the case study projects

Using the CIFE MBS automation tool, different MBSs (reflecting different project breakdown structures) were created and displayed by the BIM coordinator (i.e., main researcher) at the existing daily and weekly coordination and planning meetings (e.g., pull planning meetings and daily subcontractor planning meetings). The BIM coordinator followed the ongoing issue or conversation by displaying on the model the relevant parts of the projects under discussion. The IPMs were displayed on one screen whereas the meeting agendas and/or other type of documents (e.g., graphics and 2D drawings) were shown on another. The main researcher did not provide any notification about the utilization of the IPMs in these meetings, in which most participants had never utilized any 3D models. This is a lesson learned from previous projects in which attempts of forcing the use of 3D models in these meetings failed when the participants were very conscious of the models and paid less attention to the issues at hand. In these attempts the participants lost interest and patience quickly when a model navigator did not prepare the right viewpoints for an issue and spent time to find the right model contents on the spot.

The variety of modelling capabilities of the designers, fabricators and subcontractors involved in each case study project led to the situation in which not all the digital model files used to assemble the IPMs matched the 2D drawings used for the construction execution. Some models were outdated in comparison to most recent 2D drawings, while some of the 2D drawings were outdated in comparison to the most current design model files. These however did not prevent the utilization of the IPMs for planning and coordination purposes. Sometimes even 3D placeholders were good enough to improve the quality of the discussion and accelerate issue resolutions in the meetings.

4 RESULTS

4.1.1 IPMs awareness

After the introduction of the IPMs in different type of on-site meetings in the case study projects, the meeting participants (usually subcontractor’s superintendents and managers, but also owner representatives, planners, safety and quality managers, etc.) soon started to realize the "presence" of the IPMs and how the models "followed" the ongoing discussions. This lead the meetings’ participants to start shifting their focus to the screen displaying the IPM. After two weeks, the meeting participants realized that they could not only expect the model to "follow" the discussions but that they could actually "require" the model to show parts of the project to support their ongoing discussions. Within another
two weeks the meeting participants began to request more advanced features of the IPMs such as color-coding certain systems or model elements, color-coding the pieces by plan vs. actual, and overlaying IPMs with other design/construction documents.

Within two months of the use of IPMs the main researcher received request from project engineers, project managers from both the general contractor and the subcontractors, as well as tech-savvy superintendents to learn the use of the IPMs and some basic navigation functions. Quite a few participants also asked for the availability of the IPMs on mobile devices so they could use them in the field. Eventually these participants became the model navigators in the meetings, assisting and facilitating meetings by themselves instead of depending of a BIM coordinator. It was clear that this less intrusive approach of introducing the IPMs to the field personnel paid off.

4.1.2 Survey

To further understand the benefits of the use of the IPMs created by the CIFE MBS automation tool, a survey was carried out among the project participants that had attended meetings in which the IPMs were used, in each case study project. Figure 1 and 2 show the composition of the population sampled, and the number of meetings attended by the people surveyed on both cases studies. Figure 3 shows the survey results. The results of the surveys indicate that the experience was overwhelmingly perceived as positive by the project team members of each case study.

![Figure 1: Case study 1 survey demographics](image-url)
4.1.3 Reduction of latency and ICE sessions

We discovered that most of the times a model navigator could answer to a model query in less than fifteen seconds. This strengthened the interaction between the IPMs and the meeting participants, resulting in a reduction of latency during the meetings. With the aid of the IPMs the participants were consistently on the same page when discussing a topic and the time of searching through emails and documents for information was also drastically reduced. Furthermore, the IPMs enabled the participants to ask many more questions earlier (i.e., questions that they wouldn’t have thought of until very late during the project execution) because they realized that through the MBS they could rapidly access model, and hence project visualization and information to support discussions during ongoing meetings (Sack et al., 2009), that otherwise would have demanded extra time (and/or another meeting) to gather documents and drawings which in addition do not provide the visualization and rapid access to project information that can be obtained by using the model. As indicated in the survey results the meeting participants perceived that the use of IPMs greatly improved the understanding of the meeting topics as well as the communication, coordination, collaboration, and integration among the participants.

In the first case study the CIFE ICE session (Kunz and Fischer, 2012) principles and ideas were applied in order to support the diverse project stakeholder community to achieve their project objectives through the use of the IPMs in meetings carried out at the Computer Advanced Visualization Environment (CAVE) facility, dedicated for BIM-enhanced design and construction coordination.

After the embracement of the IPMs as central part of their meetings by the project team members, the CIFE ICE session methodology was introduced, gradually transforming most of the project meetings into ICE sessions in which the IPMs became just another piece of a more holistic approach to collaboration and integration. The transformation
involved some planning and setups in advance including the meeting logistics (e.g., stand up meetings, u-shaped chairs distribution, etc.), clear definition of the expected outcomes, pre-planning tasks (e.g., preparation of the IPMs), definition of roles during the ICE sessions (e.g., facilitator, recorder, IPM operator), required resources (e.g., laptops, whiteboard, post-its, and projectors/TVs), as well as the decision-making processes and methods.

Figure 3: Survey questions and results

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
4.1.4 Design Push versus Pull

On-site meetings focusing on planning, scheduling and tracking of the work sequence, constructability, and coordination; did not necessarily require a high level of geometrical precision from the IPMs, sometimes even placeholders in the complete project 3D environment were good enough to support discussions about construction sequences. However, even a "perfect" model was not always needed for coordination purposes, the lack of quality and completeness in parts of the IPMs was identified by the construction teams and communicated to the design teams. The designers in both case studies were not used to hearing comments about their models from superintendents, project managers, and foremen. However, they embraced the feedback and updated (or completed) their models rapidly without asking for extra payment (under design-build contracts). In some cases, they updated models that they would not have been either persuaded or forced to update during the design stage. The IPM exposed good and bad things about the models to a new audience and exerted peer pressures among the meeting participants, including the designers, who became more willingness to "collaborate" with the people in charge of converting the design information into a physical reality. This is different from the previous efforts carried out during the design and preconstruction stages in which designers and subcontractors were pushed (either convinced or forced) to model in a certain way, using certain criteria and processes (e.g., following a naming convention, signing-off model to freeze the design, etc.), and in a timely manner so that the 2D drawings will always be extracted from the fabrication models. Upstream awareness about IPMs that will be scrutinized downstream by construction professionals and last planners pulled not only higher diligence on the Building Information Modelling efforts, but in the design itself represented now not only in 2D drawings but also in the IPMs.

5 DISCUSSION

Instead of windows within model visualization software tools showing data attached to each model component or element in the form of properties, attributes or parameters; the MBS provides access to a different type of model information through "a family tree subdivision of a project beginning with the end objectives and then subdividing these objectives into successively smaller subdivisions" (the same original description of the WBS). Furthermore, the CIFE MBS automation tool provides the ability and flexibility to create rapidly as many different MBSs as needed, eliminating the need to discuss which breakdown structure is better. The idea of "allowing improved project visibility" originally proposed by the WBS concept for the control phase can be expanded to all the project development phases in which IPMs are reviewed using appropriate MBSs. The research presented on this paper is limited to testing the benefits of using IPMs including MBSs created with the CIFE MBS automation tools, used by multidisciplinary audiences of 10-30 persons working on complex tasks concurrently in the same room during the project construction stage. In this sense, the benefits of timely availability of information to all development participants, and the reduction of the traditional cycle of working periods and meeting periods, proposed by Concurrent Engineering is fulfilled by using IPMs with appropriate MBSs. On this paper we have explored these benefits specifically during meetings that were subsequently transformed into ICE sessions, in which latency was reduced, and communication, coordination, collaboration, and integration among participants was improved.
6 CONCLUSIONS

Finding out the best way to managing the implementation of BIM is a task that can still be considered under exploration. And considering the complexity associated to the multidisciplinary and multi-phase nature of our projects, as well as new tools, technologies and associated processes appearing every time at a faster pace, it can be stated that managing the implementation of BIM is a task that will probably be under permanent exploration and adjustment. As part of the current BIM management approaches, trying to push BIM into the construction process, if milestone goals of a BIM execution plan are not achieved timely, the project will not wait and the BIM implementation will give up to, either explicitly or implicitly, avoid the unmanageable associated to unfulfilled achieved milestones. When this happens, it is not only the modelling effort which is affected, but the design itself leads the construction management approach to struggle on focusing with managing the unavoidable issues "common" to most of the projects and reflected in documents like RFIs and Change Orders.

The IPMs and MBSs approaches presented in this paper introduce a novel mechanism that can be added to any BIM implementation effort providing a feedback loop from downstream project execution that shall contribute to pull innovative, more simple and effective BIM management approaches.
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AN EXPLORATION OF COMPATIBILITY OF U.S. ARMY CULTURE AND LEAN CONSTRUCTION

Ralph T. Salazar,1 Zofia K. Rybkowski2 and Glenn Ballard3

Abstract: The culture of the United States Army has evolved significantly over the course of the service of the present generation of Soldiers. Through the implementation of Lean Management practices, and Six Sigma measurement and analysis tools, Army leaders are more able to competently perform a mission or accomplish a business goal. Through careful case study of previous missions, effort spent building learning organizations, and cultivating a culture of respect, leaders have discovered a formula to optimize unit performance. The keys to unlocking the benefits of Lean’s historically proven efficiency methods lie in changing the attitude and mindset of the Army’s workforce to effectively apply lean methods to the myriad projects and tasks that the citizens of the United States ask its Soldiers to perform every day. Cultural transformation must occur, however, in an unforgiving environment that poses significant threats to our national security, leaving very little margin for error in applying the new managerial methodology to both state-side and war-side operations. Using as its framework Jeffrey Liker’s Principles of Management described in The Toyota Way, this paper will explore the ways in which the U.S. Army is already equipped to implement lean, and those areas where more cultural evolution must take place to take full advantage of the philosophy. Viewing the Army culture as a whole, and then discussing more specifically Health Facility Development and Military Hospital Construction, the authors’ contention is that the U.S. Army and Lean Construction are more compatible than may appear at first glance.

Keywords: Lean Construction, Military Culture, Military Decision Making

1 INTRODUCTION

The United States armed forces have been engaged in a protracted conflict for over 15 years. This state of high operational tempo has eroded the readiness, capability, and, in some cases, the productivity of the force over the last decade. The negative effects on a war-weary workforce may be evident, due in part to a pernicious cycle of executing a wartime mission followed by stateside reset and recovery. It was on the home-front that this degradation became most apparent. In response to the decline in the efficiency of the Department of Defense, strategists at the Pentagon’s Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff Business Transformation Division began searching for solutions to the dwindling productivity. On May 15, 2008 the Department of Defense (DoD) issued Directive number 5010.42. This directive served as a mandate to all DoD branches to establish a Continuous Process Improvement (CPI) and Lean Six Sigma (LSS) program which was to be the primary means to assess and continually improve the effectiveness and efficiency of DoD processes. The program’s
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initiative was to strengthen the military’s capabilities and improve the following lines of effort: Productivity, Performance, Safety, Flexibility and Energy Efficiency (DoD Directive 2008). This mandate would, of course, come with funding to support the educational and implementation requirements of such a program. The rationale was that it sometimes costs money to save money, and ultimately improve the way we do business. In accordance with Jeffrey Liker’s (2004) first principle of basing “management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of short-term financial goals,” the DoD invested in lean programs (p. 37). CPI/LSS was the vehicle to achieve transformation, in spite of a few inconsistencies in lean philosophy when compared to the military hierarchical structure of making decisions and executing work.

In fulfillment of the requirement, the U.S. Army Medical Command (MEDCOM) began a concerted effort to train and equip its workforce with the knowledge required to implement a CPI/LSS program. Dr. Donna Whittaker, the MEDCOM Lean Six Sigma deployment director, and her colleagues, developed an academic pipeline to produce certified Lean Six Sigma leaders who could apply the waste mitigating and performance measurement techniques learned in the classroom to their respective organizations. Lean operations became the gold standard in U.S. Army Medicine and while many systems were streamlined, and billions of dollars saved, there were still some aspects of the lean philosophy that were incompatible with Army culture (Lopez 2016). As the organization begins to apply lean to more widespread facets of Army Medicine, specifically Health Facility Development and Military Medical Treatment Facility Construction, it will become even more important that we understand the dissimilarities between traditional lean philosophy and current Army culture.

The purpose of this paper is to explore ways in which the military and lean are compatible while striving to understand what cultural adaptations could be made to more effectively implement lean. The idea that parallels can be drawn between lean and military strategy is not new. Low and Teo (2005) suggest that lean production principles may have been influenced by Sun Tzu’s Art of War. They did not analyze, however, how U.S. military culture may change the way lean is implemented and enacted. While the United States Army has begun to implement lean operations in the healthcare environment, it has yet to fully implement many of the tools at the disposal of a Lean Construction practitioner while undertaking military health facility development. Several peer-reviewed articles in The Military Engineer, the official professional journal of the Society of American Military Engineers, call for an overhaul of military construction delivery methodology. Specifically, Peter Cholakis, in his article “Rethinking Construction Delivery” (2015), contends that “leaner” construction practices and tools such as BIM may be precisely what military constructors need to implement to ensure project success. Lean tools notwithstanding, in order to take full advantage of the methodology, an organization must adapt its culture, as necessary, to embrace a more lean-centric way of thinking. This paper will examine U.S. Army Medicine and, using The Toyota Way (Liker 2004) and Liker’s Management Principles, determine which of those principles are already being successfully implemented, while highlighting those that present a greater challenge. Table 1 lists the Toyota Way principles that the U.S. Army has already implemented, or that already existed.
Table 1: Excerpt from Liker’s 14 Management Principles (Liker 2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle Number</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Military Applicability</th>
<th>Compatibility (War-side / State-side)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Long-Term Philosophy</td>
<td>Decision to invest in Lean Six Sigma</td>
<td>Low / High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Make decisions slowly by consensus, execute rapidly</td>
<td>Army post-war leadership transformation initiative</td>
<td>Medium / Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Grow Leaders with thorough understanding of the philosophy</td>
<td>Formal pipeline to train lean practitioners</td>
<td>Low / Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Develop exceptional people and teams</td>
<td>Professional Military Education focuses on developing people</td>
<td>High / High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Become a learning organization</td>
<td>Assess current state and evolve to world class (healthcare)</td>
<td>Medium / High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Stop to Fix Problems</td>
<td>High Reliability Organization</td>
<td>High / High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Standardize Tasks / Continuous Improvement</td>
<td>Standard Operating Procedures</td>
<td>High / Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this exploration, only the principles that focus on the collaborative aspects of lean will be addressed (i.e. those shown in Table 1). Those principles that are more operationally oriented (i.e. process flow) and do not deal with building consensus or making decisions are outside the scope of this paper and represent areas for further exploration.

2 THE EVOLUTION OF LEAN IN THE U.S. ARMY

2.1 Managing Change

The dichotomy of grooming leaders to give orders in a deployed or wartime environment compared to the way that same leader is asked to build consensus and make decisions in a state-side or peacetime environment is striking. There is a time and place for consensus building, but the middle of a kinetic and tactical environment, where the stakes are life or death, is not necessarily one of them. An entire generation of warfighters has been baptized in the crucible of combat, in some cases leading to a rigid and inflexible hierarchy resistant to soliciting ideas or innovation from its subordinates. This is sometimes necessary in a combat environment, but it can be detrimental to an organization in a stateside business environment. In 2006, when General David Petraeus penned the U.S. Army Counterinsurgency Field Manual 3-24, he recognized then that even in tactical situations, soliciting bottom-up refinement can be a healthy, team building event (FM 3-24 2006). He wrote:

Open channels of discussion and debate are needed to encourage growth of a learning environment in which experience is rapidly shared and lessons adapted for new challenges. The speed with which leaders adapt the organization must outpace
insurgents’ efforts to identify and exploit weaknesses or develop countermeasures.
(p. 7-9)

This concept is in line with Liker’s 13th Principle of “making decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all options, and implementing decisions rapidly” (Liker 2004). “Speed” is a relative thing in a warzone, but the premise is that if appropriate time is taken to discuss decisions with the team, trust is built. With buy-in and trust built through consensus, a leader will more aptly be able to manage his or her team. The same is true of decisions in Health Facility Development while conducting peacetime operations. Rather than decisions being made solely “at the top,” design and construction professionals should develop a network of decision-makers to collectively agree on design interventions in military hospitals. One of the organizational challenges that the U.S. Army has to overcome is that units (hospital organizations) experience fairly rapid turnover. On average, Commanders change command every two years, which often results in a changing of the guard in the middle of enduring 4-5 year megaprojects. Health Facility Developers who build a network of decision makers may preclude some of the issues that arise when a new Hospital Facility Commander takes command shortly before the commissioning of a new hospital. There are occasions when the new commander decides to make sweeping changes to the design resulting in significant delays and cost over-runs due to change-orders and rework. When a design decision rests with “the team,” it is much harder for the “new Boss” to overturn it. With the implementation of Lean Six Sigma, organizations are having to address the impact of combat on leadership development—and assess with a critical eye—how decisions are made. This is a healthy exercise for an organization that is transforming to a more lean and agile institution.

2.2 Building the Bench

The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) has a large role to play in the lean transformation as well. This major command is responsible for “training the force,” and manages all of the professional military education courses in the U.S. Army. In these courses, student Soldiers learn through experiential case study, and evolve as men and women who understand servant leadership. Hard conversations are engaged in about the types of leaders whom they have served, and the leader that they have become, or wish to become. Understanding culture is the foundation of the advanced courses, and white papers are studied relative to what it means to be in the Profession of Arms (TRADOC 2010).

In these environments, rank is metaphorically removed, and honest assessments about the state of the organization are given. This is a crucial step in evolving as a lean organization. Leaders must be willing to accept—and even celebrate—failure in an effort to truly understand why a specific mission or business initiative did not go as planned. For more than a decade, the U.S. Army has embarked on this journey, only to battle a silent resistance to flattening the hierarchy. Brilliant men and women who spent entire careers watching this evolution also acknowledge the need for change. General Peter Chiarelli, the 32nd Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army who served in that capacity from August, 2008 to January, 2012, made the following inference in his article on Modern Wars, implying inherent issues with current Army culture:

> The military must continually look at ways to flatten their organizational structures... increase opportunities—and rewards—for leaders to serve in assignments outside the traditional military structure...and then retain only those

---

4 It is standard practice in Army prose to capitalize rank titles even when used as common nouns (e.g. Commander, Soldier) as a sign of respect.
Americans who have the potential to succeed in tomorrow’s complex operating environments… they must ensure all views are welcomed to the debate and that junior leaders have no fear of career retribution for freely stating their opinions. (Chiarelli and Smith 2007, p. 41)

The U.S. Army Field Manual 101-5 Chapter 5: “The Military Decision Making Process” (MDMP), which is taught extensively at TRADOC schools, describes in detail, the art and the science of decision making (MDMP 1997). It delineates between those things that can be operationally measured (the science), while acknowledging that there are other complex and intangible aspects of decision making that are simply more subjective (the art), and rely on the decision-maker having the experience, institutional knowledge, and leadership capability to execute the task. The challenge for many army leaders is taking a system (MDMP) designed to function in a tactical, or combat, environment, and adapting it to a stateside mission. It is in this construct that CPI/LSS excels at bridging the gap, and enables teams to do the analysis necessary to build multiple courses of action to accomplish both business goals and combat missions. Lean, and its philosophy of Continuous Improvement, champions the notion of measuring the state of where you are today, so that you can assess where you want to be tomorrow, and have the tools to implement the plan to get there. Moreover, it does so by advocating a culture of cooperation and shared reward without sub-optimization between the various components of the organization. This is one aspect of lean at which the U.S. Army excels. The Army mantra of “One Team, One Fight” is the phrase that best describes the willingness to selflessly operate in concert with sister units to accomplish a common goal, regardless of who is ultimately left paying the bill. In this regard, the U.S. Army is already well on its way to achieving Liker’s 9th and 10th principles of “growing leaders who thoroughly understand the work, and live the philosophy,” while “developing exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s philosophy” (Liker 2004).

2.3 Climbing the Kaizen Stairway

Another aspect of U.S. Army culture that is congruent with Liker’s 14th Principle of “becoming a learning organization through relentless reflection (hansei) and continuous improvement (kaizen)” is the Army’s steadfast adherence to the practice of conducting After Action Reviews (AAR). The tenets of conducting an AAR are simple. There are four questions asked in every discussion (TC 25-20 1993):

1. What did we set out to accomplish? (Identify the objectives of the mission)
2. What actually happened? (Assess each phase of the mission)
3. Why did it happen? (Without placing blame, assess what went well, and what failed during the mission)
4. What are we going to do next time? (Identify what will change/remain the same in the planning phases and process execution for the next mission)

The AAR is conducted per the guidance in U.S. Army Training Circular 25-20: “A Leader’s Guide to After Action Reviews,” by an objective third party, not one of the first-line leaders who lead the mission (TC 25-20 1993). Additionally, feedback from the group begins with the lower ranking members first to prevent their opinions and observations from being overshadowed by more senior ranking Soldiers. A comprehensive list of “sustains” and “improves” for each phase are generated, and subsequently drafted into an executive summary for each mission conducted. In rare cases (if mission execution was particularly poor), the facilitator may conduct separate sensing sessions with the different rank structures independently of one another. This autonomy to critically examine the successes and failures of a mission is key to developing a cohesive unit where
everyone, from the lowest ranking to the highest, feels like his or her vote matters. This empowerment to shape operations is also important in establishing a sense of “ownership” in the organization through team endorsed, command level decisions. The role of the Executive Director (Commander) is to then ensure that the next mission adheres to the best practices of the AARs that were generated by the team. Reading previous executive summaries of similar missions should be the first step a commander and his staff take when planning the current mission. In this way, army units continue to climb the Kaizen Stairway (Rybkowski and Kahler 2014; Seed 2015) and solidify themselves as a “learning organization.”

2.4 Becoming a High Reliability Organization

Simply cataloging successes and failures through the AAR process is not enough to become great. An organization must go further if it hopes to establish a climate where all employees truly feel empowered to make “on-the-spot” corrections of deficiencies, and in some cases halt the mission altogether. This initiative has recently been implemented in the operation of military hospitals under the command of Lieutenant General Patricia Horoho, the 43rd Surgeon General of the U.S. Army and previous Commander of MEDCOM. In an effort to achieve High Reliability Organization (HRO) status, LTG Horoho began breaking down the barriers of rank structure and military hierarchy to reduce errors, and emphasized placing the customer (patient) first. An HRO is defined as an organizational “environment of collective mindfulness in which all workers look for, and report, small problems or unsafe conditions before they pose a substantial risk to the organization, when they are easy to fix” (Weick and Sutcliffe 2007, p. 38).

The Army suggests there are three components to high reliability: continuous improvement, leadership development, and establishing a culture of safety that empowers every member of the organization to make safety decisions (HRO 2014). While testifying to the Senate Committee for Defense Appropriations on the state of Army Medicine in March, 2015, General Horoho said: “A High Reliability Organization is committed to achieving zero preventable harm by successfully limiting the number of errors in an environment where normal accidents can occur due to the risk factors and complexity of the practice” (Horoho 2015, p. 17). Part of the preventable harm solution is also designing military hospitals in such a manner as to assist practitioners and clinicians in this HRO commitment. By “slowing down to get quality right the first time” and designing the ability to “detect problems” into the built environment (jidoka and Liker’s 5th Principle), Army Medicine can achieve its HRO and world class healthcare goals (Liker 2004).

2.5 Standardization is Key

The final principle that this paper will discuss is Liker’s 6th principle that states that “standardized tasks and processes are the foundation for continuous improvement and employee empowerment” (Liker 2004). This is another strong suit for the military. The natural inclination for a military person is to execute tasks within a set framework of codified conditions and standards. In fact, the U.S. Army has a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for virtually everything it does. However, given the relative infancy of some of its lean implementations, those SOPs, in some cases, are still in the process of being written. There is precedent for developing SOPs to capture lean mechanisms within the army culture and its operations. The “Army Standardization Policy” prescribes responsibilities for implementing standardized programs with respect to procedure, organizational operations, and training. The proponent for this policy is the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans headquartered at The Pentagon. The Army defines standardization as, “the management principle which fosters the development and sustainment of a high state of proficiency and readiness among Soldiers and units throughout an organization” (AR 34-4 1984). The objectives of
the policy are to improve the productivity and development of both the individual Soldier, and the
team (unit) as a whole. Due to reassignment of individual Soldiers throughout the Army every 2-3
years, it is also imperative that the Army standardize practices to reduce the adverse effects of
personnel turbulence. To that end, the Army refines its practices, and ensures that only those
methods of practice that are fully vetted for efficacy endure from generation to generation. These
“best practices” are captured in both Army policy (Army Regulation or “AR” manuals) and unit
SOP manuals. The challenge is to ensure that while standardization serves as an integral part of
the way the Army operates, that it does not stifle initiative or innovation. Careful evaluation of the
mechanisms for enforcement and current applicability of the standard is routinely scrutinized for
relevancy as the mission, and the culture, changes. This is analogous to the concept of climbing
the Kaizen Stairway where Rybkowski and Kahler (2014) suggest, “Effective use of collective kaizen
and standardization capitalizes on the ability of individuals to innovate, to learn from one another,
and to improve their effectiveness, thus helping managers improve time, cost, quality, safety and
morale by engaging the employees they already have” (p. 1).

3 CONCLUSION

The duality of the stateside institutional army, versus the wartime operational army is a challenging
aspect of the business to overcome. As if caught in a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde scenario, it is as
though military organizations have to reinvent themselves each time they deploy to a theatre of
combat, and then return to a stateside mission. The application of lean thinking and lean
managerial methodology is not necessarily possible in some tactical environments. Furthermore,
without a wholesale cultural transformation, it may be challenging for the U.S. Army to ever be a
truly lean organization philosophically, rather than merely an organization which happens to
implement a few lean techniques. That said, there are many cultural norms in the Army that lend
themselves quite well to fitting into the lean organizational framework. In this paper, seven of the
fourteen lean principles were addressed, and deemed by the authors and military colleagues to be
precisely in line with the attributes Liker says a lean organization should exhibit. A strong
argument can be made that the other seven principles are at least partially fulfilled by certain facets
of U.S. Army business. Perhaps the current climate promoting budget reduction is conducive to the
Army’s willingness to implement more lean cost saving measures. As Womack and Jones (1996)
wrote, “lean provides a way to do more and more with less and less—less human effort, less
equipment, less time, and less space—while coming closer and closer to providing customers with
exactly what they want.” (p.36) Unfortunately, in the same way that the construction industry has
sometimes struggled to develop analogous systems to Toyota’s manufacturing processes, so too is
the Army challenged with applying all of Liker’s lean principles to its varied and diverse mission
portfolio. In the end, however, it is well worth the effort to try.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION FLOW THROUGH SOCIAL NETWORKS ANALYSIS IN CHILEAN ARCHITECTURE FIRMS
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Abstract: In the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) sector, information flow and knowledge management influence how companies organize, work and produce, which can be represented in a social network analysis (SNA). Information flows are a critical activity for the work done in architecture firms. The objective of this study is to analyse the social structure of architecture firms to determine how to address information flow and knowledge management. The study is part of benchmarking research related to SNA, management practices and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) in architectural offices. After an extensive literature review, a survey was implemented to develop the SNA. Findings show network type shown by the office depends on its organizational infrastructure. There are also behavioural patterns; it is possible to observe that as the firm’s size increases, the density of the work-related connections in the network decreases and the average length of the path between the nodes within the network increases. Therefore, we can conclude that when offices have more human resources, as well as a pyramid structure and defined hierarchy, information flow is concentrated in small groups.

Keywords: Social network analysis, architecture firms, survey, organizational structure, knowledge management and information flow.

1 INTRODUCTION

Currently, in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry, information flow and knowledge management influence how companies organize, operate and produce. A social network analysis (SNA) can be used as an effective diagnostic tool so as to highlight a hidden flow of another type of important information (Alarcón et al. 2013)

According to Castillo et al. (2016), there is a relationship between key performance indicators (KPIs) and the metrics obtained by SNA in construction projects where the Last Planner System lean tools are applied. Therefore, it would be interesting to corroborate if these correlations are present in architecture firms, since the design phase is where the greatest impact can be made on an overall construction project.

Leadership development professionals are interested in social networks (SNs) as a way to strengthen relationships between leaders in these fields, communities and organizations.
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(Hoppe and Reinelt 2010), given that the person and their connectivity play a fundamental role in the success or failure of projects, and they should be managed and continuously improved (Flores et al. 2014). Likewise, the forecasted performance of a construction organization helps to identify weak spots, as well as to find solutions to improve performance and increase benefits (Zayed et al. 2012).

The ownership and administration of an architecture firm have been noted as critical organizational variables in the determination of the results of a professional service company. It is known that company size is a relevant factor which influences the organizational structures that are adopted by architecture firms (Oluwatayo and Amole 2014).

Information flow is a critical activity in architecture firms due to the type of work they do; hence, that is why it is necessary to study how the flow of information and knowledge management occurs, since it is often not visible at first glance (Alarcón et al. 2013).

This study is part of benchmarking research for architecture firms which is being done by Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (PUC) and Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María (UTFSM) as well as the Asociación de Oficinas de Arquitectura de Chile (AOA), under the umbrella of project CORFO INGENIERÍA 2030.

The overall objective is to create benchmarking among architecture firms, correlating the organizations’ management practices, SNAs and KPIs. The goal of this article is to evaluate and analyse the social structure of architecture firms to determine how information is handled and knowledge management occurs in each of these offices, and then to compare them and to detect patterns.

This article is based on quantitative research with a clearly defined structure. It begins with a review of the literature to understand the initial state. Then the methodology used for the data gathering is described. This is then followed by the results and discussion, and finally the conclusions and a few guidelines for action.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Architecture Firms

According to Oluwatayo and Amole (2013), in the case of most architecture firms, the level of information that flows within their structures is moderate – to – high, whereas the level of centralization is generally low. This is due to the fact that the owners are managers; their roles as partners and in actual management roles influence the structure of the office. The results of a study of 92 architecture firms revealed a significant direct relationship between the type and the size of the formal legal structure. Also, even though these companies have specialized knowledge, the study indicated that there is not a significant relationship between the leadership characteristics and the performance of the architecture firms.

Research by Oluwatayo and Amole (2014) confirmed that only one of the internal factors of the study, specifically the size of the firm, influenced a company’s organizational structure. They arrived at the conclusion that organizational structures work better when some external influences are high, resulting in an increased benefit; this drove the conclusion that the Directors of the architecture firms should consider external factors when choosing an organizational structure for their offices, objectively determining the external factors that will exert influence on their companies.
2.2 Organizational Structures

Research by Greenwood R and Empson (2003) strived to clarify what types of organizations could be effective in the administration of professional organizational services, concluding that the most effective was when the professional organization was constituted as a private corporation where the principal asset is specialized labour. Given that conclusion, Zhou and Wit (2009) described the overall structure of an organization in terms of specialization, centralization and formalization; the structural organization of a company is the way it is organized and coordinates the work. In addition, according to Oluwatayo and Amole (2013) there are not many descriptions of the structure of architecture firms in these terms, and generally a low level of specialization is observed in them. They also envision a level of decentralization in most of companies.

2.3 Social Network Analysis

According to Anklam (2003), the development of an organization to fulfil its objectives and to reach its stated goals is based on relationships between the individuals that make up the company. The SNA is a technique that has been applied as a Lean Tool to study the impact of Lean Management on continuous improvement, and it can be used to analyse and discern behavioural patterns within an organization, which provides value to areas of interest within an organization (Priven and Sacks 2013; Castillo et al. 2015; Castillo et al. 2016). The SNA is also useful to discover the importance of informal structures that co-exist with formal structures within the organization. It serves as a way to adapt the structure of the organization, within a short period of time, as well as to organize solid, strong teams with respect to knowledge transfer (information flow). Finally, it can also be used to develop a relationship of close teamwork (Flores et al. 2014).

SNA can be used to detect patterns such as bottlenecks between teams, areas, groups and information sources, as well as identify disconnected areas or teams. We can better understand the organizational networks, observing connections between nodes and their collaborations, as well visualizing the characteristic patterns of networks such as groupings, and people’s proximity or distance (Alarcón et al. 2013).

3 METHODOLOGY

For this study, we worked with the employees of nine architecture firms belonging to the AOA. Information was gathered regarding SNA, management practices and KPIs for these organizations. To develop the measurement instruments, multiple workshops of collaborative work were held in some of the offices with the researchers from PUC and UTFSM.

3.1: DEFINE MODEL SETTINGS

The questions were developed and validated by experts; the questions were adapted to the organizational model being studied. The participants of all the architecture firms responded to a survey to identify each of the networks. Networks were modeled for work interaction, exchange of work information as well as exchange of information regarding new ideas. Three networks were chosen which explained how work information and new ideas flowed within the organizations.
3.2: COLLECTING DATA WITH A SURVEY

Interviews were done with each office, using a virtual platform. The questions included: (1) Indicate the following individuals with which you have had a work interaction during the past 6 months; (2) of the individuals indicated by you, what is the frequency that you deal with relevant information regarding your work, (3) indicate how often you develop innovative work ideas with these people. The first question is a discriminatory question. The other two are based on a four point Likert scale. The four points are: “Less than once per month”, “One to three times per month”, “One to four times per week” and “Once or more times per day”.

The required sample from each company was calculated to obtain a 95% confidence level. Questions 2 and 3 were done with a reliability analysis, receiving a Chronbach’s Alpha of 0.755, which indicates that the test is reliable.

3.3: PROCESS DATA

Data in Excel was exported to the free Gephi software, version 0.9.1. The choice to use this software, rather than other software, was the weight that experts give to it, as well as the open license agreement and the fact that it was free. Finally, the information was processed with the Force Atlas algorithm, which is designed to capture SN (Bastian et al. 2009).

3.4: EXAMINE DATA

The results were examined to determine connections or bottlenecks between teams and areas, organizational groups, as well as disconnected areas or groups and/or those that are too connected and act as a reference for organizational information. Alarcón et al. (2013) also state that it is important to take into account that the results of the analysis do not provide answers, but rather they indicate where and how we should ask questions. To examine data networks, we used network edges, medium degree, network diameter, network density and medium length of the path. And for the nodes was node in-degree, isolated nodes, referential nodes, intermediary nodes and node closeness, in the manner of Flores et al. (2014).

3.5: DISCOVER THE CONTEXT

Individual interviews were conducted with each office to understand the context of the data obtained. Through these interviews, we were able to understand the graphs, the network diagrams and the metrics obtained in the analysis.

Through these interviews, we were able to understand the office’s type of organizational structure, as well as the level of hierarchy and the model of information flow that exemplifies each office. We also asked them about the number of groups they were divided into and the size of projects they were implementing at the time the network information was gathered. To understand the networks, we asked questions developed by experts: Are there projects in their final phase that require a larger concentration of human resources? Are there communication channels available for isolated groups? Is it necessary to have teams that are isolated by their work capacity? Have new human resources been incorporated lately? Do you know if any human resources want to leave the organization or are going to leave? Should these work areas be connected?
### 3.6: DEFINE AN ACTION PLAN

Anklam (2003) suggested three types of interventions to change the behavior patterns of organizations, which are: structural/organizational, the development of the knowledge network and individual/leadership. These interventions are used to read the networks and to adapt the organization. They can also be used to visualize patterns that are intuitively known to exist. These interventions also review the positions of the nodes. The idea is to create a structure that can adapt in real time to the organization’s demands.

### 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The interviews resulted in the identification of networks, and their metrics, for nine architectural companies to understand the information flow and knowledge management in architectural firms. The intent of the research was to identify the relationship between the size of the networks and the metrics obtained.

The first network created was the network of overall interactions for a period of six months. This network did not discriminate by the amount or type of information that was transmitted. In fact, the networks of frequent work information and new idea information are sub-networks of the first, since they determine types of interactions with the individuals cited in the first question (Alarcón et al. 2013).

Consistent with the research done by Alarcón et al. (2013) and Flores et al. (2014), the higher density network—connections obtained among possible connections in the network—was the overall interaction network, reaching 90.5% for office A and 34.9% of office I; whereas in the case of the frequent information network, the metrics dropped to 54.8% for office A and 11.7% for office I. We were observed that the density diminished as the number of nodes increased. Also, density was directly related to the size of the offices—nodes; the larger the office, the less interconnected it was. In other words, the office with the fewest number of nodes had more resources to share relevant information (Flores et al. 2014). We could also observe that when there were more nodes, the median length of the path—average steps necessary to connect all the nodes in the network to each other—was longer (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Relationship between the number of nodes, density and the median length of the path.](image)

When we completed step 5 of the methodology—identifying the context of the offices—we found relationships between many variables. The interacting variables included: a) the work structures, b) the disposition of the human resources, c) the productive groups...
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...separated by size when the data was collected, d) densities, e) median length of path, and f) shape of the networks. We found that there is a direct relationship between the resulting networks and the formal structure that the companies adopted as organizations. There is a clear difference between the two visual forms of the network; Office D network had a circular shape and Office I had a star shape (Figure 2). The one with the circular shape is related to greater integration of the information flow (Flores et al. 2014). Also, the difference in the nodes indicated that when the nodes increased in size, these were named by a greater number of other nodes of the organization, represented by the connectivity lines between them. Office D, which was the smallest, had a basic functional structure that currently is migrating toward a matrix organization. We observed that the floor layout and the office distribution do not have architectural barriers. The form obtained was practically round. On the other hand, Office I has a very hierarchical pyramid structure and is divided into three stories in one building. In this case—and with other two offices—we observed that the resulting network was in the shape of a star.

![Figure 2: Frequent work information networks from office D and Office I.](image)

Finally, we observed that the density percentage of the frequent work information network is directly related to the number of work groups that the offices indicated that they had at the time the snapshot was taken (Figure 3). For example, the higher density of work information flow network was 54.80% that corresponded a firm with two teams and the lower density of work information flow network was 11.70% that corresponded a firm with nine teams.

![Figure 3: Relationship between the density of the frequent information network and the number of work teams in each office.](image)
5 CONCLUSIONS

The results presented indicate the following conclusions:

Similar to the analysis of AEC industries, the analysis of the architecture firms also generated opportunities for improvement. Offices with a highly hierarchical structure tended to have a network structure in the shape of a star (e.g. Figure 2 Office I), whereas offices with basic functional or matrix structures tended to have a round network structure (e.g. Figure 2 Office D). At the same time, we could see that organizations with basic functional or matrix structures were the smallest firms (few nodes) and the biggest were hierarchically structured companies (many nodes). This allowed us to confirm that when there are fewer nodes, there are more resources to share relevant information; because relationships and communication within small groups is easier. Therefore, information flow and knowledge management were direct because they travelled a shorter distance.

As indicated by Flores et al. (2014), in the first feedback meeting it became clear that it would be difficult to interpret the results, and then later translate them and incorporate them into actions. They recommended the development of a methodology that integrates SNA with relevant concepts of organizational psychology to provide specific suggestions and to envision opportunities for change.

Finally, the research was limited to the initial survey of networks in architecture firms; there were similarities with AEC industries, but it is important to note that it was a snapshot in a moment of the life of the companies. The results obtained represent the temporary limited reality for the research period (Castillo et al. 2015). To add value and to know if there is improvement, it would be necessary to undertake a second study. That would make it possible to see if specific actions resulted in improvements or not. Also, it is important to study the correlation that exists between the SNA metrics, the KPIs and the management practices that are evidenced in the benchmarking study.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAN PRACTICES AMONG FINISHING CONTRACTORS IN THE US
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Abstract: Many parties to the construction process have implemented lean construction practices to improve efficiency within their respective scopes of work. Academics have researched a wide range of these applications in an effort to assess barriers, benefits, and other associated impacts. One area of construction that is currently under-represented in lean literature is finishing contractors. The purpose of this paper was to assess lean implementation by finishing contractors in the US. 33% of the sample of contractors specializing in the finishing methods reported implementation of some level of lean practices. For those attempting lean, the most common tool being utilized was Last Planner System. The same group reported that implementation was driven by a desire to improve efficiency by cutting costs and reducing schedules. Non-practicing respondents indicated that the primary barrier to implementation was a lack of knowledge in the area.

Keywords: Lean construction, finishing contractors, subcontractors, lean implementation

1 INTRODUCTION

Lean principles have been successfully implemented by contractors over recent years. Various studies have shown improved efficiency in terms of cost and time as well as other criteria (McGraw Hill 2013). In a relatively comprehensive report, McGraw Hill (2013) stated that 84% of lean practitioners reported that adopting lean led to higher quality projects, 74% reported reduced project schedule, and 80% reported greater customer satisfaction.

In the niche of building finishing, contractors are often smaller and may have limited knowledge and training with lean practices. According to the North American Industry Classification System Association (NAICS) code #2383, "Building Finishing" contractors includes the following specific trades: drywall, insulation, painting and wall covering, flooring, and finish carpentry. The portion of a construction job that is related to building finishing, especially in the commercial and residential industry, can be relatively time consuming and costly. In the average single family house, the interior finishes cost nearly 30% of the total construction (Taylor 2014). In the average apartment complex, building finishes average around 12% of the total project cost (RSMeans 2015).

The application of lean principles in various areas of the construction process has been well-documented in the literature. However, research regarding the implementation of lean practices among building finishing contractors is lacking. The purpose of this research project was to analyze the current level of lean implementation among building contractors.
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finishing contractors in the US. More specifically, the following research questions related to building finishing contractors were addressed:

- How common is lean implementation?
- What are the drivers, challenges, benefits and barriers to implementation of lean practices?

This research provides a starting place for analysis of lean implementation in building finishing. It provides a sense of the current state for interested researchers and industry practitioners alike and provides a benchmark of understanding for future work in the area.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Lean Implementation

Lean construction is a "way to design production systems to minimize waste of materials, time, and effort in order to generate the maximum possible amount of value," (Koskela et al. 2002). The lean philosophy and principles originated in the manufacturing industry but are now commonly used by a variety of industries and trades.

In order to populate the survey with appropriate possible answers, literature describing lean implementation drivers, potential impact areas, common practices, benefits, and barriers and challenges was reviewed. It was determined that the data collected and presented in the report by McGraw Hill (2013) was an appropriate representation of general industry practice and opinion (see also Alarcon et al. 2005; Sarhan and Fox 2012). As such, the majority of potential answers were selected from that report. However, the McGraw Hill report only provided data regarding general contractors and specialty trade contractors (concrete, curtain wall, electrical, glazing/panels, MEP, masonry, roofing, steel erection and fabrication, thermal and moisture control, and vertical transportation. Building finishing contractors were missing from this study.

2.1.1 Drivers

McGraw Hill (2013) identified the top drivers for lean construction implementation. This list included 1) client influence, 2) need to increase profitability/cut costs, 3) leadership interest in this area, 4) need to keep up with/ahead of competition, 5) concerns about worker safety, 6) need to decrease project schedule, 7) improved sustainability, and 8) workforce concerns.

2.1.2 Potential Impact Areas

Kim (2002) assessed the impact of lean implementation for general contractors and subcontractors along the following criteria: 1) managerial time & attention, 2) job satisfaction, 3) turnover & absenteeism, 4) competitiveness, 5) planning & coordination, 6) involvement & commitment, 7) fire-fighting, 8) productivity, 9) unplanned overtime, 10) rework, 11) resources availability, 12) working conditions, 13) wasted time, and 14) work assignments. These criteria will be used to assess the effectiveness of lean according to lean practitioners.

2.1.3 Lean Practices

There are a wide variety and continually increasing amount of practices and tools that a contractor can implement in their attempt to become more "lean". Based on the literature review and definitions provided by the Lean Construction Institute, twelve common lean practices were identified and defined in the survey.
2.1.4 Benefits
Reported benefits of lean in extant literature relate to quality, human factors, and productivity improvements (e.g., Kung et al. 2008). These projects suggest that lean principles are effective not only in complicated processes, but also in simple processes. Yu et al. (2013) reported a case study of a U.S. modular building producer, which witnessed a 10% improvement in labor efficiency, and a production improvement of 50% within six months of implementation. Additional benefits discussed in the literature include positive environmental impacts (Ghosh et al. 2014), and potential safety improvements (Saurin et al. 2002) among others.

2.1.5 Barriers and Challenges
Although lean implementation has shown a number of benefits, adoption in the construction industry is still slow. McGraw Hill (2013) provided thirteen challenges to lean implementation facing contractors. These challenges include both internal and external barriers that companies have faced. The challenges identified were 1) lack of knowledge, 2) lack of industry support, 3) lack of standards, 4) lack of sufficient support from project team, 5) employee resistance, 6) inadequate commitment from top management, 7) concern regarding time required for implementation and application, 8) profitability concern, 9) union resistance, 10) lean complexity concern, 11) lack of understanding customers’ needs, 12) lack of progress measurement, and finally, an 13) overall lack of supporting lean culture.

3 Methodology
3.1 Survey
Data was collected using an online survey. Survey respondents were randomly selected from the publicly available member directory of the Finishing Contractors Association (FCA). Respondents had various specialties (e.g., painting, drywall finishing, etc.) but were all involved in the finishing stage of a construction project as previously defined. The sample also represented different regions and different company sizes providing a broad view of finishing contractors in the US. The survey was sent to 300 possible respondents, from which 24 valid responses were received. Applicable questions on the survey included an “other” category to allow respondents to give additional answers.

The survey was designed to collect information from two different groups within the sample. Depending on whether or not respondents claimed to have experience with lean implementation determined which set of questions they were given. One version of the survey focused on finishing contractors currently practicing any level of lean implementation. The other had questions tailored to finishing contractors that have not implemented any specific lean practices. The self-proclaimed lean practitioners were asked:

- Background questions
- Which lean practices they had implemented
- The drivers for implementing lean
- The challenges they experienced
- The differences experienced between lean projects and traditional projects

Non-practitioner respondents were asked:
• Background questions
• What barriers prevented them from implementing lean practices

3.2 Limitations
This research is limited by the relatively low response rate and the low total number of respondents. As such, it is not possible to generalize results to the industry. Additionally, since the survey was a self-report mechanism, it is possible that there may be respondents practicing lean principles that don’t realize it, and conversely, respondents thinking they are practicing lean principles without actually doing it. It is also possible that respondents may have differing interpretations of the lean terms included in the survey.

4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Respondent Backgrounds
In keeping with the wider population, the majority of respondents were small contractors. 62% had less than 50 employees and almost 50% had an annual volume of less than $10 million. Regional involvement of the respondents was heavier in the Southeast (12), but each region was represented with the Western region having the smallest representation (4). The majority of companies that self-reported as “non-practitioners” have an annual volume <$10M, while nearly 65% of those practicing some level of lean have an annual volume >$50M. This suggests a relationship between the scale of the contractor and awareness and implementation of lean. This is not necessarily surprising as process efficiency improvements have a greater impact over higher volumes of work.

Despite an apparent awareness of room for improvement within the finishing processes (over 90% perceived building finishing as less than efficient), only 33.3% of the survey respondents reported having implemented any of the provided lean practices. This could suggest a lack of awareness of the potential benefits of lean.

4.2 Currently Implemented Lean Practices
Respondents that were currently implementing some form of lean were asked to identify specific practices they had implemented. Each practice included a brief description on the survey to normalize responses. Figure 1 shows the percentage of practicing respondents that utilize each of the lean practices.

Figure 1: Lean practices currently implemented by practicing finishing contractors
While this project did not explore details regarding the implementation of these practices, the identification of these practices can help us understand how finishing contractors are utilizing lean. The "Last Planner System™ (LPS) was the most popular practice among the sampled finishing contractors, perhaps due to its ability to help control work flow and manage hand-offs between other trades. "Huddle meetings" support collaboration between contractors on site prior to the finishing stages, "fail-safe for quality" reduces rework and defects, and "Five S" focuses on organizing the material, and housekeeping. In the finishing phase of the project, material management is critical. "Five S" may help the contractors save time locating material and costs associated with damaged material.

4.3 Drivers for Lean Implementation

Practicing respondents were also asked what the primary drivers motivated them to implement lean practices. Not surprisingly, the most common driver was a desire to "improve profitability/cut costs". 100% of lean practitioners selected this as a driver for implementation. Figure 2 details the percentage of practicing respondents that were motivated to implement lean by each driver.

![Figure 2: Drivers for lean implementation by practicing finishing contractors](image)

The second driver to lean implementation was to "decrease project schedule". This is supported by the data in Figure 1 indicating the most commonly utilized lean practice is LPS which can decrease project schedules. As finishing contractors normally start work in the middle of the project they are heavily impacted by upstream processes and contractors. They may find lean practices such as LPS assist in making work ready to avoid wasted time and effort.

4.4 Challenges to Lean Implementation

The primary challenge to lean implementation for practicing finishing contractors was reported as being a "lack of knowledge" by nearly 90% of respondents. Nearly 90% of the lean practitioners experienced challenges due to a "lack of knowledge". This problem likely persists at multiple levels throughout a company - from top management to the field personnel. It may also extend to other companies they work with. The "lack of knowledge" of both internal and external participants may prevent or reduce the success of lean implementation. Figure 3 includes the percentage of practicing firms that experienced each of the challenges listed.
4.5 Benefits of Lean Implementation

Practicing respondents were asked to compare their experience with lean projects versus traditional projects along a number of criteria. Table 2 includes the descriptive statistics from the responses. Respondents were given a 5-point scale where 5 indicated that the lean project was "much better" and 1 indicated that the lean project was "much worse".

Table 2: Lean implementation benefits for practicing finishing contractors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning and coordination</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client job satisfaction</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement and commitment of the contractors</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial time and attention consumed</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working conditions (overcrowded work area, crew interference and stacking</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of trades)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources availability (materials, tools, equipment and information)</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnover and absenteeism</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unexpected and urgent problems experienced</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rework due to common problems (design changes, priority order and prerequisite work)</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unplanned over time</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasted time (waiting and idle time)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perhaps the most noticeable difference claimed by practitioners is in the improved "planning and coordination" experienced on lean projects (avg = 4.5). Client job satisfaction, contractor involvement and commitment and productivity also showed...
improvement over traditional projects. On the other side, "wasted time", "rework due to common problems" and "unplanned over time" were less than traditional projects.

4.6 Barriers to Lean Implementation

As mentioned, 66.7% of survey respondents reported as being non-practitioners of lean. Figure 4 includes the percentage of non-practicing firms that experienced each barrier.

![Figure 4: Barriers to lean implementation by non-practicing finishing contractors](image)

Similar to the challenges that the lean practitioners experienced, lack of knowledge and lack of industry support are the two key barriers to implementing lean.

5 Conclusion

The survey was sent to finishing contractors in the US and their responses provide an overview of the current state of lean implementation within that specific specialty. Results include details regarding which practices are being used, what challenges and barriers are being faced, along with what benefits have resulted from implementation. The results from this study on finishing contractors are consistent with the literature regarding other trades and areas within the construction process. The data indicates that lean practices are not common among finishing contractors, especially smaller companies. Most of the finishing contractors that are implementing lean have above average annual volumes. Although lean practices show significant benefits in many aspects of the project (e.g., planning and coordination, etc.), there are still barriers that prevent finishing contractors from implementing lean (e.g., lack of knowledge, lack of support, etc.).

5.1 Future Work and Recommendations

In order to improve efficiency in building finishing, knowledge of lean practices needs to be more widely disseminated. A better awareness of lean practices, their benefits, challenges, and barriers could encourage specialty-wide improvements.

As the generalizability of this project data was limited by respondent number, additional data collection in the area is recommended. Perhaps more importantly, additional research on how to stimulate and support implementation by smaller contractors could also be beneficial according to the findings of this study. This could be accomplished by conducting case studies of smaller contractors that are successfully...
implementing lean practices. Improvements in this area would help a large portion of the building finishing industry take advantage of the benefits associated with lean practices.
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ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT FOR LEAN CONSTRUCTION ADOPTION: THE DOLC TOOL

Bruno Soares de Carvalho\textsuperscript{1} and Sergio Scheer\textsuperscript{2}

Abstract: Construction companies have difficulties to measure the performance of their efforts regarding the use and application of the Lean Construction philosophy. To serve as support for this development, a tool called DOLC was created to analyze and assess the degree of Lean Construction of a construction company. Based on the 11 principles of Koskela (1992), the DOLC performs the analysis involving 5 (five) different stakeholders: directors, engineers, construction workers, suppliers and designers of a construction company. This tool generates an index for the establishment of improvement by the analyzed constructors. In this paper, 35 case studies are presented between 2008 and 2016, in which the tool was used in Brazil, applied by different researchers and presented in published papers. Based on this research, an overview on the conditions of use of Lean Construction in Brazil is presented.

Keywords: Lean construction, DOLC, Degree of Lean Construction.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lean Construction (LC) is a theory-based methodology for construction (Koskela et al 2002). Projects are temporary production systems (Ballard and Howell 2003) and Lean Construction is a way of designing systems to minimize waste and generate maximum value (Ballard and Howell 2003; Koskela et al 2002). The concept emphasizes waste elimination throughout activities and operations without compromising the client’s value (Liker 2005). By implementing LC in projects, clients may improve their project delivery regarding cost, quality and time.

Analyses to evaluate the quality and application status of high abstract principles of LC in construction projects or companies are mostly restricted to qualitative measures (Hofaker et al. 2008). Initiatives, such as the one of Hofaker et al (2008), have collaborated so that the concept of the assessment of the degree of Lean Construction could be better understood. Hofaker’s measurement instrument is called LCR (Rapid Lean Construction – Quality Rating Model) and seeks to quickly assess the Lean status of a construction company.

This paper presents the conclusions of a survey of Lean Construction use, which was applied in Brazil. The survey was developed by gathering a compilation of 10 (ten) papers that have all used analysis and assessment tools of Lean Construction application in 35 (thirty-five) construction companies in Brazil, using in a tool called DOLC (Degree of Lean Construction). According to the CBIC (Brazilian Chamber of Construction Industry), from 2008 to 2015, the civil construction market represented between 4.4% and 6.6% of the Brazilian GDP. In 2015, there was a decline of 7.6% of this market compared to 2014, due to a severe economic crisis experienced in the country.
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This represents a scenario of challenges and opportunities that can be envisioned by agents in this market. Lean Construction collaborates in this context as it provides the developer with greater efficiency, flexibility and ability to generate higher value for the products and services offered compared to traditional methods of construction management.

2 DOLC - DEGREE OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION

Since Koskela (1992) presented Lean Construction to the world as the new production philosophy for the civil construction sector, it has not been established as a widespread philosophy among Brazilian construction companies. There is lack of knowledge by the vast majority of the contractors on the competitive advantages to be obtained with the application of this technique (Alarcon et al 2005).

The proposed model of analysis and assessment, here called DOLC, diagnoses the current state of a construction company in relation to the level of implementation of concepts of lean construction that this company has established (Carvalho 2008).

The DOLC indicates that the construction companies may have Lean Construction applied in a partial way and adapt its use according to several variables, such as: opportunity, competitiveness, time and resources available, employee abstraction abilities, among others (Carvalho 2008).

The DOLC will indicate which of the key points of the lean philosophy that the construction company has applied more prominently and which key points the constructor has a less expressive performance. This way, opportunities are created to identify, classify and improve lean performance in construction companies (Carvalho 2008).

The DOLC tool was based on the 11 principles elaborated by Koskela (1992), which are listed below:
1. Reduce the share of non-value-adding activities.
2. Increase output value through systematic consideration of customer requirements.
3. Reduce variability.
4. Reduce the cycle time.
5. Simplify by minimizing the number of steps, parts and linkages.
6. Increase output flexibility.
7. Increase process transparency.
8. Focus control on the complete process.
9. Build continuous improvement into the process.
10. Balance flow improvement with conversion improvement.

The goal of the DOLC tool is to point out difficulties found by researchers and contractors in establishing a methodology for the implementation of the Lean Construction philosophy, for those contractors who desire to engage in this production philosophy.

When a contractor needs to decide on whether to deploy the philosophy of Lean Construction in their business, doubts arise, especially when they ask themselves this question: "How can I start the deployment of Lean Construction?".

It was observed that the contractors generally do not have comprehensive knowledge about the current state of their own management status in relation to the basic concepts of Lean Construction. The DOLC intends to fill this gap, providing the user with a tool that allows them to investigate the use of Lean Construction among the main agents...
involved in the value chain of their construction company. Contractors don’t need any kind of Lean Construction knowledge before to starting the assessment.

Therefore, the contractor who applies this questionnaire in his business can map out their strengths and weaknesses, resulting in a clear understanding of their current situation. Consequently, they could be ready to establish their own plan for improvement, based on the assessment provided by the areas analyzed, in the search for developing their business and customer satisfaction.

Contractor’s knowledge about the current state of their business is critical to setting goals and action plans for their future state. Without this understanding, there is a risk of making efforts in the opposite direction to what their real business needs are. As a result, this could lead up to the disbelief in the competitive advantages of this management philosophy as well as unsatisfactory results for the contractor.

It is assumed that all contractors have in their organizations characteristics of Lean Construction, which are applied with greater or lesser efficiency.

Among other advantages already discussed in literature, the deployment of Lean Construction, when performed with an appropriate methodology, tends to leverage the gains in productivity, improve profitability, and reduce waste inherent to the construction process.

The DOLC is divided into five (5) questionnaires and they must all be answered by at least one person representing each of the categories of stakeholders: directors, engineers, construction workers, suppliers and designers. The tool can be applied to any contractor, regardless of whether they apply the Lean Construction philosophy or not.

The application of the questionnaire among these five different stakeholders aims to establish information for each department in different areas, as well as a general evaluation of the value chain where the company is involved.

The questionnaire has 204 multiple choice questions and the rating scale ranges from 0 to 3, as figure 1.

![Figure 1 - Degree of Lean Construction.](image)

The questionnaire weighs all principles and all questions equally, to ensure that all principles have the same importance in the DOLC tool.

The result is obtained through the arithmetic averages of the partial results identified among the stakeholders in each of the principles analyzed.

### 3 Results, Methodology and Analysis

From 2008 to 2016, 10 (ten) papers that describe the use of the DOLC tool were published. These works are presented in table 1.
Table 1 - Authors, number of companies and place of studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Number of Companies</th>
<th>City of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pereira, M. Oliveira, D. 2014</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>BELO HORIZONTE (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wignescki 2009</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CURITIBA (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvalho 2008</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CURITIBA (2), PORTO ALEGRE (1), BELÉM (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiliou F. et al. 2010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>MACEIO (1), SALVADOR (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maliza, E. and Leite, F. 2014</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CURITIBA (3), BELEM (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazutti, D. and Mello, T. 2015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CURITIBA (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arantes, L. 2011</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>BELEM (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richter 2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>PONTA GROSSA (1), PATO BRANCO (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco, H. et al 2012</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>SÃO CARLOS (2), SÃO PAULO (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferreira, B. D. 2016</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CURITIBA (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>35</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of performance were exposed in percentages. Therefore, the purpose of the assessment of the company is a conclusion expressed by a percentage value of performance in relation to the Lean Construction philosophy. The higher the percentage, the better the result is.

The classification among the 35 analyzed cases, from the years 2008 to 2016, presents consistent results that indicate the performance criteria as presented in table 2.

This is a non-probabilistic sample, for which results cannot be generalized. However, this pool of companies is representative enough to support the conclusions on how the situation of Lean Construction is in Brazil. The results are gathered from multiple surveys using the DOLC. The methodology is a quali-quantitative exploratory analysis. The people who applied this questionnaire DOLC have knowledge in Lean Construction.

Table 2 - DOLC classification of 35 Brazilian companies (10 papers DOLC results).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Sub Level</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Companies Results</th>
<th>DOLC Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>95% to 100%</td>
<td>VERY GOOD LEVEL OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>90% to 94%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>85% to 89%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BBB</td>
<td>80% to 84%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>75% to 79%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>70% to 74%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>65% to 69%</td>
<td>LOW LEVEL OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>60% to 64%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>55% to 59%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DDD</td>
<td>50% to 54%</td>
<td>NO USE OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DD</td>
<td>45% to 49%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td>0% to 44%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of the work presented in Figure 2 concludes that none of the analyzed cases identified a company that has a very high degree (A) of concepts of implemented Lean Construction. In 34% of the analyzed cases the companies have a good grade (B) of Lean Construction. Of the companies surveyed, 47% are classified with a rating scale (C), which corresponds to a low grade of Lean Construction. In 19% of the contractors analyzed, there
is lack of knowledge about the philosophy of Lean Construction or the non-use of the philosophy by its management, resulting in a degree (D).

Figure 2 – Classification breakdown of the 35 studied companies in Brazil.

The 35 case studies were compiled in figure 3 to demonstrate the situation of the 11 principles proposed by Koskela (1992). It is possible to identify the need and a way for the Brazilian construction industry to develop proposals and actions in favor of Lean Construction, therefore, valuing this important sector of the Brazilian economy and, with that, collaborating with aspects of economic and environmental development.

Figure 3 – Classification breakdown of the 35 Brazilian companies, around the 11 Principles of Lean Construction.

It valid to note that item 04, which relates to “reducing the cycle time”, among the 11 fundamental principles of Lean Construction, is the least developed with performance of
only 48% of the average among the companies analyzed. With that, it was classified with sub level (DD). The best result among all 11 principles analyzed was item 11, which relates to “benchmarking”, with 67% of performance and sub level (CCC).

4 CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that Brazilian companies are poorly aware of Lean Construction and are using few lean construction practices. The actions that promote Lean Construction among Brazilian contractors are not being efficient enough to leverage the country as a benchmark in Lean Construction. These results corroborate the low productivity indexes of the Brazilian construction industry.

To change this scenario, a joint action is proposed among class entities, the civil construction companies, and academic circles. Actions directed to the market are key to raising the understanding of Lean Construction and its benefits, in order to obtain better performance of the construction companies in the future.

The current economic condition of Brazil brings the implementation of innovations due to the reduction of turnover in the construction sector. In this hostile environment of the market, the attitudes that promote the improvement of productive performance are welcome, as they result in cost reduction and promote business, fomenting the sector of the Brazilian civil construction industry.

Actions of Lean Construction deepen the studies in planning and accomplishing the qualification of the workmanship, mainly in the operational level.

It is recommended that this study be performed again at a future opportunity to compare the results obtained with the current results demonstrated in this paper, to assess whether actions of continuous improvement have been present in the Brazilian market.
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DESIGN THINKING AS A METHOD OF IMPROVING COMMUNICATION EFFICACY

Laurie Spitler1 and Laura Talbot2

Abstract: Construction projects can be framed as a network commitments as defined by Linguistic Action Theory. With each project, varied requirements, designs, stakeholders, personalities, and countless other factors create new, indeterminate sets of issues whose resolution will be unique and determined by the linguistic actions of stakeholders. Because of this complexity, project definition and execution can be classified as “wicked problems”, or problems that are undefined in nature and defy a rational solution. “Design Thinking” is a method of creative problem solving that is useful in addressing wicked problems through its use of divergent brainstorming followed by convergent solution development. This paper first uses a case study to demonstrate how one team used Design Thinking to analyze and improve communication between stakeholders, and then proposes how Design Thinking can be added to the lean tool kit as a method of driving continuous improvement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 2016, ten Autodesk volunteers spent two weeks in Kigali, Rwanda, as part of a partnership with a local design firm, MASS Design Group, and the fellows of the African Design Centre. Based in Kigali, the ADC works as a complement to existing architecture and design schools to further students’ education through an intensive two-year fellowship program. Autodesk volunteers worked with MASS and ADC to provide software training, make connections with local non-profits, and study communication between MASS Design and local Rwandan builders. The communication study was initially framed as a very simple question: “How can we educate our builders to understand drawings so that less time is spent on construction administration?”

The subsequent exploration of that question led to a realization of the complexity of the problem, and the application of Design Thinking to develop a solution.

By designing solutions with people rather than for them, MASS has demonstrated the value of thoughtful, inclusive design and has recognized that a creative and human-centered approach can improve the lives of the poor. Design programs in sub-Saharan Africa are scarce, and the continent needs a greater force of trained professionals who can help plan, design, and build the future. Training local designers has been central to MASS’s architectural work since its launch, and the African Design Centre is a progression of this initiative. MASS Design believes that socially-minded designers, bolstered by entrepreneurial thinking, can multiply access to dignified solutions.

1 Customer Engagement Specialist, Autodesk, San Francisco, CA 94107, USA, +1 415 342-1073, laurie.spitler@autodesk.com
2 Customer Engagement Specialist, Autodesk, San Francisco, CA 94107, USA, +1 415 342-1073, laura.talbo@autodesk.com
MASS Design’s intensively focused human-centered and sustainable approach to project delivery includes the use of local material and labor. The local labor, referred to as “builders” throughout this paper, typically does not have the training or specialization common in more developed building cultures. Additionally, most builders speak only the local dialect, Kinyarwandan. This unfamiliarity with drawing conventions and language has led to amusingly literal interpretations of the drawings. In one instance, a MASS designer witnessed a builder carefully etching a cloud outline into a recently-poured slab of concrete so that it would look like the drawings. In another instance, the builders installed larger stones to mimic the exact scale of a hatch pattern in the drawings, instead of the gravel the hatching was meant to represent. Because of these communication gaps, MASS Design found that they were taking on a degree of site supervision and Construction Administration way beyond what is budgeted for a design firm.

The Autodesk team explored the surface question of educating the builders by applying the Lean technique of the “5 whys”. Among the questions posed were “What about the drawings are hard for the builders to understand?”, “What methods have you found that are effective for communication of design intent?”, and “What guidance is given during Construction Administration?”. The exercise revealed the following:

- MASS Design’s drawing standards derive from American Institute of Architects (AIA) guidelines. AIA standards for navigation, detail call outs, clouded changes, symbols and language are problematic for Rwandan builders.
- MASS Design is an innovative architect, using complex design components unfamiliar to local builders, such as trusses with complicated, non-orthogonal connections, new local materials that require experimentation before full detailing, and atypical design details such as trapezoid-shaped windows.

From the application of the 5 whys, the team realized that the root issue was a complex issue of communication with many contributing factors. In short, a wicked problem.

2 Background

With its concern of communication between stakeholders, this paper focuses primarily on the human factors in construction. Flores (1982) captures the importance of the human factor with the statement, “Management is that process of openness, listening, and eliciting commitments, which includes concern for the articulation and activation of the network of commitments, primarily produced through promises and requests, allowing for the autonomy of the productive unit.”

Linguistic action theory explores the interactions between individuals on a project and “describes the very human processes, the purposeful ways people communicate, by which projects are conceived and delivered.” (Macomber and Howell, 2003) Macomber explores how the Last Planner, commonly understood as a production control system, is supported by linguistic actions, which draw attention to the “conversational nature of design, planning, and coordination.” (Macomber et al, 2005) Howell et al (2004) propose a new management model based on a network of commitments, stating “The new role of every project leader ...is to shape circumstances for team members to deepen their relatedness by developing a shared understanding, cultivating commitment-making, and producing coherence of intentions.” This paper uses Linguistic Action Theory’s understanding of a project as a network of commitments, rather than a project based production system as a conceptual starting point for the case study.
On a macro scale, Whelton and Ballard (2002) apply the concept of “wicked problems”, a term introduced by Horst Rittel, to construction project definition. In one of the first published reports on Rittel’s work, wicked problems are described as a “class of social system problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision makers with conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the whole system are thoroughly confusing” (Buchanan, 1992). Whelton and Ballard present case studies to demonstrate how project definition can be treated as wicked problems, with research that suggests that “greater and timely understanding of stakeholder interests is necessary in order to better manage wicked problems”.

The origin of the concept of “wicked problems” lies in design theory. Buchanan (1992), outlines the history and evolution of Design Thinking in the twentieth century as a liberal arts discipline well suited to the nature of wicked problems. Design Thinking is the result of “a concern to connect and integrate useful knowledge from the arts and sciences alike, but in ways that are suited to the problems and purposes of the present.” Employing Design Thinking, designers move past concrete categorization of problem definition and use different “placements” or contexts to “position and reposition the problems and issues at hand.”

Specific Design Thinking methodologies follow a divergent-convergent model. First, all possible ideas are collected though exercises that systematically solicit stakeholder input, then solutions are developed through rapid iteration and testing. Several organizations have provided tools to supplement the theory of Design Thinking, or human-centered design. IDEO has developed a design kit to support their three phases of Inspiration, Ideation, and Implementation. (“IDEO Design kit,” n.d.) The LUMA Institute has developed a set of 36 methods divided into three phases: looking, understanding, and making. The looking tools are intended to “foster curiosity, empathy, and objectivity.” The understanding tools “help to identify patterns, determine priorities, and translate research into actionable insights.” The making tools “enable visual expression and iterative improvement.” (“Luma Workplace,” n.d.)

3 CASE STUDY

Both Autodesk and MASS Design apply Design Thinking methodology as part of their corporate identity. Therefore, they chose this technique as a method of setting aside prior biases in information gathering, and developing empathy in the solution finding. Over two weeks, the teams did exercises to (1) observe, (2) understand, (3) prototype, and (4) test. The participants in this study included Autodesk volunteers, MASS Design staff, fellows from the African Design Center (ADC), and builders. The objective of the study was to create and test methods to increase the effectiveness of communication.

3.1 Observe

Exercise - Site Visit: The team traveled to Butaro Hospital in the Northern Province to visit several projects completed by MASS Design. As design professionals, MASS architects and the ADC fellows were accustomed to observing and speaking to building

---

3 Placements are the tools by which a designer intuitively or deliberately shapes a design situation, identifying the views of all participants, the issues which concern them, and the invention that will serve as a working hypothesis for exploration and development. (Buchanan 1992)

4 For the purposes of this paper the terms “Design Thinking” and “human centered design” will be used interchangeably. There are fine theoretical distinctions between the two terms that will not be addressed.
aesthetics. On this trip, the architects were asked to highlight areas or components of each building that were executed differently than intended by the design and to offer reasons for how the deviation may have occurred. The fellows were asked to identify areas or components of each building that they perceived to be improperly executed. Items identified included:

- Improved joint tolerance in volcanic stone installation from project to project due to the introduction of quality control requirements.
- An odd, oversized foundation that was designed to support a thick wall cladding that was never installed. The cladding was value-engineered out of the project.

To close the visit, the builders were asked to speak to their experience with drawing comprehension, process, and issues that the design team had identified. The builders provided the counterpoint view and insight into their experiences on site.

**Exercise - “Build”ing Empathy Workshop:** Derived from experiential learning and immersion techniques, this workshop was designed to allow participants to build empathy for the challenges of the builder. As a warm up, the participants were asked to create a list of drawing conventions that are difficult for local builders to comprehend (English text, architectural symbols, etc). Use of the techniques on this list were then disallowed for the duration of the workshop.

The workshop had four parts: Design, Communicate, Build, and Reflect. During the Design phase, each team designed and built a bridge. Next, during the Communicate phase, each group had a set amount of time to create visual instructions to illustrate the bridge design. The Build phase of the exercise asked each team to recreate the other team’s design without any guidance, using only the instructions prepared previously. Finally, in the Reflect phase, the teams reflected on the challenges they faced in communicating and interpreting the design intent. (Figure 1)

![Figure 1: Studying the Results of the Bridge Building Exercise.](image)

### 3.2 UNDERSTAND

**Exercise - Thought Organization and Stakeholder Mapping:** Following the site visit, the ADC fellows were asked to do a thought organization exercise. Each participant was asked to write positive and negative observations about the design and construction process on post-it notes. The observation post-its were posted and clustered by topic. For example, all observations related to a complex roof support detail and the subsequent cost overruns were grouped together. This exercise allowed for a democratic collection of observations, as all participants contributed regardless of experience or extroversion.
Next, the fellows were asked to create a project delivery map, spanning from initial idea and community requirements through post occupancy analysis. With each phase of the project identified, stakeholders were added to the map to highlight when each party was (or was not) present, and then add the observed process issues to the map at the point where they manifested, as well as when they might have been mitigated. Invariably, the results revealed that process issues manifested late in the project timeline, with stakeholders different from those involved when the issue might have been mitigated. The exercise identified that more communication was needed between stakeholders throughout the project timeline to mitigate issues related to informational hand-offs and to incorporate lessons learned into the design. (Figure 2)

Figure 2: Applying the Thought Organization Exercise to the Stakeholder Maps

3.3 PROTOTYPE

After studying the issue of communication between stakeholders through observing and understanding, potential solutions were explored that would target both major stakeholders - in this case, local builders and MASS designers.

Prototype 1 - Design a Training Plan for Builders: One of MASS Design’s core missions is to empower the local community. As such, reusable and scalable educational resources for builders should be developed to build experience and create opportunities for future employment. Based on the discovery process, the ADC fellows were asked to prototype a training plan and develop a method of testing the program with the builders.

Prototype 2 - Propose Revised Standards for MASS Design: MASS Design’s drawing conventions are based on American standards and were found not to be an effective means of communication for Rwandan builders. Based on the discovery process, the ADC fellows were asked to prototype a set of revised standards and develop a method of testing the program with the builders.

3.4 TEST

The teams held a workshop for all participants where the plans were presented:

Prototype 1 - Designing a Training Plan for the Builders: Considering the lessons learning in the prior exercises, the team decided that a simpler set of drawings should be used to illustrate core concepts. The ADC fellows designed a training kit to be distributed on the jobsites. The kit contained a physical model of the building and corresponding drawing set. The model, while simple, could be split in half to show a section and lifted off the foundation to show a plan. The drawing set included plans, sections and details. The intent of this kit was to supplement a lesson in architectural convention for foremen. The lesson would then be relayed by foremen to the builders to perpetuate the learning.

To test this program, the fellows provided the lesson to the builders. Using the model, they demonstrated the concept of plans, sections and details. Following this instruction,
they asked the builders to draw plans and sections. For many of the builders, this was the first time they had ever produced an architectural drawing. This active learning exercise challenged the builders to think like architects - How are windows detailed? How are door swings visually represented? In short, they demonstrated the importance of symbology in architectural drawing by challenging the builders to produce the representation.

After the drawing exercise, the builders were asked to provide feedback on how the lesson could be improved. The builders felt that they learned from the exercise, and that they would appreciate the opportunity to draw and compare more architectural symbols, such as columns, walls, and doors, in the future. (Figure 3)

**Prototype 2 - Revised Drawing Standards for MASS Design:** It was clear from the site visit and workshop exercises that the complex symbology and organization of the MASS Design drawing sets were not optimal for conveying design intent to the builders.

The ADC fellows developed a framework for drawing standards for building. To test which drawings were most useful to the builders, they produced different types of drawings for wall construction, including a model, a 3D render, an exploded axonometric, a dimensioned plan, a color-coded plan denoting wall types, a section, and details.

The builders were asked to vote on the drawings, using green stickers for drawings that were clear and orange stickers for drawings that were overly complicated or confusing. Stickers were labeled with the level of the builder (superintendent, foreman, laborer) who had placed the vote. The builders then explained their votes. Some conclusions were
expected, such as the positive votes on the 3D rendering, and that the more educated builders found details useful. Other feedback surprised the design team. The builders were confused by an exploded axon, drawn to show the sequence of wall construction, because they “did not understand what was supposed to be put in the gaps” of the drawing. (Figure 5)

4 Discussion

The workshop created a space for stakeholders to come together to discuss how to increase communication efficacy. The use of Design Thinking techniques allowed for (1) democratic contribution of information and (2) empathy building between stakeholders.

The democratic contribution of information was facilitated through exercises such as thought organizing. By asking all members of the team to submit ideas through notes on post-its and vote with stickers, the team mitigates the possibility of submissions being ranked on seniority, extroversion, or other persona-based criteria. By including team members with a variety of roles and perspectives, a diversity of contributions is guaranteed. Hence, these techniques allow for the widest base of knowledge and ideas to be included in the problem definition and solution phase.

Empathy was built for other stakeholders through the series of exercises that asked the team to experience the project though other’s perspectives. At the site visit, both the designers and the builders were given uninterrupted time to speak to their experiences. In the bridge building exercise, designers were asked to work with the restrictions of the builder. The builders were asked to draw architectural drawings as a method of learning. Through these exercises, the stakeholders experienced the constraints and motivations of the other party. Because of the study, the designers realized that in addition to educating the builders, they could also learn from the builders’ experience to improve design communication efficacy. Additionally, through the repeated non-hierarchical interactions, a sense of community and collective purpose was fostered.

The techniques outlined in this paper are applicable beyond the somewhat extreme example of design and building in Rwanda. Design Thinking exercises bear striking similarities to Lean techniques - most notably, pull planning. In both exercises, input is solicited in a democratic manner and stakeholders are asked to work together to build a collective plan to execute and evaluate. Design Thinking provides methods to apply this type of collective and creative problem solving to other aspects of project delivery.

As Whelton and Ballard (2002) have stated, project definition is a wicked problem: ill-defined and non-repeatable. Design Thinking is a discipline that explicitly address the indeterminate nature of wicked problems by drawing on multiple contexts to frame the problem and optimize solutions. No project or process is repeatable as stakeholders, project type, and contractual relationships change. Design Thinking can be applied in broad and focused ways as a systematic method of process analysis and continuous improvement. To identify project level improvements:

- Trade partners could collectively identify and cluster risk areas based on past experiences. The team could collectively agree on controls such as focused BIM coordination, design modifications, or others to mitigate identified risk.
- The team can map out a process that involves multiple stakeholders, do immersion exercises to understand motivations, and then propose process improvements.

As the case study demonstrated, beyond specific process improvements, the nature of the exercises will allow stakeholders to become more knowledgeable of the holistic project
and more empathetic with other stakeholders. Design Thinking can also be applied as a targeted solution, such as:

- If a root cause of task failure is occurring with undue frequency, the stakeholders can complete a thought organization exercise to generate resolution
- To identify communication issues within a team and then process map a solution.

5 CONCLUSION

Given the understanding of a project as a “network of commitments” (Howell et al, 2014), projects need to develop corresponding tools to address and manage the human process. This paper has demonstrated how Design Thinking can be applied to the wicked problems that occur in project delivery. The case study demonstrates how the use of Design Thinking allowed a team to (1) democratically generate ideas to increase the efficacy of communication between stakeholders and (2) develop an empathetic solution suited to the motivations of each stakeholder. The paper also proposes other areas in project delivery to apply Design Thinking methodology. As such, Design Thinking should be added to a project’s Lean toolkit as a method of driving continuous improvement.
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LEAN ANTI-CORRUPTION TOOLKIT
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Abstract: When the Lean Construction revolution started about 25 years ago, it may have not have considered the issue of corruption.

The paper argues that corruption in construction forms a barrier in the implementation of Lean Construction. On the other hand, Lean Construction has the potential to combat corruption. Based on this contradiction, this paper shows how Lean Construction can be protected from corruption using something similar to a human immune system which includes Lean stem cells: transparency, accountability and integrity. Then paper shows how Lean Construction can play a vital role in combating corruption in construction via a Lean Anti-Corruption Toolkit.

Keywords: Lean Construction, Corruption, Integrity, Transparency, Accountability.

1 INTRODUCTION

Literature reviews and interviews with experts deliver many facts about corruption in construction. The first fact is that corruption is widely spread in the construction industry (Kenny, 2007; and TI, 2011). The second fact is that the construction industry contains most known forms of corruption such as bribery, embezzlement, fraud, extortion, collusion (including bid rigging, cover pricing, losers’ fees and price fixing), facilitation payments, conflict of interest, nepotism, abuse of power and even money laundering (GIACC, 2008). The third fact is that efforts within the construction industry to combat corruption are less effective than in other industries and research conducted in this industry about corruption are not up to the level of importance and danger of this phenomenon.

The paper introduces integrity, transparency and accountability as fundamental core principles which act as body stem cells for Lean Construction. However, the intent of this paper is to invite the IGLC Committee into an open discussion about corruption and its position as waste in construction which must be eliminated by transplanting stem cells into Lean tools (in general into the body of Lean Construction).

2 SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF CORRUPTION WITH A LEAN APPROACH

One of the difficulties in combating corruption in different industries and especially in construction is seeing it as a complex problem and trying to ignore it intentionally or
unintentionally. Instead of further complicating this topic, our research does not aim to make corruption a wicked problem, but rather to simplify its complexities and to reduce corruption systematically and continuously.

Whelton and Ballard (2002) see that the systematic step by step approaches to problem solving provides structure and direction to a decision problem. Our Lean based approach for solving corruption includes the four steps presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Lean Construction approach to solve corruption problem

2.1 Corruption Waste

The concept of waste is essential in Lean. When Lean Construction principles were developed, Koskela (2000) based his theory on seven waste types identified by Ohno. However, Koskela (2013) argues that the seven wastes introduced by Ohno were derived from the mass production industry and consequently do not cover all wastes found in the construction industry. Therefore, Koskela (2013) calls for searching and discovering new wastes within the construction industry. In our research, corruption is considered a kind of “waste”. Moreover, the corruption phenomenon can be defined as a “core waste” according to Koskela’s "chain of waste" where a core waste is “a phenomenon that is both a waste in itself and at the same time the cause of other wastes”.

In order to eliminate the waste of corruption with the help of Lean, it is necessary to determine its root causes before effective countermeasures can be applied. From the Lean Construction's point of view there are three main reasons for corruption in construction; shown in the form of an Ishikawa diagram in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Causes of corruption in Lean Construction

In this context, Lean Construction can reduce the waste of corruption by increasing transparency and accountability and also by enhancing the integrity of persons and organizations.

2.2 The Stem Cells of Lean

What distinguishes the three reasons for corruption waste is a “lack of”, i.e. corruption is caused by a deficiency in transparency, accountability and integrity. Therefore, transparency, accountability and integrity will be considered the "stem cells" of Lean Construction. Since using terms from other sciences is a good way to illustrate new
concepts, as the medical term DNA has been used by Steven Spear and H. Kent Bowen in their article in the Harvard Business Review entitled “Decoding the DNA of the Toyota Production System”, this research applies the concept of transplanting stem cells into the tools and concepts of Lean Construction to strengthen its immune system against corruption.

1. Stem Cell Transparency:

Undoubtedly, the term transparency is related to anti-corruption. “The greater the transparency, the more difficult it will be to conceal corruption” (TI, 2005). Several scholars also have shown that increasing transparency is a very important factor in reducing corruption (Sohail and Cavill, 2006; and Kolstad and Wiig, 2008). On the other hand, Lean considers transparency highly important. Womack (1996) says “transparency is the key principle in everything”. Koskela (2000) considers the principle of transparency an important one. However, will transparency suffice to protect Lean from corruption and, consequently, to combat corruption?

Lambsdorff (2010) presents one answer when he discusses the problem of what he calls “increased transparency”. He stated that "there are, however, also some problems with transparency" and he introduced many cases in which transparency was used to facilitate corruption. Kolstad and Wiig (2008) see that transparency is necessary, but not a sufficient condition to reduce corruption.

Gehbauer expresses his concern that some parties involved in the construction process might use the mutually proffered transparency to serve their special interests. This would pose a conflict of interest. In the Last Planner System (LPS), conflicts of interest (CoI) can be corrupt actions in disguise. Our research defines CoI in Lean as “the state or quality that can be attributed to a person, group or organization involved in a Lean project in which transparency provided by Lean to this person, group or organization is used without working on the same principle of transparency”. In other words, it is the misuse of the transparency principle which poses a genuine threat to the successful implementation of Lean construction.

Based on the deconstruction of the transparency concept provided by Kolstad and Wiig (2008) and the many observations conducted during this research in various construction projects, the misuse of transparency can be defined as; (1) secrecy and withholding of information, (2) offering wrong information, (3) spin, (4) incomplete information, (5) inaccessible information, (6) unequal access to information, and (7) irrelevant information. This finding shows that transparency is necessary but not enough to reduce corruption. However, transparency is an important and essential principle in Lean Construction. The solution lies in supporting Lean with other principles that work to limit the misuse of transparency. These principles are accountability and integrity.

2. Stem Cell Accountability:

Accountability is the second element of the so-called “immune system” to protect Lean from corruption. Scholars often argue that the simultaneous lack of transparency and accountability is a reason for corruption. However, neither accountability nor corruption in the construction industry is often subject to studies (Nordin et.al, 2011). In fact, transparency is far more mentioned and applied in Lean than accountability. Also, Lean Construction mostly refers to responsibility than to accountability. Cavill and Sohail (2007) studied the difference between these two; they found blame to be the distinction between accountability and responsibility. Responsibility is having a job to do and taking the blame when things go wrong, while accountability is having the duty to explain and make amends without accepting blame.
Koskela (2000) believes that “construction is the responsibility of a general contractor under contract to the client”. He also found that there is a lack of leadership and responsibility for the total project. Ballard (2000) followed the same trend as Koskela when he explained that “the last planner system has previously been successively applied by firms with direct responsibility for production management; e.g. specialty contractors”. The general approach in the LPS is to “allocate responsibility” by asking, “Who had responsibility for what?” However, arming Lean Construction with transparency and accountability will not protect it from corruption and eliminate corruption waste unless the third cause of corruption waste is considered.

3. Stem Cell Integrity

The third element of the “immune system” is integrity. Unfortunately, the principle of integrity is not yet part of the Lean principle. We believe that there are many reasons for ignoring integrity in Lean, e.g. the fact that the subject of corruption is generally ignored together with integrity-related topics like morality and truthfulness. Since integrity is not being widely discussed in the construction industry in general and in Lean Construction in particular; our researches carried out in-depth analyses about integrity to establish how Lean Construction could deal with it and add it to its agenda.

Many experts outside our field studied philosophical literature which discussed the phenomenon of “integrity”. We found six views on integrity (aspects and model) discussed and introduced by Cox et.al (2005); Baxter et.al (2012) and Erhard et.al (2013): (1) integrity as self-integration, (2) the identity view of integrity, (3) integrity as standing for something, (4) integrity as moral purpose, (5) integrity as a virtue and (6) integrity as "honoring one's word". Erhard et.al (2013) connect integrity and production. They consider integrity as a production factor. They claim that the role of integrity in productivity and performance has been largely hidden or unnoticed, or even ignored by economists and others. People are looking for reasons for why things do not work and almost never consider out-of-integrity behaviour as a cause. Instead, they supply explanations, rationalizations, justifications, and excuses. Erhard says: "this masquerade hides the role played by the out-of-integrity behaviour's impact on performance".

This paper argues that integrity plays an important role that has been overlooked in the construction industry, even in Lean Construction which has always fervently sought to improve productivity. Lean's main goal is to improve performances; as a matter of fact, low performances in the construction industry were the spark igniting the Lean Construction revolution (Koskela, 2000). The challenge lies in a suitable model for integrity which suits the core of Lean. "Simplicity" is the most important criterion for an integrity model or concept that is also suitable for Lean. Simplicity is considered an important principle in Lean and a basis for considering matters and discussing them.

Erhard et.al (2013) introduced a model for integrity and called it “honoring one’s word”; i.e. you either keep your word (do what you said you would do and by the time you said you would do it); or, as soon as you know that you will not, you say that you will not and clean up any mess caused for those who were counting on your word. Our research recommends that Lean Construction adopts Erhard's model of integrity "honoring one's word" because it is the most comprehensive model which includes all the other (five) aspects of integrity, especially those of morality, ethics and legality. This would results in reliable promises; especially when considering that "one's word" equals "promise" in the Last Planner System.
3 **INTEGRITY STEM CELL TRANSPLANTATION INTO LPS**

Within the scope of this research, a case study was designed, using action research to transplant the concept of integrity as “honoring one’s word” into the LPS. We propose to adopt this concept in Lean Construction. Our strategy depends on the LPS as a platform to promote transparency, accountability, and integrity. The application of these concepts should consequently reduce corruption since their lack is the main reason for corruption as defined in this paper. The LPS already promotes transparency and accountability, however, the missing principle is integrity.

The case study revealed that the participants did not respect their respective commitments due to different conflicts of interest. For example, we recorded a corrupt case in which location and assembly flow of one subcontractor was negatively impacted by an area manager who would not give approval to commence work unless he was paid a certain sum, otherwise the manager would not let the subcontractor start work as promised. Another example was about obtaining permission to enter the site; its refusal preventing the proper flow of machines and labour. Here, the possibility of bribing the person giving entrance permission was recorded. Moreover, and in general, it was observed that most of the people in the project easily made promises without the intention of honouring them.

We used the LPS as a training platform to enhance integrity and to inform the participants about the importance of integrity "honoring one’s word" as a factor to the successful execution of the project, workshops and simulations of many cases were carried out within LPS sessions. Figure 3 (right side) shows the average PPC values of both phases of the case study, in Phase I (before transplantation of integrity) PPC= 71.58%, and in Phase II (after transplantation of integrity) PPC= 82.32%, i.e. in our case study the PPC value increased by 11 percentage points. The figure shows also that all subcontractors have improved their PPC values in different ratios (left side).

![Figure 3: PPC values of Phase I and Phase II](image-url)

The improvement of the PPC value in the case study cannot be attributed to the introduction of the integrity model alone. Here, the increase in the PPC value is also a result of the continuous LPS implementation because the work team, by time, got used to the concepts of the LPS. Therefore, other improvement factors also applied. Several past studies about the LPS proved this point. Supposedly, if we had not introduced the integrity concept there could still have been some improvement in the PPC. Therefore, the improvement cannot be attributed entirely to the integrity concept alone.
However, a last planner person with integrity working to honour his promise (honouring one’s word) will adapt a positive “can do” attitude and carefully consider all constraints to ensure that he will keep his promises. In this case, the last planner (and everybody in this production chain working with integrity) tries to avoid any conflict of interest and simultaneously becomes an internal observer and monitor looking for all obstacles in the way of honouring the promise. Of course, corruption and corrupt people are main obstacles, like the above mentioned "corrupt area manager".

The case study shows how integrity can play a vital role in changing a corruptive "culture" through striving for reliable promises. However, eliminating corruption requires Lean to transplant the integrity principle into other Lean tools and to benchmark other tools and ideas as best practices to combat corruption. This lead us to develop a Lean Anti-Corruption Toolkit consisting of the elements listed in the next paragraph.

4 LEAN ANTI-CORRUPTION TOOLKIT

The remaining step of our problem-solving approach is to apply effective countermeasures to reduce corruption waste. Here, we carried out a benchmarking process, looking for the best practices in the field of anti-corruption. The most important principles, concepts and tools used by other organizations to combat corruption in addition to our new integrity model in Lean Construction were assembled in a toolkit called “Lean Anti-Corruption Toolkit”. It consists of the following:

Integrity Management System (IMS): IMS guides a Lean organization on how to apply the integrity concept (including standards of moral and ethics) to every aspect of its business. This helps create the right procedure to prevent and eliminate corruption waste. (FIDIC, 2015)

ISO 37001: This can be one of the Lean organization tools for reducing corruption waste, especially bribery. It is preferable for a Lean organization to connect it to its quality management system ISO 9001. (ISO 37001, 2016)

Due Diligence (DD): The Lean organization can use Due Diligence as an effective tool to talk with its parties about corruption waste directly, and to determine the issues from which corruption waste can result during running the construction process. (GIACC, 2008; and ISO 37001, 2016)

Anti-Corruption Contract Terms: Lean contracts, IPD, IFoA, and Alliance Contracts or any form of innovated contracts introduced by Lean should contain anti-corruption terms which can be considered anti-corruption commitments included in the contract. The design of anti-corruption clauses may range from simple requirements to more sophisticated regulations. (GIACC, 2008; and FIDIC, 2015)

Integrity Pact (IP): The IP is a tool introduced by Transparency International, it can be used as is and could be further developed in Lean as a criterion for suppliers partners in the production process (Sohail and Cavill, 2006).

Project Code of Conduct (P-CoC): The Lean organization should develop a code of conduct applicable at project level. P-CoC could be a formal declaration of the project values and its working rules.

Integrity into LPS: It is important to modify the current LPS by integrating the integrity principle into it and training the last planners in “honoring one’s word” which will result in spreading the integrity culture among business partners; making them the base for spreading it in their organisation.
Reward and Discipline Policy: Rewarding and discipline behaviour with or without integrity can be linked to the incentive system of the organization. At the same time, the repeated plan failure should be discussed with last planners from an integrity point of view and failure reasons should be analysed without neglecting corruption causes.

Declaration of Conflict of Interest: Lean construction should use a "conflict of interest declaration" as a tool for persons in leading positions to declare whether they have relatives in the project or with the suppliers, to avoid that these relations lead to a kind of conflict of interest affecting the aims and values of the project.

Green-Box (GB): We suggest a so-called “Green-box” to be set in the hall of a project management’s office, so that anybody can report any corrupt incidents that may occur, may have known about or may have been asked to participate in. This tool will help reporting without referring to the person directly (whistleblowing protection policy).

Training: Training remains the essential and effective tool to achieve the goal of reducing corruption waste. It is necessary to update the current training platforms within Lean construction to take corruption waste into consideration. In this context, LPS remains the best training platform to achieve this purpose.

Capacity Building (CB): Adopting the anti-corruption movement requires continuous capacity building in this field, so that the Lean organization develops the know-how for eliminating corruption. Capacity building in Lean Construction also involves the important principle “train the trainer”. Members of Lean organizations who received advanced training and knowledge on how to reduce corruption should be required to train other staff members in projects (on-site) on how to spread the culture of integrity and eliminate corruption waste in their projects.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces an important type of waste in construction by defining corruption as a core waste creating other wastes. It also introduces a new important principle in Lean: "integrity" which complements the already existing principles of transparency and accountability. The paper proposes to use the LPS as a practical platform for combating corruption in construction projects, in combination with the introduced Lean Anti-Corruption Toolkit.

It is highly recommended to integrate the components of the toolkit into Lean and to combine them for maximum effect.

Since this research is considered one of the first studying the corruption phenomenon in depth within Lean Construction, it can be generally assumed that there are still many opportunities for researches on this topic within Lean Construction.
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Abstract: The construction industry accounts for about one-third of gross capital formation and is ranked as one of the most corrupt. It is a multifaceted industry with unregulated transactions in which illicit behavior can be difficult to detect. The effects of corruption go beyond demoralization associated with bribery, it can lead to substandard quality of infrastructure and insufficient funds available for project maintenance. There are a multitude of reasons identified as possible causes for unethical conduct. A few researchers cited corruption as a result of an unethical decision. Prior research concerning corruption in the construction industry has called for several main strategies: enhanced transparency, ethical codes, project governance, and audit and information technology. However, strategies to combat corruption may not be sufficient. This research first presents an overview of unethical conduct in the industry. Then it examines the ethics in the industry followed by types of relationships and their structure which may be conducive to unethical conduct within the framework of different delivery methods. Finally, an argument is made regarding the importance of strength of relationships in curbing unethical conduct.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Corruption in Construction

Corruption in construction is associated with economic growth and stages of development (Ehrlich and Lui 1999). It is considered a major hurdle to economic and social development. It is estimated that the annual loss from corruption in the global construction market accounts for 10% of global construction market value (Sohail and Cavill 2008).

Unethical decisions may occur at any phase during a project: initiation, planning and design, bidding and construction, and operation and maintenance (Tabish and Jha 2011). Ahmad et al. (1995) and Kenny (2009) suggest that construction observes widespread unethical behavior mainly due to the fragmented nature of the industry.

Le et al. (2014) identified twelve forms of corruption in the industry: bribery, fraud, bid rigging, embezzlement, kickback, conflict of interest, dishonesty, unfair conduct, extortion, negligence, front companies, and nepotism (Table 1).
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Corruption can hinder the social and economic development of societies worldwide (Smith and Khan 2008). So far anti-corruption strategies involve recommendations for enhanced transparency, ethical codes, project governance, and information technology (Le et al. 2014). But despite these, the severity of corruption has not been alleviated, and construction remains corrupt (Transparency International 2002, 2006, 2008, 2011). The primary causes identified are excessive competition in the tendering process, insufficient transparency in selection criteria, during delivery, inappropriate political interference in cost decisions, the complexity of institutional roles, and lack of enforcement mechanisms. Therefore, the need for a comprehensive examination of corruption through social network analysis becomes evident.

### Table 1. Types of corruption and their manifestations in the construction industry. Adapted from Le et al. (2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Example/Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bribery</td>
<td>Money or favor given or promised in order to influence the judgment or conduct of a person in a position of trust</td>
<td>Gifts, cash, overseas and holiday trips, special favors/privileges, and affirmative appointments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>The crime of using dishonest methods to appropriate something valuable from another person</td>
<td>Alteration of documents and deliberate intention to mislead and withhold information, making invoices and payment for materials without being received, theft of materials and equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid Rigging</td>
<td>Commercial contract is promised to one party even though for the sake of appearance several other parties also present a bid</td>
<td>Cover pricing, bid cutting, hidden fees and commissions, and compensation for tendering costs of unsuccessful tenderers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embezzlement</td>
<td>The fraudulent conversion of another’s property by a person who is in a position of trust</td>
<td>Payment for a contractor can be defaulted by the client’s embezzlement of the project funds, which may delay project delivery or even result in project failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kickback</td>
<td>The payment of something of value to a recipient as compensation or reward for providing favorable</td>
<td>Client’s staff may receive an economic reward from a tenderer by helping them win the contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of Interest</td>
<td>A situation in which someone who has to make a decision in an official capacity stands to profit personally from the decision or a situation in which the concerns or aims of two different parties are incompatible</td>
<td>Can cause an appearance of impropriety and thus undermine confidence in the professional opinions or actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishonesty</td>
<td>Deceitfulness shown in someone’s character or behavior</td>
<td>In these cases for example architect blames contractor, contractors believe that tender is unfair and justify using inferior materials, quantity surveyors believe contractors over claim during the construction phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfair Conduct</td>
<td>Behavior which is deemed unconscionable and is harsh or oppressive, or beyond commercial bargaining</td>
<td>Consequences are a mixture of extortion, dishonesty and conflict of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extortion</td>
<td>Obtaining something through force or threat</td>
<td>Occurs from one party to another involved in the project; client to contractors, major contractor to sub, etc. Extortion results in the misuse of project funds and give some individuals access to illegal income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negligence</td>
<td>Failure to observe proper care in doing something</td>
<td>Inadequate quality specifications, poor workmanship, insufficient safety precautions, lack of management skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Companies</td>
<td>A subsidiary company used to shield another company from liability or scrutiny</td>
<td>Secure construction contracts because of the power of their owners and delegate them to other contractors at a lower price, the price difference constitutes the illegal income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepotism</td>
<td>Person in power giving jobs to relatives or friends</td>
<td>Results in negative impacts on the project, low productivity and low managerial efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and functions, and asymmetrical information among parties (Le et al. 2014). Several researchers have argued that unethical behavior is one of the causes of corruption in the industry (Zarkada-Fraser and Skitmore 2000; Moodley et al. 2008). In this paper, we focus on unethical behavior as other issues such as asymmetric information and transparency have been studied extensively.

1.2 Ethics in the Construction Industry

Although employers may not force their employees to initiate or participate in unethical conduct, stakeholders in the construction industry witness or experience unethical conduct to some degree in the form of unfair conduct, negligence, conflict of interest, collusive tendering, fraud, confidentiality and propriety breach, bribery and violation of environmental ethics (Vee and Skitmore 2003). Workers do enjoy a fundamental right of professional conscience (Martin and Schinzinger 1996). However, it has been observed that in general, professionals tend to believe their obligations to the client are more important than to others, such as the public (Johnson 1991).

In the US construction industry, architects possess high ethical standards (Abramowitz 1998; Pressman 1997) which can be traced back to the American Institute of Architect’s code of ethics which prescribes “the common good is right” for issues not governed by laws (Pressman 1997). Similarly, the Project Management Institute (PMI: Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct, n.d.) lays down a code of ethics for project managers and the American Institute of Constructors (AIC: Bylaws and Code of Ethics, n.d.). However, contractors have developed a sour reputation for unethical behavior; this may be attributed to the high level of disputes between parties during a project (Pilvang and Sutherland 1998). Another major contributor to this may be the influx of new construction companies that lack necessary skills combined with greed (Ritchey 1990).

Several organizations have access to ethical conduct guidelines to assist with the decision-making process, but the construction industry still suffers from unethical conduct (Vee and Skitmore 2003). Advancement in ethics in the construction industry depends on the implementation of ethical guidelines—policies of companies combined with leadership in public-sector procurement agencies (Vee and Skitmore 2003). All participants in the industry, irrespective of guidelines, require an understanding of the meaning of “common good.” Without guidelines, even ethically sound individuals have a difficult time maintaining moral standards (Vee and Skitmore 2003).

1.3 Professional Ethics

Professionals are defined as a group of individuals organized to serve specialized knowledge in the interest of society (Appelbaum and Lawton 1990). Johnson (1991) states that professionals are not exempt from ethical behavior, duties, and responsibilities that are binding for the common man. He adds that professionals are usually bound by principles and attitudes that control the way a profession is carried out. Johnson also argues that fairness should be extended not only for the benefit of clients but also for the greater good of society.

2 Relationships and Unethical Behavior

Previous research into unethical conduct in the construction industry has called for increasing transparency and introducing a code of ethics among other strategies. However, there is little to no research on the nature and type of relationships which may be conducive to unethical conduct. Since construction relies heavily on the dynamics of human relationships, one should consider how these relationships offer the potential to reduce unethical behavior in the industry (Hollingsworth 2016). Unethical behavior is a social phenomenon; it involves relationships between people and a
In the following sections, the basic types of relationships found on typical construction projects are examined.

2.1 Types of Relationships

The strength of a relationship is defined by the frequency, reciprocity and emotional intensity of the relationship (Granovetter 1973). A weak relationship has a low barrier to unethical conduct while in a strong relationship, the associated costs are high for unethical conduct.

The degree to which two individuals are connected in more than one way is known as multiplexity of the relationship. Multiplexity adds an additional constraint for acting unethically (Brass et al. 1998).

Unethical behavior is most likely to occur in asymmetrical relationships when the trust and emotional involvement of one individual are not reciprocated by the other (Carley and Krackhardt 1990). Asymmetrical ties place one party at an advantage and increase the opportunity and payoffs for that party.

Status is defined as the relative power difference between actors. Asymmetric power in a relationship places the party of lower status at risk of being treated unethically. The lower status party is less likely to engage in unethical conduct as the party with the upper hand can retaliate with more severe consequences. In this situation, the probability of the party with higher status engaging in unethical conduct depends almost entirely on its moral character (Brass et al. 1998).

2.2 Structure of Relationships

The presence of individuals in a strict hierarchal structure found in traditional delivery methods (Figure 1) increases the opportunity for unethical behavior (Zey-Ferrell and Ferrell 1982). A hierarchically flat organization increases surveillance and the reputation of the individual is put at risk. McCabe and Trevino (1993) found that ethical behavior is influenced by the individual’s perception of being caught. The presence of peers, their perceptions, and frequency of contact influences ethical behavior (Izraeli 1988; McCabe and Trevino 1993; Zey-Ferrell & Ferrell 1982; Zey-Ferrell et al. 1979). Of greater importance is the structure of the relationship. The following examines the basics of structure in a relationship.

Figure 1. Structure of contractual relationships in different delivery methods. Adapted from El Asmar et al. 2013)

Structural holes represent the absence of a link between two individuals or parties (Burt 1992). It is the absence of a relationship and is a hindrance to information sharing. In Design Bid Build
(Figure 1(a)), the owner, architect, and contractor may form a structure similar to Figure 2(a). There is a clear gap in communication; such relations in the industry, for example, can lead to an increase in the number of requests for information (RFIs) (El Asmar et al. 2013). The number of RFIs can be considered as a communication performance metric; they contribute to considerable waste on a project. In such situations, surveillance between parties is low and the probability of unethical conduct is high.

When participants are connected in mixed structures such as in figure 2(b), it is less likely that actors A and B will act unethically toward one another because surveillance is higher. This relationship structure is, arguably, found in Design Build projects (Figure 2(b)). An empirical study by Hale et al. (2009) found Design Build to be superior to Design Bid Build because it facilitates greater levels of collaboration. Fewer contingencies were observed and relationships between participants were stronger.

However, in 2(b) although there is a reduced risk of unethical behavior between parties A & B—because of increased surveillance and risk of damaged reputation—A and B can still form a coalition and act unethically toward C (Murnighan & Brass 1991). Such coalitions have been observed in Design Bid Build and Design Build projects. Moreover, C might perceive unethical behavior even though A and B do not have any such intention. In this case, the fear of being taken advantage of—or in other words, the mere fear of unethical conduct—may become a motivating factor for C to engage in unethical conduct.

By contrast, Lean-Integrated Project Delivery aims to form structures between participants similar to figure 2(c). This arrangement is called a simmelian triad (Krackhardt 1999). In this instance, any noted unethical behavior is transmitted quickly to a third party as surveillance is high and there is a risk of loss of reputation.

The extent to which an individual can reach to others in the least number of links within the network is defined as centrality (Freeman et al. 1979). Direct connections increase surveillance and determine the extent to which news of unethical conduct spreads to others. Hence, actors having high centrality have more to lose from unethical conduct than those who are isolated in the network (Brass et al. 1998). Density refers to the extent of network ties as opposed to the total number of possible connections (Scott 1991). High-density networks have higher surveillance and high loss of reputation. Conversely, loosely connected ties have the potential to facilitate unethical conduct (Brass et al. 1998).

4Two people are “Simmelian tied” to each other if they are reciprocally and strongly tied to each other and if they are reciprocally and strongly tied to at least one third party in common (Krackhardt 1999).
Comparing the structure of delivery methods and structure of unethical behavior from a social network analysis perspective, the similarity is striking. While it is hard to quantify the amount of unethical conduct in different delivery methods, a more collaborative approach would lead arguably lead to more ethical behavior as suggested by social network analysis of unethical behavior (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Comparison of structure of delivery methods and structure of unethical behavior from social network analysis perspective. Adapted from El Asmar et al. (2013) and Brass et al. (1998).](image)

### 3 Lean Construction and Relational Contracting

There are two fundamentally different types of contracting: transactional and relational (Williamson 1979; Macneil 1973). Lean construction champions the latter, as it is consistent with flow and value generation. Murdoch and Hughes (2002) state the risks associated with executing a project and to which participants are subject are considered separate while risks associated with processes are ignored in traditional delivery methods. The dispute record of the construction industry suggests it is impossible to draft traditional contracts for projects that include all contingencies and risks, limit opportunistic behavior, and still maintain efficiency (Matthews and Howell 2005). A relational contract provides a basis for long-term complex contracts with flexibility so that the participants can express their concerns in new environments (Joskow 1987, 1990; Leffler and Ruker 1991, Gundlach and Achrol 1993, Swierczek 1994).

The main characteristics of relational contracts are (Cheung et al. 2006):
- personal interactions are crucial;
- the transaction is usually of long duration;
- the future cooperation opportunity is large;
- there is flexibility to cope with unforeseen circumstances; and
- it is anti-discrete.

Relational contracts can be effective in attaining mutual benefits, developing long-term relationships and avoiding adversarial tendencies. Relational contracting enhances the project performance by sustaining long-term relationships, acting as a buffer to unethical conduct. The idea is to create value beyond the project for participants and society. Trust and partnership are held in high regard among the project participants rather than the terms of the contract. This results in greater commercial value to participants and effective collaboration through knowledge-sharing.
4 CONCLUSION

In lean construction, each representative of a party is present in the Big Room. Lean construction champions a decentralized decision-making process that helps avoid the perception of being used unethically by another party. It operates on the principle of reliable workflow and metrics describing inputs to these flows are made transparent (Howell et al. 2010). By creating this kind of network, the entire team begins to think alike which sets in motion a snowball effect. This alignment resides at the crux of lean thinking. This model creates a "virtual company" with representatives from each organization who possess strong ties within their company and who share proximity with other representatives (Thomsen et al. 2010). Individuals identify and adopt similar attitudes and behavior with others who occupy similar positions in and across groups. This develops empathy toward others, acting as a barrier to unethical conduct. In this way, behavior on a Lean construction jobsite can exceed the ethical codes prescribed. This can represent a necessary step in the right direction to reduce unethical conduct in the construction industry. The structure of delivery methods shares a structure of relationship similar to that of unethical conduct from a social network analysis perspective. Construction directly reflects the economic development of a country. Implementation of Lean-IPD in construction may be an effective grass roots weapon for combatting corruption. Further research needs to be conducted through the lens of psychology to better understand the interplay of relationships and their impact on decision-making behavior within various construction delivery methods.
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